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Abstract
Involutive automorphisms of complex affine Kac-Moody algebras (in 
particular, their conjugacy classes within the group of all automorphisms) 
and their compact real forms are studied, using the matrix formulation 
which was developed by Cornwell. The initial study of the A^ series of
affine untwisted Kac-Moody algebras is extended to include the complex 
affine untwisted Kac-Moody algebras B^, and From the
information obtained, explicit bases for real forms of these Kac-Moody 
algebras are then constructed. A scheme for naming some real forms is 
suggested. Further work is included which examines the involutive 
automorphisms and the real forms of A^2) and the algebra (which is 
based upon an exceptional simple Lie algebra). The work involving the 
algebra A^2) is part of work towards extending the matrix formulation to 
twisted Kac-Moody algebras. The analysis also acts as a practical test of 
this method, and from it we may infer different ways of using the 
formulation to eventually obtain a complete picture of the conjugacy 
classes of the involutive automorphisms of all the affine Kac-Moody 
algebras.
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1 Involutive automorphisms of Kac-Moody 
algebras and their real forms
1.1 Introduction
In Lie algebra theory, the reverse process of complexification was examined at an early 
date by both Cartan and Gantmacher. That is, they were engaged in the task of finding 
real Lie algebras whose complexifications were given complex Lie algebras. The 
method suggested by Cartan (see [5]) is of particular interest and will be discussed in 
greater detail later in this thesis. In the work of Cartan and of Gantmacher [16,17], 
there is an extremely strong connection between the real forms of a given semi-simple 
complex Lie algebra and the involutive automorphisms of the compact real form of the 
same semi-simple Lie algebra.
In recent years, the finite-dimensional Lie algebras have been supplemented by a 
new class of infinite-dimensional Lie algebras (known better as Kac-Moody Lie 
algebras, or simply as Kac-Moody algebras). It had been shown by Serre that each 
semi-simple Lie algebra could be found by starting with a Cartan matrix, effectively 
reversing the process by which the Lie algebras had been classified by Cartan. Kac 
[22] and Moody [25], [26], [27], working independently, generalised Serre's method 
to produce the algebras now known as Kac-Moody algebras. Of these infinite­
dimensional algebras, the most widely-studied are the affine Kac-Moody algebras. The 
others, known as indefinite Kac-Moody algebras, are not as well-known or studied. 
The Kac-Moody algebras have been further supplemented by the study of Kac-Moody 
superalgebras, although these are not within the scope of this present work.
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To a large extent, the study of the affine Kac-Moody algebras has mirrored the 
study of the finite dimensional Lie algebras which has already taken place. This is not 
surprising, given the evolution of the Kac-Moody algebras. There are, therefore, many 
properties and definitions which have been “carried over” from Lie algebra theory to 
Kac-Moody theory, with little or no modification in some cases. These include, 
amongst others, the property of compactness, roots, and a symmetric bilinear form 
(analogous to the Killing form). These will be mentioned in more detail in the 
remainder of this chapter. Importantly, the notion of a real form of an affine Kac- 
Moody algebra may be introduced, and the various processes which have been used to 
find (and identify) real forms of Lie algebras may, where possible, be adapted and used 
to generate real forms of the affine complex Kac-Moody algebras. The method which 
is, perhaps, the most elegant and simple is that suggested by the work of Cartan. In 
order to use this, the involutive automorphisms of the compact real form must be 
known. Hence, a knowledge of the automorphisms of the affine Kac-Moody algebras 
is desirable, and also a method by which they can readily be found and analysed. The 
automorphisms of affine Kac-Moody algebras have been investigated by a number of 
authors, notably Kobayashi [23] and Levstein [24]. In addition, Gorman et al [19] 
have considered those automorphisms which are “Cartan-preserving” for both the 
untwisted and twisted Kac-Moody algebras. The Cartan-preserving algebras are 
important because each conjugacy class of involutive automorphisms contains one or 
more Cartan-preserving automorphism (see Levstein).
A general method for the analysis of automorphisms of affine Kac-Moody 
algebras was developed by Cornwell, and used to investigate the conjugacy classes of 
the involutive automorphisms of the algebras hP for £ s> 1. For a full account of this, 
see [8]. This method, the “matrix formulation”, is the one which will be employed 
throughout this thesis. In addition to the classification of involutive automorphisms and 
the generation of real forms, the analysis will serve to test the matrix formulation for 
other affine Kac-Moody algebras, thus identifying any limitations or problems which 
require further investigation. Work in similar areas has been undertaken by a number of
2
others. Andruskiewitsch [1] has investigated the forms of Kac-Moody algebras that are 
“almost compact”, having in an earlier paper presented a construction of k -forms of 
symmetrisable derived Kac-Moody algebras, where k is a field of characteristic zero 
with algebraic closure k. Berman and Pianzola [2] have, likewise, investigated 
generators for real forms, with some of their work involving “non-Euclidean” (or non- 
affine) algebras. It is worth mentioning briefly the implications that these algebras have 
for other fields. The strong connection with the Virasoro algebras and conformal field 
theory is well-documented, with Goddard and Olive’s review [18] on Kac-Moody and 
Virasoro algebras being a prime example of this fact. The part played by the Kac- 
Moody algebras is also discussed in the work of (amongst others) Bernard [3], 
Bouwknegt [4], Font [15] and Walton [30].
The second section of this chapter will recall some definitions, properties and 
observations pertinent to the rest of the thesis. Subsequent chapters will analyse the 
affine Kac-Moody algebras as described above. Chapter 2 is concerned with the 
complex untwisted algebra A^, and the following chapter with the complex untwisted 
algebra A^. Chapter 4 examines the remaining algebras of the seriesA^. The basis 
for much of the work in these three chapters is the published work of Cornwell [8-11]. 
The following chapters investigate, respectively, the affine complex untwisted algebras 
B^\ C^ and The algebra is sufficiently different from the others in the 
series to merit inclusion in a chapter if its own. Chapter 9 is concerned with the 
exceptional Kac-Moody algebra G^. We then encounter some of the twisted affine 
Kac-Moody algebras. Following an initial discussion of the twisted algebras in general, 
an investigation of A\ takes place. This study is intended to find out to what extent 
the matrix formulation (which is formulated specifically for untwisted algebras) is 
suitable for adaptation to the twisted algebras.
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1.2 Lie algebras and untwisted affine Kac-Moody algebras
Since we are extending concepts of a Lie algebraic origin, it is customary to adopt 
notation from Lie theory when examining the affine Kac-Moody algebras. The 
following information is contained in greater detail in [12-14] and in other places in the 
literature, and is placed here for convenience in this thesis. We assume that is a 
semi-simple complex Lie algebra, unless otherwise stated.
Let be of complex dimension nQ, with basis elements .
Recall that the structure constants are defined in terms of the Lie product ([,]) by
oa,-, k 0 cijak (1.2.1)
In addition, the adjoint representation of is defined in terms of the Lie product (or
commutator). This is the representation of in which every a° has as its
representative the n° x n° matrix ad(a°) defined by
(1.2.2)
The Killing form Z?°) is then defined by
(1.2.3)
where tr(A) is the trace of the matrix A. The Killing form is a non-degenerate 
symmetric bilinear form.
The Cartan subalgebra of the algebra is defined to be a subalgebra of 
which is such that
1. It is a maximal Abelian subalgebra of
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2. For all Z?° the matrix ad(/z°) is completely reducible.
It is well-documented in the literature that each semi-simple complex Lie algebra 
does possess at least one Cartan subalgebra. Furthermore, it is well-known that each 
Cartan subalgebra of 2^ may be mapped into any other Cartan subalgebra of 2^ by 
an automorphism of 2^. Hence, all of the Cartan subalgebras have the same
dimension, which is called the rank of 2?(°\ The subalgebra may be
assumed to have the basis ..., h®0. The general element of is given by
7=1
Now, since is Abelian, all irreducible representations of it are one-dimensional, 
and so the matrices (for y = 1,2,...,£°) are simultaneously diagonalisable.
Since a similarity transformation corresponds to a change of basis, there thus exists a 
setof basis elements a?,...,(of ) such that
(ak(h°)GC)- (i-2-5)
Then, with hQ given by (1.2.4), the linear functional aQk is defined on by
= (1.2.6)
7-1
Each linear functional a°k (k = l,...n° - ^°) defined in this manner is called a non-zero 
root of . For any non-zero root a° of 2^, those elements a\ which are such 
that[h°,aa0] = a°(/z°)a% form a subspace (denoted by which is known as the
root subspace corresponding to the root cu°. The algebra 2^ is the vector space direct 
sum of the Cartan subalgebra and of the root subspaces corresponding to all non-zero 
roots of . It is always the case that, if a° is a root of 2^, then so is -a°. One 
fact which is less immediately obvious is that each non-zero root of 2^ may be 
written as
5
(1.2.7)oa
where the quantities are either all non-negative integers or non-positive integers, 
and (for k = 1,.. „^°) form a set of non-zero roots called the simple roots. The root 
a° is called either positive (if the integers are all non-negative) or called negative 
otherwise. It will be assumed implicitly from now on that the set af,...,a°o is a set of
simple roots. The set of non-zero roots of will be denoted by A°. The set of 
positive roots is denoted by A°+ and the set of negative roots by A°_. The group of 
linear transformations that sends the set of roots of an algebra to itself is called the 
group of rotations of that algebra. One particular rotation to which we assign a name is 
the so-called “Cartan involution”, for which the corresponding rotation of the roots is 
the transformation T(ak) = -ak.
To each root aQ of A°, a unique element is associated according to the 
prescription that ,A°) = for all elements h° of . The elements h\
(for j - 1,...,^°) form a basis for . The basis element of the root subspace 
is denoted by . Clearly, there is a certain amount of choice regarding the basis
elements. However, the Weyl canonical form provides a set of commutation relations 
for these basis elements, and it is this particular canonical form of the basis that will be 
used in this thesis. The basis elements of the Weyl canonical form satisfy the following 
set of commutation relations.
1. For /,& = 1,2,...,/'°, the elements/?°o,A°o satisfy [/z°o,A°o =0.
oty i_ Oty
2. The basis elements e°o,£° 0 are chosen such that 0 ) =
a -a \ a -a /
oaddition, with a° = aj » they satisfy
-1. In
r o o i v i«° i o
7=1
3. For any hQ and any non-zero root a°, we have
6
(1.2.8)r,0 0 1 OZ,0\ 0 [h ,eaoj=« (A
4. For any non-zero roots a°,(3Q where a° +/3° is not a root (zero or non­
zero), we have
(1.2.9)
Where a° + /3° is a non-zero root, then £°0 ,e°o0 = N 0 «o<?°o Oo • The convention 1 a p J a ,p a +p
associated with the Weyl canonical form is that Nao is non-zero, and
Na°,p° = N-a°,-fi0 (1.2.10)
If T is a representation of the compact real form of 2?^, then it may be assumed that it
provides a representation of the compact real form by anti-Hermitian matrices. As a 
consequence of this, it may be assumed that is Hermitian, and that
r(e«°)= “F (e-a°) f°r each n°n-zer° r°ot a° ■
The above is a brief resume of the structure of a general semi-simple complex 
Lie algebra. If we retain the definitions and conventions, then we may construct a 
complex untwisted affine Kac-Moody algebra 2?^ from the semi-simple complex Lie 
algebra in a straightforward manner. The precise method of construction is given 
in [8], and this yields an algebra whose general element has the form (given in 
terms of the basis elements of 2?)
2 2 ®aQp + Llcc + (1.2.11)
yezp=i
where only a finite number of the quantities fj,j are non-zero. The basis elements will 
be assumed to be basis elements of the compact real form of 2?(°\ whose basis 
elements, in terms of the Weyl canonical basis elements of are
ih, (7=1,2,...,/’), (1.2.12)
7
> for each non - zero root a (1.2.13)
Z o o Ve o + e o ) \ a -a I
The quantities c and d (called the central charge and the scaling element) are 
introduced to be such that, for all a°,/3° , they satisfy
[? ®a°,tk ® Z>°] = tl+k ®[a°,fo°] + y6-,'*°B(0)(a0,60)c, 
jy.f'® a°] = Jtj ®a°,
[?®a°,c] = 0, (1.2.14)
[J,c] = 0.
It is sometimes the convention to add the superscript “0” to elements that belong 
to semi-simple Lie algebras in order to distinguish .them from elements of their 
associated untwisted affine Kac-Moody algebra. This convention will not generally be 
repeated, unless it is to be made explicit that a° is a member of the semi-simple 
complex Lie algebra. In most cases, there is no possibility of confusion.
Following the definition of the Killing form for , a symmetric bilinear form 
B^\,} is defined for by
® a ,tk ®b°) = d7+*’°£(0)(a°,Z>0),
B(1)(z7 ® a , c) = £(1)(/7' ® a,d) = 0,
B(1)(c,c) = B{[\d, d) = 0, (1.2.15)
B(I)(J,c)=l.
Similarly, a Cartan subalgebra is defined for by
f°
dl) =(Cc)©(C£Z)®2c(?0®/j“«). (1.2.16)
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If a° is any linear functional on , then its extension to is defined to be the 
linear functional a, which is such that a(t° ® A°) = (for hQ G^°b and
a(c) = a(d) = 0. One important linear functional defined on is d, defined by
d(z°®/?°) = d(c) = O (v/z°G^(0)), (1.2.17)
d(d)=l. (1.2.18)
For any linear function a defined on OV('1\ we define an element G^1^ such that 
for all h G«¥^\ = a(h). The functional <5 is important because the roots
of the complex affine untwisted Kac-Moody algebra 2^ are expressed in terms of it. 
In fact, - c. The real roots of consist of extensions of the positive roots of 
2^, together with the roots of the form jd + a, where a is the extension of a non­
zero root of 2^ and j is a natural number. The imaginary roots are all of the form 
jd, where j is a natural number. A linear functional ce0 on is defined by 
a0 = d - aH, where aH is the extension of the highest root of 2^.
A symmetric bilinear form may be defined on . Let «,/3 be
extensions of linear functionals on We then let = (a0,^0^ \
Furthermore, (d,a)^ ,{d,d)^ are zero. With this symmetric bilinear form, we are 
able to define the generalised Cartan matrix whose index set is taken to be 
0,1,...,^°. If the Cartan matrix of 2^ is denoted by A^then
(1.2.18)
(1.2.19)
(1.2.20)
and (a(1)) = 2.
\ /oo
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Throughout the rest of this thesis, notation will be used which is now defined. 
We define ejd+a (where a EA°) and ekd (where 1 -s k <. by
, a , , (1.2.21)
4 = i!l ® h°° 0 GZ \ {0}, 1 s A £ e).
The ‘‘compact involution” is used in the definition of the compact real form of a 
complex affine Kac-Moody algebra. Let us consider an untwisted complex affine Kac- 
Moody algebra 2^. The general element a of has already been given in (1.2.6). 
The compact involution 0C of is then defined by
»° . . *
} ®aQp}-^cc~^dd- (1.2.22)
_/SZp=l
The compact real form (of the complex untwisted affine Kac-Moody algebra 
is then defined to consist of those elements a of which satisfy 0c(a) = a. Thus, 
in terms of the Weyl canonical basis elements of , the basis elements of are 
given by the following, which are numbered (1.2.23)
'fix,) (1 s A s /),
(ey«+e-y«) (lsAs Ay=l,2,...),
'(eya-e-y») (is As Ay =1,2,...),
(«a + e-o) («eA°+),
'(<A-<J (“eA°j
(^ys+a "^^-ys-a) (ctA , y = 1,2,...),
‘(^.o-e-yd-a) (aGA°,y = l,2,...),
fc,
id.
The definition of the compact real form of a complex twisted affine Kac-Moody algebra 
will be explained later in the thesis, when twisted algebras are being examined.
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At this point, some terms used in the thesis, together with some non-standard 
notation and shorthand will be explained. The first items are the terms “offdiag”, 
“dsum” and “offsum”. The expression “diag{a,b,...,y,z}“ is well-known shorthand
for diagonal matrices. We define
0 0
0 0
offdiag {a,y, z}
o y 
z 0
0 a
b 0
0 0
0 0
(1.2.24)
Similarly, (for square matrices a,b,...,y,z) we define
a 0
0 b
dsum{a,b,...,y,z} =
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
offsum{a,b,...,y,z} =
0 0
0 0
• • >
y o
0 z
0 a"
b 0
0 0
0 0
(1.2.25)
(1.2.26)
o y
z 0
The expression 1A. will be used for the k x k unit matrix, and Ky = offdiag {1,1,..., 1,1} 
and is a j x j matrix.
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1.3 The matrix formulation of Kac-Moody algebras
It was stated previously that one of the secondary intentions of this work was to 
investigate the extent to which the “matrix formulation” is sufficient for determining the 
conjugacy classes of the involutive automorphisms within the group of all 
automorphisms of an untwisted complex affine Kac-Moody algebra. This formulation 
was developed by Cornwell (see [8]) and later applied to the algebras A^\ and
(for f s: 1) (see [6-11]). The formulation in question enables all of the 
automorphisms of an untwisted complex affine Kac-Moody algebra to be examined. It 
extends related work of Levstein [24] concerning the “derived subalgebra” , which is 
defined to be [ In the matrix formulation, the automorphisms are of four different
types, namely la, lb, 2a and 2b. A detailed explanation of the derivation of the 
formulation, together with sundry formulae relating to the conditions for an 
automorphisms to be conjugate, and for the products of automorphisms, is contained in 
[8]. An account of the matrix formulation is now given, with only the most relevant 
points, definitions and conditions being given. Let T be a faithful irreducible
representation (of dimension dr) of the complex semi-simple Lie algebra , with y 
such that tr = yB^(a°,6°) for all a°,b° The number y is called
the Dynkin index of the representation T. It then follows that the general element 
(given in (1.2.11)) of the affine untwisted Kac-Moody algebra 1 may be expressed in 
the form
a(r) + p,cc + f.idd, (1.3.1)
where the first term in the expression (1.3.1) is given by
a(0=XS^/r(ap)- <L3-2>
/ezp-i
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Now, each automorphism may be in tenms of a matrix U(r), a non-zero
complex parameter u and at arbitraty c ompleepprameter Thh matrix U(t) is
assumed to be invertible, with both it and its inverse having Laureat polynomial entries. 
These are often written as a triple in the form • {u(f),m, .. On occasions where only the 
matrix quantity U(?) is of concern, we will often refer to the “automorphism generated 
by U(r) hhe automorphisms are specified by their actions upon the “matrix part”, 
their actions upon c and their actions ' upon d. These may be summarised as follows:
1. The action on one m atrixmart an general, the autemorphiem
( = {u(r), m, l} has the following effect upon a matrix part a( ?) :
^(a(z)) = U(z)0(a(/))u(r)_1 + i- Resltrf U(f)'1 gl
Y \ dt
c, (1.3.3)
where the quantity 0(a(f)) is defined differently for different types of automorphism by
a(wf ) (for type la automorphisms ) 
-a(ut) (for type 1 b automorphisms ) 
a(ut _1) (for type 2a automorphisms ) 
-a^nr1) (for type 2b automorphisms).
(1.3.4)
It is assumed that the quantity U(0 0(a(l))u(O 1 does represent a member of the affine 
Kac-Moody algebra 2? .
2. The aation oo tiie e-empnts x .an d. Thii issummerised bb 
((c) = jXC,
((d) = j^(<o(U (f))+ £c + d\
(135)
where /x = 1 for type la and type lb automorphisms, /x = -1 for type 2a and type 2b 
automorphisms, and
«),)-'
dt dr \ dt
(136)
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(The notation “tr” in the above refers to the “trace” of the matrix in question). It was 
also noted in the general theory of the matrix formulation that two triples {u(f),M,^} 
and are identical if, and only if u = u', % = and U'(f) =
where rj is some non-zero complex number and A: is an integer. It follows, therefore, 
that a matrix U(z) which generates an automorphism (of a complex untwisted affine 
Kac-Moody algebra) is arbitrary up to a common multiplicative factor of the form r]tk. 
This fact will not always be stated explicitly in the main body of the thesis. An 
automorphism corresponding to the triple {u(z),w,^} is involutive if certain conditions
(dependent upon the type of automorphism) are satisfied. For example, a type la 
automorphism corresponding to the triple {u(?),w,^} is involutive if, and only if the 
following are all satisfied:
UWu(wz) = ?7?l,
w2 =1, (1.3.7)
£ = _^Res< tr(u(^~1^^4>(uW)) J’
where rj is some non-zero complex number and k is an integer. The expression “Res” 
is shorthand for the residue of a function, being the coefficient of f1 in the Laurent 
expansion of the function concerned. Similarly, the type lb automorphism 
corresponding to the triple {u(f),«,^} is involutive if, and only if the following are all 
satisfied:
U(f)U(«f) = Jj/l,
m2=1, (1.3.8)
The type 2a automorphism corresponding to the triple {u(?),w,£} is involutive if, and 
only if the following are all satisfied:
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U(z)U(itf_1)= jjz‘1,
5 = __LRes{tr(u(z)-«<I>(u(ri)))J.
(1.3.9)
The type 2b automorphism corresponding to the triple {u(z),m,^} is involutive if, and 
only if the following are satisfied:
— Res 
2y
(1.3.10)
Detailed expressions also exist for the products of automorphisms of different types, 
and also for the inverses of automorphisms. It is not necessary for this present analysis 
to use these expressions explicitly, and they are not given explicitly. If required, one 
should consult the original paper on the matrix formulation. It is required, however, to 
give the necessary and sufficient conditions for two automorphisms to be conjugate. If 
two automorphisms and 02 are conjugate, then they are necessarily of the same 
type. In the following, fa has the corresponding triple ,£j}, (f>2 the
Corresponding triple {u2(/),w2,£2}, and another automorphism (f> has the 
corresponding triple {s(z),5,^}. The conditions are the necessary and sufficient ones 
for the equality fa = 0 ° 02 o 0_1 to hold. It will be assumed that rj is any non-zero 
complex number, and k is any integer.
0 is of type la, (1.3.11)
The automorphisms fa and 02 are both of type la. There are four sets 
conditions for them to be conjugate, depending upon which type the automorphism <f> 
is. If 0 is of type la, lb, 2a, 2b respectively, then the sets of conditions are: 
r)tk U,(z) =S(z)U2(sz)S(«2f)"11
L J
r)tk U,(z) =S(z)U2(iZ)-‘ S{u2z)_1
Mj =U2
0 is of type lb, (1.3.12)
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> 0 is of type 2a, (1.3.13)
i]tk u,(z) = S(z)u2(sz-‘)s(m21z)“1
=W2
rpk U,(z) =S(z)U2(sr')"1s(M2-1f)‘n
0 is of type 2b. (1.3.14)
-l
When the two automorphisms under consideration are both of type lb, then the 
conditions for their conjugacy become:
jjz*U,(z) =S(z)U2(sz)S(«2z)'
0 is of type la, (1.3.15)
ritk U,(z) = S(z)U2(.sz)_1S(«2z)
i/j = vi'-)
ritk U,(z) =S(z)U2(.s-i’1 )§(«?'/)
> 0 is of type lb, (1.3.16)
(f) is of type 2a, (1.3.17)
— Vi^
rjtk U,(f) =S(z)U2(sz-‘)’I§(u2‘z)'
0 is of type 2b. (1.3.18)
—*• Vi 2,
When the automorphisms under consideration are of type 2a, then the conditions 
for their conjugacy become
\-i
0isoftypela, (1.3.19)
r/z‘ U, (z) = S(z)U2(iZ)s(j-2«2z-1)'
M. — S
T]tk U,(z) = S(z)U2(sz)-1 s(s-2z^z*1 ) 1
> 0 is of type lb, (1.3.20)
= 5 u2
rjtk U, (z) = S(z)U2(iZ-1)s(s2u2-‘z-1)'1
2 -1
—- A
0 is of type 2a, (1.3.20)
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0 is of type 2b. (1.3.21)
Ujz) =S(z)U2(\/ ls{s2u2lt} 1 
2 -1U\ — 5 Wo
When the automorphisms 0! and 02 are of type 2b, then the conditions for their 
being conjugate to one another become:
rjtk Uj(f) =S(zl)U2(sf)s(s 2u2t 1 
Wj — 5 ~U2
► 0 is of type la, (1.3.22)
= s(z)u2(szp§(5-2«,r1)'
_2Mj — "Wo
0 is of type lb, (1.3.23)
ntk u,(z) =s(z)X^2(2Z’^1)s(i2!^21f! 
2 -1
Uv — 5 U2
> 0 is of type 2a, ( 1.3.24)
j u,(f) =s(z)U22sr‘)"‘s(sV2)y|
10 is of type 2b. (1.3.25)
2 -1 i
ux=s u2 J
In practice, the preceding equations may be greatly simplified. Since the 
involutive automorphisms are the ones that will be studied, certain constraints may be 
imposed upon the values of w and 5. For example, take an involutive automorphism of 
type la. It follows from the involutiveness conditions given previously, that W =l. It 
was noted in [8] that every class of type la involutive automorphisms for which w = 1 
was disjoint (that is, non-conjugate) from every class of type la involutive 
automorphisms for which w = -1. The same conclusion is reached for the conjugacy 
classes of the type lb involutive automorphisms.
However, when the involutive automorphisms under consideration are of type 
2a or type 2b, then [8] notes that u is completely arbitrary, and will thus be chosen to 
take the value unity. It follows therefore, that the involutive automorphisms are studied 
thus: firstly the type la involutive automorphisms (with w = 1 and w = -1 being
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examined separately). _ Then the type lb involutive automorphisms (with u = 1 and 
u - -1 being examined separately). Finally the type 2a and then the type 2b involutive 
automorphisms (with u = l) in both cases. One interesting feature is that, if the 
representation F is equivalent to its “contragredient representation”, then the type la 
automorphisms and the type lb automorphisms coincide, and the type 2a and the type 
2b automorphisms also coincide. That is, if there exists a non-singular dy x dy matrix 
C which is such that
-jfa“)-C’'l(a“)c (Va° e.Z<0)). (1,3.26)
In these cases, the type lb automorphisms and the type 2b automorphisms may be 
disregarded. Otherwise, automorphisms are only conjugate to other ' automorphisms of 
the same type.
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1.4 Automorphisms of the compact real form and real forms 
generated from them
There is a convenient condition upon the matrix U()) such that, if U(r) satisfies the 
condition, then the restriction (to the compact real form of the automorphism
corresponding to the triple {u(/),l,^} is also an automorphism of In general, we
will be using representations of semi-simple Lie algebras that are real. Thus, in general, 
the “matrix part” a(?) of an element of the compact real form will satisfy 
a (l"*) . = -a(?). Suppose for the moment that {u()),l,§} corresponds to a type la 
automorphism. Then the effect of this automorphism (which we call 0 ) is as follows:
0(a(r)) = U(/r)a(wru(r)_1 ■c. (1.4.1)
We assume that a(r) is the matrix representative of an element of the compact real form 
Thus, a = -a(e ).If i^l^<ii^estri ction of 0 to-ZaP is anauismofphism of
then we must have that b*(r~i)' = ~t>(r), where b(r) = U())a(w))U(/)-1. This implies
that
u*(;’!)">a*(i^z^!)u(z’!) = -U(z)a(M)U(z)'!. (1.4.2)
Since a (z“>) = -a(r), we may rearrange this to give
U(z)"1U*((“‘)"1a(«f) =a(«f)U(z)“'U’(z'1)'1. (1.4.3)
This allows us to use the result of Schur’s lemma (see appendix B) to infer that
U(z)^1u'friL' = f(t)l. (1.4.4)
However, since U(t) and its inverse are Laurent polynomial matrices, we may infer that 
u’(z-‘)u(z) = at^l (where a is a non-zero complex number and jS is an integer).
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If £ is a complex affine Kac-Moody algebra and if is a real Lie subalgebra 
of 2 , then is a real form of 1 if the complexification of is isomorphic to 2.
In the special case where 2 is finite-dimensional, it should be remembered that 
dimR^0 = dimc 2, although where 2 is of complex affine type these quantities are,
of course, infinite. It may also be recalled that every element of 2 may be represented 
in the form:#+ z'2>, where a, b are elements of Moreover, the representation is 
unique. This property also holds when 2 is a complex affine Kac-Moody algebra.
The real forms of the semi-simple Lie algebras were found and classified by 
Cartan. The non-compact real forms were all created from the compact real form by 
studying the involutive automorphisms of the compact real form and applying Cartan's 
method. This method may be summarised thus:
Let ip be an involutive automorphism of the compact real form
of 2^, a semi-simple complex Lie algebra of dimension nQ. Define 
an eigenvector of (p to be an element ap of that satisfies 
Tp(#O) = kQpap and let the quantity be called the eigenvalue
corresponding to the eigenvector ap . Since the automorphism ip is 
r i«°
involutive, the eigenvalues take the values ±1. If is a basis of
consisting of eigenvectors of ip (with eigenvalues taking the 
values 1, -1) then t is a basis of a real form of , where
[aD when = 1
^= o o <1A5)
■ \ia°p when Ap = -1.
Furthermore, all the real forms of 2^ may be obtained in this way.
This theorem of Cartan and the method of generating real forms that is suggested by it 
will be discussed further, with particular respect to infinite-dimensional Lie algebras 
and their real forms. It is well-known that each real form of a complex semi-simple 
Lie algebra gives rise to an involutive automorphism of the compact real form of that
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Lie algebra. For an account of this (and of the real forms of semi-simple Lie algebras 
in general) see, for example [28], This property also holds for Kac-Moody algebras, 
as will be seen below. We call a basis of the compact real form of an algebra in which 
every element is an eigenvector of the automorphism ip (with eigenvalues ±1) -
eigenvector basis”.
Let be the compact real form of the complex affine Kac-Moody algebra J, 
defined with respect to the compact involution 0C, given by (1.2.22). Now, if ipis
an automorphism of the compact real form then we may extend it to an 
automorphism -£ of 2 by the definition for all complex
numbers p., and all a In fact, if ip^ is an automorphism of any real form 2^,
then this automorphism may be extended to the whole of 2 by letting 
ip = (J.ipjja) for all complex numbers f.i and all a E2^.
It is useful to note here that, when is any real subalgebra of £ , every
element of the compact real form 2^ may be expressed in the form c + d, where
c e( £q A j?0) and d E^£c A Zj?0) . Proof of this is rather simple. Let {a} denote the
set which contains only the element a. What we wish to show is that
(J{a + &} = 2?c whereaE^J!c A Ai£0), (1.4.6)
a,b
where the double summation in (1.4.6) is over all elements flGjj^A^) and 
b e(j?c A i£0). Now it follows for each a g(^ A and b e(^c A z'2?0) that a E2^ 
and b E2?c. Equation (1.4.6) may thus be re-written as
( \
U{a + Z>} = Zcn U {c+4
ce2?0
(1.4.7)
Now it is clear that the summation of sets in the right-hand side of (1.4.7) is equal to 
2 itself, and so we have that
U{a + Z?} = j?cA (aG.£c A2?0,Z>e£c Az2?0). (1.4.8)
a,b
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Now, let J?j and H be two isomorphic real forms of £. There exists, 
therefore, a homomorphism 0 from Jy onto Jo which is injective, surjective and 
such that 0(.1i) = .4 * The homomorphism 0 may be extended to £, in which case • it 
becomes an automorphism l^ j of J. Clearly, the image (p,(jc) of the compact real
form is itself a compact real form of J, and all of the compact real forms of a
particular complex affine Kac-Moody algebra are isomorphic. Thus, there exists 
some bijective homomorphism p such that (A:)) = £!• This may also be written 
as 0c(2^cc) = p^H-Cc) ’ and we may infer that p may be extended into an 
automorphism pc of J. Consider then the automorphism pc0c of J- The images of
j) and under this automorphism are clearly isomorphic to £x, J, respectively, 
although the image of 4c is -4: itself. There exists, therefore, an automorphism of J 
which maps an isomorphic image of J, bijectively into an isomorphic image of J, 
and which preserves the compact real form . Since J, and have been specified 
only up to isomorphism, it will be assumed from now on that the automorphism 0c 
maps into and preserves the compact real form of £.
We will now proceed to demonstrate that the isomorphic real forms J, and £ 
give rise to automorphisms of the compact real form and moreover, these 
automorphisms are conjugate. We begin by defining two mappings ip,, (for j = 1,12)
as follows:
ipj, (a) = a wwena aEJ?c A HJ
J J
ipj,.(w) = -a when a£E£c Cl i£j.
(1.4.9)
The mapping ip,, is defined only upon the sets (,c Cl and IT J)- However, 
it has been demonstrated that every element of may be written as the sum of an
element from the first of these sets and an element from the other. Hence, the 
mapping ipj, extends by linearity to the whole of J,, and thus extended, ip, is an
automorphism of since it maps onto itself, and preserves the operation of 
commutation. The automorphism ip, may be extended to the whole of J, and this 
automorphism is called ip ~ . (The subscript “y ” is retained in order to denote that the
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gj?ca^2, 
ga n i^c>
,/ x (1.4.10)
and that ^,(a.) = A.. The equations (1.4.10)
automorphism ip - is associated with the real form J? ). The automorphisms ipj, (of
•/ j
and ip - (of J) are clearly of order two.
Every element a of is the image (under </>j) of some b in It follows, 
therefore, that
= -</>(*)
It should be recalled that 0^ (j?,) = J?2 
therefore become the following:
where Z> £4, A 4,
^4^)“ = ~b where Z^G^ AZ^.
Thus ib - = (f>~} oip - o (f) and this implies that the automorphisms ip - and ip - are
conjugate within the group of all automorphisms of J. It follows also that the 
restrictions of these automorphisms (to are conjugate within the group of all 
automorphisms of the compact real form.
Thus, every real form j?z of a Kad-Moody algebra J? gives rise to an 
involutive automorphism ip^ of the compact real form of that algebra. The sets 
(j?c and (j?c AZj?^ are determined uniquely by the real form , (which is
itself unique up to isomorphism), and the automorphism ipj, is determined by 
(j?c A ) and (j?c AZJ?;). Furthermore, the involutive automorphism ipj, may be 
extended into the involutive automorphism ip - (which is an automorphism of
We have shown also that isomorphic real forms real forms ( J\ and .£,) of the same 
algebra generate conjugate isomorphisms (ip and ip^)of Thus, attention may 
be restricted to non-conjugate involutive automorphisms of Kac-Moody algebras.
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In subsequent chapters, we will investigate the involutive automorphisms of 
various complex affine Kac-Moody algebras. Real forms of the Kac-Moody algebras 
will then be obtained by using Cartan’s method, which has been explained above. 
Suppose that the involutive automorphism being analysed is $(= and is
of type la. This automorphism has the following action upon the elements of the 
Kac-Moody algebra:
(f>(a(ut)) = U(f )a(wr)U(f) 1 (1.4.12)
(f)(ic)=ic, (1.4.13)
= id + fyc + iOfaM), (1.4.14)
as given in the general theory of the matrix formulation. Let 4 be a real form 
generated (according to Cartan’s method) by the automorphism <f>. It is immediately 
clear that contains all real multiples of the operator ic. Consider those elements 
(belonging to 2^) of the form (a(r) + Z/c) that are mapped by 0 either to themselves 
or to their negatives. That is, those elements that are eigenvectors of the involutive 
automorphism 0. In those cases where the associated eigenvalue is unity, this means 
that
</>(a(r)+ Zzc) = a(f) + Zzc, (1.4.15)
=> a(z)+ Zk? = U(r)a(wf)U(z)“1 + ■iRes|tr^U(r)-1-^^^a(wr)^|c + Zzc , (1.4.16)
from which it follows that a(z) = U(/)a(ttf)U(r) 1, Z is arbitrary and
Res - tr^ U( t) 1 a(wr = 0. (1.4.17)
Thus, in the case ^(a(z)) = a(z), with a(r)G2?0,^?, it should be noted that
a*(z_1) =-a(/), (1.4.18)
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UMaV’jlX/)-1 = a(z). (1.4.19)
Consider then the case where </>(a(f) + kic)- -a(t)- Xie , (with A arbitrary, real). 
This implies that
•a(r) - Azc = U(z)a(zzz)U(/) 1 + — Res-
=> a(r) = -U(r)a(wz)U(^) \
-2Az = —Res« tr(U(t)~’ -^^a(wr) 
y \ df
>c + Azc, (1.4.20)
(1.4.21)
(1.4.22)
A =—Res4tr U(t)2y 1 \ V dt
>(«<)) (1.4.23)
tr(u(0-1^~^a(w0)
l _ I I
and A is real. In this case, therefore, the real form contains the element 
(z'a(z) - he). Now, if b(z) = za(f) (so that b(f) C7?0), then
(1.4.24)
remembering, of course, that -a*(/_1) = a(?). Suppose, then, that an element of £c of 
the form (a(z) + Xie + id) is mapped by 0 either to itself or to its negative. Upon 
consideration of the action of <p upon the operator id (when (p is of type la), it 
becomes clear that the element in question cannot be mapped to its negative by <p.
Thus
+i<D( U(z)) + U(z)a(«z)U(z)_1
Thus, the following equalities hold:
a(r)= z^^f^ + UWaMU^)"1,
0 = £z + — Res {tr U(z )-1 a(ut
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Recall, however, that § satisfies
§■/ = -—-Res< tr^U(r)-1-^^0(u(Mr))j j,
=> — Res|tr^U(z)~l-^^-a(wz)j • = •—-Res- tr^U(z)-1 -^~f<J>(u(wr))^ j,
(1.4.27)
(1.4.28)
It follows then, that if u = 1
Res-
trlU(zr‘^Wa
dt
1 = 0. (1.4.30)
Thus, if </>( = {u(?),1,g}) is a type la involutive automorphism, then the elements of 
-4,, the real form generated by Cartan’s method, are all real linear combinations of the 
following:
1. elements a(f) where a(r) = U(/)a(r)U(?) 1 =-U(r)a*(c1)u(r)
2. elements (za(r) - Ac) where a(r) = -U(z)a(r)U(?)~l and A is real, with
A = ^ResHu(<r'^?M
(1.4.31)
It has been seen already that, if b(r)=za(f), where a(f) is of this form, then 
b(r)=-u(r)b’(r1)u(z)-‘.
3. elements flic , where /.t is an arbitrary real number.
4. elements (id + m(r)), where m(z) is a matrix part such that
{m(z)-U(/)m(/)U(/)“'} = i<b(u(r)), (1.4.32)
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Res (1.4.33)
Thus, the general element of may be expressed in the form
a(z) + (a + i[$)c + + m(z)),
where, in (1.4.34), a(z) = -U(z)a*(z"l)u(z)_1,
(1.4.34)
1 „
a - -------Resl
2y
tr(u(z) (1.4.35)
and the quantities fi and /i are arbitrary real parameters. The above analysis may be 
developed further. Let the matrix m(z) be expressed in the following way:
in (z) = a(z)+b(z), (1.4.36)
where a(z) and b(z) satisfy a(z)= U(z)a(z)U(z) *, and b(z) =-U(z)’b(z)U(z)’ 
Then
id + m(z)) = id + m(z) = id + a(z) + b(z) 
id + %ic + z<£(U(z)) + U(z)a(z)U(z)_1 +U(z)b(z)U(z)“l
(1.4.37)
+ — Res. 
y
tr(u(f)’1 1+Mtr( W ^bw)
This implies that the quantity a(z) is arbitrary, so it may be supposed that a(z) = 0. 
Moreover, it implies that
b(f) = ^<t>(u(/)),
?! = Resj tr(u(r)-‘ !<t»( U(r))) •,
(1.4.38)
(1.4.39)
the second of which is, of course, the same as in the results obtained by Cornwell in 
the general theory of the matrix formulation [8]. Similar expressions and conditions 
may be derived for real forms generated by other automorphism types.
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X.5 Real forms of Kac-Moody algebras generated 
from real forms of semi-simple Lie algebras
In this section we suggest a number of ways in which real forms of a complex
untwisted affine Kac-Moody algebra may be obtained by examining the real 
forms of the associated semi-simple Lie algebra Let ,...,«°0 be a
basis for . Consider then the set which is spanned by elements of the following 
form:
t°®d°p,
tj ® ap + t~j ® ap,
i(tJ ®a°), (1.5.1)
ic,
id,
where j = 1,2,... and p = l,2,...,n°. The commutators of the above elements are all 
such that the structure constants are all real. Hence, a real affine Kac-Moody algebra 
has been generated from a real semi-simple Lie algebra. We call this method 1.
The second method for creating real Kac-Moody algebras from real semi- 
simple Lie algebras involves our taking the following elements:
»'®a°
p (1.5.2)
C,
d,
where y = Z \ {o} and p - l,2,...,n°.
The third method works by taking as basis elements those given below:
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[j is even ),
(y is odd), 
(y is even ),
(y is odd ),
(1.5.3)
,0^0 f ®ap,
(tJ® + t~J®a°p)
®a° + t~J ®a°)
[ ® ap -Tj ® a°)
® ap - t~J ® ap)
k,
id.
The fourth method forms a teal affine Kac-Moody algebra from the following basis 
elements:
r° ®a°p,
tJ'®ap (y is even),
itJ®ap (y is odd), ( 1.5.4)
k,
id.
These methods of creating real affine Kac-Moody algebras are introduced mainly for 
the purposes of naming some of the real forms of the complex untwisted affine Kac- 
Moody algebras that will be found subsequently. For example, if is s/(2,R), for
example, and a real affine Kac-Moody algebra has been formed by using the second 
method, then the resulting real affine Kac-Moody algebra will be called 5’/(2)(2,R).
This method will not, however, provide us with a system for naming all affine Kac- 
Moody algebras.
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2 Involutive automorphisms and real forms 
of the Kac-Moody algebra
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter I shall be examining the real forms of affine Kac-Moody 
algebras (with some particular reference to the algebra A^) and topics that arise 
during this analysis.
The information of the previous chapter may now be used to investigate the 
involutive automorphisms of the compact real form of A j1}. A study of the involutive 
automorphisms of the complex algebra A(j1} can be found in Cornwell [9], and that 
work forms the basis of this section. Recall that [9] uses the following representation 
of Aj1}:
rte)=h°„f
r(e°?) = e°» = |offdiag{l,0}, (2.1.1)
=i°ffdiag{O.-l}.
with a basis of the compact real form being constructed in the manner described in 
chapter 1. We work through the analysis of [9], relating it explicitly to the compact 
real form.
In the following sections, the involutive Cartan-preserving automorphisms will 
be examined, with particular reference to their conjugacy classes within the group of 
all automorphisms of the compact real form of Ajl). It should be noted firstly that 
there are only 2 root-preserving transformations of A1? namely T(at) = ±a1} and the
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most general Laurent matrix U(z) such that U(?)h%U(^) 1 = h% is given by
U(r) = diag |l, i]tk1 j (after removal of any common factor of the form ). Similarly, 
the most general Laurent matrix U(z) such that U(f)h°0U(f)-1 =-h° 0 is, (aftera,
removal of common factors) of the form U(zl) = offdiag jl, In both of the above
cases, ?/ is non-zero, but is not necessarily real. However, for these matrices to
generate automorphisms of the compact real form, they must satisfy the conditions 
derived in the first chapter. This requires that [r/l = 1.
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2.2 Type la involutive automorphisms of A^ with n = l
The involutive Cartao-preserving automorphisms of type la with u ~ 1 are those 
generated by the following matrices:
U(f) = l2,
U(0 = diag{l,-l}, (2.2.1)
U(r) = offdiag-jl, r)tk j-.
It should be remembered that |jj| = 1. In the complex algebra A*1', there were three 
conjugacy classes of type la involutive automorphisms with w = 1. This subsection 
demonstrates explicitly using the matrix formulation that the same conclusion may be 
reached for the compact real form. In general, the matrices S(r) contained in [9] 
generate automorphisms of the compact real form, with • the same method being used. 
Clearly the involutive automorphism that is generated by 12 belongs in a conjugacy 
class of its own, and this class is called (A). The only automorphism in this class is 
the identity automorphism. Note also that (s(/),m,£} is an automorphism of the 
compact real form, where
1
1 -rf^t
(2.2.2)
and this matrix also satisfies the following equation:
0 1 1 0
S(r)
rjtk 0
S(z)’1 =
0 -1
(2.2.3)
so that the automorphism (diag (l,-l},1,0} belongs to the same conjugacy class as the 
automorphisms |offdiagjl, Tf*jj,1,-A2j on those occasions when k is even. This
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class is called (B). Now, for odd k, when S(/)= diag r(* 1 j, an
automorphism is generated by S(Z'). Moreover, it satisfies
r 0 0
-t
(2.2.4)
M r
o
Hence, all of the automorphisms under consideration that are in neither (A) nor (B) 
are mutually conjugate. It follows from the analysis (in [9]) of the complex algebra 
A^ that these automorphisms fall into a third class, which is called (C). (The 
corresponding automorphisms in A^ are not conjugate, so they cannot be conjugate 
in the compact real form of A^). It should be noted that the type la automorphisms 
{offdiag {l,?},l,§} and {offdiag {l,-f},l,^} are mutually conjugate. This is because 
the matrices Uj(/)( =offdiag{U}) and U2(0(= offdiag{l,-r}) are such that 
Uj(^) - U2(.v?) (with 5 = -1), Investigation of the conjugacy conditions given in 
chapter 1, section 3 then imply that the two involutive automorphisms are in fact 
conjugate.
The identity automorphism is, as has been noted, the only possible 
representative for the conjugacy class (A). For the class (B), take as representative the 
automorphism = {offdiag {l,l},l,o}, and for the class (C), take as representative 
the automorphism (f)c = { offdiag{l,?}, 1,. It is clear that the Cartan's method, when
applied to the identity automorphism, gives rise to the compact real form of the 
algebra Ajl), which may also be referred to as su^{2).
A basis of the compact real form of A^ composed entirely of eigenvectors of 
(with eigenvalues 1 or -1) is given below, together with the associated
eigenvalues:
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with eigenvalue -1
(e°, +e-o,) " -1
" 1,
(4>+<d ’’ -1
" -1
(^y'd+ot! +&-j6-a, + ejS-a, + ^-y6+ot| ) -1
I (Z . o 4" £ . <> . V . c I\ yd+cq -;<5-0t, j8-ax -j8+ax/ ” 1,
i(ejd+ax e-jd-al + ej6-ax e~j8+ai}
e~jd~al ejd-ax + ^-jS+ai] 1,
ic ” 1,
id " 1.
It is thus possible to create a basis for a real form of A^ that is generated by the 
automorphism (j)B. Using Cartan’s method, the following basis elements are obtained.
~^ax ’
Z(^y6+aj + e-jd-aI + ejd-al + e~jd+a1)'’
(ej3+ax +e-jd-aj ~ej6-a1 ~ e-jS+ax)>
-(^/<5+ce, “ e-jd-at + ej3-ax ~ e-jd+at )’
./ \ (2.2.6) 
Z\ej6+a! e-jd-ax ^8-^ + e~j8+a1 f
id.
In the above, y =0,1,.... At first glance, this does not appear to correspond in an
obvious manner to any of the real forms of A^ generated from real forms of AP 
Recall, however, the real form 5/^)(2,R), whose basis elements } may be
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defined by <2, = - e°0 -e° 0 , a~, = U°o + eQ 0 and a* = -2h°0. We then define a
1 \ «1 -«i I “ \ «i -«i / 3 «!
mapping 8 as follows:
0(ai)=/(e"„+e“ao)=.Z>„
e(a,) =. /(-e®, + e°a„) = £>,, (2.2.7)
0(<%) = 2/i“? = fc,.
The mapping 6 may be extended so that it applies to the infinite-dimensional algebra 
5/^1) (2,R). It may be extended in the following fashion:
d[tk ®ap) = tk ® bp,
6(ic)=ic, (2.2.8)
6(id)= id,
where p = 1,2,3- It is easily verified that, for a,b belonging to s/q)(2,R), the
equation $([«,£>]) =[#(<2), 0(b)] holds. Thus the extension of 0 is actually an 
isomorphism of 5/(^(2,R) with the real form generated by the conjugacy class (B).
For the representative automorphism of the conjugacy class (C), a basis of the 
compact real form of that consists of eigenvectors (with the associated
eigenvalues 1 or -1) is given by the following:
-
1C) with eigenvalue -1
(ey5+a, + e-jd -«! + eJt<5-a, + e-jd+a1 ) If -1
+ <y6-a, ~~ ^kd-ay “ ^-;6+cel )
11 1,
Z'(ey6+a, , + ekd-ai “ ^-yd+cx, ) It -1
Z(e;<5+a, “ e-j6-a 1 ~ ^kd -a, + e-jd +«i ) If 1,
ic II 1,
i\d + ha, -ic) II 1,
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where in the above, j = 0,1,... and k- j + 1. When the same process is applied to the 
automorphism 0C, a basis of a real form of A^ is obtained. These basis elements are 
the following:
ha, -7C>
z(4+*4) j-= 1,2,...,
j-= 1,2,...,
Z'(e;<5+Ctl +e-j6-a
! + ekS-ai
+ e-kd+a1 )
4'S+a, +^-j'd-ai ^k6—ax " e~k6+ai )’
(^yS+ctj ~e-jS-al + ek6-ai — g-kd+ay )’
^jd+ay ~e-j6-a
t “ ^k6 -Qj “ ^-AS+ctj )'
ic,
(2.2.10)
(2.2.11)
As was the case previously, k = j + 1 and j =0,1,2,..., except where otherwise 
indicated.
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2.3 Type la involutive automorphisms of Aj(1) with u = -1
As in the previous subsection, this illustrates briefly that the results found for the 
complex case are the same for the compact real form. For the algebra A^ it has been 
shown that there is only one such conjugacy class within the group of all 
automorphisms. The involutive Cartan-preserving automorphisms under 
consideration are the following:
U(r) = l2 « = -i £=o, (2.3.1)
U(/) = diag{l,-l} w =-1 £=0, (2.3.2)
U(7) = offdiagjl, rftk J w = -1 § = -k2 , (2.3.3)
where |r/| = 1 and k is even. In fact, the analysis of [9] makes use of only two
different matrices to prove that there is only one such conjugacy class. These matrices 
(referred to as S(f)) also satisfy the conditions necessary for {s(z), s,to be an 
automorphism of the compact real form of Aj1^. Thus, in this case, there is also just 
one conjugacy class of type la involutive automorphisms with w = -1. This class will 
be referred to as (D), and its representative will be the type la involution {l2,-l,o}. 
A basis of the compact real form, consisting of eigenvectors of this representative 
automorphism (with the eigenvalues being ±1) is given by the following:
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''(4 -4^^)’
+ e-yd+a1 )’ 
("(ey5±tt, ~ ^-yd+ai )’ (2.3.4)
ic,
id.
The elements ic,id each have the eigenvalue 1, although each of the other
eigenvectors has the eigenvalue (-l)y . In the above, y =0,1,.... Thus, the conjugacy 
class (D) has a real form associated with it, for which a suitable basis- is given
hereunder: ,
.)
> fory = 0,2,4,..., (2.3.5)
(e<+ 3 )
-e-j6+ci)
!'(4+e3)
(4-3>)
+(-y+c, )
_e-y55a1j
ic,
id.
> for; =1,3,5,..., (23.6)
(23.7)
This real form is sW(3)(2,0). This concludes the analysis of the type la Cartan -
preserving involutive automorphisms.
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2.4 Type 2a involutive automorphisms of A,(1) with u - 1
From [9] and from the previous sections, it follows that the involutive Cartan­
preserving automorphisms of the compact real form of A^ are generated by the 
following matrices:
U(r) = diag{l,?|,
U« = diag{l,-?}, (2.4.1)
U(r) = offdiag{l, rj} (|t/|= l).
This section will show that the results of the complex case also hold for the compact
real form, this result being obtained using the matrix formulation. Note firstly that the 
matrix S(f) = diag |l,?} generates an automorphism of the compact real form (as well 
as an automorphism of the complex algebra). Thus, with s - ±1,
S(z)diag|l,T7/^ }s(z_1) =diag|l, rfsktk+2j.(2.4.2)
Unlike the analysis of the type la automorphisms, the analysis of the type 2a 
automorphisms has to be amended slightly from the analysis of the complex algebra. 
This is because the matrix S(z), defined by
(2.4.3)
does not generate an automorphism of the compact real form of A^, except in the 
special case where 77 = 1. In fact, if r/ = -1 and Jrj = i then S(f) is singular. So, for 
the special case 77 = 1, we have
S( /)K2s(/_1) 1 = diag {l, -l}, (2.4.4)
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although this does not completely solve the problem. With S = diag-jij T,l|, then
S*S = 12, hence {S,s,O} is an automorphism of the compact real form of Aj^. 
Moreover, this satisfies SK2S~'' = ?7_Toffdiag{l,r/}, and this is sufficient to prove that 
the results for the compact real form are the same as for the complex algebra 
That is, there are three conjugacy classes of involutive Cartan-preserving 
automorphisms of the compact real form of Ajl\ These will be called (E), (F) and 
(G). Representatives of (E), (F), (G) are the automorphisms corresponding to the 
triples
{diag{l,f},l,l},
{diag{l,l},l,0}, (2.4.5)
{diag{l, -l},l,0},
respectively. Now, a basis of the compact real form consisting of eigenvectors of the 
representative of (E) (with the associated eigenvalues 1,-1) is given below, together 
with the relevant eigenvalues:
1,
+ e-j6) 1 0)
-1 0* 0).
(^/'d+ctj ^-/<5-otj ^£<5-a, ^-k8+ax j 1,
(^y'5+ai + ~ ^kd-a^ ~ ^-k8+ax j -1,
^(^/6+ctj ~ g-kd+a^ -1,
+cc] ~ ~^k8-al ^-£<5+a, ) 1,
ic -1,
1.
In the above, y=O,l,... and k = j + 1, (unless otherwise stated). When Cartan’s 
method is then applied to these eigenvectors, the following basis elements are 
obtained:
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2^)*
■j * o,
+ a .f. -jd-cn + a. f.ko-a-i + e~k8+ax /’
(^/<5 +«l
, — ^k8-ax “ Z-kd+ai )
+a, ^k8-ax
~ ^-kd+a^ )’
“ e-j8-a j ^'faS-ocj + e~k6 +«, ,
(2.4.7)
c,
4+^,, “Ic).
where in the above, y =0,1,... unless otherwise stated, and k = j + 1. This real form 
is not instantly recognisable as a real form generated from a real form of AP 
Consider the matrix parts of the above, and also the matrix parts of real, linear
combinations of them, excluding any linear combinations involving the element 
+ ha< -ycj. These matrix parts satisfy
ga*(?)g_1 = -a(z) where g = diag{l,f}. (2.4.8)
Thus, if a(r) satisfies the above equation, then a general element of this real form may 
be expressed as
a(r) + (A + + r]d + ^r] diag{l,-l}, (2.4.9)
where are arbitrary, real numbers, and u is such that
2 Res{tr(ha(f))} = z/x and h = diag{0,l}. (2.4.10)
For the conjugacy class (F), there is a basis of the compact real form consisting of 
eigenvectors of the representative automorphism of (F) (with the associated
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eigenvalues 1 or -1). The members of such a basis, together with their associated 
eigenvalues, are
(eL + e1.0 I 1,
\ ;<5 -7*5 /
-1,
( jd+ax -jd~ax + C. A yd-ctj
+ e-jd+ax} 1,
1 e. x + c .c\ yd+a, -jd-04 - e.Ay6-«j
~ e~jd +a, ) -1:
zje., — e.«( ]d+ax -jd-a 1 jd-ax
~ e-j6+ax ) -f
ilex -e x\ Jd+ax -jd-a -e*1 jd~ax
+ e-jd+ax ) 1.
ic -1.
id -1
where in the above, j = 0,1,.... Cartan's method, when applied to this basis of the 
compact real form yields the following basis of a real form of A^:
(^y'd+ctj +e-jd-ai ej6-al +e-yd+aj)’
^[fjd+al + e~j6~ai ejd-ax ^-y'd+a, )’
(ey'd +a, “ e-j& -a, + ej6 -ax
i^jd +«! ~ e-j6-al ~ ejd -a.
i /
(2.4.12),)•+ e—jd+a
c,
d,
where y=0,l,... unless otherwise stated. This is, in fact, the real form 
.VW(2)(2) ..Finally, consider the representative of the conjugacy class (G). The
following is a list of eigenvectors of this automorphism together with their respective 
eigenvalues.
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(^/S+cc, + e-jd-ai ~ejd-ai 
^(^/d+ctj ~e-j8-ai +ej8-al
e-y<5+aj) 
“ e-j8+al)
with eigenvalue 1, (2.4.13)
i^J8 -e^5) withy #0
(ey<5+a, +e-j8-al ej8-ax S-jd+ax )
*(^y<5+«, ^-yd-ce, + e~j8+ax
ic
id
with eigenvalue -1. (2.4.14)
It follows then, that a basis for a real form of A^ is given by the elements listed 
below:
-e-jS)f°Tj
Z(^+«i + e-j6-ax + ej8-ax + e~j8+al )’ 
(gy6+otj +e-jd-ax ej8~ax e-j8+ax\ 
^\ej8+ax ~e-j8-al + ej8-ax ~e-j8+ax\ 
[fjd+c^ ~e-j8-ax ~ej6-ax + e~j8+ax )»
(2.4.15)
C,
d,
where j =0,1,... unless otherwise specified. This real form is readily identifiable, and 
is the real form 5W(2)(l4), which is generated from the real form of the Lie algebra A} 
in the manner explained in chapter 1.
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3 Involutive automorphisms and real forms 
of the Kac-Moody algebra
3.1 Introduction
This chapter examines the conjugacy classes of the compact real form of the affine 
Kac-Moody algebra A^; in particular the conjugacy classes of the involutive Cartan­
preserving automorphisms within the group of all automorphisms of A2 . On the 
whole, this chapter will be based upon [10], which uses the theory of the matrix 
formulation, in order to determine the conjugacy classes of the involutions for the 
complex affine algebra A^, rather than its compact real form. In general, the 
analysis for the complex algebra requires little modification, in order to work for the 
compact real form, although in certain circumstances, a reasonable amount of 
modification is needed.
Recall that, with the representation of A 2 specified previously, the type lb and 
type 2b automorphisms are distinct from the type la and the type 2a automorphisms 
respectively, whereas this was not the case for the algebra AP It should also be noted 
that the group A the group of root-preserving transformations of A 2, consists of the
following elements (which are grouped by conjugacy class within the group /?):
(1) The identity root-transformation,
(2) The Weyl reflections S°„, S°„, S°„ „,J «! a2 ai +a2
(3) The involutions p°, ° rCartan ) > ° JOan ) , where p° («°) = a?, and
0/ o\ 0 p (a2)^a^
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(4) The Cartan involution T°arfan ,
(5) The root transformations (.S^o °5,00), (s°o °S°0 V
(6) The root transformations (5% 0 p° J, 0 p° j.
In fact, only the first four of these conjugacy classes consist of involutive root­
preserving transformations (including the identity root-preserving transformation as 
involutive): the other two conjugacy classes are thus of no further interest.
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3.2 Type la involutive automorphisms of A^l) with u = 1
Consider the conditions obtained earlier in this chapter. That is to say, those that may
be used for determining whether or not {u(?),w,§} is an automorphism of the 
compact real form of the Kac-Moody algebra in question. When these ' constraints are 
applied to the Cartan-preserving automorphisms of type la (with m = 1) given in [10], 
the following automorphisms are left to be analysed:
U(r) = diagjl, Aj’Aa} u = 1 £ = 0,
0
u(0 = rft2k
(3.2.1)
(3.2.2)
1 0
0 0 u = 1 £ = 0,
0 0 rtf*
2 2 i iwhere A2 = ^3 = l?)l = 1. In the complex case, there are two conjugacy classes of type 
la involutions with w = l, one being the conjugacy class that contains only the identity 
automorphism, the other being the conjugacy class that includes all of the other type 
la involutions. That this is the case was established by proving conjugacy via the 
following type la automorphisms:
1 0 O'
S(r) = 0 0 1 , 5 = 1, (3.2.3)
0 1 0
0 0 T
S(/) = 0 1 0 , 5 = 1. (3.2.4)
1 0 0
In each of the above cases, it may be noted that S(r) satisfies the conditions derived 
previously, so that {s(^),l,^} is an automorphism of the compact real form of aV\
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rather than just being an automorphism of the complex algebra. Thus, there are again 
two conjugacy classes, which will be called (A) and (B). The class (A) is the one 
consisting solely of the identity automorphism, whilst (B) contains the remaining 
automorphisms, notably the representative {^i^c^{i,i,_l},l,o}. The real form that 
corresponds to the conjugacy class (A) is, of course, the compact real form of A2^ 
itself. For the conjugacy class (B), there exists a basis of the compact real form 
composed entirely of eigenvectors (with the associated eigenvalues being 1,-1). The 
members of such a basis set are listed below:
(4 +
(j'S+ai +e-j(5--a1)
ic
id
(ejd+p + e-jd-p)
> where a = 1,2;y =0,1,...; (eigenvalue 1),
(eigenvalue 1),
(3.2.5)
(3.2.6)
► where /3 = a2, + a2; (eigenvalue -1), (3.2.7)
where, unless otherwise restricted, the parameter y is permitted to take all integral
values. Using Cartan's method on this set of basis elements yields the following basis 
of a real form of A :
(4 + )1
where a = 1,2; y =0,1,..., (3.2.8)
j+a,
(3.2.9)
^ejd+ay “^-jS-aj)’
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l(ej8+/i + e-j8~p)
> where (3 = a2,a1 + a2,
ic,
id.
(3.2.10)
(3.2.11)
Again, except where otherwise specified, the quantity j is an arbitrary integer. The 
elements of this real form are all such that the matrix parts satisfy
a(f)=-Ua*U_1, tr(a(0) = O, (3.2.12)
where the matrix U is given by U = diag{l,l,-l}. This is, in fact, the real form 
identified previously as 5M(^(2,l). The elements of this real form are such that their 
matrix parts a(r) satisfy a(() = -gag-1, where tr(a(f))= 0, and g = diag{l,-l,l}.
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3.3 Type la involutive automorphisms of with u - ~1
In the case of the complex algebra AVthere is only one conjugacy class of such
automorphisms within the group of all automorphisms of A^. For 'the compact real 
form of Ag , the analysis previously undertaken in [10] reduces to the study of the 
type la involutive automorphisms generated by the following matrices:
U(f) = diagjl^A},
0 1 0
u(/) =
(3.3.1)
(3.3.20(W* 0 0
0 0 j
2 2where A = A = 1- These do all belong to just one conjugacy class, which will be 
called (C). Proof that they are all mutually conjugate follows from the fact that the 
type la automorphisms of A 2specified by
1 0 O'
u(0 - 0 0 1 5 = 1, (3.3.3)
0 1 0
0 0 1'
uW - 0 1 0 5 = 1, (3.3.4)
1 0 0
0 t 0‘
u(0 - t 0 0 5=1, (3.3.5)
0 0 1
are all also automorphisms of the compact real form of These are
automorphisms used in [10] to prove conjugacy. Hence they also help to prove that
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all of the automorphisms currently under consideration belong to just one conjugacy
class, (C). Take as a representative automorphism the type la automorphism 
?p(= {l3,1,0}). A basis of the compact real form consisting of eigenvectors of is 
given below
zfe -e-yd)
(e/'6+a + e-/d-a) 
Z(^y<5+a e-jd-a]
> where a = 1,2; j =0,1,..., (3.3.6)
• where a = ai,a2,a{ + a2; j&L, (33.7)
zc,
z’J.
(3.3.8)
The eigenvalues associated with the operators ic, id in the above both take the value 
1. For each of the other basis elements, the associated eigenvalue is (-l)7. Note also 
that e0 is to be interpreted as iha^. A basis of a real form of A2 is thus given by the
set of elements listed hereunder:
zH+<•«>)
(^y'd + a ^-y<5-cc)
Z(^y'6+a e-j(>~a]
Z"(ey'5+ a + e-j&-a}
{,Cj5+a e-j6-a)
- where a = 1,2; j =0,2,4,...,
where a = 1,2; j = 1,3,5,...,
> where a = a1,a2,a1 + «2; j = 0,±2,±4,.
zc,
(3.3.9)
(3.3.10)
(3.3.11)
where a = ax ,a2,a{ + a2\ j = ±1,±3,±5,..., (3.3.12)
(3.3.13)
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id. (3:3.14)
The matrix parts of the elements of the abovementioned real form satisfy 
a(?= -a*-/-1), tr(a(/)) = 0.
This real form is , therefore, the real 'form SW(3)(3,O).
(3.3.15)
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3.4 Type lb involutive automorphisms of A^l) with w = 1
Since the representation of A2 in use is not equivalent to its “contragredient” 
representation, the type lb automorphisms are distinct from the type la 
automorphisms. (The same is also true of the type 2a and type 2b automorphisms). It 
will be demonstrated briefly that, as in the case of A2\ there exists only one 
conjugacy class of such involutions within the group of all automorphisms of the 
compact real form of A2>• The only automorphisms that need to be considered are 
those type lb involutions (with u - 1) generated by the matrices of the following 
forms:
U(f) = diag(l,J72ft2,»fe«^}, (3.4.1)
U(f) = (3.4.2)
where |r/| = |?]2| = |r/3| = 1. All of the automorphisms that are used to establish the
result for the complex algebra are such that their restrictions to the compact real form 
of A2^ are automorphisms. Hence there is only one conjugacy class (within the group 
of automorphisms of the compact real form of A2b of type lb involutive, Cartan­
preserving automorphisms (with u = 1). This class will be referred to as the 
conjugacy class (D), and its representative may be taken to be the type lb (w = 1) 
involutive autmorphism generated by the matrix 13. A basis of the compact real form 
consisting of eigenvectors is the following:
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<'(4 -<») 
(
• where j = 0,l,...;flG{l,2}
C . r + 6? . V — S .x — C . cjo+a - jo-a jo-a -jo+a*
wherey GZ;a Gja1,cz2,a3 j-
> eigenvalues -1,
j8+a ^-j6-a ^j8-a ^-j8+
(3.4.3)
(^yd +a j8-a ^jd -a + jd +a )
i(ej8+a ~ e-jd-a + ej6-a ~ e~j8+a] 
ic, id
where j EJL\a cja^a^aj + «2}
► eigenvalues 1,
A basis of a real form of A2> corresponding to this automorphism of the compact real 
form is provided by the following elements:
z(4 +<«)
where a £{l,2};y = 0,1,...,
'yd +a j8-a ^y'd -a yd +ce
i{^jd+a ^-jd-a ^jd-a ^~j8+a
‘ieJ..<• — c .<• + C.i — C .0jo+n -jo-a jo-a -jo+
)1
)
J
• i/£Z;aE{a1,a2,a1 + a2}, (3.4.4)
\gj8+a g-jd-a ^jd-a ^~^-j8+a
ic,
id.
Upon inspection, it becomes clear that this is the real form generated (by the first 
method mentioned previously) from the Lie algebra with generators
ha, >ha2 ’ea >e-a (where a e{ar, a2, ar + a2 }). (3.4.5)
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So this is the algebra which was previously given the name s/^^R). Notice that the 
matrix parts are all traceless and satisfy a(f) = a *).
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3.5 Type lb involutive automorphisms of with u = -1
In order to show that the results for the complex case also apply to the compact real 
form, it is necessary to consider only the type lb involutive automorphisms with 
m = -1 which are generated by the following matrices:
U(z) = diag|l,?72?2 J,
U(r) = offdiag|l, 7/r\(-l)*},
(3.5.1)
where |r/| - |t/2| = |?73| = 1, and the quantities k} and k2 are even integers. Now the 
following two type la automorphisms of are also automorphisms of its compact 
real form:
S(/)= diag {t/?, 1,1 j s=l, (3.5.2)
0 773
1 0 ' 0 5 = 1. (3.5.3)
1 , . *3 *3 3
S(z) = 72
I , k *3 *37(-l)*l”r0 ^?3
Thus, it follows that, (with the constraints upon 77, ?)2, r]3, k2, k3 still applying), 
there is only one conjugacy class of type lb involutive Cartan-preserving 
automorphisms of the compact real form of A21^ (with u = -1). This class is called 
(E), and its representative automorphism ip is the type lb involutive automorphism 
generated by the matrix 13, for which u = -1. There exists a basis of the compact real 
form of A2 , all of whose elements are eigenvectors of . The members of such a 
basis, together with their respective eigenvalues, are listed below:
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'(eJ«
> where 7 EN°;a G{l, 2}; associated eigenvalue (-l)7+1, (3.5.4)
(^7<5 +a jd-a ^jd -a "** jd +a )
Z(Z( C-c —C .. + £?.. — Cjo+a —jo-a jo-a -Jo+5+a )
•wherejEl\a G{a1,a2,a1 + a2};eigenvalue (-l)7,
(3.5.5)
{^jd+a ~^^-jd-a ^jd-a ^-j8+a^ 
\ej8+a ~ e-jfi-a ~ ejS-a + ^-yd+a)
•where j GZ;a G{a1,a2,a1 + a2}?eigenvalue (~l)7+1
(3.5.6)
ic with associated eigenvalue 1, (3.5.7)
id with associated eigenvalue 1. (3.5.8)
A basis for a real form of the Kac-Moody algebra A2^ is therefore provided by 
+<«)
where j G{l,3,5,...}; a G{l,2}, (3.5.9)
where j G{2,4,6,...};a G{l,2}, (3.5.10)
i\e., + e +e., + e J\ j8+a —jo—a jo-a -jd+a J
{fj8 +a jd-a ~ gjd-a ~ jd +a ) 
le.. - e x + e., -e .. I\ jd+a -jd-a jd-a -jd+a) 
i{^jd+a ~ ^-jd-a ~^jd-a ’^’^-yd+a)
where j G{l,3,5,...};a Gja^o^a, + oc2},
(3.5.11)
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\C . c 4* 6? . c +£.<; + d -r( /<5+a -y<5-a j8-a -j6+a
jd +a ^-jd-a gjd-a ^-jd+a
> where j E{2,4,6,...};ce E{a1,a2,a1 + a2},
*(i\e.x ~ c + e* - e1 j8+a -jd-a j8-a -jd+a
+ a £-jd-a gfi-a +e~jb+a
(3.5.12)
ic,
(3.5.13)
id.
The matrix parts of these elements satisfy the condition a(z) = a*(-Z-1^, which means 
that the real form generated is, in fact, the real form s/(3)(3,R).
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3.6 Type 2a involutive automorphisms of with w = 1
In the algebra Ai'1 there are three conjugacy classes of type 2a involutive 
automorphisms with w = 1. This is also the case for its compact real form. That this is 
the case follows from the fact that the following type la automorphisms of are 
also automorphisms of the compact real form:
S(r)=diagkrK2,/~*3l 5 = 1, (3.6.1)
1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
s«= 5=1, (3.6.2)
S(r) = offdiag {l,l,l} 5=1, 
7 + 1 t-1 0'
(3.6.3)
1
S(z) = t-1 t+1 0 5=1, (3.6.4)
S( r) = offdiag{l, 1, t} 5 = 1,
jt
(3.6.5),
S(z) =
1
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1 0
-1 0
0
5 = 1, (3.6.6)
0 0
ly
0
where, in the above, K2 and K3 are arbitrary and |zj3J= 1. This demonstrates that
certain automorphisms are conjugate to certain others, following the analysis [10]. 
That automorphisms from different conjugacy classes are indeed non-conjugate does 
not need proving, it being a necessary consequence of the analysis of the complex
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algebra A2\ The involutive Cartan-preserving automorphisms to be examined are 
(following the analysis contained in [10]) those generated by the following matrices:
U(f) = diagjl, rj2tki, rtf*3 }, (3.6.7)
U(z) =
0 1 0
rj2 0 0
0 0
(3.6.8)
with |i7| — 1. There are, therefore, three conjugacy classes, which are called (F), (G)
and (H). Take as representative of the class (F) the type 2a involutive automorphism 
generated by the matrix 13. An eigenvector-basis of the compact real form
(consisting of eigenvectors of 7pF) is shown below:
Uj8+e^j8} eigenvalue ll nr,
( , I where; GN ;aG{l,2}, (3.6.9)
eigenvalue -1J
(^y<5+a + jd-a + &jd-a ^-/d+a) 
{gjd+a + jd-a ~ &jd-a ~ &-jd +a) 
i\^jd+a g-jd-a ^jd-a ~~ ^-jd+a'j 
i{^jd +a ~ £-jd-a ~ &jd -a + &-jd+a )
eigenvalue
eigenvalue
eigenvalue
eigenvalue
1
-1
-1
where j <E:L\a G{a1,a2,a1 + a2},
(3.6.10)
ic with eigenvalue -1, (3.6.11)
id with eigenvalue -1. (3.6.12)
This automorphism corresponds to the following basis for a real form of A21^:
(
(
+ e
eejd
-jt
• where j GN°;a G{l,2}, (3.6.13)
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.. „ + g .o + g ,c + a. .j,jd +a -jd-a Jo -a -jd +a
i{jjd+a + j-jd-a jjd-a ^-jd+a ) 
[^jd+a e-jO-a + Sj6-a J-jd+a) 
i{jd+a ~~ j-jd -a ~~ jjd-a + J-jd+a )
- where j GZ; a E{a2|, ce2,04 + a2 } , (3.6.14)
ic
id
(3.6.15)
(3.6.16)
These elements are such that their matrix parts satisfy a(r) = which means that
the real form whose basis is given above is the algebra 5W(2)(3,0). The representative 
automorphism for the conjugacy class (G) is the automorphism Xg which is the type 
2b involutive automorphism (with m = 1) generated by the matrix diag{ll-l,l}. The 
following is a basis of the compact real form of A2^ consisting 'of eigenvectors of 
Wg'
+<zjo) with eigenvalue 
ij - g“7g ) with eigenvalue
ll
1. where j GN°;a g{1,2}, (3.6.17)
(*y/3 +a + jd-a + Jjd -a jd +a ) with eigenvalue
(jj'd+a "J-jd-a ~ jd-a ~ J'jjd+a} with eigenvalue
Jjjd +a ~ J-jd-a + jd-a " j~dd+a ) witheigenvalue
jd +a - J-jd-a ~ jd -a + Jjd+a ) witheigenvalue
where j GZ;a Ei{a],a2},
(3.6.18)
(2ya + + 2-ya - + Jjd-P + 2_y +p )• with eigenvalue
(2ya +p + 2-ya -p ~ 9ja _p - £_7a +p ) with eigenvalue
l{jd +p p --jd-p + jd - - e-dd+p) wiih eigenvalue
I(ejd+P - e-jd-p - jdaP + j-jd + p) wiiheigenvah^e 1
where ; GZ;3 - aj + a2,
(3.6.19)
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ic with eigenvalue -1,
id with eigenvalue -1.
(3.6.20)
Cartan’s method supplies the following basis of a real form of the Kac-Moody algebra 
Agenerated by the automorphism ipG:
1 a a V
rys + e~j6 )
( a a 1
[ejt
- where j GN°;a E{l,2}, (3.6.21)
i[^j8+a g-jd-a ^jd-a &-jd +a ) 
(^7'<5+a + £~jd-a ~ jd-a ~ ^-jd+a^ 
i\^jd+a ~ £-jd-a &jd-a ~ ^-jd+a ) 
{^jd+a ~ ^-jd-a ~ ejd-a + e-jd+a)
[ejd +p + e-jd-p + ejd -p + e-jd+p) 
^jd+P +e-jd-p ~ejd-p ~e-jd+p) 
[ejd+p - e-jd-p + ejd-p ~ e-jd+p ) 
l(ejd+p ~e-jd-P ~ejd-P +e-jd+p)
C,
d.
> where j EEZ; a g{ a1, a2 }, (3.6.22)
where j EZ;/3 = + a2, (3.6.23)
(3.6.24)
The matrix parts of elements of this real form are such that they satisfy
a(t)= -ga*(z)g_1 where g = diag{-l,l, -l}. (3.6.25)
At first glance, this does not appear to correspond to a real form generated by one of 
the real forms of A2. However, the real Lie algebra sw(2,l) is isomorphic to the real 
Lie algebra s«(l,2), which has as basis set the following:
iha>, (3.6.26)
iha2, (3.6.27)
i{ea+e_a) where a G{a1,a2,a1 + a2}, (3.6.28)
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(ea-e_a) where a e{a1,a2,a1 + a2}, (3.6.29)
so the real form in question is generated from the real form sw(l,2), and is, in fact, the 
real form sW(2)(l,2). The matrix parts of this real form are all traceless, and satisfy
a(z)=-ga*(/)g 1 where g = diagjl,-1,1}. (3.6.30)
The representative automorphism of the conjugacy class (H) is the automorphism ipH, 
where ip H is the type 2a automorphism for which
U(r) = diagjl, 1, t} u=l £=2. (3.6.31)
A basis of the compact real form of A2l) (in which each basis element is an 
eigenvector of ipH) is given below:
zTr
~ic)
> with eigenvalue 1, (3.6.32)
+ e“jd j with eigenvalue 1
i\eajb - ea_jb) with eigenvalue -1
■ where y GN°;a Gjl,2}, (3.6.33)
(ejs+a+e~jd-a +ejd-a +e_yd+a) with eigenvalue 1, 
(^<5 +a + e-j6-a - Cj&-a ~ e-jd +a) with eigenvalue -1, 
i(ej6 +a - e-j8 -a + ej8-a ~ e-j8+a) with eigenvalue -1, 
i(ejd +a - e-j8-a - ej8-a + e-j8+a) with eigenvalue 1,
■ where j GZ;ce = ocj,
(3.6.34)
(ejd +f} + e_Jd _p + ek8_p + e_k6+f}) with eigenvalue 1, 
(ejd +p + e-j6 -p ~ ekd-p ~ e-kd+p) eigenvalue -1, 
i^jd+p ~e-j8-p + ek8-p - e_fo5+/j) with eigenvalue -1, 
iffjd+p ~ e-j6-p ~ ek8~p + e-kd+p) with eigenvalue 1,
■ yGZ;/< = y +l;j8 Gja2,a1 + a2}
(3.6.35)
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ic with eigenvalue -1,
z \ (3.6.36)
i(d + ha+2ha) with eigenvalue -1.
The corresponding basis of a real form of A? is thus given by Cartan's method, and 
is
iha, >
'K -M),
(4 + j“ya ) 
(g° -fyg)
(3.6.37)
► where j GN°;a gE{1,2}, (3.6.38)
{gj+a + J-jd-a 9/a^a J jd+a) 
i^jjd+a j-jd-a ~ Jjd-a ~ °-jd+a) 
(j/d +“ ~~ J- jd-a Jjd-a ~ g- jd+a ) 
i^Jjd +a ~ J-jd-a ~ Jjd -a + J~dd+a )
► where j GZ; a = a;, (3.6.39)
(jaa+s + J-jd-p + ead-p + J-kd+p ) 
*(gjd+p + J-jd-p -Jkd~p- J-kd+p) 
(Jjd +P - J-jd -p +■ Jkd-p ~ J-kd+p ) 
°(gja +P ~ J-jd-p -Jkd-p J J-kd+p)
• jGZ;° = 7+ 1;-S eaa2’Ci + 02}, (3.6.40)
c.
(^+\ -+2/aJ- (3.6.41)
The identification of this real form is- not as straightforward as with the previous real
forms encountered. It is clear that neither d nor id nor ic' may be elements of this ' real 
form. Suppose, for the moment, that the real form lacks the element (d + + 2ha^).
The matrix parts of these elements (namely, the ones that do not contain any real 
linear multiples of the aforementioned element) are such that
a(0 = -ga*Mg~° where g = diagjl, l,r}. (3.6.42)
It follows, therefore, that a typical element of this real form may be expressed as
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a(r) + (A + z>)c + rj(d + + 2hai),
where a(z) satisfies the condition described above, and A, 
quantities, with the quantity satisfying
3tr(ha(f)) = [A i where h = diag {0,0, l},
and the quantities A and 77 are arbitrary.
(3.6.43)
, 77 are all real
(3.6.44)
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3.7 Type 2b involutive automorphisms of with u = 1
The paper [10] examined the type 2b involutive automorphisms of A^ (with u = 1) 
which were generated by the following matrices:
UW = diag{l,772,T73}, (3.7.1)
U(z) = offdiag jl, rjtk,t2k^, (3.7.2)
Those automorphisms included in the above whose restrictions to the compact real 
form are automorphisms of it are those for which “ |fh|= l^l= 1- not
surprising that the result for the compact real form is the same as for the complex 
algebra A 2 \ and that results is obtainable using the matrix formulation. That is, all of 
the type 2b involutive automorphisms (with u = 1) are mutually conjugate, belonging 
to a conjugacy class called (I). To see explicitly that this is the case, consider the 
following type la automorphisms, which are used to establish the results in [10] for 
the complex Kac-Moody algebra:
S(f)= diag {l, r/2,r/,} 5 5= 1, (3.7.3)
S(/) = J2
. J -irjt
0
T]tk
5 = 1. (3.7.4)
0 i 
J2 0 
0 1
The restrictions of these automorphisms to the compact real form of A^ are 
automorphisms of the compact real form, and so the results for the compact real form 
are the same as for the complex Kac-Moody algebra. The representative
automorphism for the sole conjugacy class may be taken to be the involutive 
automorphism ipj, which is the type 2b automorphism {l3,l,0}. An eigenvector
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basis of the compact real form of A2^ (with respect to the automorphism )) is the 
one given hereunder:
(^5 + e“jS ) where j EN°;a E{l,2} eigenvalue -1, 
i(e“d - ea_jd) where j EN;a E{l,2} eigenvalue 1,
+e.?D-„) eigenvalue 1
(3.7.5)
eigenvalue -1
>jE:{al,a2,ai + a2}, (3.7.6)
ic
id
> eigenvalue - 1. (3.7.7)
Thus, the basis for a real form of Ais, as suggested by Cartan's theorem, given by 
z'(ej6 + *£;«) where; EN°;a E{l,2}, 
i{e^6 ~) where; GN;a e{l,2},
[gjd+a + e-jd-a}
(3.7.8)
[^j8+a e-jd-a)
>j&Z;a^{a{,a2,al + a2}, (3.7.9)
c,
d.
(3.7.10)
This basis is the basis of the real form previously given the name a7(2)(3,R). The
general element is of the form
a(z) +Ac + fid, (3.7.11)
where A and /x are arbitrary real numbers, and the matrix part a(f) is traceless and 
satisfies
a*(f)=a(r). (3.7.12)
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4 Involutive automorphisms and real forms of 
where 1 > 1
4.1 Introduction
In previous chapters, the real forms of the affine Kac-Moody algebras A4 and A°°
have been investigated. This chapter extends the work of those chapters (and of [11])
to the Kac-Moody algebras Awhere i>2. Note firstly that the representation of
A ° being used is F, which is specified by the following;
r(A) ={2(°+i)}-'[e]j -
4„F l2(€ +
r«„) = -{2(€ + l)}-"e,,p
Bj +U+1)
> where 1° -7 <q° ^ + 1,
(4.1.1)
(4.1.2)
and where the root a is given in terms of the simple roots by
o
j=p
(4.1.3)
with BjJ being the (f + 1) x(f + l) matrix whose elements are defined by the equation
= Jjr Jks • . (4.1.4)
The Kac-Moody algebras aJP are closely associated with the complex simple Lie 
algebras A °. The real forms of A ° are given below:
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1. The real Lie algebra s/(£ + l,R). This is the real Lie algebra of real, 
traceless + l) x(^ +1) matrices. A convenient matrix basis for this real form is 
provided by the matrices
P,P “ e/?+l,/7+l ) P”
V ' (4.1.5)
l*p,qzq-,p*q.
It may be noted that each of these basis elements is a real multiple of the basis 
matrices of the representation T defined previously.
2. The real Lie algebra su(p,q). This is the algebra of (€ + l)x(^+l) 
traceless matrices a which also satisfy
a = -ga g-1 where g = dsum{lp,-l^+1_p }. (4.1.6)
The precise choice of the matrix g is, to a certain extent, arbitrary. In particular 
circumstances, one realisation of the algebra may be preferred to another. In the 
general case in which g = where rfi = = Vm =1-
In this case, a convenient matrix basis for the real form is given by
*(e;j
(eM
Z(ep.<7
e/+1,7+1) J 
~e<bp)
where
+ e<7.P ).
+ e?.p)
J where qpqq 
~ %p)
= 1;1 ss p <q <. ^+1,
= -1;1 <, p < q + \,
(4.1.7)
(4.1.8)
(4.1.9)
3. The real Lie algebra su + l). In this case, the quantity / is assumed to be 
odd. The Lie algebra may be realised as the algebra of traceless (^ + l)x(^+l) 
matrices a that satisfy
a = JaJ where J =
0
(4.1.10)
1i(^+1)
0
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A convenient matrix basis for this real Lie algebra is provided by the following:
(ep,g +er^
z’(ep// er.s) 
(eP/7
*(e/M +er.-0
where 1^7
)
1 «£ p,q + l);p * q\r- p =5 -q = +1), (4.1.12)
1 is p <> l) < q s£ + l);r - p = q- s = 7(^-1-1). (4.1.13)
(4.1.11)
The conjugacy classes of the involutive automorphisms of A^ have been investigated 
previously (see [24], [11]), although it is the latter which forms the basis for much of 
this present work. In general, for A^ and Athe number of conjugacy classes of 
involutive Cartan-preserving automorphisms of the compact real form is the same as 
that quantity for the relevant complex Kac-Moody algebra. This section will examine 
A^ in much the same fashion as A^ and A^ were examined in the preceding 
sections. The work of [11] is adapted where necessary, with some repetition of 
material. This information is then used as the basis for an investigation into the real 
forms of A , generalising Cartan's theorem to the affine Kac-Moody algebras.
Consider the group tf, defined to be the group of rotations of the roots of Ar 
The conjugacy classes of the members of the group /? fall naturally into 6 sets. These 
may be summarised thus:
1. This is the set that contains only the identity root transformation.
2. This contains those conjugacy classes for which one may take as
representatives the rotations (5^0 0*^o0”-0^o J, (where
k = (£ - 2) if I is odd, and k = (/? - l) if € is even).
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3. This set contains the class whose representative may be taken to be the root
transformation ° ^aQ°"'°^a0)’ case> naturally, the quantity £ is
assumed to be odd.
4. This is the set which contains only the single root transformation T^arfan , 
which is specified by T^:ar[an ) = -aj (for 1 <: y =s O-
5. This set contains conjugacy classes whose representatives may be taken to 
be the products of the rotations listed in 2 with the rotation ^cartan ^at has just 
been specified.
6. This set is the one whose members include the rotation
°5%0'"05'°o)° ^Cartan and ^e rotation p°, for which = a5+1_;-
(with 1 j < I). In practice, it is the second of these that proves to be a more 
useful representative automorphism.
In these 6 sets, the representative rotation of the roots of will be called r;-, 
where y (from 1 to 6) is the number of the set in question.
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4.2 Type la involutive automorphisms of with w = 1
It may be recalled from [11] that there are no type la automorphisms corresponding to 
the root transformations of sets 4, 5 and 6 given in the previous section. We examine 
therefore, those corresponding to the other three rotations, each in turn.
Automorphisms corresponding to the rotation Tj
It is also the case that the type la involutive automorphisms that correspond to the 
identity root transformation are precisely those automorphisms corresponding to the 
triples {U, 1,0}for which
U = diag{l,?72,...,^+1} with rg = rj32 =•••= rfi+l -1. (4.2.1)
With U so defined, UU = lw,so that {U,l,0} is an automorphism of the compact 
real form of A(/\ as well as being an automorphism of the complex algebra A(/\ The 
order of the elements T?2’T?3’---’r?^+i is arbitrary, so that U may be assumed to be of 
the form U = dsum}la,-l?+1_a}. The results (and analysis) thus follow those of A(/\
and require no further modification. The automorphisms currently under 
consideration fall into + l)] +1) mutually disjoint conjugacy classes. It follows
from the analysis regarding A(/} that these classes are, in fact, disjoint. The conjugacy 
classes thus specified will be referred to as (a/*\ where 1 <; k <. ([}• (/+1)] +1), and 
for each value of k the representative automorphism is taken to be tyAk, where
VA* ={dsum{l^,ljt,l1},l,o}. (4.2.2)
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For each such representative, there exists a basis of the compact real form consisting 
entirely of eigenvectors of with eigenvalues ±1. The roots {a} are expressed in
terms of the simple roots by the formula
a o
;'=p
(4.2.3)
A (V’a*) -eigenvector basis of the compact real form of A (for k > 0), together with 
eigenvalues, is given below:
( a a \
[eJ8 + e~j8)
’( a a u
l[ej8 ~e~J8
(4.2.4)
{^jd+a + e-jS-a) 
i{^j8 +a ~ jd-a )
p^t-k <q^t) ' 
(t-k<p*z£'q = £+l)
► with eigenvalue -1, (4.2.5)
(^y<5+a "^^-yd-a) 
Z(ey‘5+« ~e-j8-a)
> other values of {p,q}',q > P', eigenvalue 1, (4.2.6)
ic eigenvalue 1, 
id eigenvalue 1.
(4.2.7)
The corresponding basis of a real form of A(/} is thus given by the following 
elements:
(4.2.8)
i(ejd+a+e-j6-a) \ p*£-k<q*t) ]
(^.,-c [\j -k <p «£<?=e+ i)j
(4.2.9)
4/5+a "^^-/5-a) .
, . other values of {p,qp,q > p,
i\ej8 +a ~ e-j8 -a )
(4.2.10)
ic,
id.
(4.2.11)
(ejs +</«)
-a = 1,2,...,^,
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However, this is not the most convenient basis for a real form, and the choice of 
representative _ was not the most promising. A more useful choice for the 
representative automorphism of ea./! is the automorphism 
jdsum{l++1i.,-lj},.l,o}). The elements of a (ip)-eigenvector basis of the
compact real form are listed here, together with their associated eigenvalues:
J GN ;a G {l, 2,..., -^eigenvalue 1, (4.2.12)
{fjft +a + ^-jd-a ) 
+a “ e-j8 ~a )
' }<, p <q < £ + \- k ' 
£ + l-k <p <q <> £ + 1
i7 GZ;eigenvalue 1, (4.2.13)
{^jd +a jd-a ) 
i{fjd+a ~ e-jd-a)
T s p:s(£+l-£)< i si + l;yGZ;eieenvalue -1, (4.2.14)
ic eigenvalue 1,
id eigenvalue 1.
(4.2.15)
A more convenient real form basis is thus provided by the following set of elements: 
+ i-<5)
“i-y.)
(e+ -a + -y <5-ca )
*te+«" - ; ,
(ly<5 +c + e-jd-a )
i(ejd +a ~ jd-a )
iC,
id.
7GN°;a g{1,^,...,^}, (4.2.16)
lss p <q <, £ + l~k '
(4.2.17)
H+1-k<p<qgl+1
1 < p<{(£+ 1 -k)< q <.£ + 1,/GZ, (4.2.18)
(4.2.19)
It is easily verified that the matrix parts of the elements of this real form satisfy
a(r) = -ga*(r!)g-1 where g = dsumjl^n,*,-!-}, (4.2.20)
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and it is also clear that the real form in question is, in fact, the real form 
5M(i)(^ + 1 ~ k,k). For the special case k = 0 this agrees with what we already know, 
given that the compact real form of A(/} is the algebra + 10),
Involutive automorphisms corresponding to the rotation x2
For A/°, it is the case that each automorphism corresponding to the rotation x2 is
conjugate to at least one automorphism that corresponds to the identity rotation. This 
is also the case for su^y(£ +1,0), its compact real form.
Consider a typical automorphism for which the associated root transformation
is in set (2). If the associated root transformation of A, is S°o o S°o o--°5°r, then thectj <13 ar
involutive automorphisms corresponding to it are generated by matrices U(r) of the 
form
U(<) = dsumjZ.W^M Zr(0,T}, (4.2.21)
where the submatrices Z{t) and T are given by
Z(z)
0 r]jtJ
o
r}jrjj =1, (4.2.22)
T = diag{?7r+2,7jr+3,...,r7,l} = l;r + 2< m<s£. (4.2.23)
It only remains to be seen whether or not the analysis of [11] is still applicable when
restricted to the compact real form sWi)(/ +1,0). Let the matrix S(t) be given by
S(f) = dsum{X1W,X3(f),
rjtkj
rjtkj
(4.2.24)
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where the quantity j is, of course^ odd. Then the following hold:
s’(r')s(z)= lf+1 s(/)u(;)s(z)_1 =dsum{wir,T}, (4.2.25)
where Wj r is an (r + l) x (r +1) diagonal matrix whose elements are alternately 1, -1.
Thus, each automorphism corresponding to a rotation in set (2) is, in fact, conjugate to 
an automorphism corresponding to the identity root transformation. No new 
conjugacy classes, or indeed any new real forms are thus produced.
Involutive automorphisms corresponding to the rotation x3
The results for the corresponding automorphisms of are that these
automorphisms fall into two separate conjugacy classes. One of these classes contains 
automorphisms corresponding to the identity root transformation, so that its members
belong to a conjugacy class already identified. The other class contains the involutive 
automorphism generated by the matrix offsum|Ki(£+1),?K^£+1 J (remember that £ is 
odd in this case). For 5Mq)(€ +1,0), no adaptation is necessary. The automorphisms
{s(/), 5,^} used (in [11]) to establish conjugacy of certain involutive automorphisms 
are all such that their restrictions to 5Ma)(^ +1,0) are automorphisms (when the 
conjugate automorphisms of are extensions of automorphisms of +1,0)).
The new conjugacy class that is identified will be called (B). Its representative 
automorphism is the involution ip , which is the type la automorphism corresponding 
to the triple |offsum|K^£+1^,zK^f+1 J,l,-^-(^+l)2The elements of a (zp)- 
eigenvector basis of +1,0), together with the associated eigenvalue (being ±1)
are listed hereunder:
i(hak +haM-k) eiSenvalue -l;fce{l,2,...,|(^ + l)}, (4.2.26)
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~haM^ eigenvalue l;Ae{l,2,...,^ ”1)}>
eigenvalue -1,
(4.2.27)
(4.2.28)
/a , a , M~a £+l-a\ ■ , 1(^<5 + e_ya + + e_fS ) eigenvalue - 1
+ fa - f “ *--0 ) eigenvalue 1
+ e— -e— J eigenvalue - 1
l\ej8- g_yg - gyg + fg ) eigenvalue 1
a€{{l,2,... 4J + 1)}, (4229)
_^jS +a + £-jd-< + e-jj +? + eigenvalue
(f +a + e-jj-a “ e-jj +j “ ejj~— ) eigennaluu
+« - a_yg _« + f-++ “ -ya ys /
+a - e-jj -a - ^-a«5-^/3 + +/a -0 ) Beggn^^
(^y'<5 +a + a^-a_a "*■ ^fa5+g +-£_-j j eegenv afue
_jj+a + a--s_« - e kS-j — -_%$ _p - e<genvalue
i((jj +a - e-jj -a + £-j+— - ) eiggnnvlue
+« - e-j6-a " aw+g + a_(0_g ) eigenvalue
1
1
ic:
q-L t+l-p '
a-Z«*;5- 2«t
a=p =+2~f
1ay <<<a^(£ + l);yGZ
(4.2.30)
<-i i+i-p
m=p m=£+2~q
1a p S | +l)< q-z(l + 1)
{ / ,1 \
d + ■y «
\
U+1)2 m
m=l
■ + 7(^+l)2A„
/
eigenvalue 1,
eigenvalue 1.
(4.2.31)
(4232)
1 a6 I\ }<W) )
This suggests the following basis for a real form of the Kac-Moody algebra a9'\
\k +^a )\ K a e+i-k j
i\hn — h IK ak aM-k /_
where j G{l,2,...,|(I - 1)}, (4233)
(4.2.34)
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i(ej6 +ea_j8 +4+l a +^8 a) ae{l,2,...,|(^ + l)};yeN, 
(rfd +e-j8 ~ej8l~a-e-j8~°) ae{l,2,...,|(£-l)};yGN, 
(4-e“Jd +e^~a «G{l,2,...,i(^l)};yGN,
*(<& -ea_J6 -e^l'a +ee_+j8~a) a g{i,2,...,|(^ - l)};;GN,
(4.235)
^j8+a + ^-jS-a + Z-J8+P + ^jt-p) 
(eyd+a +e-j8-a ~~e-j8+P ~ej8-p} 
i^jd+a ~ e-j8-a + e-jd+p ~ ej8~p) 
{gjd+a ~ g-jd-a ~ ^-jd+P ^j8~p}
i{^jd+a g-jd-a ^kd+P + ^-k6~p ) 
(^7<5+a + £-j8-a ~ ^k8+p ~ ^-k8-p^ 
i{^j8+a ~~ e~j8-a ^kd+p ~~ ^-k8~P ) 
{^j8+a ~~ ^-j'8-a “ ^kd+P + ^-kd-P^
e+l-p
a=^at;^ %ak
k=p k=£+2-q
1 < p <q<,^^ + l);y GZ
(4.236)
q-l i+l-p
a='2am>P= = +
m=p m-^+2-q
1 ±s p<, ■%(£ + l) < q <, (/ + l)
(4.237)
K?,
/ i(*-0
d + i (^+1) 2 m(ha„+haM.„)
(4.238)
m=l
> + i(*+i)Xj(z+l)
The most general element of this real form may be expressed in the form
a( t) + (A + ip)c + vid + vb, (4.239)
where a(r) is a matrix that satisfies the condition
aW = -g(0a^“l)gM_1, (4.2.40)
where g = offsum|K^f+1^,zKi^+1^. The matrix b is the representative of the element
added to id in (4.2.38). Clearly, the quantities p and v are arbitrary real numbers, 
whereas the real number A is such that
A = -(/ + l)Res|tr^_1a(r)dsum|lx(£+1),Oi(£+1)^ J. (4.2.41)
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This expression for A agrees with the expression for it derived earlier, since the 
derived expression for the quantity A is
= -(€ + l)Res|tr(r1dsum{l^(£+1),O,(£+1)}a(z)) J.
(4.2.42)
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43 Type la involutive automorphisms of with w = -1
It will be shown now that, as in other cases, the type la involutive automorphisms 
with w = -1 are all mutually conjugate.
Automorphisms corresponding to the identity rotation
To see this briefly, recall (from [11]) that the type la involutive automorphisms (with 
w = —1 Corresponding to the identity rotation are precisely those automorphisms 
generated by the matrices
U = diag{l,?72,??3,...,^+]} (T?22 = i/32=...= r72+1 =,l). (4-3-0
It requires little verification to see that each of these involutive automorphisms is also 
a type la (with w = -1) automorphism of +1,0), the compact real form. For
each such matrix U, let another associated matrix S(?) be diagonal, and defined so 
that
if rij = -1' 
if = 1
for 2^ j <, £+ 1. (4.3.2)
Then S(f) satisfies the following equations:
§*(/-* )s(z)=l2ftl, S(z)l2,+1S(-z)-‘= U, (4.3.3)
which means that all of the type la involutions under consideration (namely those 
corresponding to the identity root transformation) do belong to just one conjugacy
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class. This conjugacy class is called (C). Taking as representative of (C) the type la 
automorphism {l2;+1 4,0}gives the following eigenvector-basis of su^(£ + 1,0):
(e°«+e-ya) 7eN° 
7'^N
eigenvalue (-l)y, (4.3.4)
(^j<5+a + e-jd-a} 
i(^/<5 +a ~ ^-jd-a]
ic
id
eigenvalue 1
j EJL\a ;eigenvalue (- l)y, (4.3.5)
(4.3.6)
This implies, of course, that a basis for the real form associated with the conjugacy 
class (C) is provided by the following elements:
(<«+<«) vGN°'
yeN0
(<&-</») 7GN
when j is even ,
when j is odd,
(4.3.7)
(4.3.8)
(fjd+a + e-j6-a} 
i{ejd +a ~ e-j8-a )
> j is even; a is a root of A (4.3.9)
'jd +a "I" ^-/<5 «)1
{fjd +« _ e-j6-a )
> j is odd; a is a root of A c,
Zc,
id.
(4.3.10)
(4.3.11)
This real form is, as has been noted previously, the real form 1,0), whose
matrix parts are traceless, and satisfy
a(r)=-a*(-/-1). (4.3.12)
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Automorphisms corresponding to the rotation t2
All of these automorphisms belong to the conjugacy class (C), and thus the associated 
real form is sui3)(# +1,0). The most general rotation of the roots of Ae belonging to 
set (2) is
(4.3.13)
«3 «r ’
and the automorphisms corresponding to this root transformation are generated by the 
matrices U(z) of the form
U(r) = dsum{Z1(/),Z3(t),...,Zr(t),T}, 
where the submatrices Zw(f) and T are defined as follows:
(4.3.14)
0
is odd) > (4.3.15)
k,n 0.
T = diag{^+2,?7r+3,...,^,l} (?7r2+2 = r?2+3 r/2 =l). (4.3.16)
Then, for each matrix U(?), a matrix S(z) is defined thus
S(t)=dsum{X1(r),X3(r),...,Xr(r),l<_r} where Xm(() = 4
72
(4.3.17)
This matrix S(f) is such that it satisfies simultaneously
S'(f')s(/)-lw, S(z)U(z)S(-z)-1-dsum{wlz+1,T}. (4.3.18)
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Hence all of the type la involutive automorphisms with w = -1 that correspond to the 
root transformations in set (2) belong to the conjugacy class (C), as was indicated 
previously.
Automorphisms corresponding to the rotation t3
It remains only to show that these involutive automorphisms belong to the conjugacy 
class (C). In general, the automorphisms that are associated with this root 
transformation are those generated by the matrices of the general form
U(() = offdiag|l,jj2?2t...,i/Z',= 1;2 sm <; /+1),
^>+1 “ + ^e+2-m = some even integer
2<,m 1),
(4.3.19)
For any matrix U(f) of the above form, a diagonal matrix S(f) may be defined by
(s(,)) _ *(/ +1)),
1 (|(/ + 3)sjs^),
with the consequence that S (r_1)s(r) = le+1 and furthermore that
K
(4.3.20)
H€+l)
0
. (4.3.21)
Note that the quantity ~^i(£+3) J is actually even, and thus perfectly divisible
by 2. There are thus only two cases that need to be considered further, namely
0 K
S(/)U(0S(-()_1 = ’jLi/**'*" (4.3.22)
•K^i)
S(z)U(f)S(-f)-' -
(-i)Yi(m)-^+3)Jk
K
T(*+i)
0
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0 K
S(t)U(r)S(-z)-‘ = nL,/
-K
(4.3.23)
0
Let the matrix Z be given by Z = dsum|/X^^+1),Xi^+1J, so that Z*Z-1€+1, and 
{z,5,^} is an automorphism of +1,0). Then it can be seen that
0 K«<+1) __1 0 K£K+i)
-kk<+1) 0
Z — i
K«,+1) 0
(4.3.24)
Hence, all of the involutive automorphisms of type la with w = -1 that correspond to 
root transformations in set 3 do belong to just one conjugacy class. That this class is 
the class (C) follows because, if
S =
Ki^+1)
'^(£+1)
(4.3.25)
then S S = X/+1 and the following matrix equation holds:
SK^S dsum-jX^^, lf(£+i)J’l] (4.3.26)
which is sufficient to complete the analysis.
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4.4 Type lb involutive automorphisms A(/} with « = 1
It should be remembered that there are no type lb automorphisms which correspond
to the rotations Xj for j = 1,2,3. This is also the case for type 2b automorphisms.
Automorphisms corresponding to the rotation r4
The analysis of Ap contained .in [11] shows that, when i is even, all of the type lb
involutions corresponding to the root transformation (with w = 1) are mutually
conjugate. When i is odd, theti each such involutive automorphism is conjugate 
either to the type lb involutive automorphism generated by 1/+1, or to that generated 
by dsum{l£,Zli}. For A^\ the proof involves generalisation of work on A2\ and 
similar generalisation of work on 5M(1j)3,0) will be of use here.
The automorphisms that are being analysed in this subsection are those 
involutions of type lb with u-l which are generated by the matrices
U(r) = diag{l,%2r\.,i,ii+I/A+1- = l;2 im 1/ + l). (4.4.1)
A diagonal matrixS( 2) is defined (for each different matrix U(?) of the above form)
by
S(r) = diag jl,rj^r62 j, (4.4.2)
where d2,03,...,3e+l are arbitrary integers. Then S *(r_i)s(r)= 1^+1, and
S( z)diag{l, ......jj«+/“}sW - diagjl,?1-292,...,^-26'- (4.4.3)
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The quantities 02,03,...,0f+1 are, as has been remarked upon already, arbitrary 
integers. Thus, it may be assumed that (km - 20m) takes either the value 1 or the 
value 0. Consider the case where U(/) has a diagonal entries taking the value 1 (with 
the remainder of the diagonal entries taking the value t. Since the order of the index 
set of U(f) is itself arbitrary, it follows that every automorphism {u(t),l,§} (where 
U(z) is of the above form) is conjugate to some type lb involutive automorphism 
generated by a matrix U'(0 of the form
U'(f)= dsum{l„,fl,+1_2a,l4. (4.4.4)
Then with a matrix S(r) defined by the expression
(r+l)l„ o -z(z-i)k„
S(z) = 0 21 f+l-2o (4.4.5)
Z(Z-1)K„ 0 (z + l)l„
the two matrix equations given below hold
S’(z-')s(z)= lf+1, S(z)U(z)S(r) = zl(+1. (4.4.6)
Hence, when U(r) has an even number of diagonal elements taking the value 1, the 
resultant type lb involutive automorphism is conjugate to the type lb involutive 
automorphism generated by the matrix 1^+1. This conjugacy class is called (d/°\ 
Consider now the case when U(f) has an odd number of diagonal entries taking the 
value 1 (with the remainder taking the value f). In the case where is even then U(?) 
may be suitably re-ordered, and the preceding analysis then implies that {u(z),l,^} 
belongs to (d/°\ In the case where / is odd, then re-ordering of the index set of the 
matrix U(z) and adaptation of the previous analysis lead to the conclusion that the 
automorphisms
{U(/),1,£} and {dsumjl^rtj}, 1,^} (4.4.7)
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are, in fact, mutually conjugate. Furthermore, the automorphism
does not belong to the conjugacy class (d/0^ when £ is odd. If it did, then there
would exist some matrix S(l) such that
S(r)l ,,i S(?) = ilsum]!, ,/lj}. (4.4.8)
The determinants of both sides of this matrix equation may be taken. Remembering
that det(S(t)) = at^, this provides the equality
a2t2fi = (a?" )‘+1z, (4.4.9)
which means that the left-hand side contains only an even index of t, whereas the 
right-hand side contains only an odd index of t. Thus, for odd values of i, there 
exists a conjugacy class (D)^, for which no corresponding conjugacy class exists
when i is even. The chosen representative automorphism for the conjugacy class 
(D)(1) is the type lb involution |dsnnm[lr,llli^»,ll;}.
An eigenvector-basis of +1,0) (wtth respect to the representative
automorphism of the class (d/°\ geneaated by the matrix 1,+1) it given betow, 
together with the associated eigenvalues.
(e4 +4a) 7 GN0'
fSN
with a g{1,2,...,-4}; eigenvalue -1, (4.4.10)
(«yS+a + «- y^-a + ^-y^c + 1y-a) eigenvalue 1
(«ya +« + e_y^_a ~ «- ya +a - «/a -a ) eigenvalue -1
^^j6+a ~~ g-jd-a + jd+a “ ejd-a ) eigenvalue -1
^(ly5 +a - 1-ya -a - 1-ja+a + 1Jy-a ) eigenvalue 1
jjGN ;a is a positive root of A,,
ic'
id
eigenvalue 1.
(4.4.11)
(4.4.12)
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The corresponding real form of +1,0) that is generated by following Cartan's
theorem has the following basis elements:
('(e;s+e-;«)
7 GN
where a G{l,2,...,^}, (4.4.13)
{^jd +a ^-jd-a + ^-jd+a 
g-jd-a — jd+a
(^/<5+a — g-jd-a ^-jd+a 
i^jd+a ~^-j6~a ~^-j6+a
+ ej5-a] 
~ ejS~a )
~ -«) 
+ ejS-a}
> where a is a positive root of (4.4.14)
Zc,
id.
(4.4.15)
A (’
It is easily verified that this real form is, in fact sl^(# + 1,R). For this real form, the 
matrix parts are traceless and satisfy the condition a(z) = -a (f-1).
When £ is odd, there is a separate conjugacy class (d/1) exists, and a suitable 
representative for it is the type lb involutive automorphism jdsum{l^rl1},l,-^J-. An 
eigenvector-basis of su^(£ + 1,0) (with respect to this representative automorphism) 
is given below:
} x >1 <; k s I -1; eigenvalue -1,-f) (4.4.16)
&
<(4
+ e
- e
-A >15S a <. l\j GN; eigenvalue -1, (4.4.17)
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(ey<5+ct £-jd-a + &-jd+a &jd-a ) 
(^7'd +a + &—jd—a ~ -jd+a ~ ^jd-a) 
^{^jd +a ~ g-jd -a jd+a ~ ^jd-a )
^{^jd+a ~^-jd-a ~~^~jd+a + ejd-a}
{^jd+a "*" £-jd-a ^kd+a + ^-kd-a^ 
(^7'<5+« g-jd-a ~~ ^kd+a ~ ^-kd-a^ 
i^fjd+a ~ £-jd-a + ^kd+a ~ ^-kd-a^ 
i{ejd+a ~^-jd-a ~ ^kd+a +^-fcd-a)
eigenvalue 1 
eigenvalue -1 
eigenvalue -1 
eigenvalue 1
eigenvalue 1 
eigenvalue -1 
eigenvalue -1
eigenvalue 1
where a = p< £;y GN°,
m=p
(4.4.18)
<7-1
where a = p <,£;q = £ + 1
m-p
yGN°;* = -(y + l)
(4.4.19)
eigenvalue 1. (4.4.20)
This implies that the basis of a real form associated with this involutive automorphism 
is given by the following set of elements:
2C) >1 £S k <; I -1, (4.4.21)
(4 -<«)
>1 <, as/jjGN, (4.4.22)
(^y'd+cs + g-jd-a ^~^-jd+a + ^jd-a) 
i{^jd+a ^-jd—a ~^-jd+a ~ ^jd-a} 
(^7'6+zx ~ g-jd-a +£—jd+a ~~ ^jd-a^ 
i{^jd+a ~£-jd-a ~^-jd+a + ^jd-a)
where
<7-1
a = a/n ;1 =s p <q =s t
m-p
;GN°
(4.4.23)
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i^jd+a + 2-jd-a + +a
e--k8-a )
/ \ ■ q —
+a "** g-fi-a ~ e^8+a ~ e~kb-a )
> where • a = 11 pm-p
:£q=t + 1
+ot
/
- e-jd-a + e^b +a ~ e-k8-a) yGN°4 = --(ynl)
-+oe “ e-jd -a ~ ekd+a
l-k8-a )
(4.4.24)
ic,
\ m=l /
(4.4.25)
Clearly, this real form is not encountered whenever i is even, at least not as a real 
form that is non-isomorphic to other real forms that have previously been identified. 
There is not, for example, any such real form for A 2 ) that is not isomorphic to the real 
forms of a)) that were found previously. The most general element of this real form
can be represented in the form
a(r) + (a + ip)c + vz'Lz+j ,
\ m =1 m)
where the quantities p and v are arbitrary, and A satisfies
A = (f + l)Resjtr(a(^)dsuumOo,/-1l1j)|.
The matrix parts a(f) are all traceless, and also satisfy the condition 
a(y=ga"(^“))g“1,
(4.4.26)
(4.4.27)
(4.4.28)
where dsi^m{ll)'l1l.
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Automorphisms corresponding to the rotation t5
The results for su^(£ +1,0) are the same as those for Namely, that each type lb
involution (with u = 1) corresponding to a rotation in set (5) is conjugate to some 
other type lb involution whose corresponding root transformation is in set (4). Recall 
that the most general root transformation of this type is
(4.4.29)r, 0 riO riO 0U 0 ° O 0 °- * ’ ° O 0 °
«1 «3 ar Cartan ’
and the most general type lb involutive automorphism of +1,0) (with u = 1) is
generated by the matrix U(f), where
U(r) = dsum{Z](r),Z3(i),...,Zr(f),T(z)}, (4.4.30)
with the submatrices being defined by
Z,M = oddy;l j * ryi^r^ = 1, (4.4.31)
T(0 = diag|i7r+2A+2,...,r//M| r + 2 m r]mrfm =1. (4.4.32)
Each such automorphism is conjugate to an involution of type lb with w = 1, but 
corresponding to the Cartan involution. To see this, let the matrix S be defined by
S = dsum{X,,X3,...,Xr,l,_r} Xm'72
1 1
1 -1
;1 < m r;m odd (4.4.33)
It is easily verified that S satisfies S S = 1/+,, and also
SU(r)S = U'(z), (4.4.34)
where the type lb involutive automorphism {u'(?),l,^} corresponds to the Cartan 
involution, as was to be demonstrated.
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Automorphisms corresponding to the rotation t6
The results of the analysis of A^ suggest that some of these automorphisms will 
belong to a new conjugacy class. The general root transformation of A ? in this set is 
given by
P° ) = «?+!-* 1 * £ ss /. (4.4.35)
The most general involutive automorphisms (of type lb with u - 1) corresponding to 
this root transformation are those generated by the matrices U(z) of the form
U(f) = offdiag^],
Wh = ’fe’h ="’7z’?f = 1 =
^1^+2-m ~
(4.4.36)
k^+2-m ^m.
Then, for each matrix U(z) of this form, we define a diagonal matrix S(z) by
(s«U =
(ra = 1,€ +1),
(2 =s m 1)),
(4(€ + 3)^ 777 s €).
(4.4.37)
As defined, S(z) satisfies S 1)s(z) = 1/+1, and also the conjugacy relation
S(z)U(z)S(z) = offsum {k.i(,+1), (4.4.38)
>/mTf ’
There are, thus, only two special case to consider separately, namely rje+1 = ±1. 
Recall from [11] that there exists a matrix V(z), where
(4.4.39)
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and V(z) is such that
V(z)Kf+1V(z)= 2dsum|l^f+1),-l^,+1)|. (4.4.40)
The type lb involutive automorphism generated by the matrix dsum-jli(<+1),
has already been investigated, and seen to belong to the conjugacy class (d/°\ It 
also follows from the analysis of that there does not exist any suitable matrix 
S(^) that satisfies
S(r)l,+1S«=V (4.4.41)
since the left-hand side is symmetric, and the right-hand side is anti-symmetric. Thus, 
for + 1,0), there exists a conjugacy class (E), separate from all of the other
conjugacy classes that have already been discussed. The representative automorphism 
of the class (E) is the type lb involutive automorphism 
^offsum^Kx^+1),-Ki(e+1J,l,oj. The elements of an eigenvector-basis of 
5Mq)(^ + 1,0) associated with this representative automorphism are given below, 
together with their respective eigenvalues. Note that the quantities a and jS are 
defined in all of the cases below, by the equations
q~l £+l-p
“ = & = S0™- (4.4.42)
m-p (+2-q
The elements of the eigenvector-basis are
(4
'7-5 -yd
*
(+\-a + e-yd )
e+i-a £+l-a\
-e-yd f
eigenvalue 1, 
eigenvalue -1,
(4.4.43)
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; + e
where a E|l,2,...,y(€ + l)|;j EN°,
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a a , ?+l-a £+l-a\ . , 4
(yd " --j- + - --j- ) eigenvalue 1,
•I a „a sJ+l~a . €+l’-a\ • , .i[eJS-e^d~ ejS + e_j& ) eigenvalue- 1,
(4.4.44)
where a g{i,2,..., + l)};j EN,
(Sy5+« + —-j--a + -j-+P + e~jd~p) eigenvalue
[-j- +a + —-j--a - -j-+P ~ --j- -p ) eigen v able
*(—j- +a ~ —-j--a p +jj-P ~ g-j-- P eiggnnvlue
^(-ya +a - --j--a ~ -p- - p P +-jj -- P eigenna-ue
where either 1 <p <q *%(£ + l) or j(£ + l)< p <q^ (- + l),
(ey5+a + e-y^-a + -ya +p + --j--p )
(-ya+a + S_ya-e “ -j-+p ~ --j--p) eiggeLnvlue
*(-/a +« - --ya -« + -yd-a “ ---ya- P eiggnnvlue
*(-./a +a - g-7'a ~ ~y- + p p ---y a- p eigenvvlue
where 1«s p + l) < < - + l),
1,
-1,
1,
1,
-1,
1,
-1,
(4.4.45)
(4.4.46)
eigenvalue 1. (4.4.47)
So, the associated basis for a real form of the Kac-Moody algebra A^l) is provided by 
the elements
(4
'■(4
i[e‘%
(4
, a I +l-a
+ <J + *= + e-ya )
a y+i-a £ +l-a \
+ e-jj e« Pj
a , f+l-a
~ e~, + ejS
“"j )
a r +l-a
~ e-js 'W".j )
■ e
■ E
{l,2,... ,i(f + 1)};y eN°, (4.4.48)
{l,2,...,40 + 1)}; j eN, (4.4.49)
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i{fjd+a +g-jd-a + ^jd+p "^"^-j‘6-^)’
(fjQ+a + ^-jd-a ~~ ^jd+P — &-jQ-p h
(4.4.50)
\^y'd +a ~ £~jd-a ~ e-jfl ~p )’
i\Sj5+a ~e~jQ-a —&]&+$ ""^-76-^)’
where either 1 s p <q <.^ + l) or q(S + l) < p < q e (i + l),
(fjQ+a + £-jd-a ■" jQ+P 
s(sy'S +a +" &-jQ -a ~ ZjQ+p 
+a “ ^-j8-a +■ ZjQ+P 
(^j'5+ot ~ e-jd-a ~ j'd+p
+ e-j6~p) 
~ e-jQ -p ) 
“ e-jQ -p ) 
+ e-jS-?}
pj(l + 1) < q e(i + l), (4.4.51)
where 1s p s |( f + l) < q s (f + l),
ic,
id.
((4A.52)
The matrix, parts of the elements of this algebra are such that they are traceless and 
satisfy the equation
a(r) = ga^(-1)g_i where g = offsumfKi(/+1)>-ma(f+1ij . (4.4.53)
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4.5 Type lb involutive automorphisms of A^} with u = -1
Automorphisms corresponding to the rotation t4
The type lb (w = -1) involutive automorphisms that correspond to the rotation t4 are 
generated by matrices U(l) of the following form:
U(t) = diagjl, j yware even ;r/mr/w = 1 for2 1 m<. /+ 1.
(4.5.1)
Moreover, all of these are mutually conjugate. For each matrix U(f) of the above 
form, let a diagonal matrix S(?) be defined by
1 m = 1
- ?/m- t 4 L 2:s ms £ + 1;Z^ s 0(mod4) ► ,
irjnft 7km 2^ £ + lk = 2(mod4)
(4.5.2)
The matrix S(?) satisfies S (/ 1)s(/)= 1^+1, so it generates an automorphism of
+ 1,0), and is such that
s(f)u(/)s(-0=b+1. (4.5.3)
Thus, all of the type lb involutive automorphisms with u = -1 that correspond to the 
root transformation T^artan are mutually conjugate. The conjugacy class to which they
all belong is called (F), and its representative is taken to be the type lb involutive 
automorphism (with w = -1) that is generated by the matrix 1?+1. A basis of 
5Mi)(£ +1,0), all of whose members are eigenvectors of this representative 
automorphism, is given below, together with the associated eigenvalues:
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(4+<«)
+e-je)
;EN°J A,even
/GN J ^even
>aG{l,2,...^}; eigenvalue -1, (4.5.4)
y'eNodd 
j eNodd
EE{l,2, ...,€}; eigenvalue 1, (4.5.5)
{^jd+a + g-jd-a + ^-jd+a ^y'd-a) eigenvalue 1
[fjd+a + g-jd-a ~^-jd+a ~^jd-a^ 
J \
eigenvalue -1
7GNeven;aGA°+,
+a — ^-jd -a jd+a ~ ^jd-a J eigenvalue -1
i^fjd+a ~ C-jd-a ~ ^-jd+a + &jd-a ) eigenvalue 1
{^jd+a + g-jd-a &-jd+a + &jd-a) eigenvalue -f
+a + ^-jd-a ~ &-jd+a ~^jd-a^ eigenvalue 1
■j GN<xld;a GA° ,
\^y<5 +a ~ g-jd-a + jd+a ~ &jd-a J eigenvalue 1
i{^jd+a ~^-jd-a ~ ^-jd+a ^j'd-a) eigenvalue -1
ic'
(4.5.6)
(4.5.7)
eigenvalue 1. (4.5.8)
The terms N°ven, Neven, refer to the non-negative even integers, the positive
even integers and the positive odd integers, respectively. Cartan's theorem implies 
that a basis of a real form of corresponding to the conjugacy class (E) is provided
by the elements
‘■(4
(4
(4
(4.5.9)
(4.5.10)
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[gjd+a + g-jd-a g-jd+a + gjd-a ) 
ggy<5 +a g-Jd -a ~~ g- Jd+a ~~ *jd-a ) 
{fjd +a ~ g-jd-a g-jd+a ~ gjd-a ) 
gjd+a ~ g-jd-a ~ g-jd+a "** gjd-a\
^{^jd +a "*“ g-jd-a + g- jd+a "*" gjd -a ) 
(gy'5 +a g-jd-a ~ g-jd +a ~ gjd -a ) 
i(*gjd+a “ g-jd-a **" g-Jd+a ~ gjd-a ) 
{gjd+a ~ g-jd-a ~-'-jd+a "^gjS-a)
7 ^Neven; « eA+,
W ENodd; a EA+,
(4.5.11)
(4.5.12)
id.
(4.5.13)
This real form is obtainable from the real form sl(i + 1,R) of Az. In fact, it is the real 
form s//3) (./ + 1,R) of A^\ in which the matrix parts are traceless and satisfy
«(«)- a’ (-?-*). (4.5.14)
Automorphisms corresponding to the rotation xs
All of these automorphisms are members of the conjugacy class (F), which has just 
been investigated. The most general automorphism corresponding to a root 
transformation in this set is generated by a matrix U(r) of the form
UW = dsui^{3^1(f),ZZ3)o..,^r((0T(r)}, (4.5.15)
where the submatrices are such that
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0
£
k,„ 1
z„W- V,„l-
(-!)*»• o
= l;/w e{l,3,...,r},
T(z) = diag^r+2Zfcr+2, T7r+3A+3,..., j|/',l} = l;r +2 <;>w <; A
For each such matrix U(r), let another matrix S(0 be defined by 
S(i)=dsum{W1(f),W3(z),...,WrW,lf_r},
(4.5.16)
(4.5.17)
(4.5.18)
where
1
deg£„ ,2deg£„
, yG{l,3,...,r}, (4.5.19)
where deg km has the value of the parity of km; namely 0 if km is even, and 1 if km is 
odd. Then
s’(r‘)s(/)=l<+1, S(z)U(r)S(-f)=U'(r), (4.5.20)
where the matrix U'(t) is such that {u'(r),-l,g} does, in fact, belong to the 
conjugacy class (F).
Automorphisms corresponding to the rotation t6
It can be verified that, for +1,0), all of these automorphisms are mutually
conjugate, and lie in the conjugacy class (F) (the corresponding automorphisms for 
A^ are all conjugate, and are mutually conjugate to all of the other type lb
involutions with u = -1). In this case, it is clear that the quantity H is an odd integer, 
since the root transformation of in question is p°, where
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p°(a£) = a0+l_k (4.5.21)
(4.5.22)
The type lb involutive automorphisms corresponding to this root transformation are 
those that are generated by matrices U(l) of the following form
U()) = offdiagjl, ?72?2,...,^+1?€+1}- ?Lt., = lAi+i = O
kj = g(+2.-m ' g/n - ge+l-m^g g J g "2 (^'*"l)
For each matrix U(t), the matrix S(t) is the diagonal matrix defined by 
1 m=l,€ + l •
&)). = t~k" +
1 + tyzmzt
which is such that S*(r_l)s(r) - 1^+1, and also
^())U(^(-)) = offsumjK1(,+1), r/f+1K1(£+1)
(4.5.23)
(4.5.24)
This is slightly different from the analysis of hp, There are two distinct cases; 
namely r^+1 = 1 and 77^+1 = ~1. However, it is easily shown that these are all 
mutually conjugate. For, with S(r) = dsum {li(£+l)>~* j+1J » l is the case that 
s (z_1)53(f)= 1i+1, and
SMoffsum{Ki(hl),-Ki(ul)|s(-z) = zKf+1, (4.5.25)
so that only the case Tjr+1 = 1 need be studied. Let the matrix V be given by
(4.5.26)V =
so that the following matrix equations hold:
Vv = 21m> VK.+iV = 2^c!simt4l^(_ji)i-'li1111) (4.5.27)
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It follows, therefore, that all of the type lb involutions corresponding to the root 
transformation t6 (with w = -1) are mutually conjugate, and belong, moreover, to the 
conjugacy class (F). The corresponding real form has therefore been discussed 
previously.
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4.6 Type 2a involutive automorphisms of with u = 1
Automorphisms corresponding to the rotation Tj
The results here do not differ from those obtained for the complex algebra The 
automorphisms in question are those that are generated by the matrices U(z), where
U(f) = diag|l,T72?2,...,z7€+/z+1| = 1;2 ^ + 1. (4.6.1)
Let the diagonal matrix S(r) be defined so that
f 1 m = 1
2 m <, £ +1
(4.6.2)(s«L
where the integers 0m, for 2 <. m £ + 1 are arbitrary. The matrix S(/) then satisfies 
the condition S (r_1 )s(f) = 1£+1, and is such that
S(r)U(z)s(r1)"‘ = diagjl, ^t2+292,-,»/f+,<tM+2Sw }- (4.6.3)
Since each of the quantities 6m is arbitrary, it may be supposed that have all
been chosen so that
S(r)U(r)s(z_1) 1 = diagjl, r/2Zde§*2,..., fy+ifde8*<+‘}. (4.6.4)
Furthermore, since the ordering of the index sets is arbitrary, it follows that each of 
these autmorphisms is conjugate to an automorphism generated by a matrix U(z) of 
the form
U(r) = dsum{la,-/lj}, (4.6.5)
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where a + h + c + d -£ + 1. It may be supposed that crd. Note that if Uf) were 
such that c<d, then U(-t) would be such that crd. The automorphisms 
{u(r),l,r} and {u(-r),l,r} are conjugate, because U(-r)= U(sr)|J==1. Thus, the 
assumption may be made. Consider then, two matrices of this form, Uj(/) and U2 (t),
where
U j (/ ) = diag jl, r/2?2,..., rtf r, 1, ~ 1, +ltk(+1 }, (4.6.6)
U2 (r) = diag |l, 772/fc2,.., 7]^d,-t,17^3/+,..., ri+/<+1}. (4.6.7)
The type 2a automorphisms {ui(/),1,r} and {^(r), 1,^} are conjugate. To show this,
let a matrix S(t) be given by
S(t) = dsum-
jl J
r » n
7+ 1 r-1
>♦ (4.6.8)
2
L t — l t + 1
Thus, S (? r)s(/)= 1?+i and S(f)Ui(?)s(/ =U2(/). Thus, the values of a,b have
both been reduced by I, whilst those of c,d■ have both been increased by 1. The 
above analysis implies that the involutive automorphism {u(f),l,r} is conjugate to 
the automorphism {u' (f), 1 r}, where
U'(0= dsum{ll,-lr,rlc_rf,1r,-1r}. (4.6.9)
Clearly, with suitable re-ordering of the index sets, this means that {u(f),l,r} and 
{u"(l),l,r} are conjugate type 2a involutions, where
U"(f) ^suml^-l^ll...} a'+ h'r c'= 1 + 1. (4.6.10)
It may be further assumed that c ' r r - [|]. In any instances where this is not so, a 
simple re-ordering of the index set, together with the other analysis of this subsection 
will recast the matrix in question into the required form. Thus, the involutive 
automorphisms {u"(r),l,§}fall into a number of different conjugacy classes, with
disjoint classes corresponding, essentially, to different values of the quantities 
a',b'ic'. The parameter c' can take any of the values 0,l,...,(f -[i/]), thus leaving
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+ 1 — c' other diagonal elements. The parameter b' may then take values such that 
0 £ b' <, +1 - c')]. Define to be the conjugacy class that contains the
type 2a involutive automorphism {u(/),l,^}, where the matrix U(z) is given by
U(z) = (4.6.11)
It follows from [II] that, with the choice of b',c' restricted to the above values, the 
conjugacy classes (g/c ,b are non-conjugate for different values of (b',c'). Consider 
the automorphism {u(f),l,^}, where
U(z) = dsum{la,-l&_fl,M£+1_J. (4.6.12)
This automorphism may be taken as representative of (g/c ,b , with I +1 - b = c' and 
b-a = b'. A basis of + 1,0) consisting of eigenvectors of this involutive
automorphism is given below. The general positive root a of A £ is written in the 
form
a=^a’, (4.6.13)
i=p
where 1 «s p<.q*z£. The elements of the basis (together with their eigenvalues) are 
given below.
1 k H\k * b
-ic) 
(4 +e5)
eigenvalue 1, (4.6.14)
eigenvalue 1 
eigenvalue -1
1 <, (4.6.15)
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(<>+a + e-jS-a + + ei6 -a) eigenvalue 1
“S'd eigenvalue -1
i(ejS+« - e-js-a + «-ys+« - ej6-a) eigenvalue 1 
'(^+„ -e.y6+a +e76-o) eigenvalue -lj
JEN0, (4.6.16)
where either p <q<. a, a< p <q <,b or b < p <q £+1,
[ejs-.a+ e-jS-a +e-j6->c+ ejs-a) eigenvalue -1
(ey«+a+e-ys-c _e-y«+« eigenvalue 1
'(«;« +» - e-j6-a + e-js+a - ^js-a) eigenvalue -1 
‘[ejd +« - e-j6-a - e-js+a + ej6-a } eigenvalue 1
where 1 p^ a < q^ b,
(ejd +a + e-j8-a + eks +a + e-kd-a) eigenvalue 1 
(ejd +a + e~j8~a ~ eks +a ~ e-kd-a) eigenvalue - 1 
l[ejd +a - e-j8-a + ?k&+a ~ e-k8-a) eigenvalue 1 
*(*/« +a - e-jd-a - ekd+a + e-k6-a) eigenvalue -1
where k - - jp<> cr,b < q<z £ + 1,
j GN°,
•/GN0,
(4.6.17)
(4.6.18)
(ejd +« + e~j8-a + efe5+a + e_k8_a) eigenvalue -1 'J 
(ejd +a + e_j8_a - ekd +a - e_k6_a) eigenvalue 1 
i(ejd +a~ e-jd _a + ek6+a - e_k6_a) eigenvalue -1 
1 (ejd +a - e^js - ek6+a + e_k8_a j eigenvalue 1
j eN°, (4.6.19)
where k = - j -l;a< p <,b < q<. + 1
ic
i{d + (( + \- b)'2mhaM_m + mha^_ j
V w=l zn=l /
eigenvalue -1. (4.6.20)
The corresponding real form is, therefore, the one for which a basis is given by
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iha/_ 1rk< lik r b.
i(hab -|c),
(4 + gfyg )
(4 -4)
><>k g#.,
(jd+a + g-jd-a + gjd+a + ry_ag 
r" jd+a + g-jd-a ~ jd+a ~ gjd-a g 
ggjd+a “ g-jd —a + jd+a ~ gjd-a g 
(jd+a ~ g-jd-a ~r^-jd+a + jd_ag
g(gjd+a + g-jd-a "** jd+a gjd-a ) 
(fjd +a g-j--a ~ g-jd+a ~ gjd-a) 
(j^a ~ g-jd-a g-jd +a ~ gjd-a g 
gfjd+a ~ g-jd-a ~ g- jd+a gjd-a g
(jd+a + g-jd-a ~ g/W+a + g-kd-a g 
^(^yd +a +* g-jd -a ~ gkd+a ~ g-kd-a ) 
r"( jd +a ~ g-]d -a + gkd+a ~ g-kd-a g 
[gjd+a ~ g-jd-a ~ gkd+a + g-kd-ag
^(gjd+a + g. jd-a + gkd+a + g-kd-a)
( jd + g-jd-a ~ gkd+a ~ g-kd-a ) 
(jd+ct _ g-jd-a gkd+a ~ g-kd-a g 
\jd+a ~ g-jd-a ~ gkd+a + g-kd-a g
c.
(4.6.21)
(4.6.22)
7 GN1
1s p< q <,a 
a<p<q<,b 
b<P<qr1+l
(4.6.23)
7 eN5 ;1 g pga<qgb. (4.6.24)
► EN ;k = -j-llgpg a;b <qg£+1,
(4.6.25)
-y EN°;k = -j-1;a < pg b <q g 1,
[d + ^ + X-b)^^^ +b/=mhaM
—=1
(4.6.26)
(4.6.27)
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In those cases where the matrix U(/) is /-independent, then the real form in question 
is isomorphic to su^(p,q), where U(/) is diagonal with p elements taking the value 
1, and the remainder (q in number) taking the value -1.
Automorphisms corresponding to the rotation x2
Each one of these involutive automorphisms belongs to one of the conjugacy classes 
that were examined in the previous subsection. The root transformations in question 
may be generalised thus
(4.6.28)
and the automorphisms associated with these root transformations are those that are 
generated by the matrices U(/), where
u(z) = dsum{z1W,...,Zm(f),...,Zr(z),T(f)}, (4.6.29)
where the submatrices in this expression are themselves defined by the expressions
z,„W=
0
0
T(/) = diag{z/r+2?'r+2 o = l;r + 2 <.q <, Z.
= 1;1 <r, (4.6.30)
(4.6.31)
Let the matrix S be defined as
S = dsum{X1,...,X,„,...,Xr,l,.,.} X,„
1
1
;1 <zn<r; wodd (4.6.32)
Thus, S S = 21z+1 and furthermore
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SU(r)S"' = U'(), (4.6.33)
where the type 2a involutive automorphism {u'(r),l,^} corresponds to the identity 
rotation, and has therefore already been examined, and belongs to one of the 
conjugacy classes (G/a,o\ for suitable a,b .
Automorphisms corresponding to the rotation x.
As with the complex Kac-Moody algebra a9\ each of these involutive
automorphisms will be shown to be conjugate to a type 2a involution that
corresponds to the identity root transformation. For + 1,0), the involutive
automorphisms are generated by the matrices U(?), where
U(/) = offdiagjl, K, = *f+2-m;2 s ms |(f + 1),
%♦! = % % = %!%------ ’?i(;+3) • (4.6.34)
ViVi = %% =•••= ’?«+i4+i =1-
With U(r) as defined above, let S(?) be the diagonal matrix whose elements are
specified by
< i
m = 1
2 <,m <. y(/ + l) 
4(/ + 3) < m< £ + 1
(sMU -
77+
T — 1 — A?itiV (4.6.35)
so that S (z 4)s(r)= 1^+1, and finally
S(z)K,+1s(z’1) 1 - dsum|h(£+1),-li(ni)|. (4.636)
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This concludes the analysis of this section.
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4.7 Type 2b involutive automorphisms of with u = 1
Automorphisms corresponding to the rotation t4
These automorphisms are the ones that are generated by the matrices U(z) of the form 
U(/) = diagjl,= 1;2w s Z + l. (4.7.1)
Thus, with the diagonal matrix S(z) given by
(s«Jn = ■
f 1 m = 1
2 ra +1
(4.7.2)
it follows that S 1)s(z) = 1^+1, and similarly that
s(r)u(z)s(z-‘)=i,+1. (4.7.3)
Thus, all of these involutions are mutually conjugate. The conjugacy class to which 
they all belong may be called (H). Its representative is taken to be the type 2a 
involutive automorphism that is generated by the matrix 1?+1. A basis of 
5W(i)(^? +1,0), all of whose elements are eigenvectors of this representative 
automorphism, is given below
[ek8+ekjd\ j GN°;1 k eigenvalue -1,
, A- k \i\ejd - e_j8 } 7 GN; 1 =s k<. eigenvalue 1,
ejd +a + e_j6_a) j GZ; a GA°+; eigenvalue - 1,
Z x + o (4.7.5)
“e-yS-a) 7 ; a G A°+; eigenvalue 1,
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eigenvalue - 1. (4.7.6)
ic
id
In the above, Z+ denotes the set of non-zero integers. Therefore, a basis of a real 
form of is given by the following elements
+ <s) 7 GN 
./'GN
ot
(4.7.7)
+a jd-a ) 7* GZ
I \T^y'5+a ~ g-jd-a ) 7 GZ
c,
d.
(4.7.8)
(4.7.9)
It is clear that this real form is the real form + 1,R), whose matrix parts satisfy
a(f)=a*(r). (4.7.10)
Automorphisms corresponding to the rotation t5
Each of these automorphisms is conjugate to some automorphism for which the 
corresponding root transformation is T^artan and these automorphisms were 
discussed in the previous subsection. The automorphisms that are being investigated 
are those that are generated by the matrices U(?), where
U(f) = dsum{Z1(z),....Z„(«)>...,Zr(/),T}>
-k„
(4.7.11)
(4.7.12)
0
0
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T = diag{nr+2,..-,^+1} (4.7.13)
Then, define a matrix S( t) by
S(z)= dsum{X,(z),...,Xm(z)......Xr(z),l,_r} X,„ =3=
which is such that Sdz-1 )s(z) = 1,+1, and
V*" 2
-1
;1 <, m<. r,
(4.7.14)
(4.7.15)
where the matrix U'(f) is such that {U'(?),l,^} is a type 2b involutive automorphism 
that corresponds to the root transformation T^artan . Thus, all of the automorphisms to 
be studied in this subsection belong to the conjugacy class (H).
Automorphisms corresponding to the rotation x6
Recall that these automorphisms correspond to a root transformation that itself is 
associated only with odd values of €. These automorphisms fall into two disjoint 
conjugacy classes, and these classes are disjoint from all of the other classes that have 
been encountered previously. As expected, this is the same as the conclusion reached 
for A^- The automorphisms in question are those generated by the matrices
U(r) = offdiagjl,
= 1;(2^ (4.7.16)
ke-m “ ke+i - km+2^e-m = ^+i*7w+2;(° * m <, -3)).
A diagonal matrix S( t) may be defined by
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1 m = 1
(4.7.17)(s(')L 2 :s + l) • . 
rj(degU+l)^+1) ^ + 3)^w^^ + 1
This means that the following hold 
§*(r')s(z)= 1^,,
S( z)U(f )s(z ) = /«*»« -degt'*‘ ’offdiag^ +1), Wde8‘'*‘KK,+1)} ■ (4'7'18)
This shows that all of the automorphisms in question fall in to two conjugacy classes. 
That these classes are disjoint follows from the analysis of the involutive 
automorphisms of A^P. The two classes will be called (i/1^ and The
representative of (i/1) will be the type 2b automorphism generated by the matrix 
offsum|K^£+1pwhereas the representative of the class (i/^ will be the 
type 2b involution generated by the matrix offsum^K^^+^,ZKi.p+1 J. Bases of
s«(i)(^ + 1,0) exist in which the basis elements are all eigenvectors of one of these 
representative automorphisms. A basis of +1,0) in which each basis element is
an eigenvector of the representative of (i/1) is given below, together with associated 
eigenvalues
/ Jt , * Z+l-k
{^6+^6+^
M-k\ 
+ e-j^ ) 7GN°;ie{l,. ..,IU+1)} eigenvalue 1,
/ k k £+1-1-
\ej6 + e-jS “ ej8
M-k\ y6N0;fce{l,.••.!(£-1)} eigenvalue -1,
• Ik k £+l-jt j EN;t 6={l,.. •>t(£+i)} eigenvalue -I
■( k k e+l-k
V7<5 “ e-J6 ~ ejd
£+l-k\
+ e-j6 j ..}(/-D} eigenvalue 1,
(4.7.19)
(ey<5+a + e-jS-a + e-fi+p + y EZ;1 <; p< q <, + l) eigenvalue -1,
(ey6+a + e-jd-a ~ e~jd+p ~ ejd~p) jGZ;l:sp<<7<s|(/ + l) eigenvalue 1,
Z (e;<5 +a “ e-jd-a + e-jd+p ~ ej8 -p ) j FZ* ;1 <s p < q + 1} eigenvalue -1,
\ej8+a ~ e-j5-a ~ e-jd+fi + ejd~P ) j E:l7 ;1 <; p < q <, % (£ +1) eigenvalue 1,
(4.7.20)
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^jd+a g-j8-a
+ C-J8+P + ej8-p) j GZ;1 <, p^ 7^ + l) < q <; + 1 eigenvalue 1,
£jd+a g-jd-a
~e-j8+p ~ej8~p) j GZ;1 <> p <, + l)<^r^^ + l eigenvalue -1,
[fjd+a ~ e-j8-a + e-j8+p -ejd-p) j GZ*;1 «s p<, + l)<g:s/ + l eigenvalue 1,
\^jd +a ~ jd-a ~e-j8+p +ej8-p) y GZ*;1 =s pzj(( + [)< q <,g + ] eigenvalue -1,
(4.7.21)
zcl
eigenvalue - 1, (4.7.22)
zJj
where, in the above the roots are given by
m-p
£+1 -p
p= 2°'
m=£+2-q
(4.7.23)
It is clear then, that the following is a basis of a real form of
(ejd +e-jd +e(j8l k +e-]d k) y £N°;A:g{i,...,|(/ + 1)}-, 
+e-j6 k ~e-+j8 k) J GN°;£ G{l,...,|(^ -1)},
{ekj8 ~e-j8 +etj8l k ~e-^dk) y£N;£G{l,...,|(/ + l)}, 
z(eys _e-;a '"ey«1 * + e-+j6 *) y’eN;^g{i,...,|(^-i)},
(4.7.24)
Z{^jS +a + e- jd -a + e- j8+p + ej8-f) ) 
(fjd+a + e-j8-a ~ e-jd+P ~ ejd~p) 
{ej8+a ~ e-j8-a + e-jd+P ~ ejd~p) 
^{fj6 +a ~ e-j8 -a “ e- jd+fi + ej8~p )
(^/<5+a + g-jd-a + ^-j8+p + ^jd-p}
Z (ey5 +a + e-j8 -a ~ e-j8+p ~ ej8 ~p ) 
Z (e75 +« ~ e~j6-a + e-j8+p ~ ej8 -P ) 
{^jd+a ~ e-j8-a ~ e~jd+p + ejd-p]
C,
d.
j&L’A <, p< q<. + l), 
y’GZ;l<;p< <7 <;£(/ +1), 
j^Z±;l p <q + l),
jEZ±;l <; p <q <; + l),
yGZ;l^p«s|(/ + l)<<7^/ + l, 
y GZ;1 <, p<z j-(£ + l) < q <; J? +1, 
j GZ* ;1 s ■%(£ + l) < q <;£ + 1, 
y GZ*;1 <; p^j(^ + l)< q + 1,
(4.7.25)
(4.7.26)
(4.7.27)
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The matrix parts of this real form are traceless and such that they satisfy
a(;) = U(z)a*(z"l)u(z)_1, (4.7.28)
where U(z) = offsumThe representative automorphism of the 
conjugacy class (i)^ is such that there exists a basis of su^(£ +1,0) in which each
basis element is an eigenvector of this automorphism. The elements below form such 
a basis. Note that the expressions for the roots a and (5 are unchanged.
+ ) eigenvalue 1
eigenvalue -1
(4.7.29)
i[h
\
eigenvalue 1, (4.7.30)
(ej6 + Z/)5 + ) j GN0;^G{l,...,|(^ +1)} eigenvalue 1,
+ ek_jd -e^~k -e^~k) jGN°;£g{i,...,|(^-l)} eigenvalue - f 
i(ekj5-ek_jd + e^~k-e_+jg~k^ ;GN; k e{l,...,£(/ + l)} eigenvalue - 1, 
i(ekjd-ek_jd-e^~k + e^8"k^ y GN; £ G{l,l)} eigenvalue 1,
(4.7.31)
(^yd+a + e-jd-a + e-jd+fi + ejd-p ) 
(^/<5 +a g- jd-a ~ g-jd +fi ~ gjd-fi ) 
*(ey<5+oc “ e-jd-a + e-jd+(i ~ ejd~P ) 
i{fj8+a ~ g-jd-a ~ g-jd+fi gjd-fi )
y'GZ; !<;/?< <7 <;|(^+l) 
y'GZ; 1 <.p < q l)
jGZ^T <. p<q<>%(Z + l) 
j ElT ;1 p< q j + l)
eigenvalue -1, 
eigenvalue 1, 
eigenvalue -1, 
eigenvalue 1,
(4.7.32)
\^y'd +oc + g- jd-a +f) g-kd -f) j yez eigenvalue -1,
(^yd +a + g- jd-a ~ ekd+P ~ g-kd-fi] yez eigenvalue 1,
\gjd+a ~ g-jd-a gkd+p ~ g-kd-fi ) y GZ" eigenvalue -1,
*(e/d+a “ g-jd-a ~ gkd+fi + g-kd-fi ) yGZ" eigenvalue 1,
(4.7.33)
where, in the above, k = - j -1;1 <; p<, +1) < ^ < £ + 1,
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(£ + l) X m(ha„.+ha,^) - eigenvalue -1, (4.7.34)
Hence, the basis for an associated real form is given by
i\hn + hn )\ ak aM_k )
\hn ~h„ 1\ ak at+l-k /
1 <,k -l), (4.7.35)
(4.7.36)
£0-0
d +
4 -i(^)
(gjd +e-js + gjd^ + g-+jd k) 7GN;^g{i,...,^(£+1)}, 
*(**<* +e-j6 “^y?1 k ~e-+j6 k) 7eN^ g{i,...,|(^~ l)}, 
(4-ek_J6 + e^~k-e^~k) 7GN;A g{i,...,|(^ + l)}, 
i(gjd-ek_j8-e^-k + jGN;^ g{i,...,^- l)},
(4.7.37)
(4.7.38)
^(^/'d+ct g-jd-a + e_j8+p+ej8_^ l±p<q<^(£ + \) jGL,
[gjd+a + g-jd-a ~ g-jd+fi —gjd-fi} 1 j (^ + l) / GZ,
[gjd+a ~ g-jd-a g—jd+fi ~ gjd-fi^ l^pc^^y^ + l) j ,
i(gjd+a~ g-jd-a ~g-jd+p+gjd-p} + 7^,
i[gjd +a g-jd-a + g/cd+f} g-kd-ft ) 7 k ~ ~j — l>l^/?^2‘(^ + l)<<7^^'+l j GZ,
+a g- jd-a ~ gfcd +() ~ g-kd ~(5^ 7 ^ Z, k = —j — l,1^^7^2’(£ + l)<^^^+l j EEZ,
[gjd+a ~ g-jd-a + gkd+fi ~ g-kdJ &Z ,k — —j — 1,1 p < q + 1 j EzZ
^{gjd+a ~ g-jd-a ~ ekd+p + g-kd-p) j ^Z \k = -j -1;1 <. p <, (£ + l) < q <, H + 1 j EJL~
(4.7.39)
c,
M+’)J
2
2 m[h^+ha,^}-
m=l
U+ v)2 (4.7.40)
The general element of this real form may be expressed in the form 
a(f) + (A + ip)c + rj(d + m(/)), (4.7.41)
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where the quantities A and rj are -arbitrary real numbers, and a(?) is traceless and 
satisfies
a(t) = U())a*U(()"\ (4.7.42)
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5 Involutive automorphisms and real forms of
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the conjugacy classes of the involutive automorphisms of the affine 
Kac-Moody algebra will be investigated. Using the results obtained, real forms 
of B^ will then be constructed using Cartan's method. The basis for this chapter is 
[6]. The simple Lie algebra Bi is naturally of great importance when investigating the 
affine Kac-Moody that is based Upon it. The generalised Cartan matrix for B^l, 
together with other information relevant to Bi and to B^l, is contained within the 
appendices. Note that, for B^, the imaginary root d is given by
d = a0 + C0+2(a2+--+ai), (5.1.1)
which means that the operator c is given by the expression
+1«1l +"'+^a()’ (5.1.2)
The choice of the representation T of the Lie algebra Bi has also to be made. The Lie
algebra is the complexification of (among others) the pseudo-orthogonal algebras 
so{p,q) (where p + q = 21 + 1). The algebra so{p,q) may be realised as the set of 
real traceless {21 +1) x {2 +1) matrices a which satisfy
ag + ga = 0, (5.1.3)
where g is a (2f + 1)-dimensional diagonal matrix with p entries taking the value 1 
and with q{=21 + 1- p) entries taking the value -1. In fact, this realisation of Bi is 
not the precise one which will be used. Instead, an explicit realisation of dimension
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(2^+l) in which the elements of the Cartan subalgebra of are represented by 
diagonal matrices will be the one used. Each positive root of Be may be expressed in 
one of the following forms
a o
(l <; r <; /),
/?=/•
s-l (.
p=r p=r
j-1
aQp (l < r < a <;
p=r
The members of the Cartan subalgebra of B€ are represented by
'{2(2£ -1)}’1 {Xt - Xt+,} fists /- 1),
(5.1.4)
(5.1.5)
{2(2/-l)}-l{X,} (*-<),
The elements e\, where a can be any positive root of B£, are represented by the 
following (which are equations 5.1.6):
1r(e°° ) = j2(2Z-i) P~7+\/+l + e«+I.2<*2-r} where a° = X
r(ea» ) = j2^^lj^_1^W+ler-2f+2-S +e’-2^2-r} Where ' X “> + 2X “/ 
r(e°»)=^^3jj{(-ir“+ler.i-e2«+2-S.2M-r}where «“ = X“r
In 5.1.6, the matrix Xp (for 1 =s pis, €) is the diagonal matrix of dimension (2^+ l) 
whose diagonal elements are specified by
' 1
■ -1
0
7 = ^
j = 21 + 2 - p, 
otherwise.
(5.1.7)
If a1 is any positive non-zero root of B^, then
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(5.1.8)r«d=
Thus, the remaining basis elements of the representation may be found from those 
already given.
The real forms of Bf are the real Lie algebras so(p,q), where y + q ~ 21 + 1,
and p> q. The algebra so{p,q) may be realised as the set of real 
l) - dimensional matrices a which satisfy
ag + ga = a, (5.1.9)
where g is a (21 + 1)-dimensional diagonal matrix with p entries taking the value 1, 
and the remainder taking the value -1 . Clearly, the explicit reaiisaiion being used 
here does nor satisy 1^ thus , However , St, the matrix gbe defined by
g = offdiaa{l,--l,..,-l,l}. (5.1.10)
That is, g has non-zero elements only on ths minor diagonal, and these take values 
which are alternately 1 and -1. Then, the matrices of ths realisation used all satisfy
ag + ga = 0, (5.1.11)
but with this new choice of g. It should bs noted that this representation is squivalent 
to its contragredient representation. For, it is easily verified that
f = -grg-’, (5.1.12)
which demonstrates this . Ths Dynkin index of this representation is given by
y = l2(21-l^^'‘. (5.1.13)
The compact real form of B(,IJ will be studied subsequently, rather than b(1 itself. A 
matrix basis of the compact real form is easily constructed from ths matrix 
representatives of the basis elements given above. Recall that, in terms of ths Weyl 
canonical basis elements of Bq, a basis of the compact real form is given by
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(ea+e-«)’
!'(ea-<o).
(1 *s £ <; €),
Of G A+. (5.1.14)
Note that the superscript “0” is now being omitted. Thus, a basis of the compact real
form of B^ is obtainable from these basis elements, and in terms of the basis 
elements of the Weyl canonical form, the members of such a basis are
(4+^4) y^N0 
<ej4-4?Vys) 7‘eN
.(Is (5.1.15)
(^7'd+a
+a ' g-jd-a )
/GZ;aGA°+, (5.1.16)
ic,
id.
(5.1.17)
The matrix parts of the matrix representatives of elements of the compact real form of 
all satisfy
(5.1.18)
In addition, they also satisfy
ga(0g_1 = -a(r). (5.1.19)
Consider the automorphism {s((),s,1} of Bj* . It is of some interest to know under
what circumstances the restriction of this automorphism to the compact real form is 
itself an automorphism of the compact real form. Let the automorphism {s((), s,g} be 
denoted by 0, and suppose for the present that it is of type la. It follows then that
0(a(/))=S(t)a(wr)S(f)“l + — Res jtr (s(r)“ 1 — - a(wf )] Lo. (5.1.20)
Y 1 \ dt j
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If 0 is an automorphism of the compact real form of B^, then the matrix b(r), where 
b(z) = S(z)a(wz)S(z)_1, must satisfy
gb(z)g_1 =-b(z). (5.1.21)
Expanding this in full implies that
gS(z)"*1a(wz)S(z)g"1 = -S(z)a(wz)S(z)~1. (5.1.22)
However, since it is the case that a(z) = -ga(z)g_1, this means that 
- gS(/)~1 {-g_1a(wz)g}s(z)g _1 = S(z)a(wz)S( t)~l,
(5.1.23)
gS(z)~ lg_1a(wz )gS(z)g_1 = S(z)a(wz)S(z)-1,
and, with suitable re-arrangement, this becomes
a(wz)gS(z)g-1S(z) = gS(z)g-1S(z)a(wz). (5.1.24)
This holds for all non-zero values of Z, and S(z) is assumed to be a Laurent 
polynomial matrix. Schur's lemma (see appendix B) may thus be modified in this
. case, and it is shown to be a necessary condition that
gS(z)g_1S(z) = aZ^l2^+1, (5.1.25)
where a is a non-zero constant complex number, and /3 is an integer. Suppose then, 
that (f> is of type 2a rather than type la. If the preceding analysis is then repeated, the 
same conclusion is reached, namely that the matrix S(z) satisfies the above condition. 
Noting that g-1 = g, and pre-multiplying (5.1.25) by g, it becomes
S(z)gS(z) - «Z^g. (5.1.26)
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5.2 Supplementary nntation
We define several “general forms” of matrices which will be used in ths rest of this 
chapter Firstly, ths matrices Dz and Dy air? defined by ths following (which ars ths 
equations (5.2.1))
D, = diagh/%..., 
dp “ diag (Ay,...,A^l, Az,..., Ay J-
The general form Fpis defined such that
Fp = offdiag^pj'^i... ..A^ .l,A/fl" ,...,ApV"- . (5.2.2)
Fp is a variaat oo the geseratffrm which i sdefineSto be such thah tha -nhs gerr/Sr, 
(for j jzm <£ a are lliesen. i^ni^lilrly, F J ,s a varianon nth esenerel form Fp which 
is such that is zero (for j m
The general form Cp ,k and the corresponding , general form Cp . ars both 
defined bp
Cj, - diag{A/i>....Atl'“}> (5.2.3)
Cj - diage>^*^-t‘ .....Ap’"-}, (5.2.4)
where A% = 1 (for j < m <k). The forms Cp^ and CpO are the special casss of Cp j 
and Cpp respectively where tuw is zero for j<m<k. The matrices Ep, EP, Ep and 
Ep0 ars drfmsd to bs C, p, CJp, Cfp and C^- respectively.
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The matrix Ly>A. is defined for values of j,k such that (k - j) is even. In 
tandem with this, a matrix L' is defined for the same values of j,k. Both matrices 
are defined by
Lyj. = dsum{Xy,...,X9,...,X.jt|,
= -dsumjXfc,...,?^,...,^},
(5.2.5)
A/’
o
0
where K(j = , for (k - q) even; j q<>k.
In a similar fashion, other matrices are defined (for values of j and k such that 
(k - j) is even) by the equations
Myy. = dsum {fly,. m}’
M'-* = -dsumjfifc1,
r
0 A/*1
where fi_ =r 7 0
NM = dsum{vy,.. .,Vq j.-.jV*}-,
Nyj. = -dsumjvfc1,. v"1vq ,... ’v7'}’
0 A/’ 1
, for(kwhere v„ =
to*
17 0
, for (k - g)even; j q <,k,
(5.2.6)
(5.2.7)
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5.3 The Weyl group of B(/>
It is advantageous to have some information about the group of root-preserving 
transformations of This is because every conjugacy class of involutive 
automorphisms of B^ contains an involutive automorphism that is Cartan-preserving.
Furthermore, each Cartan-preserving involutive automorphism induces an involutive 
rotation (t) of the roots of B^. The group R, which is the group of rotations of the 
roots of B£, coincides with W, the Weyl group of Be. The conjugacy classes of 
involutions of the Weyl group of B; are well-known, and it is required only to take a 
representative of each of them. In general, the number of such classes rises as the 
integer rises. The following list is, however, an exhaustive list of such 
representatives, which are grouped into a number of “types”, each type having a 
common basic form. The representatives may be grouped into eight such types. In a 
number of these, parameters are introduced, together with bounds for their values. As 
the parameters take all of their possible values, so are all of the representatives 
obtained.
(1) The only rotation of this type is the identity rotation which is, of course, 
such that
= (l=s£=s^)- (5.3.1)
(2) This type has only the single representative for which
= (5.3.2)
(3) In this case the rotation r is the one for which
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1 0
I' 0 \ 0
T CL 1, = a„
I' o\ oT( = "««
\j=<i
(l m<. q -2;q * 2),
(5.3.3)
(q^ n <;■£).
In this case, the parameter q takes all values such that 2 q < I.
(4) The most general rotation of this type is that given by
(“-») - (for m odd; 1 m <, q),
(““) = 0 0 0 a„_i +an+ an+i (for n even ; 1 < n < q; q
/ 0 \ 0 0l“<7 = 0^+0^,
(«") " (for q + 2<,p^t).
(5.3.4)
The parameter q takes all odd values such that 1 q .
(5) For this type, the representative rotation is the one for which (equations
(5.3.5))
«)=“m (for 1 =s m s q - 2),
« \ 0 . 0 ■1 / ~ aq-l + aq ’
(«“'1 = -a„° (for q <, n <, (t. - n) is even),
Kt 0 0 0r — &p-l + &p + &p+l (for q < p < £ - 1; - p) is odd),
(at \ 0 0 o 0J = a^2 + a;_1+2af.
The parameter q is such that (/ - q) is even, and 1 < q <t.
(6) In this case, the representative rotation is specified by
= -a® • (for m odd; 1 <, m <,
(forneven; l<n<£\
f o \ o o o 0 T(a,_ J = a£_2 + ac_1 + 2ae.
(5.3.6)
(7) The rotation in this case is the one for which (equations (5.3.7))
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T(«,®) = -T
T(«®) = <®-j + a® + a®+
= °T+<Vi +
\y=9
T(«®) --«?
.0
j
(for m odd; i<, m^q -2),
(for n even ; 1< n< q - 2),
(for q- p s)
The parameter q is odd, and also such, that I s q s i - 1.
(8) Intitisfinnltyppof representative automorpPism, thhgennraltotatiodis
T
T
T
T
4
r
/ 0\ 0K ) = —a®.,,m
0 0 0
= °®-i + o® + ««+!
\ 0 0
+ «9 + 1 —
( 0\ 0an) = a n\ pi p
(«r°-l 'I o) = °r-
j
4-+2I STj
V=r )
0vM = —ft
(for m odd; 1 s m<pq), 
(fomeeen; 1< » <<p,
(for q + 2 s p sr - 2),
(for rs n si)').
(53.8)
The parameters q and r take all values such that q is odd, and r ~qzs3.
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(1)5.4 The involutive automorphisms of B
The first task of this section is to state which involutive automorphisms are being 
investigated. For each of the eight rotations, the general form of Laurent polynomial 
matrix U(r) is sought such that
U0h° „U(z)'' - h°(a!) (for 1 s k s €), (5.4.1)
U(r)U(itf) = at1* l2f+1 (for type la automorphisms)
/ (5.4.2)
U(r)U(wZ I)=«^l2£+i (fortype 2aautomorphisms).
where a is some non-zero complex number, and (3 is an integer. It is found that, for 
the type la automorphisms with m = 1, these matrices are the following (which are 
listed according to the rotation in question, numbered 1 to 8)
(1) U(z) = D°.
(2) U(r) = F„
(3) U(l)=dsum{E»_1,F,,E;°.1},
(4) U(l) = dSum{LM>D“+2,L',,,},
(5) U(f) = dsum{E“_1>L(J^2.F„L',,_2,E;°.1}>
(6) U(f) = dsum{Lu_2,F„L;f_2}, (5A3)
(7) U(z)=dsUm{LM_2,F,,L1'>,.2},
(8) U(z) = dsum{Ll„,C“,2,r_l>Fr,C;0+2,r_.-L;.,}.
The quantities q,r in the equations (5.4.3) are precisely those parameters included in 
the listing (in section 5.3) of the eight types of representative rotation. Each type la 
involutive automorphism (with u = 1) is conjugate to at least one other automorphism 
{u(/),l,^}, where U(z) is of one of the general forms (1) to (8) given in (5.4.3).
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For the type la automorphisms with m - -1, the matrices in question are the
following:
following:
(1) UW = Df.
(2) U(r) = Ff,
(3) U(7) = dsum-J t?0 17'0 1
(4) U(/)= dsum-J
(5) U(r) = dsum-J
(6) U(^) = dsum-J'MU_2,F?,M'U_2},
(7) U(/)= dsum-J mu_2,f;,m;,,_2},
(8) u(z) = dsum{Mt?, C°+ 2z_„F? ,C’, }.
: type 2a automorphisms with w = 1, the matrices
(1) U(/) = Dj,
(2) UW = Ff,
(3) U(z)= dsum-J
(4) U(z) = dsum^
(5) U(r) = dsum-J[E?_pN? (_2,F°,NJ f_2,E^_[J,
(6) U(/) = dsum<[Nt,.2,F«,N;if_2},
(7) U(z) = dsum-J[nM-2.F“,N'm.2},
(8) U(z) = dsurm
(5.4.4)
(5.4.5)
We recall, of course, that each matrix TJ(f) has an arbitrary factor of the form 
atfi, where a is a non-zero complex number and /3 is an integer. This will be noted, 
and matrices will be taken to be unique only up to this arbitrary factor.
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5.5 Matrix transformations and conjugate automorphisms
This section of the chapter will give details of a number of conjugacy relations which 
are useful in the main body of the work. They demonstrate that certain pairs of 
automorphisms are conjugate. Therefore, unnecessary repetition of some material is 
avoided. In this section, H; indicates an arbitrary j x j matrix. In all cases, it will 
also be assumed that the parameters p,q, r are such that 2(/? + g) + r = 2f + l, where
1. Let the matrix be the matrix defined (for Is; j < k s; £) by
(0de8(* /) m = n.m
0 m = n = j,k,j',k',
(5.5.1)
1 (zn,n) = (j,k),(£, y), (j',k'), (k',j'),
0 for other values of m,n.
where the quantities j',k' are defined by (j',k') = (2£ + 2 - j ,2£ + 2 - k). The matrix 
Sj k as defined satisfies the following:
Sy^Sy^ 1„,
SMgSy>,=g, (5.5.2)
where the matrix U'(f) is obtained from the matrix U(r) by exchanging the (y)th and 
(fc)th rows (and columns) and also by exchanging the (y')th row (and column) with 
the (k' )th row (and column).
2. Let the matrix U(f) be of the following form:.
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(5.5.3)U(z) =
Hp 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 B, 0
0 0OOH,
0 BL 0 0 0
0 0 OOH,
where the quantities p,q, r are such that 2(/? + q) + r = 2^ +1. The submatrices B? 
and B' are given by
B, = offdiag|AptlZ*'*1A,,/™},
(5.5.4)
B' = offdiag A^Z’*™ .....A^z^” .
Suppose for the moment that {u(r),l,^} is a type la automorphism. Then a matrix 
S(r) may be defined by
S(r)= dsum{lp,x(/),lr,x'(O>lp}, (5.5.5)
where the submatrices are defined by the following (which is (5.5.6))
x(f) - diagjAf,...,a|+^Z^’ } 
:'(Z) = diag|z;fz ......A^z''*”*11
The matrix S(f) that has just been defined satisfies 
S(^)gS(?) = l^+p 
S'(z-‘)s(z)=l2,+1.
(5.5.7)
Now let another matrix U'(z) be given by
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(5.5.8)
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 d 0
U'(r) = 0 0 0 0
0 <d 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 Hy
where df/ = offdiag ^desA>+1 ,...,?de8*^|, and = offdiagjz de8*p+9,...,/‘'degA>*-‘j. It is 
then clear that S( r)UT^zt)S^( r)_1 = U(0.
3. The analfsis inthis exnmple is similar to th^it. inthh previhus example.. Lmt
the matrix U(0 be given by
HP 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 Bg 0
uW- 0 0 Hr 0 0 , (5.5.9)
0 V, 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 Hap
where the quantities pqpr are as in the previous subsection. The submatrices Ad.A^
are arbitrary matrices of dimension pxp, and Cr is an arbitrary matrix of dimension 
r xr. The submatrices and Bd are given by equations (5.5.9), which are
B = °ffdiag{Ap+1Z*'>“.....
BJ -offt^iig^U.-p+g -AP*l y+i( -Ap+ ll
£.• is even ;p +1 d j . p + q.
Now let the matrix S(f) be defined as in the previous subsection and the matrix U'(?) 
given by
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(5.5.10)
He 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 dg 0
U'(z) = 0 0 Hr 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 He
where the submatrices are defined by
d, = offdiaagH)**'*', 
a; = dTf^iag|(^^)^‘>^..... (-))***1}.
Then, with all of these matrices thus defined, it follows that
S^OUW-O-^UW. (5.5.12)
(5.5.11)
4. This follows closely Tho two previous exaonples. Let the matrix m(f) be 
defined by
U(f = dsui^|l^^_1,F5,H^(^_1}, (5.5.1))
and let the matrix U'(i) be defined by
U'(r)= dsum{THp,K2g+1_2p,H^e}- (5.5.14)
The matrix S(f) is defined by
S(r)= ds«lm{l,_1,diag{Af...,At>t, Af..,A.;*},lJ. (5.5.15)
If Ay Ay = 1 (for q < j <£) then S ((-1)s(() = 12^+1. It is also the case that 
sMgs(f) = g,
. (5.5.16)
sWu'WsG-1)- =U()).
1)2
5. In this case, let the matrix U(z) be of the general form
U(?) = (5.5.17)
and let the matrix U'(f) be given by
U'(r) = dsum{Hp,B?,Hr.B',H,,}, (5.5.18)
with the submatrices B9,B'y being obtained from Cp+lp+q,Cp+lp+q respectively by 
replacing kj with deg^ for p +1 <, j <,p + q. Then let the matrix S(?) be given by
S(z) = dsum{lp,X(z)4r,X(z),lJ,
X(f)= (5.5.19)
X'(z)= diag|z^de8*'“'’,Z^de8*'’',<'t'*1T
It is clear that this satisfies S(z)gS(z) = g, also S (z-1 )s(z)= 1„, and most importantly 
SWU'Wsfz’1)1 = u(z)- (5.5.20)
6. Let the matrix U(f) be given by the equation
II 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 K2 0
uw = 0 0 Hr 0 0 (5.5.21)
0 K2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 Hp
where 2p+ 4+ r = n. Then, with the definition x = diag{l, -l}, a matrix U'(f) may 
be defined thus:
U'(z) = dsum{Hp,x,Hr,-x,H(,}. (5.5.22)
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A matrix S (which is independent of 0 may be defined by
©
1______
0
tl
0
0
0
*2
0
0
S = 0 0 lr 0 0 , (5.5.23)
0 *3 0 *4 0
0 0 0 0 Ip
where the submatrices are all given by the following equations (5.2.24):
1 • 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 r
t, = - 1 2 -1 -1
0 =- 2 2 1 1
L =~ 
2 1 -1 1 -l
These matrices that have been thus defined together satisfy the following:
SgS U,
s*s = l„, (5.5.25)
sires'1 = u(4
7. Let the matrix U(t) be given by
0 0Hp 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 ll 0
0 0 Hr 0 Hr 0 0
u(z) = 0 0 0 ll 0 0 0
0 0 Hr 0 Hr 0 0
0 ll 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 Hp
(5.5.26)
where the parameters pd are such that 2{p + r) + 3 = 2f 4 1. The matrix U'f) is then 
defined to be
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U'(r) =
Hp 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 ^0
0 0 Hr 0 H, 0 0
0 0 0 -1, 0 0 0
0 0 Hr 0 H, 0 0
0^ 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0
(5.5.27)
where the quantities p,r are as defined previously. The matrix S is given by
0
S =
p
0
0
0
0
0
0
fl.
0
12 *1 
0
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0
0 0
0
0
1 1
0
I1!
0
J^ll
0
-i.121!
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,
(5.5.28)
0
where the integer r is even. When the integer r is odd, then
S =
Ip
0
0
0
0
0
0
ill
0
0
0
lr
0
0
0
0
0
^2 ll 
0
0
0
-J2 *
0
0
iii
o
0 “72I1
(5.5.29)
ill
0
0
7*1
/ 1 72Al
0
In both cases (r being odd or even), the following all hold:
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(5.5.30)
SgS = g,
s S - 1.2^+1> 
SU'(z)S=U(r).
8. Let the matrix U(z) be given by
Hp 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 ?K2 0
0 0 Hr 0 0
o rLK2 ooo
0 0 0 0 Hp
(5.5.31)
where the quantities p,r are such that 2p + r + 4 = 2^ + 1. Also, let the matrix U'(/) 
be given by
U'(z)=dsum{Hp,l1,-l1,Hr,-l1,l1,H4. (5.5.32)
It follows that, if the matrix S(z) is defined by
0 0 0 0
0 tj 0 t2 0
0 0 lr 0 0 (5.5.33)
0 t3 0 t4 0
0 0 0 0 lp
where the submatrices are defined by the following (which are numbered (5.5.34)):
1
t,«- 1 2
• 1 r
-1 -1
Z
t2 =-2 2
i r
i i
r1
t, = — 
2
-i r
i -l
1
4 "2
-i r
-l i
then the following equations all hold:
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(5.5.35)
S(z)gS(z) = g, 
s*(z_1)s(z)= i2f+1,
S(z)U'(z)S(z)_1 = U(z).
9. Suppose that the matrix U(z) is of the form given by
U(z) = dsurn{Hm_„Lm (5.536)
It may first be noted that the values of the quantities A Z**7 (for ms j szz) are 
arbitrary, and may be conveniently taken to be unity. To see this, let the matrix S(r) 
be defined by
S(z)= dsurn{lm_1>X(z),l2M.2„,X'(z),lm.1}, (5.5.37)
where
x(z)=diag{A;1z-"-,i......a-,z’a‘7,i„...a;1z^-,i},
X'(z) = diag{l,A„Z**’......l,A/‘7,...,l,Amf'‘”}-
The matrix S(z) satisfies
S(z)U(z)S(z)-‘ = U'(z),
S(z)gS(z) = g,
where the matrix U'(/) is defined by
U'( t) = dsum{Hw_!, a, H2/ , -a, H/Z) },
0 1 ••• 0 O’
1 0 ••• 0 0
0 0 ••• 0 1
0 0 — 10
(5.5.38)
(5.5.39)
(5.5.40)
10. In a similar fashion to the example 9, let the matrix U(?) be given by
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(5.5.41)
Let the matrix
(5.5.42)
(5.5.43)
It may be shown, as in the preceding example, that the quantities {m < j <,n)
are arbitrary, and may be assumed therefore, to have the value 1.
be defined (as in the previous example) by
S( t) = dsum]lw_i ,X(r), l^2/^_1_2„ , X'(t), lm _j},
where
• X(r)=diag {Ay/-"",1,.. .,A;1^■■'‘^l>...)A;j-"”,)},
xn) = diag{uZs...,l,A/\...JA,Z«}.
It is clear from the previous example that the matrix S(t) does, in fact, generate an 
automorphism of the compact real form of . In addition, the matrix also satisfies
S(r)U(0S(-^o)_1 = asHm^^a,^^.^-^!^}, 55.^544))
where the matrix a is as defined in (5.5.40).
11. This follows closely on from the two preceding examples. In this case, 
however, the matrix U(l) is given by
U(?) = dsum{Hm51,Nm,,,,H2++^_.2,,-2>Nj.„,H„,_l}.
The matrix S(f) retains precisely the form it had in the two preceding examples.
Therefore,
S(/)U(/)s(/ _1) 1 = dsum{HOTM,a,H-€_2 (5.5/65)
12. Let the matrices U(f) and U'(f) be given by
U(f) ~ dsum]H,„_i» Wn_„+1,H2,_1_2„.-Ww 
U'(Z■)=dslm{H.5,_,.a,^T)2,.,,_2^r-a;^;2i1},
(5.5.47)
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where in (5.5.47), the matrix WmM+1 is an (n + 2- m) x (n+ 2-m) diagonal matrix
whose non-zero entries are alternately 1,-1,.... The matrix a is as defined in (5.5.40). 
A matrix V(?) may then be defined by
V(f) = dsum{lm_1,x,l2^_1_2n»x,lw_1}, (5.5.48)
where the submatrix is defined by
■ 1 1 ••• 0 o-
1 -1 ••• 0 0
x = —: : : : ,J2
0 0 — 1 1
0 0— 1 -1
This matrix satisfies
v(0gV(r) = g, 
v’(r1)v(z)= i2f+1>
V(f)U’(z)V(z)_1 = U(0, 
v(f)U'(z)v(-«)-‘ = u(z),
(5.5.49)
(5.5.50)
13. Let 5 be some arbitrary non-zero complex number, and consider the 
mapping U(z) F» U(s/). It should be noted that, for the matrices U(?) which will be 
examined in this chapter, such a mapping is tantamount to keeping U(f) the same, 
except for changing the values of the coefficients A; . The previous examples may
then be used, and it can be inferred from these that, if we are examining whether or 
not certain type la involutive automorphisms are conjugate via an automorphism 
corresponding to the triple {s(?),5,£j}, that it may be assumed that 5 = 1 (without loss 
of generality.
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5.6 Type la involutive automorphisms of Bp with u = 1
The information contained in the previous section implies that each type la involutive
automorphism (with w = 1) is conjugate to at least one involution {u(r),l,§}, where 
U(?) is of one of the following two forms:
U(?) = Ua(0 = ^um|lym"l//l>lp~l j >!#)}’ (5.6.1)
U(r) = UBW = dsmm^lp,-l_p;_1,of{Tdag{{J,/r1}-^.i^_^^i^^^|. (5.6.2)
In the above, N+ and N_ are non-negative integer parameters such that N+ + A_ = I, 
and p is some non-negative integer parameter which is less than £. Consider firstly 
the case where Uf) is of the general form UA(r) given in (5.6.1). There are only 
(j +1) distinct matrices of this form. Denote by U“ the matrix of this form for which 
N_ = j, and suppose that there exists some Laurent matrix S(f) such that
s^u^sO = (forj * ) (5.6.3)
where A is a non-zero complex number and p is some integer. It is easily verified 
that there does not exist any non-singular matrix S(r) such that this holds true. The 
type la automorphisms (with w = l) that are generated by the matrices Uy (for 
1^ J :£) fall into (£ + l) disjoint classes. These classes will be called (a/^ (for
1 *zb<z£), with the class (A)^ defined to be that which contains the type la 
automorphism ju%,l,oj.
Now let U(r) be of the second form, namely the form UBf). There are only 
£ distinct matrices of this form, and hence only £ involutive automorphisms 
generated by them. Denote by U?w(r) the matrix given by (5.6.2) with p = m. It will 
firstly be demonstrated that the involutive automorphisms generated by these matrices
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belong to i non-conjugate conjugacy classes (one class corresponding to each distinct
value of p).If this were not the case, then there would exist a Laurent polynomial 
matrix S(r), a non-zero complex number A and an integer pi such that
S(()U,„(,')S(C'' = (5.6.4)
A brief inspection of the special case t ~ 1 reveals that, for m *n, this is not possible. 
It may still be the case that some of these automorphisms may belong to a conjugacy 
class (A--- for a suitable value of b. In fact, this is not the case, and this will now be 
shown. Proof of this requires use of the lemma given in appendix B. It should also be 
noted that there does not exist any Laurent matrix M(f) which satisfies
M(OU°M( t) = XV £). (5.6.5)
Now, the results of the previous section imply that there exists some /-independent
matrix N which satisfies
NU-(l)N_1 = aUj_w (a * O). (5.6.6)
There are two possibilities to consider. Firstly, that the automorphism {U,„(/),1,-} 
belongs to the conjugacy class (A.-)*- , or secondly, that it belongs to some class non­
conjugate to all of those that have already been identified. It is the second of these 
which is the one which actually holds. Let the two matrices Uc(/) and UD(f) be
defined by
UcM-dsumh^.p-l^offdiagpV-’k-l^l^J
(5.6.})
Ud(?) = dsum{-1f_m_plm>diag{-U,-l},1m,-lf-„--i}-
Assume, by way of obtaining a contradiction, that 
S(/)UdS(/)’1 =Af-Uc(r)
(5.6.8)
S())gS(0 = a/g.
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Some information may be found about the precise form of Examining
determinants of both sides of the first of the equations (5.6.8) implies that
A = -1 /Ll = 0. (5.6.9)
If this equation is then re-arranged, then it becomes
S(r)U2 = AU1(z)S(r). (5.6.10)
If attempts are made to find the general form of S(z) by solving this equation, we find 
that a necessary condition is that A2 = l. It then follows that A = -l, since 
(l)2f+1 -1. Now there exists a matrix R(f) which satisfies
R(t)U2(z)R(rr = (5.6.11)
However, the matrix R(z) does not satisfy R(r)gR(?) = /Mg. Instead, it satisfies
R(r)gR(z) =dsum|l£_j,r (5.6.12)
A suitable form for the matrix R(?) is
R(r) =
ti 0 t, 
0 v(r) o 
tg 0 t4
where the submatrices t; (1 j < 4) are defined by 
*i =-^diag{l,Z,l,
t2 =-^ offdiag {/,-l,Z,-l,}, 
t3 =-^offdiag{...,z,l,/,l}, 
t4 = J=-diag{...,l, -/I,-/},
and the submatrix v(?) is defined by
(5.6.13)
(5.6.14)
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i -10 3
0 0 -1 
f1 0
J
(5.6.15)
where a -1 when £ is even, and is equal to i when £ is odd. Hence, the conditions 
of the lemma are satisfied, and the lemma implies that
S(z')=R(/-)Q(4 (5.6.16)
The matrix Q(f) is necessarily a Laurent polynomial matrix. Furthermore, it must 
also satisfy = ^U2. This condition may only be satisfied when y =
and when this is the case the matrix Q(r) has the form given below. (The submatrices
and are taken to represent arbitrary matrices with j rows and k columns).
'trZ-m-l 
^-t-m -1 0 0 H,l-m-1 0 ■fjri-m-i. ’ H l-m-l
0 0 Gf 0 0
H-—, 0 h; 0 Hi 0 H--m-l
0 GL 0 Gi 0 Gf 0
HL,-! 0 h; 0 h; 0 H1H £-m-l
(5.6.17)
0 Gm 0 Gjr 0 r^m^m 0
jj[-~m -- 
_t-m -1 0 0 ■y^-m-l 0 rr£-m~l Hl-m-l_
Now Q(z) is obviously decomposable, and with a suitable re-ordering of its index set 
could be written in the form
Q(f) =
H
0
0
G
(5.6.18)
with H and G being given by
~ttI—m -1 jjf-m-l H
* -1 Hi Hi H
tri Hi Hi H
jjrl-m —1 
P-l—m -1
JjZ—m-1 -1 H
'r^m GJ" r^m 1
gL Gi G^ , (5.6.19)
g;„ Gi Gi,
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It follows that, since Q(f) is a Laurent polynomial matrix, its submatrices G and H
are themselves Laurent polynomial matrices. Furthermore, by hypothesis
S(r)gSp) = a/g, (5.6.20)
which in turn means that
Q(z)R(z)gR(z)Q(z) = arlg. (5.6.21)
Consideration of determinants of the expressions on both sides of (5.6.21) gives the
necessary condition
|QWf |Rtzf = (ctf* 1 , (5.6.22)
which implies that the integer p is even. Further substitution gives
Q(z)t^ssu^^^l-4'1l2,^dQ(^)= hz'D". (5.6.23)
The matrix g" may be written in the following form
d" = offdiagD]'1,l..,7£lll]jl,..,yl}, (5.6.24)
2
where = 1 for 1 - y - f, and the matrix g' may be expressed in terms of the non­
zero elements of g" by
s' = offdiagDr,,.. .,y ,y „y-, y-.-.j,..., y,}. 55.6.25)
Recalling the definition of the matrix H given above, it follows that
Hdsum{l-2_2,i~1l1,l£_,?jH = a/g'. (5.6.26)
A contradiction has now been encountered, since the determinant of the left-hand side 
of (5.6.27) is a multiple of an odd power of f, whilst the determinant of the right-hand 
side is a multiple of an even power of t. Thus, in addition to. the conjugacy classes 
that have already been identified, there are £ more conjugacy classes of type la 
involutive automorphisms with u = 1. These classes will be called (b/7^ (for
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Os j <; t -1). The conjugacy class (b/;^ (for a particular value of j) will be defined 
to be that conjugacy class which contains the type la automorphism juy(f),l,§}.
where
U/z) = dsumjl^p-lpoffdiagjz,!,/ (5.6.27)
Let the automorphism ip (b) be the type la involutive automorphism given by 
jdsum{l^_b,-lb,li,-lb4^_&},L0}« Clearly, ip A(b} belongs to the conjugacy class
(a/&\ and may be taken as the representative automorphism of the class. The class 
(A)(o) contains only the identity automorphism, and so it will be assumed that b # 0. 
A basis of the compact real form of B^ which consists entirely of eigenvectors of 
^A(b) (together with the respective eigenvalues) is given below (unless specified 
otherwise, j is allowed to take any whole value)
(4+eD ^'eN< 
'(4_eD -/GN
4 k <. eigenvalue 1, (5.6.28)
( gjd+a ^-76 -a ) 
^{fjd +a ~ g-jd-a )
• j EZ; eigenvalue 1, (5.6.29)
where, in the above
p=r
5-1
2°,
P=r
5-i e
2ap+22a
p=r p=s
( gjd+a "** g-jd-a ) 
+« — g-jd -a )
(1 <,r <,SL-b) 
(\<,r<s<d-b)
(jt-b < r <s <;^) 
\l<zr< s <,t-b)
(£- b < r < s =s
► j EZ; eigenvalue -1,
(5.6.30)
(5.6.31)
a =
where, in the above
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a = ■
f e ■
(^-Z>=sr:s/)
p=r
5-1
^aP r ^£ -b <s ^ £) >,
P=r
5-1 f
^ap+2^ap ^£ -b <s ^ £)
iP=r p=s
(5.6.32)
ic'
id
> eigenvalue 1. (5.6.33)
It follows, therefore, that a basis of a real form of is given by
(4+^) J GN01 
>(4> ~ e-y») 7 GN
1 s k <, £, (5.6.34)
gjd+a +
jez,
’ ^jd +a jd
(5.6.35)
where, in the above
e
2/*p (1 <, r £ - b)
p=r
5-1V' (l <, r < s <, £ - b)
Z ap <P
P=r (£ - b < r < s <, £)
5-1 f (l<,r< s <.£ - b)
P+2?a_ *
(£-b<r<s*z£)
(5.6.36)
Z(«/«+a +</6-a)]
7eZ
^yd+a e-y<5-a)j
(5.6.37)
where, in the above
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a =
ic,
id.
p=r
s-l^ ap
P=r
5-1
iP-r
+ 2^ap
p=s
(t-b <,r <,£)
(\*r*t-b<s*t)»,
(\<,r<a~b<s^£)
(5.6.38)
(5.6.39)
The representative automorphism of the conjugacy class (B/a) is the type la 
automorphism 7ps(a), which is specified by ipfl(o) = jlJs<a) ,l,o|, and 
Us(a) = dsum{l/_1_a,-la,offdiag{z,U_1}»-la>lf_i_a}>- There exists a basis of the
compact real form of B^, of which every basis element is an eigenvector of the 
representative automorphism ^a) (with eigenvalue 1 or -1). Such a basis is listed 
below:
ihak (l *s -2)
!K-,
'(^a,+ic) eigenvalue -1,
> eigenvalue 1,
j EN; 1 <, k <: Z - 2; eigenvalue 1,
i i-\ /-i (. (. Vi
\/<5 + e-y<5 + + e-/<5 /
.( f-1 f-l , £ £ \e-ya + ejd e~j8)
> j EN; eigenvalue 1,
■ j EN; eigenvalue - 1,
[gjd+a +e-jd~a} 
+a ~ e~jf> -a )
> j EZ; eigenvalue 1,
(5.6.40)
(5.6.41)
(5.6.42)
(5.6.43)
(5.6.44)
(5.6.45)
where, in the above
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(5.6.46)a =
2 ( l=sr 5# -I-a)
p-r
(isr < s <s £ - l-a)
-V aP t
P=r J(j_~l - a < /• <s -l)
5-1 A (lsr< 5 e £-1-a)
2,ap+2lcar ■
p=r P-5 (_ -1 - a < r < .v<s £ -1)
'j8+a 0"/-yl
l\ej8+a e-jd-a)
> y GZ; eigenvalue -1, (5.6.47)
where, in the above
a =
2
P=r
5-1
2
^^-1 -a<r<5 £-1) 
(l:r:e£-1.-a<s #£-) (5.6.48)
p=r5-1
^ap+2^ap (is; r <,£-1 -a <s <.£ -1)
p=r p=5
^/6+a£ + e-j8-at + e-(y-l)a+a^ + e(j-\}&-at ] eigenvalue - 1,
ej8+at
f
+ ejjb-aig -e-(j-lb+at ~e(j-l)8-cce ) eigenvalue 1,
j +ae
t
“e-js-ag + e-(j-\b+af “ /(y-l)d-aj eigenvalue 1,
-e_jb~o^g “_-(y-i)d+a( +£(--i)a-a,) eigenvalue - 1,
( ejO-a + _-y5-a + +7(1)6++ + <-(y+i)_0 
z
) eigenvalue
(^ys+a + /-yd-a “ “(_(l)d+a ~ e-(j+l)-p
j
J eigenvalue -
i (7y<5 +a - _-y'd-a + +(_(1)d+a ~ e_((+)i_-j 
/
( eigenvaaue
i (/yd +a - /-ya -a “/(/(l+d+a + e_-y+Ii_- J eigenvaHie -
(5.6.49)
(5.6.50)
where, in the above
£-1
a =
p=r
£-1
_ = 2aP+2a_ (lg r <^-1 - a),
p= *
(5.6.51)
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(5.6.52)
(«ya+a + «-/«-»+e(y+i)a+a +<(7+1)-?) eigenvalue -1,
(eya+a+e-y«-a-e(y+i)«t/)-e-y+i)-/i) eigenvalue 1,
^(^y’5 +a ~ £-jd -a + e(y +1)6+^ - e_(y+ ) eigenvalue -1,
i(ej8 +a - e-j8-a - e(j+\)8+p + ) eigenvalue 1,
where, in the above
£-1 £-1
a = ^ap /3 = ^ap+2af (5.6.53)
p=r P=r
i(d-(2t-l)hat) > eigenvalue 1. (5.6.54)
The basis of a real form of which corresponds to the automorphism ipB(a} (being 
generated from the above eigenvalues of it, according to Cartan's method) is given by
iha* (l - 2),
(hc, + IC)’
Z k k X \efi+e-js) 
.Ik k \
(5.6.55)
(5.6.56)
j<=N\ !<;&<;/-2, (5.6.57)
Z £-1 , £-1 t £+ e_j8+ej8+e_j8)
.(t-l £-1 £ £ \^GN>
-e_J6+eJ8-e_j8)
(5.6.58)
7 GN, (5.6.59)
(^yd+cc + e-y<5-a)’ 
^"(^y'6+a “ ^-y'5-a)’ (5.6.60)
where, in the above
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« = (5.6.61)
p=r
5-1
p=r
5-1 i
^,ap+22a,
p=r P—s
! (^/(5 +a + e-jd-a )’ 
( ejd +a ~ e-jd -a )’
where, in the above
a =
K
p=r 
5-1
2X
L/?=r p=s
(1^ r - 1 - cz)
(l<,r < s <, £ - l-a)
(€-1 -a < r <s-&i-l) 
(l<,r < s<, / — 1 —6z)
(-^-1 -a< r< £-i)
(l^r^^-l-a<5^^-l)
(l*;r<£^-l-a<s<;^-l)
i\ejd+at +e-j6~at + e-(7-l)6+af + )>
(e7<5+a, + e-jd-ae ~ e-(j-l)6+ae " ^(7-1)<5-gq )’
^ejd+ae ~e-jd-ae + e-(j-l)d+ae ~ e(j-l)d-ae\
(e7<5+af ~e-jd-at ~ e-(j-Vp +ae + ^y-lp-a, )’
(^/<5+a + e-j6-a + e(j+l')d+p + ^-(7+l)-0 )’ 
i^jd+a + e-jd-a ~~e(j+V)d+p ~ e-(j+l)~p\
l{ej
(<
+ Ct;7'5 +a jd-a "*■ c(j +l)d+fi
- e
- e-(y+i)-/>)’
h)>jd+a e-j&-a (7+l)<5+j3 e-(7+l)-j3
where, in the above
a
£-1
= ~ lLaP (l^ A* “ 1 “«),
p=r
?-i
P~r
(5.6.62)
(5.6.63)
(5.6.64)
(5.6.65)
(5.6.66)
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(5.6.67)
^(^/S+oe g-jd-a ^(y+l)6+j3 ■*■ j’
(^y'd+a + g-jd-a ~ e(j+1)8+0 ~ ^-(y+l)-j3 )’
(eyd+a ~ g-jd-a + e(y+l)<5+/) _ e-(y+l)-0 )’
*(e/<5+a ~e-jd-a ~e(j+l)d+0 + ^-(y+1)~/3 )’
€-1 e-i
a = Vap p = \ap+2a^ (£-1 -a <, r <, £-l),
p=r p~r
ic,
i(d-(2t-l)ha().
(5.6.68)
(5.6.69)
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5.7 Type la involutive automorphisms of B(1) with u = -l
For each of the eight representative rotations of the roots of B£, there exist matrices of 
a general form U(f), such that the type la automorphism {u(?),-l,^} induces the 
corresponding rotation on the extensions of those roots to B^. The general form of 
U(?) for each of these rotations is given below
(1) U(0=D?,
(2) U(f)=Ff,
(3) U(z)=dsum{E»_1,F',E;0.1},
(4) U(O = dsum{Mli,,D»+2,M1',,})
(5) U(z)= dsum{E“_1,M,.f_2,Ff,M;,.2,E'«1},
(6) U(<)-dsum{Mu.2,F?,M'u.2}) (5'7J)
(7) U(r) = dsum{ML,.2,F;,M;4_2},
(8) dsUm{Ml,>Cj+2,r_1,F^C;“2,r_1,M'I.,}.
The matrix transformations that are given in section 5.5 imply that each automorphism 
{u(r),-l,§}, (where U(r) is of one of the above forms), is itself conjugate to 
{U,-1,O}, where U is of the general form Dj.. Actually, all of these automorphisms 
are mutually conjugate, as will now be shown. Suppose that
U = diag{A„...,Af,l,Af......A,} (A2y =l;lsyS4 (5.7.2)
The quantities «. (for 1 < j <, I) are defined by
=
0 = 1, 
1 Ay = -1,
and the matrix S(f) is then defined by
s(O=diag{^,...,/M ,r^,...,rg1}.
(5.7.3)
(5.7.4)
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That the type la involutive automorphisms (with w = -l) are all conjugate is a 
consequence of the relations
S(f)gS(z) = g,
S*(r1)s(f)=l2,+I, (5.7.5)
S(f )l2/+1S(-<r1 = U(f).
There is thus only one conjugacy class of type la involutive automorphisms with 
m = -1, and this class will be called (C). The basis of the compact real form given 
below consists entirely of eigenvectors of the automorphism ipc, where is the 
type la automorphism
+ e-j6f 7 GN 
7 GN
> 1 < /c s £; eigenvalue (-l)y, (5.7.6)
{^jd+a + g-jd-a) 
+a ~ jd -a )
> j GZ; eigenvalue (-l);, (5.7.7)
ic
id
eigenvalue 1. (5.7.8)
A basis of a real form of , obtained by applying Caftan's method, is provided by 
the elements
(
*'(
(
(
») 7'GN° 
ejS~e-jd) J GN
ejS+e-j6
(5.7.9)
+e
k k 
ej»~e
-Jt) 7GNC 
-ya) J GN
ej8+a +e-j8-a] 
^jd +a ~ jd-a )
1 <. k <. j odd, (5.7.10)
(5.7.11)
-1 k <, jeven,
> j GZ; jzvtn,
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'■(
(
ic,
id.
ej6+a + e~j8 -a 
£jd + “ ^- j<5 -a
• J GZ; j odd, (5.7.12)
(5.7.13)
The “matrix parts” of these elements are all such that
ga(r)g_1 = -*(t),
(5.7.14)a [-t ') = -a(r). v 1
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5.8 Type 2a involutive automorphisms of B(1)I with u — 1
To begin this section, it is necessary to note precisely which automorphisms are under 
consideration. To each of the eight rotations which were given previously, there exist 
matrices of a general form U(f) such that a matrix U(f) (which corresponds to the 
rotation t ) satisfies
(5.8.1)
In addition, the matrices U(?) have also to satisfy the involutiveness condition, which 
for type 2a automorphisms (with u - 1) is the requirement that
U(z)u(z ■') = at"12M, • (5.8.2)
where the complex number a is non-zero, and (3 is an integer. Furthermore, if 
{u(?),l,^} is also an automorphism of the compact real form, then
U*(z"’)u(z)= Az*112,+1, (5.8.3)
where A is a non-zero complex number. The general matrices U(r) for the eight 
representative rotations are given below
(1) U(f) = D„
(2) U(z) = F°,
(3) U(z)=dsum{E9_1,F»>E;_1},
(4) U(f)=dsum{N,,,,D,+2,N;,,},
(5) U(z) = dSUm{E,.1>N,,z.2,F?,N;(.2>E;_1}>
(6) U(z)-dsura{Nw.2,F?,N;^2}, (5'8'4)
(7) U(z)=dsum{N1,(,.2,F°;N’M_2},
(8) U(z) = dsum{Nu>C?+2.r.1>F?,C;+2,r.),N1'4}.
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The matrix transformations contained in section 5.5 imply that any type 2a involutive 
automorphism {u(z),l,^}, where U(z) is of one of the forms (1) to (8) given above, is 
conjugate to a type 2a automorphism {u(z),l,§}, where U(z) is of the form
u(z) = dsum|zln, ,1„* ,rlln, (5.8.5)
The quantities n+,ri+,n_,ri_ are all such that
n+ + ri+ + n_+ri_ = (5.8.6)
It will now be shown that the automorphisms {u(z),l,^} (where U(z) is of the form 
given in (5.8.5)) belong to l)(€ + 2) different conjugacy classes. Suppose that 
two matrices Uj(z) and U2(z) are such that
U1(z)=dsum{zla,l6,-lc,-zld,l1,-z"1li/,~lc,l6,z 4J, 
U2W = dsum|zla,lj3,-lyZ1 lg,~ly,l^,Z lo|,
(5.8.7)
where a,b,c,d,a,p,Y,d are all such that
a + b - a +(5, a~d = a~b. (5.8.8)
It can be shown that the type 2a involutive automorphism is conjugate to
the involutive automorphism {u2(z), 1,^}. To prove that this is the case, it is 
sufficient to prove that it is possible to increase both a and d by the same arbitrary 
number. In fact, let the matrix S(z) be given by
S(r)= dsum{lp,a(z),l2£_2p_3,a'(z),lp}, (5.8.9)
where p = a + b - 1, and the submatrices are given by
1-Z'
1 + Z ’
(5.8.10)
1 + Z
1-z
a(0-
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Now let the matrix U'(/) be defined by the following (equation (5.8.11)*):
U (?) — dsum|zla,lfc_i,Zli,~zli,-7 lrf,-lc_j,-Z lj,Z la|.
It can be deduced from section 5.5 that the matrix U'(f) is equivalent to the matrix 
U"(?), where U"(f) is given in the following (equation (5.8.12)):
Now, the matrix S(f) satisfies
S(z)j^SSz)-g^,
S’(c1);S(zl=l2f.1; (58.13)
S(/)U((^^-,)“* =U'(r>
Hence, the two type 2a involutive automorphisms {ui(t),]l,^} and {u2(?)>1,£} are
mutually conjugate. Return now to the form of U(f) given by
U(?) = dsum{/ln, ,lB.j. (5.8.14)
Let N+ = + n+, and let N_ = n_ +n_. The preceding analysis implies that the
quantities n_ and n[ may both be increased (or decreased) by the same arbitrary 
integer. However, for a particular U(?), although n_ and n+ are arbitrary (to a certain 
degree), their difference remains constant, as do the values of N+ and N_. Consider 
then the value of (wj. -?!). It follows that, for a matrix U(f) whose values of N+ and 
N_ are known, the quantity is such that -N_ s - n!) N+. Thus,
(«+ - «-) may take any one of + 1) distinct values (for a given set of values for N+ 
and N_). Now consider the matrix U(f, where
U(/) = dsum{ly,-lt,-Zlra,lli-r4m,-lt,ly}. (5.8.15)
It follows from the matrix transformations in section 5.5 that the matrix U(~t) is 
equivalent to the matrix U'(f), which is given by
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U'0= dsum{/ 1 ly , - 1, 1 , , -1* , ly , t~1 1,,, }. (5.8.16)
Thus, it may be assumed that [n+ -n_) takes a non-negative value. Thus, each type
2a involutive Cartan-preserving automorphism (with w = 1) is conjugate to some
automorphism, jua (((),1 where
Ua>&() = (5.8.17)
where 0 < a<d, and 0 s a i b. Let be the conjugacy class which contains
the type 2a involutive automorphism {ua>y((),l,^} where a,b take the values given 
above. It will now be shown that (D/a,fe^ is the same class as (D)'^' only i) 
a = (^,b = d. Suppose firstly that there exists some matrix S()) which is such that
(5.8.18)
The only permitted values )or s are 1-1. With 5 = 1, consider the special case 
) = -1. It is then a necessary condition that
S-l)Ua,c^^l)S(-l)-i =AZUax;(-l), (5.8.19)
and this implies that c — d. When 5 = -1, the substitution t = -1 implies that
S-l)U„c(l)fS-l)-1 - A^lM-l)- (5.8.20)
Once again, this implies that c = d. To conclude, suppose that there exists some
matrix S(t) which satisfies
SMlU^'ChlT1 A/“U,,,(, (5.8.21)
where a * c. If 5 = 1, and if t — 1, then a necessary condition isthat a = c, which 
contradicts our original hypothesis. Consider then the possibility that 5 = -1. With 
) = 1, a necessary condition is that a = c — d, whereas with ) = -1, it is necessary that 
c ~a — b. Thus, as c and c sa, which means that a — c, which is not possible.
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Let the matrix Uafc(f) be defined by
u^W“ (5.8.22)
The type 2a involutive automorphism generated by Uab(t) belongs (in the notation of
the preceding analysis) to the conjugacy class There is listed below a basis
of the compact real form of , in which every basis element is an eigenvector of the
type 2a involutive automorphism generated by
ih^ [lak -a£;k a £-b + l)
-c) f/,j0) eigenvalue 1, (5.8.23)
(«5»+«-ya) eigenvalue 1 
i[ek6-ek_jd^ eigenvalue -1 (5.8.24)
1 - k^ £;J -0,
^ya+ot + ^-jj-a "+ ^-jj+a + —J-a) eigenvalue 1,
gya+a "+ )a~jj-a ~ )—j-+a ~ —j-a) eigenvalue -1,
f'jS +a _ )-jj-a "+ jj+a ~ )-j~-a ) eigenvalue 1,
^y'a-a )-jj-— ~ --jj+a "+ —+-0 eigenvalue -1,
(5.8.25)
where, in (5.8.25) above
£
p=r
f-1
p = r
s-l
p=r p=s
(l<r aa- b)
{i:rr^ ss^a-b)
(a -b< r< s ab~- b)
(l-b<r<srt)
(l ar<sza-b)
[a~b < r < s - b)
(5.8.26)
a = <!
(jya+a + j + e-jj+a + --j+—) eigennalue -1,
( gyg+a + e-jQ-a - e-j6+a - ejd-a) eiggnnalue 1,
f(<ya +o - j-ya -« + - ejd-«) eigennalue -1,
f (jya +« - jyya -a “ <ya+« + ^-c) eiggnnvlue 1,
(5.8.27)
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where, in (5.8.27) above
(a-b<r<z£-b)
p=r
5-1
Z“p (l^ r - b < 5 s /-b)
(lsr ^a-b < s<s £-b)
,/>=r p=s
[ejd+a +e-jd-a +e-(j+l)6+a + e(j+l)6-a)
eigenvalue 1,
(ejd+a +e-jd-a -e-(j+l)6+a “^y+l)d-a)
eigenvalue -1,
z z
eigenvalue
(5.8.29)T^+« ~ e~j8-a + e-(j+l)8+a ~ e(j+l)6~a)
1,
l(ej8+a ~e~j8~a -e-(J+l)8+a +^y+i)5_a)
eigenvalue -1,
where, in (5.8.29) above
5-1
a = ^ap ^a-b;^-b < s^£),
p=r
(5.8.30)
( eJ8+a + ^-jd -a + e.(j +l)6+a + _a j
eigenvalue -1,
(^<5+a +e-j6-a -e-(j+l)6+a -^j+Vfi-a)
eigenvalue
eigenvalue
1,
(5.8.31)
\ jd+a e-jd-a + e-(j+r)d+a ~e(j+l)d-a) -1,
l(ejd+a ~e-j8-a ~e-(j+l)6+a + e(y+l)<5-«)
eigenvalue 1,
where, in (5.8.31) above
a (5.8.32)
5-1
= 2ap (a~b < r <,£-b <s
P~r
[ej8+a +e-j8-a +e(-j+l)d+a + e(/-l)<5-«) eigenvalue 1,
(^y'd+a +e-jS-a s^-j+l^d+a — ^/-!)<5-« )
eigenvalue -1,
’{ej8+a -e-j8-a+^-j+l)8+a ~ ^(y-l)d-a)
eigenvalue 1,
(^■5 +a ~ e-j8-a ~ e(-j+Vfi+a + ^-1)5 -« )
eigenvalue -1,
(5.8.33)
where, in (5.8.33) above
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(5.8.34)
r e
(£~b<r^l)
p=r
j-i e
5Up+2L'a: (l:zr <.a-f;£-f < s<£
p=r p=s
(/ya + ct + /-y'<5-a + /(_y+qa + a + %~i)<5--a) eigenvalue -1,
(/y<5+a + e-j8~a ~ /(-yy+)(5+ci _/y—i)<^—a) 
./ \
■ eigenvalue 1,
(5.8.35)
//y<5+a /-y<5-a + /(-y+i)5+a _/(y'-l)<5-a) eigenvalue -1,
'\^j8+a ~ /-y'S-a _ g(-y+l)5+a + g^(y-li<5-a) eigenvalue 1,
where, in (5.8.35) above
5-1 £
« = (a-f <r- £-f <s (5.836)
p=r p=s
(^y'd+a + /-y'<5-a + e(-j+2)6+a + e(j~2)6-a t) eigenvalue 1,
( /yS+a + /-ya -« “ /(-y +2)«5 +« “ /(y~2)d-a f
} >
) eigenvalue
i
-1,
(5.8.37)
^/yj+a “ /-j<5-a + /(-j+2)a+a “ ^y-2)6-a)j eigenvalue 1,
/■/Saa ~e-jd-a ~/(-y'+2)a+a '+%~2')8-a )j eigenvalue -1,
where, in (5.8.37) above
s-l
a = \ap+ 2Vap (£~b<r<S£)), 
P-r p-s
(5.8.38)
d-fr-ifepha\ ( 9 0)
p= /
> eigenvalue -1. (5339)
When f = 0, then id is an eigenvector, with associated eigenvalue -1. 
real form is thus provided by the elements
ihak (hsk£,k* £-f + l ifP#O),
-4
A basis of a
(5.8.40)
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p A: 7 0, (5.8.41)
(4+<y)]
(-j
(jya+a " -jj+-a -jj- + a -jd~a 
j"(^yy+a —-J8-a ~ -- jd+a ~ a jd-a 
i{—jd+a ~ —-jd-a " jd+a ~ -jd-a 
(^j'6+ce — —-jd-a ~ - jd+a jy'd-a
).
)■
)'
(5.8.42)
where, in (5.8.42) above
£
is
p=r
r-l
p=r
s-l
2 *,
par
e
■£=
p=s
a
(l-ar aa- b)
([arasaa-b}
<(a-b <r <s a£ — b) >,
(j - 6 <r< 5 j 4)
(l ar < s a a - b)
*
(a-b < r - <s a£ -b)
(5.8.43)
jj((jya +a + ^-y'(5-a + -- jd+a + -jd -a )’
(^yS +a " g-yy -a “ -- jd+a ~ ^y^-a )’ 
(j^yy+at ~ —-jd-a "* jd+a ~ —jd-a )» 
O—jd+a ~ —-jd-a ~ —-yd + a -jd-a )»
(5.8.44)
where, in (5.8.44) above
f £
lap
p=r
(a-b<ra£-b)
5-1
Zap ((.<raa-b<sa£-b)
p=r5-1 £is ((La^^:aab<^s^£-b^)
p=r p=s
(5.8.45)
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(5.8.46)
(gjd+d g-jd-a g-(j+l)d+d g(y'+l)<5-a » 
g(gj'd +ia g~jd-a ~ g-(j +l)d+d “ g(j+l)d -a )’ 
^gg'j+d ~ g-jd-a "* ^-(j+l)5+a ~ g(j+ljd-a ]’ 
(gjd+a ~g-jd-a ~g-j+ldd+a g(y+l)d-a)’
where, in (5.8.46) above
5-1
a = ^?ap (i^r <,a~b\£-b < s<, £), 
P=r
*(g/d +a + g-jd-a + g-( j+l)d+a + g(j+l)d -a )’ 
(gjd+d + g-jd-a “g^-(j+rl)d+a ~ g(j+lld -a )' 
(gjd+a ~g-jd-a + g-(j+l)d+d “g^(j+l)d-^a> 
i^gjd+a ~~-jd-a ~ g--j+i\^d^+a g(j+l)d -a )’
(5.8.47)
(5.8.48)
where, in (5.8.48) above
s-l
a = ap {a-b <r <>£-b <s g)
p=r ■
(g/'d+a "g-jd-d ■ g(-j +lda+a + g/j-ldd-a ) 
g((g'd +d + g- jd -d “ g(-j +l)d+a “ g(j-l)6-a )’ 
^gg'j+d ~g-jd-a "g^g-y+ldd+d “ g(j-\')d-o)» 
(gjd+a _ g-jd-a ~ g(-j+l)d+d g^'-l^-d)’
(5.8.49)
(5.8.50)
where, in (5.8.50) above
a
^ap (£-b<r^£)
p—r
‘ s-i e
^ap+2^ap (irs r ^a-b-£-b<s<^£) 
p-r p=s
(5.8.51)
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(5.8.52)
J ^jS+a + g-jd-a + y+l)<5+a + ^(7-1)6-a )>
^76 +a g-jd-a ~ ^(-j +l)6+et — ^(7-1)6-a j’ 
^/5+ce ~ g-jd-a ^(-7+l)6+a “ ^(7-1)6-a )’ 
^gjd+a ~ g-jd-a ~g(-j+l)d+a + ^(7-1)6-a j’
where, in (5.8.52) above
S-l f
a = ^cc^+2^?ap (a-b < r<, £-b <s
p=r p—s
(^7'd+a + g-jd-a + g(-j +2}d+a + ^(y'-2)<5-a )>
^gjd+a + g-jd-a ~ e{-j+2')d+a “ e(7'-2)6-a )» 
^(^7'6+a ~ g-jd-a g(-j +2)6 +a ~’ ^(/-2)6-a j’ 
^76+a ~ g-jd-a ~~ g(-j +2)6 +a ^(7'-2)6-a )’
(5.8.53)
(5.8.54)
where, in (5.8.54) above
s-l £
a = + 2j?ccp (£ -b < r <s tz£),
p=r p=s
(5.8.55)
d-(2£-l)^ph
P=\
al-b+ p
d
(6*0), 
(6 = 0).
(5.8.56)
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6 Involutive automorphisms and real forms of (p
6.1 Introduction
This chapter will examine the involutive automorphisms of the affine Kac-Moody 
algebra C/ and of its compact real form. Then, in the same manner as the preceding
chapters, the real forms of the complex affine Kac-Moody algebra will be examined. 
It should be recalled firstly that the simple complex Lie algebra C; may be realised as 
the set of (2£x 2i) matrices a which satisfy
1/
0
aj + Ja = 0, where J =
r o
(6. 1.1)
The Kac-Moody algebra dp is based upon the simple Lie algebra Cj, so this 
realisation is the starting-point for a realisation of Cp. It may be recalled that the
positive roots of C( can be written in the form
br - e,)]
> - VB i £ ; <. ■ < . . (6. 1.2)
(c + C)
where the quantities Er (for 1 <s r f ) are defined in terms of the simple roots of Cf
by
t-1
£r p=r
4 a
(for 1<; r =s £ - l)
(for r = £)
(6.1.3)
(l) • • ,
p is given byThe imaginary root d for the Kac-Moody algebra C
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5 = a0 + 2(aj +• • •+CQ_j) + a £■> (6.1.4)
and hence the operator c is such that
c—h + 2| hn +• • -hn } + h. «o V ai ae-i) ai (6.1.5)
It is necessary at this point to define some notation which will be employed 
throughout the analysis relating to the Kac-Moody algebra . The matrix er v (for 
1 s r,s <, k) is defined to be the x € matrix whose elements are defined by
(eJy,t =S^- ■ <6-l-6)
Using this definition, other matrices are then defined by 
Xrj=dsum{erj,-er^}
Yr>, =offsum{(er>J +e,z),o} »(for Is r,s s/). (6.1.7)
The matrix realisation used in this case is the one which is defined by
rk)-
{4(/+.l)}’1(Xw -Xt+ljt+1) (for 1 s f-1),
{2(f + l)}-I(X,,) 
r(«er-Ej) = {^+i)}4x„
(for k = ^),
(for Is r <s s£),
(6.1.8)
(6.1.9)
r(^r-£J = {4(^ + l)(i + dj} *Yr>s (forlsrcss^).
The Dynkin index y of this representation is {2(€+1)}~1. In addition, the 
representation is equivalent to its contragredient representation, since
f = -jrj_1. (6.1.10)
It is not necessary, therefore, to examine the type lb or the type 2b automorphisms of 
the Kac-Moody algebra, since in this case they coincide with the type la and the type 
2a automorphisms respectively.
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As with the other Kac-Moody algebras that are being investigated, it is necessary to
know precisely which matrices generate automorphisms of the algebra. In the present 
case, consider a matrix S(f), and let
b(f) = S(z)d(5^)S(r)■I. (6.1.11)
For the matrix S(t) to generate a type la automorphism, it is necessary that
b(f)j+Jb(o)=0. (6.1.12)
This condition may be re-arranged so that
Sp)-‘a(«)S(/)j + JS^)^)^1 =0. (6.1.13)
Then, since a(w) = -ja(sf)j "* = J-(.«)J, it follows that 
S(r)-Ja(.r/)jS(z)j = -JS(t)a(st )S(t)
(6.1.14)
—(.s* JS(f)JS(f) = JS(f)JS(')»W
Schur's lemma (as stated in the appendix) may then be used, and this then implies, 
where S(f) is a Laurent polynomial matrix, that
JS(t)JSf) = aS, (6.1.15)
where a is a non-zero complex number, and the quantity (3 is an integer. This may
be re-arranged so that the requirement is that
S(t)JS('t)=^ A,t'‘J, (6.1.16)
with A being non-zero. This analysis may also be repeated, assuming that S(f) 
. generates a type 2a automorphism, wtth precisely the aarne comlusjion, narndy the 
same cnndition (6.1.16) which S(r) must tatiy)y in order to ggneraat an
automorphism.
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6.2 The Weyl group of C,
The involutive automorphisms are being examined, and in particular the Cartan- 
preserving involutive automorphisms, as investigated by Gorman et al [19]. Each 
Cartan-preserving involutive automorphism has been shown to correspond to a 
rotation of the roots of the corresponding simple Lie algebra, in this case Cr 
Therefore, if a complete set of conjugacy class representatives is obtained for the 
classes of involutive rotations (within the group of all rotations), then only the 
involutive automorphisms corresponding to these representatives will need to be 
examined. In the case of the simple Lie algebra C£, the group of rotations coincides
with the Weyl group, which is denoted W. The conjugacy classes of involutive 
members of the Weyl group of C£ are well-known. The choice of representatives is 
completely arbitrary. Using the algorithm developed by Richardson([29]), 
representatives were chosen such that each representative fell into one of a set number 
of types. There follows a list of such representatives. Where there is more than one 
rotation of a particular type, they are distinguished by a number of integer parameters. 
There are nine different types of representative, some being associated only with odd 
or even values of I. A representative, , is given for each of these types below.
1. This type contains only one representative rotation, which is such that
(for 1 <; & <; £). (6.2.1)
2. This type contains only one representative rotation, which is such that
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t2 («?) = (for 1 <; £ <s £). (6.2.2)
3. For this type, the integer parameter q is such that 1 < q < and the 
rotation is
= (for l*m <<7 -1),
t3(«J-i) = aq-i +2(a°+---+a?-i)+tt?’ (6.2.3)
T3(«S) = -a2 (for q
4. For this type, there are two parameters, q and r, which are such that q 
is odd, (*r, and r - q > 2. The representative rotation is then specified by
_ ( 0\ 0 0 0
F4 “ ^n-1 &n+l
( 0 \ 0 0 T4(«?+i) = «? + a(f+i,
/ 0\ 0 T4(«p) = «p
T4(ar°_i) - a'l, +2(a“+•■■+«“_!) +
'm odd;l =s m<, q'
• ►,
r <m
n even; 1 < n < q,
(6.2.4)
q + 2ss p <.r -2,
5. In this case, q is odd, and such that g<€-2. The representative 
rotation is
/ o\ 0 00
+a„+i
/ 0 \ 0 0 0 0 \ 0 T5(«</+1 }=aq+ aq+l + 2( «?+2+-
m odd; \<,m <>q'
s
<7 + 2 s €k x J
n even; 1 < m < q, (6.2.5)
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6. For this type, the parameter q is odd, and such that q * / - 1 when f is
even. The rotation is given by
' o\ 0T6l
/’ °) 0 0T6( ««-l + an+a
/' 0 \ 0 o
r6( + &q+l ’
/' o\ 0
7. In this case q is such 
representative rotation is given by
T7(“m) = am
/ 0 \ 0 0
/ o\ 0 0 0
m odd; 1 <, m <, q, 
n even; 1 < n < q,
(6.2.6)
q+2<z p<z£.
that ^^1,2 and £-q is even.
1 m «£ <7 - 2,
(6.2.7)
-n) even; 7 n*z £,
(£ - n) odd; <7 < n<£.
The
8. In this case, £ is assumed to be odd. The rotation is specified by
Tg(a°) = -a° (£ -m) even; 1 <; m <. £,
t8(cc° ) = + a°n + a°+l (£ - n) odd; 1 < m < £.
9. In this case, £ is assumed to be even. The rotation is specified by
T9(a°) - -a® ra odd; 1 <; m < £,
t9(oc„) = tt„_i + an + a«+i neven; 1 < m < £, (6.2.9)
( o\ n o o T9(aJ=2af_i + a^.
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6.3 Supplementary notation
Some shorthand notation for matrices will now be introduced. This notation will
make the subsequent analysis of this chapter easier. The notation applies only to this 
chapter, and should not be confused with similar shorthand for other affine Kac- 
Moody algebras. It should be recalled that matrices ep , Xpq and Yp q have already 
been defined earlier in this chapter. The notation introduced will not be, in general, 
for specific matrices, but will be for general forms of matrices. That is, a piece of 
notation will be taken to represent all matrices of a given form.
The notation Dy k will be introduced to represent all (A - j + 1) x (* - j + 1) 
matrices which are of the form given by
Dy* = diagjl, (hq =1 fory </?^a). (6.3.1)
A slight variation upon this is the notation D° k. The general form D° k is the same as 
the general form Dy*, but is such that pp = 0 for j < p =s A.
The general form Gy* is, like Dy*, defined to be an -A+l)x(£ -k+l) 
diagonal matrix. In this case, the form is defined by
G,, = diag{z/',}. (6.3.2)
The form Dy _ * may be considered to be a special form of Gy *, although it merits
special consideration, and is thus given its own notation. There are variations of the 
form Gy*. , which will now be defined. The form G®*” is identical to Gy* with the 
additional constraint that pp be even (for j <, p^k). In a similar fashion, G®®
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(respectively G°k) is defined to be identical to Gjk with the additional constraint that 
fj. be odd (respectively, that pp be zero), where j<. p . Furthermore, the form 
G/k is derived from the form GJk by letting A/My = 1 (with Gy\cn, G°dd and GJ7 
being derived from G®v“, Gyd/ and G“J° respectively by letting Ay?‘y = 1 in each).
Another general form to be defined is that which is denoted by L jk, where 
(k - j) is an even integer. The general form is given by
Ly>Jt = dsum{ky,...,A.g,...,XJfcJ where (q-j) is even, (6.3.3)
and where the 2 x 2 submatrix (for (q - j) even) is defined by 
r o a/’-
Similarly, the forms My k and Ny k may be defined (when (k - j) is an even 
integer) by
NM =dsum{vy,...,v,,...,vt},
where the 2 x 2 submatrices (Lif/ and v are defined (for (q - j) even) by
o V’’
(-1)^ o
o A/’- 
A"1^’ o
(6.3.5)
(6.3.6)
(6.3.7)
(6.3.8)
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There are three other general forms, which are similar to, but slightly different
y\ zs. z\
from the general forms Ly.*, M-* and Nyjt. They are called L, *, M, k and Nt k. It is 
assumed for all of them that k is odd. They are defined by
L, k - dsumj A, -A}. (6.3.9)
MIjt =dsum ‘^g,- (6.3.10)
{- „ 1N, k = dsum?[v,,.. (6.3.11)
In each of the above, the 2x2 submatrices (or or v) are defined only for odd 
values of q. They are given by
0 1 
A/‘2 0
0 1
(p2 is even),
v, =
a2 0
A2A-7M2"^ 0x q
a/
(-l)M« A2A;1z,t2"M’
o A^'*’ 
A2A;/r’ 0
(6.3.12)
(6.3.13)
(6.3.14)
(6.3.15)
(6.3.16)
(6.3.17)
=
A/M2 0
0 1
0
0
M, 1
• • 0 One other variation upon the general form L1Jt is the general form Lljt. This is 
defined so that L1Jt is of the form L1Jt, but is such that p2 =1, p =0 (for q odd, 
1 <, q <, k).
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The next definition is not that of a general form of matrix. Let Wy be the
j x j diagonal matrix defined by
Wy = diag{l,-l,...}.
Clearly, if j is even, then
(6.3.18)
(6.3.19)
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6.4 Involutive automorphisms of C(/}
Introduction
In section 2 of this chapter, representatives of the conjugacy classes of the involutive 
members of the Weyl group of Cf were given. For each such representative Weyl
group element we require the corresponding involutive automorphisms of type la 
(with u = ±1). In each case, it is sufficient to give the matrix U(z) which generates 
the automorphism in question. Thus, for a Weyl group element v., the matrix U(z) 
will satisfy
U(0h° „U(z)-‘ = (forlsfcs/). (6.4.1)
We recall that the conditions imposed upon U(r), in order that it generates an 
involutive automorphism are that
U(z)U(w/) - 12, for type la automorphisms, (6.4.2)
U(/)u(wf “’) = 12, for type 2a automorphisms. (6.4.3)
The following subsections give lists of such matrices for the type la and type 2a 
involutive automorphisms which correspond to each of the Weyl group elements 
listed in section 2. In each case, use will be made of the general forms of matrices 
which were defined previously.
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Type la involutive automorphisms with u = 1
For each of the representative Weyl group elements t. (where 1 <; j ^9), the 
following list gives the matrices U(f) which generate type la involutive 
automorphisms (with u = 1) corresponding to those Weyl group transformations.
U(r) = dsum{D?,,D"f}, 
U.(r) = dsum{D“„-D°f}, 
U(r) = offsum{G,
(6.4.4)
(6.4.5)
(6.4.6)
U(r) =
rD°1,9-1
0
0
0
Ll,
0 D
0
0
0
0
1.9-1
0
0
0
0
q +2,r-l
0
0
0
0 r.l
Gq,t
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-Dq+2, r-l
0
r,t
0
0
0
(6.4.7)
(6.4.8)
0
0
0
^-G~;+ze
0
Gq+2, t
0
0
(6.4.9)
0
0
0
0
D
0
0
G
G
0
0
0
U0 = dSUm{L1„,D“i2.„L1,9,D^4-
U(z) = dsum{L,.,,D^2f,
(6.4.10)
(6.4.11)
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'Dj%_i 0 0 0 0 0
0 Lg£_2 0 0 0 0
0
0
uW =
0
0
0 0 0 0 Gu
0 0 -D^., 0 0
0 0 0 -L^_2 0
0 G/, 0 0 0
(6.4.12)
Lu-2 0 0 0
0 0 GM
0 -L°,_2 0
(6.4.13)
0 A^’G^ 0 0
U(r) = dsum|L°f_1,LM_1}, 
U(z) = dsumjlJJ ,_p -L°,
(6.4.14)
(6.4.15)
Type la involutive automorphisms with u = -1
Following on from the previous subsection, this subsection will give various matrices 
which give rise to involutive automorphisms of C(/\ and which correspond to the 
Weyl group elements given in section 6.2. In this case, however, the automorphisms 
are of type la with w = -1. The automorphism-generating matrices are given in the 
following list.
U(z) = dsum{D^,D^}, 
U(z) = dsum{D°„-D°f},
(6.4.16)
(6.4.17)
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u(z) =
U(z)
U(r) = offsum|G'7”>A<t/‘-'(G:7")'1J,
U(z) =
U(z) =
Mj
0
0
0
0
0
M1.7
0
0
0
0
0
u« =
(6.4.18)
r»°
D
D
.7-1
0
0
0
o
1.7-1
0
0
0
0
0
7+2, r-1
0
0
0
0
D°
0
0
0
0
M(.7
0
0
0
Zx^evcnV 
VG7.^ )
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(G-r)
0
0
0
0
0
(g^/)
0
0
0
G
-1
Do1,7-1
0
0
even
0
(6.4.19)
0 0
Godd
-D^1.7-1
0
0
0
0
-M"11T*l,z
0
0
0
0
0
-Mr, 7
0
0
V
0
0
(6.4.20)
0 G*7n
D
D
0
o
7+2,r-1
0
0
0
0
0
0
7+2, r-1
0
0
0
0
0
0
Godd r,(
0
0
0
(6.4.21)
(6.4.22)
0
0
-(m.j
0
0
even
^+27
0
0
(6.4.23)
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Mi.?
U(r) =
uW =
0
0
-K)’
G
0
odd 
q+2 J
0
(6.4.24)
V’(g^,)’ 0
U(;) = dsumjM,
U(r) = dsum{MM,D°+2,(>-M?,‘
0
(6.4.25)
(6.4.26)
U(r) =
rD°
0
0
0
0
0
D°a,i.9-i
0
0
0
0
0
M
0
g, t-2
0
0
0
0
M
M
U(O =
u« =
0
q, e-2
0
0
0
0
17-2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
evenA' 
'■’>7 /
0
0
0
0
0
-(G°")
0
0
0
-i
M17-2
0
0
0
-D°** I.9-I
-Mq,l-2
0
0
0
Geven
0
0
0
(6.4.27)
D 1.9-1
0
0
0
0
0
0
M"11VAg7-2
0
0
Godde,e
0
0
0
0
•i,e
-z2z"’(m;',_2)' o
(6.4.28)
, (6.4.29)
v^crr)'1
G
0
odd
f7
0
, (6.4.30)
0 0
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U(r) = dsum|M,(m, ,_,B (6.4.31)
U(r)-dsumlM, )'} (6.4.32)
Type 2a involutive automorphisms with u = 1
The type 2a involutive automorphisms (with u - 1) which correspond to the Weyl 
transformations given in section 6.2 are generated by the matrices given in the 
following list:
U(z) = dsum{Dlf,D1£}, 
U(f) = dsum{Du,-D,,},
(6.4.33)
(6.4.34)
(6.4.35)U(Z) =
/^zero
0
. >~i zero0 0
0 0
0
U(r) = (6.4.36)
0 0
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N., 0
-1
uW =
® ®g+2,r-l
0 0
Alr
N
U(r) =
uW =
D1, g-l
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(G”f)
0
0
0
-I
-t ''-Hr
0
0
0
(V
0
0
0
0
-A/" ((N,
0
0
0
ZM'G“ro
0
0
0
(6.437)
0 A/'''(G7V)‘
U(O = dSum{N1,,,D,+2.„/-(N1,,f,r'‘“'D
0
L Vrq+2.e
0
0
(6.4.38)
N
0
<77-2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(G“ro)‘
-t
0
0
0
0
0
?+2,£
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Gzero
0
0
0
N,17-2 0 0 0
(6.4.39)
, (6.4.40)
u« =
op 0 fM<GJ7
0 0 -A/2^(nu_2) 0
0 A//tzG“” 0 0
U(r) = dsum|NIf_I,N1£_1J-, 
U(r) = dsum|Nu_p-Nu_J.
(6.4.41)
(6.4.42)
(6.4.43)
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6.5 Some matrix transformations
In this section, certain useful matrix transformations will be given. In the subsequent 
analysis, they will help to show that certain assumptions are valid, thus simplifying 
the work.
1. We are dealing (for the Kac-Moody algebra C^) with 2^x2€ matrices. 
The index set of such matrices may be written as
Z={1,2,...,^ + 1,...,24. (6.5.1)
Let the integers j and k be such that 1 ss j <k <, I. Then let two matrices U(r) and 
V(?) be such that V(f) is obtained from U(z) by exchanging j and k (and also 
(/' + €) and (k + ) in the index set given above. Then define a t -independent matrix
Sby
'1 if a =b; a j,k,j + £,k +
0 if a = b\ a = j,k,j + €,£ +
= J (6.5.2)
1 if (a,b) =(j,k),(k,j),(j + ^,k+ £),(k + £,j+ ^),
0 otherwise.
The matrix S is such that it satisfies
SJS = J,
SU(z)S_1 = V(f).
(6.5.3)
(6.5.4)
(6.5.5)
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Thus, if the matrices U(/) and V(/) generate involutive automorphisms of of the 
same type (and with the same value of w), then {u(?),w§} and {v(?),w«f} are 
conjugate to each other. In effect, this means that there is some degree of choice in 
the ordering of the elements of the index set.
2. In a simiUr fashion to the precedi ng example,lat U(/) and V( t) denerate 
automorphisms of cP of the same type, and with the same value of u. Furthermore, 
suppose that V(r) is obtained from U(r) by exchanging the elements j and {j + in 
the index set (which we have seen is given by {l,2,...,2/}). In this case, a matrix S 
(which is /-independent) is given by
1 if a-bna^ jj + f,
^ab ~ '
0 a = b; a = jJ + £,
if (a, ba = (y,y + t), (j + fj\
(6.5.6)
1
0 otherwise.
It may be verified that
Sjs= J, (6.5.7)
ss = ] (6.5.8)
svkDs-1 = v«. (6.5.9)
Therefore, the automorphisms {uf^M,!;} and {v^Xwg} are mutually conjugate. 
Once again, this implies a degree of choice in the elements of the index set.
3. Let U(/) te of )he form givem bg (6.4.8) and let V(c) be obtamco from 
U(r) by replacing with Wg+1. We define a matrix S(?) by
S(?) = dsumjv,,. V'-1» v
I- (6.5.10)V 1 V' 1’’ ife+1)’ '
where the submatrices in (6.5.10) are given by
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v'----—
7 72
A2y_/,!W
1 -1
A-i
Vy-l
(6.5.11)
“2j-l
-1
(6.5.12)
y^j2
It then follows that
S(r)jS(0 = J, (6.5.13)
(6.5.14)S(0v(r)S(zr =U(r).
Furthermore, if U(^) is such that U* (z-1)u(f) = 27’“12Z, it follows that S(z) is such that 
S*(r1)s(r) = a^l2r (6.5.15)
Thus, the type la involutive automorphisms {u(?),l,^} and {v(r),l,£} are conjugate. 
This may be adapted slightly for other matrices of the forms given in (6.4.4)-(6.4.15). 
Thus, if U(?) is of one of these forms, it may be assumed (without loss of generality) 
that the submatrix L/fc is replaced by Wfc_;+2. Furthermore, this analysis may also be
modified for type la involutive automorphisms with w = -1 or for the type 2a 
involutive automorphisms with w = 1. In those cases, the submatrices M or N.* 
may be replaced by WJt_ +2.
4. Let the matrix U(z) be of the form
0 0 0
u(r) =
0 0 0 Gq,t
0 0 II 0
(6.5.16)
o g:1, o o
where H^_, represents an arbitrary (g-l)x(g-l) matrix. The matrix V(r) is 
obtained from U(?) by letting =rde8/<y (for q <, j ^£). We define S(?) by
S(r)= dsum{l(?_1,t,lg_1,t~1}, (6.5.17)
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where the submatrix t is given by
t = diag|AjZa,,...,A|/CT< (6.5.18)
and the quantity cr is defined to be such that cry = y(deg/,ty. The type la
involutive automorphisms {u(z),l,§} and {v(?),l,^} are conjugate, since
S(f)jS(f) = J, (6.5.19)
S(f)V(r)S(r)~l =U(r). (6.5.20)
Furthermore, if U(f) satisfies U*(z-1)u(?) = AzMl2^ (and hence if V(r) satisfies 
V*(r1)v(/) = AzMl2,),then
S*(?_1)S(?) = a/l2r (6.5.21)
The element (for q< j<.V) may therefore be replaced by ?de8M>, since
{u(r),l,^} and {v(r),l,^} are conjugate. Similar results follow for type la involutive 
automorphisms with w = -1, and for type 2a involutive automorphisms with w = 1.
5. Let U(?) be of the form (6.4.9). The matrix N(t) is derived from U(f) by 
letting -1 (for j such that 3 =s j q and (q - j) is even), and by letting 
A/' =fdegM' (for j=2,q + 2<z j Wedefine S(r) by
S(0= dsum{t,,t2,t3,t;‘}, (6.5.22)
where the submatrices t. (j = 1,2,3) are given by
t, - diagp;,d ......A'2h/«'"!,l] >, (6.5.23)
t2 - A^diag {a=+2t°-2,..., A’f’1}, (6.5.24)
t3 = diag^A^A;1A J A;'/''1’ A|A"‘z''‘' (6.5.25)
The matrix S(t) is such that the following hold:
S(/)jS(t)=t<’IJ> (6.5.26)
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s( r)v( z)s(r)-1 = rzu(z). (6.5.27)
Furthermore, if U*(z ')u(t) = then S*(? 1 )s(?) = atp 12/ (where a,Z are both
non-zero complex numbers). Thus, the type la involutive automorphisms {u(t),l, 
and {v(?),l,§} are conjugate. A similar conclusion is reached when U(z) is given by 
(6.4.13), which is itself a special case of (6.4.9). This analysis may be adapted 
slightly for the type la involutive automorphisms (with u = -1) and for the type 2a 
involutive automorphisms (with w = 1).
6. Let U(?) be of the form (6.4.36), and let V(?) be obtained from U(z) by 
letting fiq = 0. If we let S(t) - dsum{l£,f X£ J-, then
S( t)U(r)s(/ -1 )_1 = V( t), (6.5.28) >
S(/)jS(r) = J, (6.5.29)
S'(f‘‘)sW = l2(. (6.5.30)
Thus, the type 2a involutive automorphisms {u(r),l,g} and {v(r),l,g} are conjugate. 
Similarly, if U(?) is given by (6.4.37) (or (6.4.38), (6.4.40), (6.4.41)), then the type 2a 
involutive automorphism {u(t),l,^} is conjugate to {v(?),l,^}, where V(t) is 
derived from U(z) by letting = 0 (or = 0).
7. Let U(t) be given by
0
0
0 0
0 a0
u(0 =
0 H
-i
(6.5.31)
0 0a
where is used to represent an arbitrary (€ - q) x - q) matrix, and where
a-diagjl,(6.5.32)
The matrix V(f) is given by V(0 = dsum{Hz_g-1,}, and S(f) by
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0 0 0
S('K/2
0 0 -a
0 0 0
. (6.5.33)
0 a 5 0 V
We have, therefore, that
s(Ojs(/)= j, (6.5.34)
f^sSr' = u(o). (6.5.35)
Thus, the type la involutive automorphisms {u(f),l,§} and {v(?),l,^} are conjugate.
8. The mapping Up)g Upn) is imp or! ant within the ma trie formul ation. 
However, for all of the matrices Up) that we are studying, this mapping is such that 
U(ji) is of the same form as Up), but such that the coefficients Ay might be
different. Thus, for type la automorphisms, the contents of section 5 imply that the 
assumption 5 = 1 may be made.
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6.6 Type la involutive automorphisms of C(1I with u-1
To each of the rotations Ty (for 1^ j 9) which were defined previously, there exists 
a general form of matrix U(f) which is such that
■ (6.6.1)
Then, for each such form of U()), those matrices of the form which also satisfy 
U(f)2 -at^l2t (a #0),
/ n (6-6.2)
U (A ,4 0),
may also be found. The matrices yielded by this process all generate involutive 
automorphisms of the compact real form of Cp of type la with w = 1. However, it is 
not necessary to analyse all of these matrices in order to find all of the conjugacy 
classes of the automorphisms they generate. That this is the case follows on from the 
matrix relations which are given in the section 6.5. These imply that many of the 
automorphism are conjugate to others under consideration, and thus reduce the 
number of separate automorphisms which need to be examined. In fact, using the 
information contained in the section 6.5, the following matrices are obtained
UW = dsumjlrt -l^^l^-l^J, (6.6.3)
U(f) = dsum-jl^, -1£}, (6.6.4)
U(?) = offsumjTJlJ, (6.6.5)
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0 0 0
0
0
0
U(/) =
0 0
0 -Ll,, 0
^-,-1 o o
(Note that the definition of L0! does imply the /-dependence in (6.6.6)) 
u(z) = dsum{L°
U(f) = dsum{L“ ,.,,-L0,
Suppose then, that Ufc is of the form given by (6.6.3), with
U* = dsum{l^,-lfo,l^,-lj.
(6.6.6)
(6.6.7)
(6.6.8)
(6.6.9)
The conjugacy class (A)^ may be defined to be that conjugacy class which contains 
the type la involutive automorphism {Ufe,l,O}. It should first be noted that j may be 
assumed to be such that 1 b <, [£]. For, if [£) < b <. H, then section 6.5 implies that 
U& is equivalent to some matrix , where 1 s b' <, [£]. Now, with 1 £ b < c < [f], 
suppose that there exists some Laurent polynomial matrix S(/) which satisfies
S(/)UCS(O_1 = A/uUfc, (6.6.10)
where Uc = dsum{l^_c,-lc,l#_c,-lc}. It is easily verified that there does not exist
any Laurent polynomial matrix S(/) which satisfies these conditions for 
1 b < c [f]- Thus, for 1 b < c <, [4], the conjugacy classes (A)^ and (a/^ are 
not conjugate. The class (A/0^ is clearly the conjugacy class containing only the 
identity automorphism. For each b with 1 < b s I, there exists a basis of the compact 
real form of all of whose members are eigenvectors of the representative 
automorphism given previously. Such a basis (with respect to the representative of 
the conjugacy class (A)W) is given below
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(6.6.11)
k k \
eJS+e-is) l<, ksz j EZ
1 r k^ j ZZ*
-eigenvalue 1,
(^j'd +a jd-a ) 7 EZj
i{&jd +a ~ jd-a ) J 6^Z
-eigenvalue 1, (6.6.12)
where the quantity a in (6.6.12) above is given by the following:
(<,r < s<, i - b,5-1
2P=r'
5-1
a,
'-1
2°p+22 ap+a‘P=r p=s
(^y'd+a + g-jd-a^ yez'
+a ~ jd -a ) jzz± '
1 -b <r < s<, I, 
1 < r <s s <> / -b, 
I - b <r <, s<, I,
(6.6.13)
(6.6.14)
a =
where the quantity a in (6.6.14) above is given by the following:
f 5-1
a - J P=r
a i-1
ap { sr<:s - & <ssf,
=r
 f -1
1 op + 21?(Pp + <1 r b< s s
(6.6.15)
p-r p=s
ic
id
eigenvalue 1 (6.6.16)
Thus, a basis for a real form of dp is provided by the following set of elements
(ejd+e-jd) IsksljEZ, 
i(ekjd-4ad) ^k^tJEZ*,
{^jd +a + jd-a ) J eZj 
'jd+a — ^-jd-a^ J eZ j
(6.6.17)
(6.6.18)* j
where the quantity a in (6.6.18) above is given by the following:
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S-i.
P=r
5-1
n=r
£-1
+ 2^ap + ae 
p=s
a,r<s,t-b,
(/ -b <r < s <. £, 
1 < r <s 5 I - b,
i
£ - b < r s <, £,
(6.6.19)
(6.6.20)
i[ejd+a + e-jd-a) J
[gjd+a ~~ ^-J6-a) J CZ »
where the quantity a in the above is given by the following:
r
{1 <. I- b< s
a - ■
p=r
5-1 £-1
{l^r £-b< s^ap+2^ap+oe
p=r p=5
(6.6.21)
a
Zc,
id.
(6.6.22)
Let the matrix U(r) be given by U(f) = dsum{l^,-l^}. The conjugacy class (B) is
defined to be that which contains as representative the type la involutive 
automorphism {u(z),l,o}. It is required firstly to show that (B) is disjoint from the 
conjugacy classes (A)^ (for 1 y ^[f])- Suppose that this were not the case, and 
that there did exist some Laurent polynomial matrix S(?) such that
S(r)dsum{l£,-1 JS(f)-1 = A^Uy (6.6.23)
for some value of j. Consideration of the determinants of both sides of this equation 
implies that must be even, and furthermore that y = . However, since the above
equation holds for all values of t, it must hold in particular for ? = 1. Upon making 
the substitution / = 1 in the above equation, it becomes clear that the matrix S(l) 
cannot be chosen so that
S(1)JS(1) = A J. (6.6.24)
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Thus, the conjugacy class (B) is disjoint (that is, distinct) from the conjugacy classes 
(A)(y) for 1 j ([7]. The representative automorphism for the class (B) is the type 
la automorphism {U,1,0}, where U = dsi^rm[lL|^,—lf}. The action of this 
automorphism upon a basis of the compact real form of dp (the members of which 
are all eigenvectors of the automorphism) is summarised below
(4 + e*yd) 1<s£<^,jGN° 
i(gjd -ek_j^ !<;£<; ^,7 GN
► eigenvalue 1, (6.6.25)
5-1
I'gjd+a g-jd-a
>a = cp ;1 :£ r < s ( £ eigenvalue 1, (6.6.26)
P-r
(<jd5.+a "Kyd-J! fcf (p
a = gap + ^g(Pp + apgr t eigenvalue - 1, (6.6.27)
9^y'<5 +a ~ g-jd -a , P=r p=s
IC'
id
l eigenvalue 1 (6.6.28)
(^7<5 +a g- jd-a )
Therefore, the corresponding basis for a real form of the Kac-Moody algebra is
[e4d + e-jd) lsifcss^jGN0,
/ t Jr \ (6.6.29)
i[ej8-e_jd) \<k< £,j GN,
(gjd+a "1" ^-/<5-a) 5-1I 1 Z)>a = > ap;l <>r < 5 t, (6.6.30)
^yd+a — (--jd-a / P"
+a "I" e-jd-a ) 
Z \
s-l Z-l
>ca = cp .+ 2^ cp + a/,l - r -,s (6.6.31)
\£7d +c g-jd-a I p=T p-s
ic,
. (6.6.32)
id.
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Consider now the type la involutive automorphism {u(/),l,^}, where 
U(z) = offsumjl^rl^}. Consideration of the determinant of the matrix U(f) leads to 
the conclusion that the type la involutive automorphism ju(/),l,-f +1)} does not
belong to any of the conjugacy classes that have already been identified. Suppose that 
the automorphism in question were a member of one of these classes. For each of the 
previously-identified classes, a representative automorphism may be taken to be 
{V,l,0}, where V is some /-independent matrix. This supposes that there exists a 
Laurent polynomial matrix S(/) which is such that
S(/)VS(/)_1 = A/MU(/). (6.6.33)
Consideration of the determinants of both sides of this equation implies that ju = -3,
which is a contradiction. Thus, the type la involutive automorphism 
{u(0,i,-fU +1)| belongs to a conjugacy class called (C) which is disjoint from all
of the other conjugacy classes that have been identified previously. The 
representative automorphism of the class (C) is the automorphism |u(/),l,- fU + 1)}.
There follow eigenvectors of this automorphism, which together form a basis of the 
compact real form of C^:
}• eigenvalue -1, (6.6.34)
-/GEN; eigenvalue -1, (6.6.35)
(ey6,o + e_JS_a +e_yd+a + eys_o) eigenvalue 1 
(eJS+a+e_jS_a-e_JS+a-ejS_a) eigenvalue -1 
‘{ej^a-^j6.a+e_j6ta -ej6_a) eigenvalue 1
♦« ~ e-js-a ~ e-jd+a + ejd-a) eigenvalue -1
5-1
a= ^ap;(l<;r< s^t),
P~r
'(^o, - 2C)
( k k \
‘(ej« -e-ya)
(6.6.36)
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[ &jd +a jd-a ^kd +a "**
(^/'d+a + £-jd-a &kd+a
,-b
-kd-a) 
~ ^-kd-a )
-j
eig. -1 
eig. 1 ;GZ;^ = -y-l e-i
4^/d+a e-jd-a &kd+a ^-kd-aj ^lg. 1
s-i 
a - ^aP +2^<xp + ;(1 r < A’£-1)
p=r p=s
l^jd+a ^-jd-a ^kd+a "^"^-^6-a) ®ig. 1 
(where eig. stands for eigenvalue)
IC
( (Q £ \ eigenvalue 1.
(6.6.37)
(6.6.38)
Thus, the basis of the corresponding real form suggested by Cartan's theorem is given 
by
hak (l<;£ <;£-l),
(^«f ~TC)’
(6.6.39)
44 +e4) 
(4~4d
/£N, (6.6.40)
(^/<5+a + Z-jd-a + &-jd+a ^jd-a ) 
^(^/6+a Z-jd-a ~ jd+a ~ ^jd-a ) 
^^jd +a ~ £-jd-a jd+a ~ &jd-a )
(^y'5+a g-jd-a ~~£-jd+a + &jd-a)
5-1
■a = ap;(l^ r <5 (6.6.41)
P=r
i{^jd+a 2-jd-a + ekd+a + e- 
[gjd+a + £-jd—a ~^kd+a ~ ^-kd-a) 
i{^jd+a ^~^-jd-a ~ &kd+a ~ ^-kd-a) 
{^jd+a ~ e~jd-a ~ ^kd+a ^-fc6-a)
kd-a )
/ €-1
yeZ;£ = -j-l
5-i e-i
a = ^ap + 2^ap + a(;(l <,r < s £-1)
p=r
d + (j + l) ^pha, +^ha^ 
\p=l 2
(6.6.42)
(6.6.43)
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Now let U(z) be given by
uW =
L°
0
0
0 tl
0
0
0
t-q-l
'1><7
0
^-<7-1
0
0
(6.6.44)
0
0
The type la involutive automorphism {u(?),l,^} will be shown to belong to the 
conjugacy class (C). To see this, let S(/) be given by
‘Vi 0 V2 0
0 00 ^-<7-1
0
0
s(z) =
0
V4
0
(6.6.45)
0
l/?-<7-1
where the submatrices are defined by
Vt = dsum-jQj.Qj......Q*}
V2 = dsum|Q?,Q3 Q?}
V3=dsum{Q’,<g,...,Q’} 
V4 =dsum{Q^,Q^......Q*}
Q‘ =
Q? =
■—it
J2
^2l
^2 12'
-1 i
(6.6.46)
-i
-—it"1
A
i
The matrix S(?) as defined satisfies 
S(f)JSM = J,
(6.6.47)
S(?)offsum{lz,,Zl^}s(z)^1 =U(z).
This shows that the involutive automorphism in question does belong to the conjugacy 
class (C).
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The involutive automorphism {u(/),l,£'}, where
U(r) = dsum |l°j J , . (6.6.48)
belongs to a conjugacy class disjoint from any of the other conjugacy classes which 
have already been identified. Consideration of the determinant of Uf) is sufficient to
imply that {u(f ),!.,£} does not belong to (A)^ (for any value of 6) or to (B). The 
two possibilities are that it belongs to (C), or to some other class, not yet considered. 
If it were to belong to (C), then there would be some Laurent polynomial matrix S(r) 
which satisfied
S^dsumto ^pLu-i |s(r)“ = A^offsum{l„Hj,
’ ’ (6.6.49)
S(f)jS(f)« atJ.
This is assumed to hold for all non-zero values of t, and thus for the particular value 
t = 1. Let the matrix T be obtained from • the matrix L° ^_1 by putting f = 1. Now, 
whilst it has been shown already (see section 6.5) that there exists a r-independent 
matrix R, which is such that
Rdsum{'T,TlR-^1 = dsum{w( ,_1,^1 J,
11 ’ • J (6.6.50)
RJR=J,
it has also been seen that there does not exist any r-independent matrix Q such that 
both of the following hold
Qdsum{Wji_j, W ( = ,offsumjl^ ,lz},
(6.6.51)
QJQ = yJ.
Thus, {u(r),l,l} belongs to a new class, which is to be called (D). The representative 
automorphism of the conjugacy class (D) is the type la involutive automorphism
generated by the matrix U(?), where
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U(z) = dsumjVj(z)......V,
'0 1
t 0
(l : ms £ - 1;m odd ).
(6.6.52)
A basis of the compact real form of C(/} exists in which every basis element is an 
eigenvector of this representative with eigenvalue ±1. Such a basis is given below.
In the following, the quantities r and s are such that 1 e r< s e£.
i[hak - j j l g A< odd; eigenvalue - 1,
■ + hak + bhaM) 1<k<£;k even ; eigenvalue 1, (6.6.53)
z(A«m +/z«J eigenvalue 1,
(ejd + ) led < £;k odd; eigenvalue - 1,
(l(45”1 + e-J) + [ejd + J) + h(^1 + ef)) l<k <£;keven ; eigenvalue 1,
/ e-i , £-i\ Z f i \
Vs. + ) eigenvalue 1,
(6.6.54)
e-j) 1 e k < £;k odd; eigenvalue -1,
1 - e-j) + {e# - ) + i(ej8l - e*£)) 1 < 1 < 1;1even ; eigenvalue 1,
/(e7<5~1 " e-~ls ) + /(j ” eJ6 ) eigenvalue 1,
(6.6.55)
[e. +ct + e-jd-a +ek6+(X+ e_kd-a ) eigenvvaue -1 
(ej8 +« + e-j8-a -e^- e-k— ) eigenvatoe 1 
^■6 +« - J -a + If5+a - e.kd-a ) eiigenv£due 1 
(j +« - e-jd-a - e-k+a + e-k6-a ) ^enva^e - 1
a = ar,r odd;A = -y -1,
(6.6.56)
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(^y'5+a g- jd-a gjd+fi + g-jd-(i] eigenvalue
[gjd+a + g-jd-a ~ ejd+fi ~ e~jd-fi} eigenvalue
i[gjd+a ~ g-jd-a gjd+fi ~ g-jd-fi ) eigenvalue
Z(ey6+ct ” g-jd-a ~ gjd+fi + g-jd-fi ) eigenvalue
(^/<5 +a g- jd-a + ^A<5 +fi g-kd -fi ) eigenvalue
(^/<5 +a g- jd-a ~ gkd+fi ~ g-kd-fi^ eigenvalue
i[gjd+a ~ g-jd-a + gfcd+fi ~~ g-kd-fi^ eigenvalue
^gjd+a ~ g-jd-a ~ ekd+fi + g-kd-fi ) eigenvalue
(^7<5+cc g-jd-a gkd+fi + g-kd-fi^ eigenvalue
[gjd +a + g- jd-a ~ gkd +fi ~ g-kd-fi ) eigenvalue
i[gjd+a ~ g-jd-a ^gkd+fi ~ g-kd-fi} eigenvalue
i(gjd+a ~ e-jd-a ~ ekd+fi + e-kd-fi ) eigenvalue
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
H
s-l .y
«-s«p p = 2X
p=r p-r+l
r,s odd
j-i
(6.6.57)
« = £«„ P-
p=r+lp=r
r odd,s even ;s r + l\k - j +1
(6.6.58)
«=8r+«s /?=£r+!+£.,+)
r, 5 odd; k = j + 1
(6.6.59)
(^7<5 +a + g-jd-a )
, 3a = sr + es;r odd,5 = r +1; eigenvalue 1, (6.6.60)
V/'^+a “ g-jd-a ) I
(*>+« + g-jd-a + ejd+fi + e-jS-p) 
[gjd+a + g-jd-a ~ ejd+fi ~ g-jd-fi) 
^gjd +a ~ g-jd -a + ejd+fi ~ e-jd -fi ) 
\gjd + a “ g-jd-a ” ejd +fi + e-jd -fi )
eigenvalue
eigenvalue
eigenvalue
eigenvalue
1
-1
>
1
-1
« = P = £r+l + £,._! 
r odd,5even ;s' +1
(6.6.61)
ic
f \
i d + (t + 1) h 
p=i
\ podd 7
-eigenvalue 1. (6.6.62)
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Therefore, a basis of the real form is given by the following elements:
(l«t “ic) 1 k <i;k odd,
+ hjt + ^Kjt,,) 1 < * even,
i(KaM +hai),
‘(ejs + lst < -,k odd,
3(7 + e-?s) + + e-y«)+ t(4+‘ + ^)) 1 * k<^k<even, 
(eys’+ e-j) + (ey« + e-je )
— e-ys)
-<h + (4 -<J + i(e 
- «-/»*) + *4s-
(6.6.63)
(6.6.64)
&+1
l ek < ipko&d,
)) l< k< \keven ,
(6.6.65)
^{ej§+a + e-jQ_a + e^g+a + e-kg-a ) 
(ly+ct e-jg-a — kd+a — e-kd-a^ 
i[fjd+a ~e^_^_a + ^kS+a ~ e-kg—at} a = ar;r oddf = -y -1, (6.6.66)
a)
jd+a e-jg-a ^kg+a + 1-A5~ct
(ej(5+a + e-jd-a + e jg+p + l-jg-g) 
+a + e-jg -a — Zjg+fi — e-jg -p j 
i((^75-+a ~ e-jg-a + ejg+p — e-jg—p j
(lyS+a ( l-jd-a ~ ejg+p 1 £_y5-/f)
{(jd+a + e_jg_a + ^kg+p + e_kg-p) 
\ejg+a + e_jg_a~ ekg+p - e_kd_p ) 
i{(jj+a — 1 -j...a e kkg+p ~ e-kg-p e 
(l/'S +a _ e-jg-a ~ 'kd +p + '_kg _p j
5- 1
a=2“p p -
p-r p=r+l
r,s odd
5-1 5-2
a=^ar ^aP
p=r+lp^r
r odd,5 even ;s p r + l;k = y + 1
(6.6.67)
(6.6.68)
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y^jd+a -jd-a 'r ^kd+p '
i[^jd+a g-jd-a ~ ^kd+p ' e-k6-p )
i{^jd+a e-jd-a + ^kd+p ^-kd-p} 
' e-jd-a ~ ekd +p + e-kd -p )
><
r,s odd;& = j
{^jd+a
(^7'<5 + cc £~jd-a )
. Ja = £r + Es\r odd,.
i\ejd+a ~ e-j8-a )j
(^y'd+a + e-jd-a + ejd+p + &-jd~p] 
i{^jd+a + ^-jd-a “ ^jd+p ~ C-jd~p^ 
i(ej8+a ~ e~j8-a Zjd+P ~ ^-jd-p )
(ejd+a ~e-j6-a ~ejd+p + e-jd~p)
= r+ 1,
»*
fc> + fc7 P = *7+1 + *7-1 
odd,5 even ;s # r +1
(6.6.69)
(6.6.70)
(6.6.71)
ic,
(
i d + (*+1)2 Kat (6.6.72)
p odd /
The final automorphism to be considered in this section is the type la involutive 
automorphism {u(z),l,^}, where
U(z) = dsumjLj^j,-^ €_J. (6.6.73)
This automorphism belongs to the conjugacy class (C). To see this, let the matrix 
S(z) be defined by
V2’
V4
(6.6.74)
and let the submatrices be defined by
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V,
V2
V3
V4
= dsum^Qj.Qj......Qj_J Q‘ =
= dsum{Qj!,Q3,...,Qj_l} Q; = 
= dsum{Qf,<g,...,Qti} Qy = 
-dsum{Q?,Qt...,Qt1} Qy =
t -4= it
J2
_L_J2
1 i
-1 Z 
1
42
■J21
-z
^2lt
(6.6.75)
1
--L/-1 421
The matrix S(z) satisfies
S(z)offsum{l;,zl^}s(z)_1 = U(z),
(6.6.76)
S(z)jS(z) = J,
and so the type la involutive automorphism {u(z),l, £} does belong to the conjugacy 
class (C).
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6.7 Type la involutive automorphisms of with u = -1
The involutive automorphisms of type la (with u = -1) may be found for each of the 
representative rotations that were defined previously. However, the information
contained in section 6.5 shows that some of these are mutually conjugate, so that a full 
picture of the conjugacy class structure of the involutive automorphisms may be found 
by analysing only a subset of those automorphisms which were to be investigated. In 
fact, each type la involutive Cartan-preserving automorphism (with u = -1) is 
conjugate to at least one of the type la involutive automorphisms generated by the 
following matrices
U(z) = dsum{D°€,D° J 
U(f) = dsum{D^,-D°J.
(6.7.1)
(6.7.2)
Let the matrix U(r) be as given in (6.7.1). For each matrix U(r) of the general form 
given in (6,7.1), a set of integers Sj (for 1 j is defined by letting
1 ifAy = -l,
0 if Ay = 1.
(6.7.3)
Then, for each such matrix U(f), a matrix S(f) is defined by
(6.7.4)
and this matrix satisfies the following equations
S(r)jS(t) = J, 
S(r)l2,S(-f)_1 = U(z).
(6.7.5)
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Thus, all of the type la involutive automorphisms {u(f),-l,o}, where U(?) is given
by (6.7.1), are mutually conjugate. The class which contains all of them will be called 
(E). The involutive automorphisms {u(f),-l,o}, where U(z) is given by (6.7.2), also 
belong to (E). To see this, let S(/) be defined by
S( r) = diag [t\C........
where the quantities {syf , are as defined in (6.7.3). Then Sfz) satisfies
(6.7.6)
S(z)jS(r) = J,
(6.7.7)
s(t)i2,s(-t)-' = U(?).
Thus, all of the type la involutive Cartan-preserving automorphisms (with u = -1) are 
mutually conjugate, and belong to the conjugacy class which has already been called 
(E). The conjugacy class (E) contains the type la automorphism {l2/,-l,0}, which
may be taken as its representative. The representative is such that the following 
elements form a basis for the compact real form of in which each element is an 
eigenvector of the representative type la involution {i2£,—1,0}
(4 +e4)
k k 
■J6 ~ e-j8-e
yeNu
)jgn
■1 s ks eigenvalue (-l)7, (6.7.8)
(^/d+a + e-jd-a) 
^\ej8 +ct ~ e-j8 -a )
ic'
eigenvalue 1.
j GZ; a GA° eigenvalue (-l)7, (6.7.9)
(6.7.10)
The basis, therefore, for a real form of the Kac-Moody algebra is given by the
following elements
(4 + <•„) j 6N°' 
7GN
k <, £;j even , (6.7.11)
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(4 - ) 7 gn
(gy5 +a + Gjd~-a ) 
i'P'jd +a " —jS -a )
ipjjd+a &- jS -a )
( j'5 +«“ ^-jS-a )
ic,
id.
■1 <; k £;j odd,
W GZ\ce GA ; y even ,
»y GZ;a GA°;y odd,
The elements of this real form are such that the matrix parts a(f) 
satisfy
a(?)= ~a*(-~G1),
a(?)=-Ja(f)rl.
(6.7.12)
(6.7.13)
(6.7.14)
(6.7.15)
are all traceless and
(6.7.16)
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6.8 Type 2a involutive automorphisms of C
(i)
with u = 1
The analysis of the previous sections implies that each involutive Cartan-preserving 
type 2a automorphism (with u - 1) is conjugate to a type 2a involutive automorphism 
generated by at least one of the following
U(f) = dsum{la,-l6,rlc,-Md,lfl,-lfe,r1lc,-r1lJ}, (6.8.1)
u(z) = dsum{l^_1_a,-la,M^_1_a,-Ma}, (6.8.2)
U(?) = dsum{l^_a,Ma,-l^_a,-Ma}, (6.8.3)
U(z) = dsumjDj^-ZD^j-, (6.8.4)
Let U(/) be given by (6.8.1). A function 3 may be defined, whose argument is the 
matrix U(z) and whose value is an ordered quadruplet. The function is defined by
0(u(r))={a,fc,c,tf}. (6.8.5)
The set (f/7’^ may be defined to be that set which contains the type 2a involution 
{U(/),1,(and all involutive automorphisms conjugate to it) where U(z) is of the 
form given in (6.8.1), and where
6?(u(f))= {a,b,c,d}, (6.8.6)
with b + c = j and c - d = k. It follows from the previous analysis of this chapter that 
j may be assumed to be such that 0 <; j <,[4]. It must be first demonstrated that all of '• 
the automorphisms within each set (f/7’^ are mutually conjugate. To show that this 
is the case, let two matrices U(?) and V(f) be of the form (6.8.1) but such that
0(U(O)= {n+,n_,n+,n_^, (6.8.7)
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p>
0(V(O) - {»+ - hn„ -l,n+ + -1|.
A matrix S(/) will now be defined by
'k-1 0 0 0 0
0 i(l + z)l2 0 f(l-) 0
S(f) = 0 0 1^_2 0 0
0 f(i-r') 0 i(i + 0
0 0 0 0 <£-n+-l
(6.8.8)
(6.8.9)
This matrix satisfies
S-)JSO = J,
s(r))U())^((-1)'1 - V'f),
(6.8.10)
where V'f) may be obtained from \{(t) by one of the matrix transformations given 
previously. Thus, the type 2a involutive automorphisms (with m = 1) generated by 
U(t) and V(t) are mutually conjugate. The set (f/7’^ has thus been shown to consist
entirely of mutually conjugate automorphisms. It should be noted that the type 2a 
automorphism {u(r),l,£} is conjugate to the type 2a automorphism {u(-r),l,§}. 
This, together with the aforementioned matrix transformation (that is, the 
transformation involving the matrix given by (6.8.9)) implies that each of the 
involutive automorphisms under consideration is conjugate to an involutive 
automorphism {u(/),l,£}, where
UW - dsum|l„^ ,-l„ ,Z ‘lnJ.
(6.8.11)
It has already been remarked that the quantity j may be assumed to take values such 
that 0 j <;[■£]. It then follows that [[f]- y). It remains to be seen whether
or not any of the conjugacy classes (F/7’*' coincide. Let the quantities a, b, c and d 
be such that 0 s a,c £ [-j] and O <b< - a) andO <d< ([7]“ c). Suppose, by way
of obtaining a contradiction, that the conjugacy classes (f/0’^ and (f/c’^ coincide
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(for (a,b} * (c,d)\ This implies that, for all non-zero t, there exists a Laurent 
polynomial matrix S(z) such that
= AZ(‘Ucd(z), (6.8.12)
where the matrices Ua b(r) and Uc d are defined by 
U □,*(*) = dsum{l^_a_&,Zlfc, -la
(6.8.13)
— dsum^l.£_c_^,flj,— lc,l.£_c_ld,-lcJ.
The integer 5 may take either of the values 1 or -1, whilst t takes any non-zero 
complex value. If the substitutions 5 = 1 and t = 1 are made in (6.8.12), then we have 
as a necessary condition that a + c = t. Since the quantities a and c are assumed to 
satisfy
Osa,cs[|], (6.8.14)
it follows that I must be even, and a = c = [4]. In that case, the substitutions Z = -1, 
5 = 1 may be made in (6.8.12). This implies that b = d, which contradicts the original 
hypothesis. It must be the case, therefore, that 5 = -1. However, upon substituting 
the values t = 1, -1 into the equation (6.8.12), it becomes clear that a = c and b = d. 
Thus, the conjugacy classes (F/a,fo^ and (f/c,</^ have trivial intersection when
(c,J). We have seen therefore, that each type 2a involutive automorphism 
{u(z),l,£r}, where U(f) is given by (6.8.1), belongs to a conjugacy class (f/7’*\ 
where j and k are such that 0 <s j 0 <, k ([f ] - j).
The type 2a involutive automorphism ?p(= {u(r),l,^}), where the matrix 
U(?) = dsum{lf_a_&,-la,Mb,l£_a. .fc,-la,Z is taken to be the representative
automorphism of the conjugacy class (F/a,fe\ A basis of the compact real form, in 
which each basis element is an eigenvector of ip , is given below
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l[h^ -7C)
'K + 2C)
b # 0
ih„ otherwiseak
eigenvalue 1, (6.8.15)
(rfd + ekJ6 ) eigenvalue 1 
i{ejS-ek_jd^ eigenvalue -1 >j EN;1 s k <> I, (6.8.16)
{^jd +a + jd-a + jd +a + ^jd-a ) eigenvalue l'
(^y'6+a + g-jd-a ~^-jd+a eigenvalue -1
^ejd +a — &-jd-a jd+a ~~ ^jd-a ) eigenvalue 1
^(^/d+a ~e-jd-a ~ e-jd+a +^/<5-a) eigenvalue -1
yeN°, (6.8.17)
where, in (6.8.17), a is such that
a =
1 <,r < aH- a-b
Er £s' £-a - b <r < s <, £ - b
& -b <r < s <. £
\<.r <. s Z- a-b
er + f?r £-a-b<r<,s^£-b
I -b <r <: 5<s I
(6.8.18)
(ejd+a + e-jd-a + e-jd+a + &jd-a ) eigenvalue
(^/<5 +a g-jd-a ~ &-jd +a ~ &jd-a ) eigenvalue
^{fjd +a ~ ^-jd-a + jd+a ~ ^jd-a ) eigenvalue
i^jd+a ~~ ^-jd-a ~ ^-jd+a + ^y'S-a) eigenvalue
in (6.8.19), a is such that
a - ± es (l < r <, IL - a -b <s <>£ ~
JEN0, (6.8.19)
(6.8.20)
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+a jd-a ^kd +a kd -a ) eigenvalue
(^7<5+ct jd-a ~~ gkd+a ~ g-kd-a ) eigenvalue
^"(^7'3+ce ~ g-jd-a + gkd+a ~~ g-kd-a} eigenvalue
i[gjd+a ~~ g-jd-a ~ gkd+a eigenvalue
where, in (6.8.21), a is such that
a = {er - (1 * r - a - b;
[gjd +a g- jd-a gkd+a eigenvalue
(^/<5 +a "I" g- jd-a ~ gkd +a ~ g-kd-a ) eigenvalue
^[gjd+a ~ g-jd-a + gkd+a ~ g-kd-a} eigenvalue
i[gjd+a ~ g-jd-a ~ gkd+a eigenvalue
where, in (6.8.23), a is such that
a - b < r < <L •
[gjd +a g- jd-a “** gkd +a g- kd -a ) eigenvalue
[gjd+a g- jd-a ~ gkd+a ~ g-kd-a ) eigenvalue
i[gjd +a ~ g-jd-a + gkd+a ~ g-kd-a} eigenvalue
i[gjd+a ~ g-jd-a ~ gkd+a + g-kd-a} eigenvalue
1/GN0;/: = -7-1, (6.8.21)
(6.8.22)
7 GN0;/: = -7-!, (6.8.23)
(6.8.24)
•7 GN;/: =-J + 1, (6.8.25)
where, in (6.8.25), a is such that
= (l <, r <.1 -a - Z?;€- b< s ^^)}, (6.8.26)a
[gjd +o£ + g- jd-a gkd +a g-kd-a} eigenvalue -1
[gjd+a g- jd-a ~ gkd+a ~ g-kd-a } eigenvalue 1
i[gjd+a ~ g-jd-a + gkd+a ~ g-kd-a} eigenvalue -1
i[gjd+a ~ g-jd-a ~ gkd+a eigenvalue 1
J GN0;/: =-J+1, (6.8.27)
where, in (6.8.27), a is such that
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a = {c r + es (t-a-b<r^£-b<s<.)p, (6.8.28)
ic,
1
d — 2i£ +1)
b
}Zpha^P +oha'
b<O
>
/
- eigenvalue -1 (6.8.29)
Cartan's theorem gives the following basis of a real form of Cp :
■'-b)4
fya, +iC)
ihnak
(j + «?j ) 1
}\ / ^GN;1^C
( j'4 “4» )j
{fjd +a + <-Jd-a + <-jd+a <jd-a ) 
4jd +a + C-jd -a ~~ jd+a ~ ejd-a ) 
^{cjd +a _ ^-jd -a " jd+a ~ <jd-a ) 
i^jd +a ~ <-jd-a ~ .d+a <jd 6<j )
b T.O'k = £,£ - b
otherwise
(6.830)
(6.831)
) GN0, (6.832)
l<, k <,£,
where, in (6.8.32), a is such that
1 <r<si<-a~b 
er- ss\i-a - b <r <s <£-b
a -1
1^ - b<r<s< £
1 <s r -s <£ - a - b (6.833)
e. + ss<<-a-b<r<£s:£-b 
\i-b <r<s:<i
^^jd +a <-jd-a + <-j'd+a <jd-a )
(jd +a <-jd-a ~ <-jd +a ~ <jd-a )
( jd +a ~~ <-jd-a <-jd+a ~~ jd-a ) 
i(<jd +a """ <-jd -a ~ <- jd+a jd-a )
•M (6.8.34)
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where, in (6.8.34), a is such that
a={£r±£J (l <, r -a -b <s -&)},
^-jb-a "** ^kb +a ^-kb-a ) 
i{gjd+a + g-jd-a ~ ^kb+a ~ ^-kb-ot 
i{^jd+a ~ g-jd-a ^kb+a ~ ^-kb-a 
{^jb+a ~ £-jd-a ~ ^kb+a ^-kb~a )
yENu;A = -7-l,
(6.8.35)
(6.8.36)
where, in (6.8.36), a is such that
a = - ev (l r <d -a- b;£- b < s <, ^)},
i{^jd+a £-jd-a ^kb+a ^-kb-a. )
{f'jb +a + e~j8-a ~ ^kb+a ~ ^-kb-a^
(^/'S+a ~ g-jb-a ^^kb+a ~ ^-kd-aj
7GNu;^ = -7-l,
(6.8.37)
(6.8.38)
^(^7'd+a g-jd-a &kb+a ^-kb-a)
where, in (6.8.39), a is such that
a = {sr - £s (£ - a - Z? < r - Z? < 5 ^ €)},
(^/<5+a "** e~jb-a + ^kb+a "** ^-kb-a ) 
i{ejb+a ~^^-jb-a ~ ^kb+a ~~ ^-kb-a] 
i^jb +a — £-jb-a ^kb+a ~~ ^-kb-a )
(^7<5+oc “ £-jb-a ~ ^kb+a + ^-kb-a )
>7 GN \k = ~j + 1,
(6.8.39)
(6.8.40)
where, in (6.8.40), a is such that
a = ^£r + £s (i<,r<,£-a- b;£ - b < s <. t)}, (6.8.41)
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J EN ,£ =-y +1, (6.8.42)
i^gjS+a g-jd—a "** gkd+a + g-kd-a ) 
(^\/<5+a g-jd-a ~ gkd+a ~ g-kd-a^ 
{{gjd+a ~ g-jd-a + gkd+a ~ g-kd-a^ 
^gjd+a ~ g-jd-a ~ gkd+a + ^-£(5-ct)
(6.8.43)
where, in (6.8.42), a is such that
a = {£r + es (g-a-b<r^£-b<s^£)}, 
c,
/ 1\
d-2i(Z + 1).
i»-l r
\ pha + -ha
/ j a t-b- p a(
p=[ £
\ b*0 /
(6.8.44)
The automorphisms to be examined next are those type 2a involutive automorphisms 
{u(/),l,^}, where U(?) is given by (6.8.2). There are only (^ + l) distinct 
automorphisms under consideration, each different one correponding to a different 
value of a in the equation (6.8.2). Thus, the type 2a involutive automorphisms which 
correspond to (6.8.2) belong to at most (£ +1) disjoint conjugacy classes. However, if 
we re-order the index set of U(f) and multiply by a common factor, it becomes clear 
that there are at most (l + [£]) disjoint conjugacy classes. That is to say that a may be 
assumed to be such that
(6.8.45)
The conjugacy class (g/7^ is defined to be that class which contains the type 2a 
involutive automorphism |U;(r),l,£ j, where 0 <; / ^[f], and
Uy(r) = dsum -1; ,tle_Y_a ,—Zly }. (6.8.46)
We need to demonstrate that the conjugacy classes (G)^ (for 0 j =s[£j) are all 
mutually disjoint, and that they are also disjoint from the conjugacy classes
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which were discussed previously. Consider firstly the possibility that a conjugacy 
class (for some suitable value of j) coincides with a class (for suitable
a,b). This would require that there existed a Laurent polynomial matrix S(r) such 
that
S(i)'Uy(iZ±)s(r-1)"’ = Az"Uai,(z), (6.8.47)
where Uab(t) is of the form given in (6.8.1). Substitutions may always be made so 
that 57 = 1, and this implies that
SMU/iJStj)-1 = aU„». (6.8.48)
It is possible to Find matrices S(s) (for 5 = ±1) which satisfiy (6.8.18). However, a 
brief inspection will reveal that S(s) fails to satisfy S(5)jS(.s) = AJ.. It remains only 
to show that each of the conjugacy classes (g/7^ is disjoint from all of the others (for 
0 /$[{]. We suppose that the opposite is true, so that there exists some matrix S(z)
which satisfies
S(z)Uy(jZI1)s(r1)_1 = Az“Us (/'**)• (6.8.49)
Suppose firstly that 5 = 1. If we then put t = 1 into the equation (6.8.19), then this 
implies that j = k, which is a contradiction. Similarly, if 5 = -1, then we put t = -1. 
Again, this yields a contradiction. Thus, the conjugacy class (g/7') is disjoint from 
(g/*) whenever 0 j <k [f].
The automorphism ipcb, which is the type 2a involutive automorphism 
generated by the matrix U(f), where U(r) = dsum{l^,-lfo,M?_fc,, may be 
taken to be the representative of the conjugacy class (G)^\ The action of upon
a basis of the compact real form (consisting entirely of eigenvectors of is
summarised below
iha*
• eigenvalue 1, (6.8.50)
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1 <.k <,£, (6.8.51)
(e*5 + e^J5 ) eigenvalue 1 
/(e*5-e*y<5) eigenvalue -1
(^7’S+a jd-a &-jd+a + ^jd-a J eigenvalue
(^y'd+a g-jd-a ~ &-jd+a ~ &jd-a j eigenvalue -
i{gjd+a ~£-jd-a ^~^-jd+a ~ &jd-a ) eigenvalue
i{^jd+a ~^-jd-a ~ ^-jd+a + ^jd-a ) eigenvalue -
(where in (6.8.52), a = er - es and either 1 <; r <
(^7'5+ce "*■ jd-a &-jd+a + ^/<5-cc] eigenvalue -
(^7'<5+ce + jd-a ~ &-jd+a ~ &jd-a ) eigenvalue
i{fjd+a ~ £-jd-a + jd+a ~ ^jd-a ) eigenvalue -
i{gjd+a ~~^-jd-a ~e-jd+a + &jd-a j eigenvalue
(where in (6.8.53), a = er - es (l^r^£-b<s
(^76 +a + jd-a ^kd +a + fa5-a j eigenvalue
{^jd+a g-jd-a ~ ^kd+a ~ ^-kd-a ) eigenvalue -
i[^jd+a ~ £-jd-a + &kd+a ~ ^-kd-a J eigenvalue
i[ejd+a ~^-jd-a ~~ &kd+a + £-kd-a j eigenvalue -
(where in (6.8.54), a = er + es and either 1 r <.
{&jd +a jd-a &kd +a + &-kd-a ) eigenvalue -
(^/<5+cc + £-jd-a ~ &kd+a ~ &-kd-a ) eigenvalue
i{ejd +a ~ 2-jd-a ^kd+a ~ ^-kd-a ) eigenvalue -
i{gjd+a ~^-jd-a ~ &kd+a + £-kd-a ) eigenvalue
(where in (6.8.55), a = sr + es {l^r^£-b<s
ic ’I
k/eN°,
£-1
•7eN°,
7 eN ;£ = -
7 eN°;£ =
(6.8.52)
b<r<s*(\
(6.8.53)
y-1, (6.8.54)
b<r*s<z£),
7-1, (6.8.55)
cZ+^+1O^/!<», + ih«,
P=1 z
► eigenvalue -1 (6.8.56)
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(6.8.57)
Thus, the basis of a real form is provided by the following elements
ih
ak
(l <; A: =s l),
-7C)’
(4+4») 
(4 "44
>1 <.k (6.8.58)
(^y'5+ct + g-jd-a + g-jd+a + gjd-a j 
i[gjd+a g-jd-a ~ g- jd+a ~ gjd-a ) 
i[gjd +a ~ g-jd -a + g- jd+a ~ gjd-a ) 
[gjd+a ~~ g-jd-a ~ g-jd+a + gjd-a^
•JEN , (6.8.59)
where in (6.8.59) above, a = er- es and either \<,r < s <.£ -b or
)]
b <r < s
^[gjd+a g-jd-a + g- jd+a + gjd-a 
(^7'd+a g-jd-a ~ g-jd+a ~ gjd-a ) 
[gjd +a ~ g- jd-a + g-jd +a ~ gjd -a ) 
i[gjd+a ~ g-jd-a ~~ g- jd+a gjd-a )
JEN0, (6.8.60)
where in (6.8.60) above, a =er - es (l<.r<.£-b<s<.£'),
(^7'5+cc **” g-jd-a + gkd+a 
i[gjd+a + g-jd-a ~ gkd+a ~ g-kd-a} 
i[gjd+a ~ g-jd-a + gkd+a ~ g-kd-a} 
[gjd+a ~ g-jd-a ~ gkd+a + g-kd-a}
»jEN°;A: = -J-l, (6.8.61)
where in (6.8.61) above, a = £r + es and either I <. s - b or l- b <r =s 5 £ £),
O^/d+ot + g-jd-a gkd+a + g
-kd-a )
(^yd+a g-jd-a ~ gkd+a ~ g-kd—a} 
(^y'd+a ~ g-jd-a gkd+a ~ g-kd-a} 
i[gjd+a — g-jd-a ~ gkd+a + g-kd-a}
JEN°;A: = -y-l, (6.8.62)
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where in (6,8.62) above, a =er + es {l^r<z£-b<s^#},
c,
(
d +
\
(£ + 1).
7-i
P=1
(6.8.63)>
7
The next automorphisms to 1 :>e considered are those which are generated by the
matrices of the form given in (6.8.3). In fact, all of these automorphisms are mutually
conjugate, as will now be demonstrated. Let U)(c) be of the form (6.8.3), but with
a == j. A matrix S(r) is then defined by
0 0 0 0
0 K1+/)li 0 ^(i-f)i, 0
s(<= 0 0 1,_1 0 0 . (6.8.64)
0 i(i-<•*)»> 0 l(i+r‘)i, 0
0 0 0 0 1J+2_
The matrix S(f) satisfies
s(0js(0-j, (6.8.65)
s*(C1)s(«=i2< . - (6.8.66)
sMu/^r1)- -Vy.W- (6.8.67)
Thus, all of the type 2a involutive automorphisms (with w = l) generated b) the 
matrices (6.8.3) are mutually conjugate. The class containing them is called (H). It 
ma) be shown (in a manner to the preceding demonstrations) that the conjugacy class 
(H) isdisioint from all of the other cklsi^isswhhihhavv bbeni deetified i nthiss eetioo. 
Suppose that (H) coincided with (FjP’^fOT suitable values of jik. This would imply 
that there existed some matrix S(?) which satisfied
S(r)dsum{lii-li}s(z~i) 1 = Az/idsum{l€_/_jfc,-ly,Zljt,l£_;._ifc,-l;.,Z"1lJt}. (6.8.68)
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The substitution t - 1 may be made in (6.8.24). Although we can find a matrix S( l) 
which satisfies (6.8.24) (with t - 1), it may be verified that the form of S(l) necessary 
for this to SolS is such that the equation
S( l)0S(l) = a J (6.8.69)
cannot be satisfied. The conjugacy class (H) is disjoint, therefore, from the classes 
Consider then the possibility that (H) coincides with the class (G)^ (for
some value of b ). This requires the existence of a matrix S(?) such that
S^))Jsunmi{,-^li}s((1) =AC'uSsum{lm^-l/,_jo,,-l]L*'. (6.8.70)
We put t - -1 into (6.8.26). As in the previous case, it is possible to find a matrix 
S(-l) which satisfies (6.8.26) (with r = -1), although a brief inspection will 
demonstrate that no matrix which is capable of satisfying (6.8.26) (with r = -1) is also 
capable of satisfying
S(-1)OS(-1) = a J. (6.8.71))
Thus, the class (H) is disjoint from all other classes that Save already been identified.
The representative automorphism of the honjugac) class (H) is taken to be the 
automorphism , which is the type 2a involution jdsum{l^-li},l,o}. The action 
of the automorphism upon a basis of the compact real form of Cp (a basis whose 
elements are all eigenvectors of i/H) is outlined below:
() J eN°; eigenvalue 1
. (6.8.72)
: eigenvalue -1
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(^y'd +a + g- jd-a + g- jd +ct + ^yV -a ) eigenvjdue 1
{gjd +a + g-y(5-a — g- jd + a — gjd -a )
/ \
eigenvalue -1
> GN0;a
^\^y<5+a — g-jd -a + g- jd+a - gjd-a ) eegenvalue 1
igjd +a — g-jd-a - g-jd+a + gjd-a ) eigenvalue -1
(^y<5+a + g-jd-a + g-jd+a + gjd-a) eiggnvalue — 1
(ey<5+a + g-jd-a - g-jd +a — gjd-a )
/ \
eegenwauu 1
■7 GN°;a
^y^y<5+a — Cy<5 -a + g- jd+a — gjd-a ) eiggnnvluu — 1
*(^y+a — g-jd-a — g-jd+a + gjd-a ) eigenvalue 1
(6.8.73)
ic
id
• eigenvalue - 1.
(6.8.74)
(6.8.75)
Cartan's method gives, therefore, the following basis of a real form of the Kac-Moody
algebra
(7+G) G
(4-4d V GN
>1 g k g t, (6.8.76)
(^y<5+a + g-jd-a + g-jd+a + gjd-a) 
i{gjd+a + g-jd—a jd+a ~ gjd-a)
i{gjd +a ~ g-Jd -a i- jd+a ~ gjd-a ) 
(^y<a+« ~ g-jd-a ~ ^-jjd+a gjd -a )
■ GN°;a = g,. - g5,(l < .v=s /), (6.8.77)
i"(^y<5+a + g-jd-a + G. jd+a + gjd-a ) 
[gjd + a g-jd-a ~ g-jd +a ~ gjd-a ) 
(^yd+a — g-jd-a + g-jd+a ~ jd-a) 
ggjd+a — g-jd -a — g-dd+a *" gjd-a )
>y EN°; a = er + dg,(l g r g s g i), (6.8.78)
ic,
id.
(6.8.79)
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7 Involutive automorphisms and real forms of 
where t > 4
7.1 Introduction
The usual realisation of so(p,q) is as the algebra of real (p + q) x(/? + q) matrices a 
which satisfy
ag+ga = O (g = dsum{lp,-l7}). (7.1.1)
However, this is not the most convenient realisation for this present analysis. This 
was also the case when the complexification of so(p,q) was . A more convenient 
explicit realisation may be obtained by constructing the representation T{l,0,...,0}. 
The representation may be specified by the following:
| ®k+l,k+l e2£-
k,2t-k “ e2^+l-k,2^+l-k) # ^)» (7.1.2)
?-i +e?,t ~ ee+U+i ” ef+2.f+2 ) > (7.1.3)
L )_ 1
■ ,+c’' p(€-l)}*
(er,2€+l-s + (-l) es,2?+l-r)» (7.1.4)
4 1 _ 1
' Er~£sf hie nU
(er,s+(-irs+le2<+1_s,2f+l_r). (7.1.5)
The quantities £r ± es are the positive roots of , which are summarised as follows: 
we let / linear functionals £r (with 1 <; r ) be defined so that ar = sr - er+l (for
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1 <; r 1 1 - 1) and at = gf/,A + The pattern of the roots may then be expressed as 
s. ± g (with 1^ r < s i i). Recall also that tSe representation satisfies
r(«.) = -f((<„)- (7.1.6)
This representation, therefore, is in terms of matrices a which satisfy
ag + ga = 0 (g = off'dia^l, -V., -1, l}). (7.1.7)
It may be shown then, that the matrix U(f) generates an automorphism of only if 
the following condition Solis:
U (?)gU(t) = a/ g (a ec a a?* 0). (7.1.8)
This representation will also be used for the special case £-4. In general, the 
Dynkin index of such a representation is given by
____ 2_
y - 4^-0’ (7.1.9)
so that when 1 = 4, the Dynkin index is g.
In some cases in this chapter, it will be useful to consider the representation 
r{0,0,...,l} of Df. If required, one may construct an explicit realisation of this 
representation using the methods outlined previously. It is not necessary to give them 
explicitly here. In fact we need only make the observation that the sepsesenlaiion is 
not equivalent to its contragredient representation.
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7.2 The group of rotations of D,
The group of rotations of the roots of the simple Lie algebra is called d and
has the following semi-direct product structure:
d^W Ag, (7.2.1)
where % is the Weyl group of the Lie algebra in question. The group g has a different 
structure when f = 4 from when £> 4. When .£> 4, it is the case that
g - {1,t} where • r(aj) = aS-i’
= a“ (m = l,2,..,£-2).
(7.2.2)
When £ -4, the group S is slightly more complicated, and this case is dealt with
separately in the following chapter. Returning to the case in hand, it may be seen that
the members of the Weyl group are such that
0 oT = S° 0. (7.2.3)
«£-! <0
Hence, a generating set S for the group d is provided by
.? = -js,01,S°0..... S°„ ,t 1.
[ «1 «2 a,_i ’ J (7.2.4)
Now, each member of the set S is a reflection in the sense that it fixes pointwise a 
hyperplane in the space spanned by {ajand sends vectors orthogonal to this
hyperplane to their negatives. Thus, the system {/,£} is a Coxeter system (see [20]). 
The conjugacy classes of the involutions are therefore found most readily by using the 
algorithm developed by Richardson [29]. The Coxeter graph of {d,s} is
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4-O----- O--- . • —O- -O------- O (7.2.5)o-
5°
a o£-1 T
which is of the type Br Hence the group k for Df is isomorphic to the Weyl group of 
B£ for ^4. Although the number of conjugacy classes of involutions increases as € 
increases, the class representatives may be chosen so that they fall into a constant 
number of types, thus simplifying subsequent analysis. Such representatives will be 
given below. In some of them, various parameters are employed, together with the 
conditions that these parameters must satisfy. In this manner are all of the conjugacy 
classes of involutions included.
(1) The single representative of this type is
T,(aj)=a^ (7.2.6)
(2) The single representative of this type is
T1(aJ) = -a“ (ls*s€). (7.2.7)
(3) The representatives in this type are of the following form:
t3| (l <>m <,q - 2;q * 2),
t3| l)= aq-l + 2( 0 \ 0 0+«£_2)+ + cte, (7.2.8)
t3| (q
where in the above, the parameter q is permitted to take integer values in the range 
2*zq^£-2.
(4) The representatives of this type are of the following form:
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t4 (a°) = a° (l s w s / - 3),
( 0 \ 0 0 0
T4(a“_i) =
T4(a“) = -a“.
(5) The general representative of this type is 
T5(“m) =
/ o\ 0 00T5(«J=«n-l + «n+«»+l
( 0 \ 0 0 T>(°W=a« +«?+!>
*i(a?)=a,0
(m odd; Is m <,q\ 
(neven;! < n <q),
(q <r
(7.2.9)
(7.2.10)
where the parameter q is permitted to take odd values, but does not take any of the 
values -2 (when £ is odd), or £ -1 (when is even).
(6) The general representative of this type is
(«,“) 0= "«zn (m odd;l sm s^ - 2),
0 0 0 
= + an + «„+l (neven; 1 <m <^-2),
\ 0 0J - at-2 +
(«?) 0 0 — Cf. oc f>.
(7.2.11)
where, in the above, the quantity t is assumed to be odd.
(7) The representative transformation of this type is given by 
t7(« °) = a° (1 =£ j * q - 2\q * 1,2),
1' 0 \ 0 0
T7l “1-l) = <V-1 + «7
t7|>») II 1 » a 0
T,| = a°-l + a°p + a
T?| «?-]l) = “° -2 + an
t7| - rt° uf-2 + «?_i-
(7 * 1).
((£ - n) even; q s n s £ - 2), 
((^ - p) odd;g < p < !L - 2), (7.2.12)
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where, in the above, the parameter q is permitted to take values such that - q) is 
even and 0 < q <. £ - 2.
(8) The representative of this type is of the following form:
Tg(a°)=-a° (modd;l m<, £ -2),
t8(«°)= ce°_! + + a°+1 (ft even ;1 < m < £ -2),
*8(a?-i) = a°~2 + a°>
Ts(« J = «?-2 + «?-i-
(7.2.13)
where £ takes an odd value in this particular case.
(9) In this case, the representative transformations are all of the form
t9( 0\ 0 am/ “ (/ft odd;l <; m s £-1),
t9| 0 0 0 = «n-l + «„ + «„+l (ft even ;1 <n < l?-l), (7.2.14)
j( o\ 0t9I
where £ takes an even value in this particular case.
Is; /ft <,q\m odd' 
rm <,£
Tio(««) = ««-i + «« + aLi (fteven;l<n< q),
( 0 \ 0 0 
T10 (^7+1/ — ^<7 + ^<7+l’
tio(«p ) = +1 < p < r - l;r * q + 2),
/ 0 \ 0 0o/0 0 \ 0 0 
Tio\ar-i ) = Cf2 + ”*+0Cr-i + 21 ar+---+cq_2 1+ a£_1 + a£.
(7.2.15)
where the parameters q,r are such that q is odd, r -q 2, and r < £-1.
(11) For this type the most general transformation may be expressed in the 
form given below:
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Tll(az» ) = -«,“
Z o\ o oo Tll(«J=«n-l+«n+«n+l
Z o \ o o ^11^7+1/ ~ + &q+l •>
Tn(ap) = «p (9 + l<p</-2),
Z o \ o o o 
2/ ~ ^(-2 ^£-1 &{ ’
T1 l(a £-1) = ~a£-l’
Tll(«f )=’«?•
(l <>m zq',mo&&\ 
(l < n < uneven),
(7.2.16)
where the parameter q takes odd values such that q + 2 < I -1.
(12) In this case, the most general transformation is that for which
1' 0 L o
T12l
J 0 0 0*12I = an-l + an
Z o \ o o o o 
T12\a/-2/ ~ °^-3 + °7-2 + a+ ae »
(l £ m I - 3;m odd), 
(l < n< f -3;neven),
(7.2.17)
*121 «tl
1f °) 0T12I = -«f
where, in this case, € takes an even value.
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7.3 Supplementary notation
We will introduce some notational shorthand here, in order to simplify the analysis
that is to follow. The shorthand introduced is applicable only to algebras of the
series of affine complex Kac-Moody algebras. Much of the notation introduced is 
similar to the notation introduced for the Kac-Moody algebras and C^. In 
particular, we define general forms of matrices. These do not specify individual 
matrices, but specify a set (often infinite) of matrices which fall into a general pattern.
1. We define Dy ,k and i)J k to be diagonal (k - j + l)x(k - j + l) matrices
such that
=diag|A/\..,AF*} (a^ = lfory'ssqsk), (7.3.1)
Dyjk ^diag^^i,...^/"^} (a* = l fory'sq <s k). (7.3.2)
z\
There are also other general forms defined, which are similar to Dy ,k and Dy^.. The
(o) (0)forms Djl and X>j are defined to be the same as the general forms Dy and Dy 
but such that pq=0 (for j<.q<,k\ In a similar manner, we define Dj and Dy1*. (or 
Dyjf and Dyj respectively) to be of the general forms Dy^ and Dy>A, but with the 
additional constraint that be odd (of even, respectively) for j-q^k.
2. The form of matrix Fyy. and the form Fy k (where, in both cases, k > j) 
are defined by
Fm = offdiag{g./',...,;i/‘‘}. (7.3.3)
The only constraint upon these is the requirement that A (/ # 0 (for j <>q<>k\
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3. Wee define the forms Ly* and Lyt (where k - j is even, and greater than
zero) by
L yj — dsumjXy,.. .,Xg,.. .,X*}, 
Ly* = dsum{Xi.,...,X(?,....XyJ.
(7.3.4)
(73.5)
whrrr thr submatrix X q is drfinrd (for q such that [q - j) is rvrn and positivr) by
0
0
(73.6)
4. The generaf fonnLffc is simitas to the g eo eraf ftrnriL f k ,w hiyh ww hch e 
srrn drfinrd. It, torrthrr with thr form L< k, is drfinrd (for {k - j) rvrn) by
Ljh ~ dsum|x'm--A;?,..,Xm,
(73.7)
(73.8)
whrrr thr 2 x 2 submatricrs X'? and X' arr drfinrd (for {q - j) rvrn, J: q<k) by
4-
V’
(73.9)
0
•AyA-‘z^ 0
H=(4)‘- (73.10)
5. The generar form L f is simitar to thi g eo erar fT^r^nraLffe, mhich ww hche 
srrn drfinrd. It, torrthrr with thr form L "k, is drfinrd (for {k ~ j) rvrn) by
L",= dsumb"....^.....^, (73.11)
jk- <fcwmeA',...>A,...A;L (73.12)
whrrr thr 2x2 submatricrs X” and X" arr drfinrd (for {q - j) rvrn. J< q <k)by
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0
(7.3.13)
(73.14)
6. The general form and its corresponding genial form are
defined fnr values nf j and k suoh that {k - j) is even. They are specified by
Mm = dsum-jpy,...,p9,..., pA. }, 
MM = dsumjv,
(7.3.15)
(73.16)
The 2x2 submatrices p^ and p^ are defined (for (q - j) is even, and j <, q<k')by
(73.17)
q t~q
0
(-lpz;1? o
0
(73.18)-
0
7. The general form My and the cdrresponding general form ify are
defined (fnr odd values nf A) by
MJt = dsum{p;,...,pt,...,p;}, (73.19)
My = dsum{py...,,p,...,|p'ij, (7.3.20)
where the 2x2 submatrices pt and pt are defined (fnr ndd values nf g) by
0
=
(-i/^^ZjZ;1^ o
(73 .21)
(73.22)
o
and the quantity pj is even.
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8. The general form and the corresponding general form are
defined (for even values of € ) by
= dsum jp,;',...,p.”,..p^'l}, (7.3.23)
M;'/_ j = dsum{p,?_ ip.., p”,...,p'jj, (7.3.24)
where the 2x2 submatrices p" and p," are defined (for odd values of (?) by
0
H<7 = (73.25)
■ 0 pp ''
0
(73.26)
the quantity is even,, and A2 = ±1.
9. The general fgrm af md ite corresponding generag fgrm af are defjned 
for values of j and k such that (k - j) is even. They are specified by
Ny.i -asum^,,..,^,...,^}, 
Ny.* = dsum|vifc,...,v(7,...,vyj-.
(73.27)
(73.28)
The 2x2 submatrices v and ■, are defined (for (q - j) is even, and j q<k)hy
0 A??*'
A;lP o
o
IT
A^*
0
(73.29)
(7330)
10. The general form Nj and the corresponding general form N'u are 
defined (for odd values of k) by
N},; =dsum{v;,...,v;,...,v't.}, (7.3.31)
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N't =dsum{vj......Vj...... v<}, (7.332)
where the 2x2 submatrices v' and v' are defined (for odd values of q) by9----- .q
v = v7
0
0
(7.3.33)
V = 7
0 A;1 A/
A;V'‘4 o
(7.3.34)
11. The general form N^_j and the corresponding general form are
defined (for even values of €) by
Ny'k = dsum jv",.., (7.3.35)
= dsum|v^,...,v",...,v'-J. (7.3.36)
The 2x2 submatrices v" and v" are defined (for odd values ofg , and 1 q -1)
by
v = 7
0 kqt^
-AjA"V? 0
o
V = v7
0
(7.3.37)
(7.3.38)
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7.4 Involutive automorphisms of
We will now specify the involutive Cartan-preserving automorphisms of that are 
to be examined. It is sufficient to give the matrices that generate them. We proceed
systematically through the representative root transformations which were given 
previously in this chapter. For each such root transformation (which is , for a 
suitable value of y), we find the most general matrix U(z) which satisfies
= *%„.) (for Is As/). (7.4.1)
We then impose a condition on U(z) which depends according to the type of 
automorphisms being sought. For the type la automorphisms, this condition (which 
may be termed the involutiveness condition) is that
U(f)U(-/)= (A#0). (7.4.2)
For the type 2a automorphisms, the corresponding involutiveness condition is that 
U(z)u(z'1)=Az'*l2f (A#0). (7.4.3)
In addition, the matrix U(f) generates an automorphisms of the compact real form of 
only if it satisfies
U*(/’’)u(z) = AzMl2f (A*0). (7.4.4)
We now give a list of matrices (each of which is called U(z)) which has been obtained 
by following the procedure referred to above. This procedure is followed three times 
in all, once for the type la involutive automorphisms with w = 1, once for the type la 
involutive automorphisms with m = -1, and once for the type 2a involutive 
automorphisms with w = 1.
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The type la involutive automorphisms (with u - 1) which are generated by following 
the procedure outlined above are generated by the following matrices:
dsum
offsumjF^Aj/^Fj^},
(7.4.5)
(7.4.6)
0 f2 
0 0
ll
0
0
0
0
dsum
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
ll
<7+1,<!
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
ft(°)
01
0
0
0
0
ll
(7.4.7)
(7.4.8)
It|1j1,9»^+2/- (0)l,zv£ lj, ^l,q—A <}■ (7.4.9)
0
0
0
F
F
0
0
(where = 1 in (7.4.9)),
li o
U V2,<7-1
0 0
0
0
J<7,£-2
0
0
0
0
0
Fz
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
f>(°)V2(<7-1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,
, (7.4.10)
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(7.4.11)
n :-b-'1,£-2 0 0 0
0 0 Fu 0
0 -A/’F^ 0 0
0 0 0
0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
' r,e
0
0
0
r,f
0
0
0
0
f>(°) o
X,
?+3,
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
L
(7.4.12)
hq0
'Lu 0 0 0
0 0 F^+V 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
(7.4.13)
dsum-jLJ'^j, Ay^LJ'^j j-.
(7.4.14)
(7.4.15)
0 1
0
0 0
0
0 F
0
If we follow the procedure described earlier for finding type la involutive 
autmorphisms (with w = -1), then we obtain the following list of matrices (which are 
denoted by U(f, and which generate representative automorphisms):
dsnin^0^ ' AjD®?}, (7.4.16)
offsumjF^ ,Aygi F^j ju is even , (7.4.17)
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(7.4.18)
11 0 0 0
0 0 if) 0
0 F?> 0 0
0 0 0 1,
-1, 0 0 0 ■
0 0 Fgf 0
0 -fV) 0 0
0 0 0 lj
(7.4.19)
ll 0 0 0 0 0
0 d(°)£-2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 f(2)F e-u 0 0
0 0 F<2) 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 n(°)2 0
0 0 0 0 0 ll.
■-ll 0 0 0 0 0
0 T)(°)DM-2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 f(ire-U 0 0
0 0 -Fi1) 0% £-l,£ 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 n(°)U 2,12 0
0 0 0 0 0 ll.
dsum (0) 1 t\(0)q+2,e->A,eLfq+2,e ■>'
(7.4.20)
(7.4.21)
(7.4.22)
0 0 0 0 0
0 M7J_2 0 0 0
000 f8 0
0 0 A5im 0 0
0
0
0 (7.4.23)
0 0
0 0
0 0 -^2 0
0 0 0
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(7.4.24)
M!., ooo
■ 0 0 0
o -VF®!., 0 o
ooo
mi'.9 0 0 0
0 0 «
o -A,^'F<‘>2>f 0 0
0 0 0
dsum {m"£_2 , Aj/Ml MJ'^2 j-.
(7.4.25)
(7.4.26)
We follow the same procedure, but for the type 2a involutive automorphisms with
u = 1. In this manner, we find the following list of matrices, each of which is referred 
toasU(z):
dsumjD^A^D^}, (7.4.27)
offsum {liU’u}. (7-4.28)
ZMl ll 0 0 0
0 0 Z^F^ 0
0 0 0
0 0 0 * 14
(where, in (7.4.29), Lir is even)
Z/z> lj 0
0 D2,q
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1 rq+l,e
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
r^D
2.<z
(7.4.29)
(7.4.30)
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(where, in (7.4.30), fa is even),
dsum M’ (7.4.31)Dq+ 2,Z-1» q+2,(-l^~^^
(where = 1 in (7.4.31)),
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 H24-1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 \/,Z-2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 zTUlF1 *■ e,t 0 0 0
0 0 0 ^MlF^ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 V^-i 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ll
(7.4.32)
(where fa is even in (7.4.32)),
"Nu-2 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0 a/*nu_2
(7.4.33)
N
(where is even in (7.4.33)),
0 0 0 01.9
0 Xj
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 D
0
0
0
0
0
0
</+3,r-l
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
/■U*F
0
0
0
r.Z
0
0
r,(
D
0
0
0
0
0
q +3, r-1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
ll
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Zi
-N
, (7.4.34)
1.9
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dsumj-N,'.,_!' , (7.435)
dsum{N" j _ ,A, (**' N j. (7.4.36)
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7.5 Matrix transformations
In this section, we give some matrix transformations which will come in useful later 
on in the chapter. They have the effect of reducing the number of matrices (and thus 
the automorphisms generated by them) since they demonstrate that automorphisms 
generated by matrices of certain forms are mutually conjugate. Since we are engaged 
in the task of finding non-conjugate real forms, this means that only one involutive 
automorphism from each conjugacy class is required. In some of the following 
examples, the matrix transformation given in that example is applicable only to 
automorphisms of one type, or for only one value of w. In many of them, however, 
the examples (and their conclusions) hold good for other types of automorphisms with 
little or no modification. Some of the following give such modification, but in most 
cases such modification is little more than trivial, and is not listed explicitly.
1. This matrix transformation relates to the index set of the matrices which 
generate automorphisms of Let the integers j and k be such that Is j <k< L 
Let U(r) and V(/) be matrices which generate automorphisms of and which are 
such that V(z) may be obtained from U(/) by exchanging its /th and kth rows and 
columns (and also its (2£ +1 - y)th and (2£ +1 - k) th rows and columns). We define 
a matrix S(z) by
1
m = n\ m * j,k,j',k', 
m=rr,m= j,kj',k',
(m, n) = (y, k),(k, ;),(/,
(7.5.1)
0 for other values of m,n.
The quantities j' and k' are given by (2^ + 1- y) and (2^ + 1-k) respectively. We 
then see that
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(7.5.2)
s*(z-l)sw=i2„
S(OgS(r) = g,
S(?)U(r)S(r)~‘= V(f). • (7.5.3)
Thus, for all types of automorphism, the automorphisms {u(?),w,^} and {v(?),w,^} 
are conjugate.
2. Let the matrix U(?) be of the form given by
Hp 0 0 0
0 0 Fp+U 0
0 Fp+U 0 0
0 0 0 H7
(7.5.4)
where is used to represent a completely arbitrary p x p matrix. If {u(?),l,^} is a 
type la involutive automorphism, then let Oj = ^(deg//; - and define the matrix 
S(?) by
S(?) = dsum|lp,x(?),x'(?),lp},
where the submatrices are given by
x (?) = diag j? |,
x'(?) = diag^Ap?CTL...,A~J1?CT/’+'1
(7.5.5)
(7.5.6)
(7.5.7)
We now define the matrix V(?) by
H,
0
V(z) =
0 0
y(0 o
0 y_1W
0 0
0 0
0 H,
(7.5.8)
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where the submatrix is given by y(/) = off diag |zde8M/,+1,...,ZdegMfj. The matrix S(z) 
satisfies
S(f)gS(/) = g, (7.5.9)
S(f)V(z)S(z)“1 = U(z). (7.5.10)
Furthermore, if U*(?_1)u(z) = AzMl2^ (for some non-zero complex number A), then 
we also have that S (z_1)s(z) = aZ^l2^, where a is some non-zero complex number.
3. The previous matrix transformation is able to help demonstrate that certain 
type la involutive automorphisms are conjugate in the case where u - 1. When 
w = -1, it has to be adapted slightly. Let the matrix U(z) be given by
[Hp 0 0 0
0
0
« 0 F<&,
0 0
U« = (7.5.11)
0 0 0 Hp
where the matrix is as defined previously. We define the matrix N(t) by
Hp 0 0 0
U(r) =
0 0 y 0
0 y-1 0 0
0 0 0 Hp
where y = offdiag|(-l)^Mp+1 ,...,(-l)^g*|. The matrix S(z) is defined by
S(r)= dsum{lp,x(z),x'(z),lp},
(7.5.12)
(7.5.13)
where the submatrices x(z) and x'(z) are given by
x(z) =diaghLz'apH,...,AX<’4, (7.5.14)
x'(l) = diagjxA0' A;fzCT''“ }. (7.5.15)
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If U*(f"‘)u(«) = A?M12€, it then follows that S 1)s(/)= a/^l2^ (where a and A 
are both non-zero complex numbers). Thus,
SMgSM = g, (7.5.16)
S(r)V(r)S(-0_1 =U(r). (7.5.17)
The type la involutive automorphisms {u(z),-l,£} and {v(^),-l,§} are therefore 
conjugate.
4. This transformation follows the two previous examples closely. Let the 
matrix U(r) be defined by
uW =
H9_j ooo
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
Similarly, let the matrix V(f) be defined by
V(f)-dSum{H,.1,K2,+2.2rH,.1}.
(7.5.18)
(7.5.19)
The matrix S(f) is defined by
S(?)= dsum^_1,diag^,...,A],l,A7,...,A~T|,l9_J. (7.5.20)
If AyAy = 1 (for q <, j <,$.} then S*(l1)s(z) = X 2^+1'. It is also clear that
s(0gs(0 = g, 
s(z)v(z)s(r1)’1 = u(z).
(7.5.21)
(7.5.22)
Therefore, the type 2a automorphisms {u(f),l,^} and {v(?),l,§} are conjugate.
5. In this case, let the matrix U(?) be of the form given by
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U(/) = (7.5.23)
where X *0, and let the matrix V(?) be of a form similar to that of U(f, namely 
V(r) = (7.5.24)
z\ zx
with the submatrices BM,BM bbing obtainnd from Dp ,D respeetively by
replacing uy- with deg^- for p< j *q. Then let the matrix S(/) be . given by
S(z) = dsurajl,,., ,X(z),lr, X(z),l„.,}, (7.5.25)
with the submatrices being defined by
X(/) - .di.pgzr"'-,...^'(7.5.26) 
X’W- diagg«a’„..,/A }. (7.5.27)
It is clear that this satisfies S(r)gS(r) = g, also S^r^S^) = ln, and most importantly 
S(t)V(/)s(r")_1 =U(t). (7.5.28)
Thus, the type 2a automorphisms {u((),l,£.} and {v(r),l,f} are conjugate.
6. Ld tte mahix U({) be gwen bb tte equution
Hp_2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 K2 0
U(z) = 0 0 H2i2 p 0 0 (7.5.29)
0 K.2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 Hp_2
Then, with the definition x = diag {l, -l}, a matrix V(r) may be defined thus:
y{)) = dsum|Hp_2,x,H 2^_2e,-x,Hp_ 2}. (7.5.30)
We define a matrix S (which is independent of /) by
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s = (7.5.31)
•ip_2 ooo o
0 tj 0 t2 0
0 0 lr 0 0
0 tg 0 t4 0
0 0 0 0 lp_2
where the submatrices are all given by the following:
1 1 *1 1 t r
2 -1 -ij to —2 2 l i
t3 l
-1 r l
t, =-
-i r
~2 1 -l 4 2 i -l
These matrices that have been defined satisfy the following:
SgS = g,
SV(z)S = U(z).
Thus, the automorphisms {u(z),w,^} and {v(z),m,^} are conjugate.
7. Let the matrix U(z) be given by
H
u(z) =
P-2
0
0 0 H
0 r'lC
0
0
2l-2p
0
0
0 0 
zK2 o 
0 0
0 0
0 H,
Also, let the matrix V(z) be given by
V(z) = dsum{Hp_2,l1,-l1,H2Z_2p,--l1,l1,Hp_2j.
(7.5.32)
(7.5.33)
(7.5.34)
(7.5.35)
(7.5.36)
(7.5.37)
(7.5.38)
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(7,5.39)
Let the matrix S()) be defined by
1 p-2 0 0 0 0
0 tl 0 to 0
S(r) = 0 0 lr 0 0
0 h 0 94 0
0 0 0 0 1/7-2
where the submatrices are defined by
1 ■ 1 1 ) 1 1
t, =- to ~ ~
1 2 -1 -1 o 2 1 1
(7.5.40)
'3
r1 -1 r 1 -1 1
= -
2 1 -1 4 2 -1 1
(7.5.41)
It follows that the following equations all hold:
S(f)gS(() = g. (7.5.42)
S*(r‘)sM-„ . (7.5.43)
S(f)V((tS(W' =U(t). (7.5.44)
Thus, the type la automorphisms {{J(z),l,i|} and {v(z),l,§} are conjugate.
8. Supppse that theematrix U(() is of the form givenby
U(t) ~ dSum|-HjM_i»L7„j„JH2£+1-2n-2 (7.5.45)
where the quantity A is some non-zero complex number. We let the matrix V(?) be
defined by
V(r) = dsum{H,„_1,a,H2^_2w>Aa,Hw_1}, (7.5.46)
where a is obtained from Lmn by letting =1 for m <>q^n. A matrix S()) is
defined by
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s( t) = dsum{lm_,, X(«), 12M_2„ ,X'(«), 1,„ }, (7.5.47)
where
X(r) = diag{A;1r'‘”,l,...,A}VM,...,A;'r',")l}> (7.5.48)
X'( t) = diag {l, A/*1”. -,1, A/J, 1, Am?M" }. (7.5.49)
The matrix S(?) satisfies
S(z)U(r)S(z)-1 = V(r), (7.5.50)
S(0gS(z) = g. (7.5.51)
If k*Xq =1 for m sq n, then S*(/-1)s(?)= 12£. Thus, if U(r) and V(r) generate 
type la automorphisms (with u = 1), then {u(?),l,^} and {v(f),l,'§} are conjugate. 
This also holds when the automorphisms in question are extensions to of 
automorphisms of the compact real form of .
9. Let the matrices U(?) and V(?) be given by
u(z) = dsum{Hm.„ W„„2_m,H2,.2.2„,AW„t2_m,Hm.1}, (7.5.52)
V(z) = dsuni{H„.1,a,H2,.1_2„,Aa,HM_1}, (7.5.53)
where a is obtained from by letting ^-qt(lq = 1 (for m <.q n), and A is some
non-zero complex number. The submatrix Wk (for appropriate k) is a (k x k) 
diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are alternately 1,-1,.... A matrix S may then 
be defined by
S = dsumjl^pX,^^^,^^^}, (7.5.54)
where the submatrix x is defined by
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0 0
1 1
i
(7.5.55)
r i 1 ••• o oi
1 -1
0 0
0 0 ••• 1 -1
This matrix satisfies
SgS = g,
2/+1 ’
SV^JS-1 = U(f).
(7.5.56)
(7.5.57)
(7.5.58)
** *
S S = 1
Thus, if U(z) and V(z) generate automorphisms (either of or of its compact real 
form), then the automorphisms {u(r),w,^} and {v(r),w,£} are conjugate.
10. Let U(?) be of the form given by
uW =
0
^+2/
0
0
0
0
0
A/MlL"
(7.5.59)
0
0
0
0
0
0
We define a matrix S(r) according to
S(/)= dsumjs1,...,sy,...,s?,t1,t2,s^,...,sy ^.^sj, (7.5.60)
where the submatrices are defined by
s;. =
s7 =
A^AjV1 0
0 A/'
(yodd,l<sy <;</),
(j odd, l«s J <,q),
(7.5.61)
(7.5.62)
0
0
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(7.5.63)
(7-5.64)
The matrix S(r) is such that S(?)gS(z)= Aj/^’g. It also satisfies S(/)= 1^
(provided that Kk Xk = 1 for 1. «s k <, I) and
(7.5.65)
where V(^) is obtained from U(r) by putting hjt*1* =1 (for j odd, 1 <; j <,q) and 
Ajf*1 = ZdegMl. Furthermore, let us retain S(?) as defined, and let U(f) be given by
Lf.g 0 0 0
0
0
0
0 -A^’F^^ 0
(7.5.66)
0 0 0 A^’L^
Define V(?) to be obtained from U(f) by putting = 1 (for j odd, 1 <;/ <, q) and
A1fMl = rdegMl. The matrix S(f) satisfies all of the properties already mentioned, plus
S(z)U(z)S(z)"1 = A]zCT‘V(z), (7.5.67)
11. Let the matrices U(f) and V(?) be given by
U(z) = dsumlLJ^pA/^’LJ^J, (7.5.68)
V(z) - dsum{L,1',.1,A,;'‘,L"?_I|, (7.5.69)
where £ is even. It should be noted that U(-?)=V(f), and hence that the 
automorphisms {u(/),w,£} and {v(r),«,£} are conjugate.
12. Finally, it should be noted that, in the same way as was shown for both 
and the quantity 5 has no bearing upon the conjugacy classes, and may be
taken to be unity.
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7.6 Type la involutive automorphisms of with u = 1
The type la involutions with u = 1 will now be examined, in order to determine their 
conjugacy classes within the group of all automorphisms of D^. This will be done 
by taking automorphisms which correspond to each of the representative root 
transformations given previously. The analysis contained in the previous section 
implies that not all of the involutive automorphisms which were given earlier must be 
studied. In fact, we need only consider the type la involutive automorphisms which 
are generated by the following matrices (each of which is called U(f)):
dsum{l^_fc,-l2&,l^}, (7.6.1)
dsum{-l^_&,l&,-lft,l^_fc}, (7.6.2)
offsum , ZK&, Z" lKfc ,K£_fe }, (7.6.3)
offsum{?Kf_&,K&,/Kfe,K&}, (7.6.4)
0 0 0 0
0 0-1,
o
o
0 K
0
0 0
0 0
0
0
0 0
o o r‘Kz
0 Kc 
0 0
0 0
ZK.
0
0
0
0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 -1, 
0 0
0
0
0
0
1„
(7.6.5)
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a(f) 0 0 O'
0 0 0
0 -rK£_w 0 0
0 0 0 a(-r)
In (7.6.6), the matrix a(?) is defined (for odd values) of q by 
( TO Zl\
(7.6.6)
a(f) = dsumjbj,...,biJ (7.6.7)
We will start by investigating those type la involutive automorphisms {u(f),l,£}>
where the matrix U(f) is of the form (7.6.1). The matrices of this form all satisfy 
U (r_1)u(r) = 12£, and so the restrictions of these automorphisms to the compact real 
form of are automorphisms of the compact real form. We may assume that 
0 b <, [-|/]. For, upon re-ordering of the index set of U(z), and removing a factor of 
-1 (if necessary), we obtain a matrix U'(?), equivalent to U(f), given by
U'(/)= dsum{la-,-l2y,lar}, (7.6.8)
for which 0 b' We then define the conjugacy class (a/^ to be that
conjugacy class which contains the type automorphism {U&,1,O}, where
= dsum{lf_6,-l2fe,l,_h} (0<;h (7.6.9)
It is easily verified that the classes (A)^ and (A^.are disjoint whenever 
0 ss b < c <, [7/]. Consider the contrary, so that the following holds:
S(z)U^S(z)_1 = (7.6.10)
Consideration of determinants implies that it = 0, whilst rearranging the matrix 
equation implies that /? + <? = € must hold. Since b * c, and 0 <s b,c ^[7^], there is a 
contradiction, and the original hypothesis must be false. Thus, for (and its
compact real form), the involutive automorphisms that correspond to the identity root 
transformation fall into (l mutually disjoint conjugacy classes. These classes
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are the classes (A)^\ for 0 b s [-j/j. The representative automorphism of the class 
(A)^ is, as has been noted already, ipAz,, where if>Ab = jdsum{l^_fc,-l2i),l^_b},l,o}- 
Suppose next that the type la involutive automorphisms are being
considered, where U(z) is of the form (7.6.2). As with the automorphisms which we 
have just investigated, it may be assumed that 0 =s This follows from the
arbitrary nature of the index set, as has been noted already. We will now show that 
none of these automorphisms is a member of a conjugacy class (a/^ (for any value 
of b). To show this, suppose that the converse is true, so that, for some Laurent 
polynomial matrix S(f)
S(<)<lsuin{l(_,„-l2a,l,_a}s(z)'1 = (7.6.11)
S(l)gS(l) = a/g, (7.7.12)
where Vb If (7.6.8) is examined, and the traces of both
sides of it are calculated, it becomes clear that 2^- 4b = 0, which implies that I is 
even, and that b = y In fact, if the (7.6.9) is then rearranged and a general form for 
S(z) obtained, it can be seen that S(?) cannot solve (7.6.12). That is, the equation
S(z)gS(r) = az^g, (7.6.13)
does not hold. The conjugacy class which contains the type la representative 
automorphism jdsum{-la,l^_a,-l^_a,la},l,o| will be called (B/a\ Suppose that the
conjugacy classes (B)^ and (B)^^ possess a common automorphism (for 
0 a < b <, [7^]). Thus, we are supposing that there exists some Laurent polynomial 
matrix S(?) which satisfies
S(r)UaS(/)-1 = (7.6.14)
S(f)gS(f) = ArMg, (7.6.15)
where Uz = dsum{-lz,l^_2,-l^_z,l2}. It is assumed that 0 <, a < b Since the
matrices Ua and Ub are Z-independent, we may also assume that S(f) is t-
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independent. If we investigate the determinants of the left-hand and right-hand sides 
of (7.6.14), then we infer firstly that = 0. If we rearrange (7.6.14) and attempt to 
find a form for S(f), then we find that a =± 1. It is easily verified that, if a = ± 1, 
then there does not exist any Laurent polynomial matrix S(r) which simultaneously 
satisfies (7.6.14) and (7.6.15). For, with a =1, the general form of S(r) which 
satisfies (7.6.14) is given by
hpp epq 0 I*pr I*P9 0
0 0 h— 0 h9„(ir “99
Sf) -
0 0 I*rr 0 I*r9 1*77
h/p ^9 0 I*rr 0 0
h„„ i- 0 h9r 0 0qp 99 qr
0 0 hnr 0 e.,/; h „pr PQ pp J
(7.6.16)
where hw„ (for m,n = p,q,r} represents an arbitrary (mxn) matrix, with p = a, 
q - b - a, and r = £ -b. It is clear that S(r) of this form does not satisfy (7.6.15). A
similar conclusion is reached upon putting a = -1. Thus, we have conjugacy classes 
for Osa The representative automorphism of this class is the type la
automorphism {U„,1,0}, which we call ipBa.
The representative automorphism of the conjugacy class (A)) is such that the 
following eigenvectors of it form a basis of the compact real form of D^:
(4 + e-j»)
Z'()y5 +a + )~j& -a )
1 e k*z £; eigenvalue 1, (7.6.17)
H a = sr ± es
(l er<s£~b
I eigenvalue 1, (7.6.18)
( ej8+a +e-jd-a ) 
^(^7<5 +a + e- jd -a )
£-b<r<se£ {b d 0))j
a = £r ± s5;1 <,r £-b < s <, £;{b # 0); eigenvalue -1, (7.6.19)
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- eigenvalue 1.
id
(7.6.20)
Thus, a basis for a real form of is supplied by the following elements: 
(e*s+g-ya)
\ (7.6.21)
l\ejt ~e-js)
[gjd+a + e-j8-a) 
(ey'<5 +a + e-j8 -a )
i[fjd+a +e-j6-a) 
[^jd+a +e~j8-a)
ic,
id.
(l<,r <s Z-b \'
a =sr± es
\Jt-b <r < s<, 0. (b*Q)j
a =sr± £^;1 <,r <, £-b < s <, £\(b * 0),
(7.6.22)
(7.6.23)
(7.6.24)
The representative automorphism of the conjugacy class (B/a^ is such that there 
exists the following basis of the compact real form of each element of which is 
an eigenvector of the representative, with associated eigenvalue ±1:
(4+*-;«) ■/'GN°
- 1 k <. I, eigenvalue 1, (7.6.25)
( ej5+a + e-jd -a )] 
*(^3+0 —e-y5-a)j
eigenvalue 1, (7.6.26)
(in (7.6.26) a ~ er + es and either 1 < r < 5 or a < r < s <. ^),
> eigenvalue -1,
(^jS+ot +e-j8-a] 
^{^j6 +a ~ jd-a )
(in(7.6.27) a ~er+ es and I r a < s
(7.6.27)
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eigenvalue 1, (7.6.28)
(e;<5+a +e-y'(5-a) 
1'{gjd +a ~ g- jd -a )
(in(7.6.28) a = er - es and l<, r <, a < s <
> eigenvalue -1,
(^y'S+a + g-jd-a) 
i' +a ~ g-jd -a ) (7.6.29)
(in (7.6.29) a - er - es and either 1 < r < 5 <,a or a < r < s <,£),
ic
id
eigenvalue 1. (7.6.30)
The corresponding basis of a real form of is therefore given by
j&i'
!(4 -e-4 yeN
(eys+a + 4
! (e;6 +a ~ e-j6 4-
• 1 k<> I,
(in (7.6.32) a = er + es and either 1 <, r < s or a<r <s <>(.),
i[fjd+a + g-jd-a)’
( ejd +a ~ g-jd -a )»
(in (7.6.33) a = er + es and i<.r<.a<s<,Z\
( gjd+a + g- jd -a )’
{gjd +a ~ g-jd -« )’
(in (7.6.34) a = er - £s and 1 r < a < s <,
^{gjd +a g-jd -a )’
( £jd +a ~ g-jd - a )’
(7.6.31)
(7.6.32)
(7.6.33)
(7.6.34)
(7.6.35)
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(in the above a = er - es and either r < s <.a or a < r <s <>£)
ic,
id.
(1.636)
We will now consider the type la involutive automorphisms {u(f),l,^}, 
where U(r) is given by (7.6.3). There are two cases to consider. Firstly, the case H is 
even, and the case t is odd. Let it be assumed that I is even, so that if a + b - £, then 
either a,b are both even, or they are both odd. In both instances it is possible to
'reduce' b by 2. That is, the two automorphisms generated by the matrices 
offsum|Kfl,rK6,r1K&,Ka| and offsumjK^/K^r^.^K^j- (where
a + b = £) are conjugate. That this is the case may be seen by examining examples 2, 
6, and 7 of section 5 of this chapter. It follows that attention may be confined to the 
two type la involutive automorphisms generated by the matrices
U(?) = KW (7.637)
U(t) = offsum{K,_, ,ZK, ,Kt_t}. (7.6.38)
Now the automorphism {K2<,l,0} belongs to the conjugacy class (A)'^'. To see 
this, let the matrix S(f) be given by
aj 0 0 0
0 0
0 bj
0 a.
0 0
0 0 0 a
2
0 C2 
Cj 0
¥ ¥
0 0
0 0
0 0
ooo
ooo
••• d2 0
• 0 dj
(7.6.39)
V ¥
0 0 0 c
where the submatrices are defined (for 1 j ) by
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(7.6.40)
■ 1 r
b, =
• 1 r
-1 -l 7 1 i
-1 r
d, =
-1 -r
1 -l J 1 i
This matrix is such that the following all hold:
S(f )K2fS(z )-* = diag {1, -1,..1,1}, (7.6.42)
s’(r-‘)s(f)=i2„ (7.6.43)
S(f)gS(f) = g. (7.6.44)
The type la involutive automorphisms of the form {u(/),l,^}), where
U(t)= offsumjK^p/Kp^KpK^ j- have still to be considered. Suppose that the
following holds:
S(z)dsum{l^,-l2b,l£_JS(z)_1 = AZUfc). (7.6.45)
Investigation of the traces (and determinants) of both sides of the above equation
implies that b = = 0, and A = 1. Thus, the automorphisms in question belong
either to the class (A)^\ to one of the the classes (B/a\ or to some as yet unnamed 
class. Let the involutive automorphisms 0; (for j = 1,2,3) be such that
={u(z),u}, (7.6.46)
02 is a representative of the class (A)^\ (7.6.47)
03 belongs to (B/a) (for some value of a). (7.6.48)
Now consider for the moment the highest-weight representation T{0,0,...,l} of D?,
which may be realised by the method given in [13] (chapter 16). If we were to use 
this as our representation, we would find that (f>l is of type lb, whereas 02,</>3 are both 
of type la. Thus, the involutive automorphism (f>i belongs to a new conjugacy class,
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which will be called (C)even. We will take fa to be the representative of this class. (It 
should be noted that we are using the original representation, and so fa is of type la). 
After finding a basis of the compact real form of (all of whose members are 
eigenvectors of ip ) and applying Cartan's method, the following basis of a real form 
of is obtained:
hak (1aAa^-2),
(hat
(7.6.49)
!'(4+<?7) y'GN)
( y'eNj
(7.6.50)
—fj+aa —-jd-a -- jd+a fad-a )’
{—j'+ao: + --jd-a ~ —-jd+a ~~ fad-a^’ 
i\-jdaa ~ —-j+-a + jd+a ~~ fad-a )’ 
{fj+ aa ~ —-jd-a ~~ - - jd+a fad-a )»
(7.6.51)
(where, in (7.6.51) above y GN0, a = er ± ea., 1 -s r < 5 a A -1, (r + s) is odd ),
(^y'5+a —-j+-a "** --j+aa Ay5_aj>
H^y'S +a —-JS-a ~ —- j+aa ~ —jd-a )’
/ ' (7.6.52)
( fad+a “ —-jd-a —-j+aa ~ fad-a j’
O^a/’1’0 ~ —-jd-a ~ — -j+aa "<A/y-a)>
(where, in (7.6.52) above y EN0, a - — ± es,l*z r <s -{{ra s)is even ),
ifjd+a +—-j+-a + —kdaa + --k+-a )’
1 —j+ aa + —-j+ -a ~ —k+aa ~~ -~kd-a /’
} (7.6.53)
^\—j+ aa ~ --j+-a + —k+aa ~ -~kd-a /’
{—j+ +a ~—-j+-a ” —k+aa a --kd-a\
(where, in (7.6.53) above y EN°, A = -y ~ 1, a = ± ey, 1a r s 0~ 1 s = 0r is odd ),
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()y'<5+a + g-jb-a + gkb+a + g-kb-a )»
Iv ^/b+a ) g-jd-a ~ gkb+a ~ g-kd-a /’
/ (7.6.54)
^jd+a ~ g-jb-a "^" gkb+a ~ g-kb-a j’ 
glgd+a ~ g-jb-a ~ gkb+a + g-kb-g^’
(where, in 7.6.54) above j GN, A = -y-1, a = er±£),l)rst-ls = i,ris even ),
ic,
i [d- 2 g^-iK,). (7.6.55)
Let it now be assumed that i is odd, so that, if a + b = &, then one of a,b is 
necessarily even, and the other one odd. As with the case I is even, attention may be
confined to a small number of automorphisms, in order to ascertain all of the 
conjugacy classes. Recall that U(r) is of the form
U(0 = offsum{Ka.SKi,^^’1K6^K(J} (a + 6 = £). (7.6.56)
In this case, where i is odd, via a number of suitable transformations (which are given 
in section 5 of this chapter) it is found that {u(0,l,,;} is conjugate to the type la 
involutive automorphism {Kg^LO}. The automorphism {K2)1,o} does not belong 
to any of the conjugacy classes (A)* (for 0 ■ bb^i]), nor does it belong to any of 
the conjugacy classes (B/a\ If it did belong to any of these classes, then there would 
be some S(r) such that
S( OuMS(z)-1 = ArMK2/. (7.6.57)
It is clear immediately that a necessary condition for this to hold is that the matrix 
U(r) is traceless. However, if {u(f),l,o} belongs to (A)^ then U(/) is cannot be 
traceless (for odd values of £). Suppose then that the automorphism {K2£,1,o} 
belongs to the class (B)a*, so that the following hold:
2S7
S(t)dsum{-l0,l,_„ = AZK2i,
S(z)gS(r) = afS. (7.6.59)
Note that, if one puts S'(z) = S(r)dsum{lf,a-lf ^l4, then
S'(z)dsum{-la,l,_o,-l„,l<_4S'(r)-1 -AZ Kg,, (7.6.60)
S'WgS’(f) = g, (7.6.61)
(7.6.58)
so that, in effect, the assumption ar = 1 may be made. Similarly, we may assume 
that the matrix S(r) is t-independent. If determinants of both sides of the first of 
these equations are evaluated, then it becomes clear that A = l,p, = 0. In fact, upon 
re-arranging and attempting to solve the equation for S(/), it is found that A2 = 1 is 
necessary. Now there does exist a matrix R(z), for which
R(z)dsum{-la,l,_.,-l,_a,lo}R(r)_1 = offsum{Ko,-K2/.2a,K4, (7.6.62)
R(t)gR(r) = l2f
Such a matrix is given
R(r) =
by
‘ i 0 0 0 0 0 — 0 0 0 !
0-1 0 0 ••• 0 0 ••• 0 0 Z 0
0 0 i 0 ••• 0 0 — 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 -1 ••• 0 0 ... i 0 0 0
: : : : 0 0 :
0 00 00 Z 100000
0 0 0 0 0 -Z 100000
: : : : .** 0 0 :
0 0 ••• Z 0 0 0
0 0 — 0 10 0
0 0 — 00 Z 0
0 0 ••• 0 0 0 1
(7.6.63)
(7.6.64)
0 0 0 1
0 0 -Z 0
0 10 0
-Z 0 0 0
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(We recall that the type la automorphisms {K2^,1,o} and 
|offsum{Ka,-K2£_2a,Ka},l,o} are conjugate). If the lemma (see chapter 1) is used, 
then it implies that (for A = 1) the required form of S(t) is given by
S(0 = R(/)Q(4 (7.6.65)
where R(r) is as defined already, and Q(t) satisfies
Q(f)UaQ(0'l = U„, (7.6.66)
where Ua =dsum{-la,0_a,-0_o,lo}- Now, the most general form of Q(?)
satisfying this is given by
0 bflh 0
Q(o) -
0 hbb 0
bfca 0 h&fo 0
0 0 bfla _
(7.6.67)
where ho„ represents an arbitrary (m x n) matrix, and b = £-a. Since the hypothesis
is that S(r)gS(f) = g, it follows that
QWQ() = > (7.6.68)
and it is clear that with Q(r) taking the above form, this cannot be the case. Thus, for 
the case A = 1, there does not exist a matrix S(r) with the required properties. 
Consider the case A = -1, and suppose that there exists a matrix S(t) with the 
following properties:
sOUS^)-'=-K2f, (7.6.69)
S(f)gS(o) = a^g. (7.6.70)
If the definition V(r) = S(/)K20 is made, then
V(z)U((V(z)-1 = fu^KK-IK^.IK}, (7.6.71)
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VWgV(r) = a?g. (7.6.72)
and this is not possible, as it is the case A = 1 again, which has already been 
examined. Hence the automorphism {K2/,1,0} ( for odd values of i ) does not belong
to any of the previously identified conjugacy classes. The class which contains it will 
be called (c/cxkl\ The following basis elements of the compact real form of are 
also eigenvectors of -K2£,1,0} (and their eigenvalues are given):
(^+e-yS) 7 GN0'
yeN
eigenvalue -1, (7.6.73)
—Jd+a + —-jd-a "+ )-jd+a + +jj-o. ) eigenvalue -1,
—jd+a + —-jd-a ~~^-jd+a
” e—j^-- ) eigenvalue 1,
{jj+a ~ —-jd-a + —- jd+a “ —jd-u eigenvalue 1,
—jd +a “ —-jd-a ~ —•jd+a + ejj+a) eigenvalue -1,
(7.6.74)
where, in (7.6.74) above, j GN0, a = er ± es, 1s r < s r (r + x) is odd,
( —jd+a + —-Jd -e +^~jd+a + —jd-a ) 1,
( —jd+a + —-j+ -a - Z-jj+a - —jd-a) eigenvalue -1,
i{—jd +a “ e-jd-a +e-jj+a “ -jd-a) eigennalue -1,
—Jd aa - —-jd-a ~e-jj^+a + —jd-a) eigennalue 1,
(7.6.75)
where, in (7.6.75) above j GN°, a = er± £5, 1s r < x r H, (r + x) is even ,
ic'
id
i eigenvalue 1. (7.6.76)
Hence, the basis of a real form of (generated by this automorphism) is provided
by the following:
yeN°,lsA-s£
j’GN
(7.6.77)
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i{gjd+a + g-jd-a jj+a gjj -a )’
(^y<5 +« + e-jj -a ~ e-jj+a - gjj-a )’
/ ( (7.6.78)
g-jj-a ^-yi3+x ~ gjj-a j'
(_7'<5+a — g-jj-a ~ g-jj+a +^y'S-a)’
where in (7.6.78) above j GN°, a = sr± g_ 1_ r < s <s i, (r + 5) is odd,
(^y'd + a ""_-yd-a g-j8+a -*‘^y<5-ca)’
M<y'(5 +a + g-jj -a ~ g-jj+a ~ gjj-a )>
/ (7.6.79)
( gj8+a ~~ g-jj-a g-jj+a ~ gjj-a j' 
gfjj+a -g-jj-a ~g-j8+a ^^yd-a)’
where, in (7.6.79) above y EN° a = g_ ± g_, 1_ r < 5:s A (r + 5) is even ,
ic
(7.6.80)
id.
We now consider the automorphisms {u(r),l,_}, where U()) is given by (7.6.4) 
Investigation of the determinant of U(f) implies that the type la automorphism 
{u(z),l,i|} cannot belong to any of the conjugacy classes (a/&\ (B)_°_ (C)even or 
(C)odd . Thus there exist other conjugacy classes with {u(r),l,_} as their 
representatives (with U(r) given by (7.6.4)), and these classes will be called (D)__.
The representative automorphism of the class (D_*_ is the type la involutive 
automorphism ip , where ip = {offsum{K__,Kfc,lK&,JK__},},£_-. The effect of ip 
upon a basis of the compact real form of is illustrated below
ihak (k *£ - a)'
i\h„ + kc > eigenvalue -1, (7.6.81)
(4
44 - 4«)
j GEN, 12s k^ i, eigenvalue -1, (7.6.82)
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(7.6.83)
(^yd+.a "**^-yS-a + g-jd+a + ^jd-a^i eigenvalue 1,
(^ys +« g-jd-a — £_ jd+a ~ ejd~a) eigenvalue -1,
(^ys +a ~ g-jd-a e_ jd+a ~ gjd-a ) eigenvalue -1,
j(ey'6+a ~ g-jd-a ~ e~jd+a + ^y<5-a) eigenvalue 1,
(where, in (7.6.83) above, either: (i) a - sr - es, with (r + s)
\<,r < s <,£ -a or £-a<r<s^£, or: (ii) a = er + es, with
\<,r^£~a<s<.^),
[gjd+a + g-jd-a + g-jd+a +gyd-a) eigenvalue -1,
(^/<5 +a + g-jd-a ” g- jd+a ~ ejd-a ) eigenvalue 1,
^[gjd +a ~ g-jd -a + e- jd+a ~ gjd-a ) eigenvalue 1,
^[gjd+a ~ g-jd-a ~ g-jd+a + gjd-a ) eigenvalue -1,
even, and either 
(r + s) even and
(7.6.84)
(where, in (7.6.84) above, either: (i) a=er-es, with (r + s) odd, and either 
l^r< s -a or €-a<r< s at, or: (ii) a=sr + Es, with (r + s) odd and 
lzrzt-a<szt),
(ej6+a + e-j6-a + e(-j +i)6+a + e(y-i)<5-a) eigenvalue 1,
[ejd +a + e-jd -a ~ e(-j+i)6+a - e(j-i)8-a) eigenvalue -1,
./ x (7.6.85)
+e(-y+i)«5+a-^(y-i)d-a/ eigenvalue -1, 
i(gjd +a - e-jd-a - g(-j +1)d+a + e(y_1)6 _a) eigenvalue 1,
(where, in (7.6.85) above, either: (i) a=er-es, with (r + s) even, and either 
1 r £ -a<s or: (ii) a =er + £s, with (r + s) even and 1 s r < s «s I - a),
(^/<5+a +e_jg_a +^_y+i^+0E 
(e/d+o + e-jd-a ~e(-j+V)d+a 
*(^/<5+a ~~ g-jd-a +^_y+i)5+a
+a ~ e-jd -a ~ j +l)5+ot
+ £(y-l)<5-J eigenvalue -1,
“^(y-i)<5-a)
eigenvalue 1,
-^(y-l)d-a) eigenvalue 1,
+ ^(y-l)6-a) eigenvalue -1,
(7.6.86)
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(where, in (7.6.86) above, either: (i) a=er-es, with (r + s) odd, and either 
\<>r <. t -a<s <>£ or: (ii) a = er + es, with (r + 5) odd and 1 <; r < 5 «s I - a),
(^/'<5+a + g-jd-a + + e(;+l)6-a) eigenvalue 1,
(e;'<5+ct + g-jd-a ~e(-j-l)6+a “ e(/+l)« - a ) eigenvalue -1,
/ (7.6.87)
(^/<5+a ~e-jd-a + ^(-/-l)<5+ct “ e(j+l)d-a j eigenvalue -1,
(^y'<5+os ~ e-jd—a ~ e(-j-l)5+a + e(j+l)6-a) eigenvalue 1,
(where, in (7.6.87) above, a = er + es , with (r + 5) even and - a < r < 5 ^ ^),
\e;<5+a + g-jd-a + e(-j-l)d+a
t
+ e(j+l)d-a] eigenvalue -1,
(^/<5+cc + g-jd-a ~ g{-j-C)d+a ~ e(y+i)^-«) 
\
eigenvalue 1,
(7.6.88)
^(^7<5+a g-jd-a + ^(-y-l)d+a ~ e(y+l)5-a / eigenvalue 1,
^{gjd+a — g-jd-a ~ g(-j-l)6+a + ey+i)«-o) eigenvalue -1,
(where, in (7.6.88) above, a =er + ss, with (r + s) odd and - a < r < 5 £ £\
ic eigenvalue 1, (7.6.89)
id - -1)
iLphar +'2,(i-a~P)h'
p~\ p=l
ae-a+p
+ (±Ja±2lh + (/-2a)
a >2, eigenvalue 1, (7.6.90)
id - -1)
id
2
e-2
2X
P=1
(/-4) ,+ ------- Lhc
2
(*-2)
a = 2, eigenvalue 1, (7.6.91)
> <3 = 1, eigenvalue 1, (7.6.92)
it(t -1)
+
2 A, +
P-1 z
2 (
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> « = 0, eigenvalue 1. (7.6.93)id--e(e-i).
v h U-2)1p\+-T-
p-2 Z
2 e
h„
Therefore, a basis of a real form of (which is generated by this automorphism) is 
supplied by the following elements:
hak (k*£-a),
^ha(_a +TC)» (7.6.94)
!'(4 +e-y«)
(ejs~e-js)
j GN, !<;£<;£,
(^y<5+a + &-jd-a + &-jd+a + ^jd-a}’ 
iifjd +a + &-jd-a ~ jd+a ~ &jd-a )’
(^y'<5 +a ~ &-jd-a + jd+a ~ &jd-a )’ 
i(gjd +a ~ &-jd -a ~ ^-jd+a + &jd-a )»
(7.6.95)
(7.6.96)
(where, in (7.6.96) above, either: (i) a=er-e5, with (r + s) even, and either 
\<,r<s<,£-a or f-a<r<.v<;f, or: (ii) a=er + f5, with (r + s) even and 
lisrss-f-acs^-O,
i\&jd+a £-jd-a "** jd+a &jd-a )’
(^yS+ct + £-jd-a ~ £-jd+a ~ ejd-a )’
(7.6.97)
J^yd+ct —g-jd-a + £-jd+a ~^jd-a /’
(^y5+a ~ £-jd-a ~ jd+a ^jd-a )’
(where, in (7.6.97) above, either: (i) a=er-fc\, with (r + s) odd, and either 
!<, r< $ <,£-a or £-a<r<s^£, or: (ii) a~er + es, with (r+s) odd and 
X^r^£~a<s^£\
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(7.6.98)
(^y'6+a "’"^-y'd-a ^(-y +l)5+a + ^(y'-l)d-a )»
i{^jd+a ^~^-jd-a — ^(~7+l)5+a ~ ^(/-1)<5-a )’
(^7<5+cc — g-jb-a ■*" ^(-/ +l)5+a — ^(7-1)5-ot)’ 
i[ejd+a ~e-j8-a “ e(~7+l)5+a + ^(7-1)5-a)’
(where, in (7.6.98) above, either: (i) a=£r~£s, with (r + s) even, and either 
!</•<; H -a<s <.£ or: (ii) a = sr + £s, with (r + s) even and 1 ^ r< s -a),
4 7-1)5-a)’
l>ejd+a +e-j6-a +e(-7+l)5+a + e(j- 
gjd+a — ^(~7+l)5+a — ^(7-1)5-a )’
i[ejd+a —e-jd-a + ^(-7+1)5 +a ~ ^(7-1)5-a )’ 
^7'd+a — g-jd-a “ ^(-7+l)5+ct + ^(7-1)5 -a )’
(7.6.99)
(where, in (7.6.99) above, either: (i) a=£r-£s, with (r + s) odd, and either 
1 ;£ r <s I -a<s <,1 or: (ii) a = £r + £s, with (r + 5) odd and \<,r<s<.£-a\
^7<5+a e-jd-a ^(-7~l)5+a + £(7+1)6-a j’
^£76 +a ■** jd _a ~ £(„ j _i)5+a ~ ^(7+1)6 -a )’
(e7'd+a —e-j8-a + e(-j-l)8+a “ £(7+1)6-a )’
Z"(^7'6 +a —e~jd-a ~ £(-7-l)6+a £(7+1)6 -a )’
(7.6.100)
(where, in (7.6.100) above, a = tr + £s, with (r + 5) even and ^-tz<r<5 s^),
^£76+0 e~jb-a "*■ £(-7-l)6+a "** £(7+1)6-a)’
^£/6+a ^"£-76-0 ~ £(-7-1)6 +a “£(7+1)6-a
^£76+0: —e-jd-a +^_7_i)g+a — ^(J+tyd-a (7.6.101)
e:. - e, + e.jd+a e~jd-a t'(-j-\}d+a "r c(7+l)6 -a
(where, in (7.6.101) above, a - er + £ s, with (r + s) odd and t - a < r < s =s £),
ic, (7.6.102)
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i£(£-l)
a >2, (7.6.103)id
id -
i£(£-l)
id - it(e - i)
%Phap +a^~a~P^
P=1 /?=1
(J!^2a + 2).h , (€-2a)
“f-l
(-2
lph«
p=i
h„
^-2)
+ 2 ~hap 2 al-l
+^—^hc
2
£-2
p-1
+^Aa 
2 1
fV A2ph«„
p^2
a = 2,
<2 = 1
> <2 = 0.
(7.6.104)
(7.6.105)
(7.6.106)id--£(£-!)■
h—ho 
2 0
The next automorphisms which we examine are the type la involutive automorphisms 
{u(^),l,^}, where U(f) is given by (7.6.5). One observation which should be made is 
that the variables c and d in (7.6.5) may each be restricted to the values ±1. A 
second observation is that the matrices given by (7.6.3) are equivalent to matrices of 
this form (in the sense that they generate isomorphic involutive automorphisms). The 
matrix transformations in section 7.5 demonstrate that this is the case. There are 4 
cases to consider, each case corresponding to a different value of the ordered pair 
(c,d). The case c =d = 0 merits no further consideration, since the matrix U(?) in 
this case is of the form (7.6.1). Let us now consider the case (c,d} = (l,0). 
Comparison of the determinant of U(r) with that of V(?) (where V(r) is given by 
(7.6.4) implies that the type la involutive automorphism {u(r),l,^} cannot belong to 
any of the conjugacy classes which have been called (D)^. It will now be shown that 
the automorphism in question is not a member of any of the conjugacy classes (A)(;1
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or (b/*) (for any values of j or k). Suppose to the contrary, so that there is some 
Laurent polynomial matrix S(/) which satisfies
SCOdsumjl,.^,-^ = Afu V(r), (7.6.107)
S(r)gS(O = ce^g, (7.6.108)
where V(z) is given by either (7.6.1) or (7.6.2). The determinant of the matrix U(z) 
is -1, whilst the determinant of V(t) is unity. This implies that = -1, and /i = 0. 
However, we may re-arrange the equation to obtain
S(f)U(/)= AV(f)S(r). (7.6.109)
If we attempt to solve this for the unknown matrix S(?), then it becomes clear that 
A2 = 1. This is a contradiction, since A would then have to be both real and 
imaginary. Thus, the type la involutive automorphism {u(f),l,o} does not belong to 
any of the conjugacy classes or (B)^\for any values of j or k). We define
the conjugacy class (C)^ to be the conjugacy class which contains the type la 
involutive automorphism {u(?),l,o}, where
U(?) = dsum{l^_1_h,-l!,,K2,-lfc,l^_1_z?}. (7.6.110)
It remains to be seen whether has any members in common with (c/c,1\
where 0 b< c<s[4(£ -l)]. Suppose that some Laurent polynomial matrix S(z) 
exists for which
S(z)Ui,(z)S(z)-‘ = AZUjz), (7.6.111)
where U.(z) = dsum'[l,_1_z,-lz,K2,-lz,lf_1_z}. If we re-arrange this, and attempt to
find the matrix S(z), we find that A2 = 1 and /x = 0. Furthermore, examination of the 
traces of the matrices Ufo (r) and Uc (/) implies that
(7.6.112)(f-l-2Z?) = A(€-l-2c).
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Since, by hypothesis, the quantities (€-1-2/?) and (€-l-2c) are both non­
negative, we have that b = c, which disagrees with the original hypothesis. Thus, the 
classes (C)^*1^ and (C)^’1^ do not coincide whenever 0 <. b < c <, [■?(€ -1)].
A basis of the compact real form of exists in which each basis element is
an eigenvector (with eigenvalue ±1}' of the automorphism 
|dsum|l^_fe,which is the representative of the conjugacy
class (c/b’l). The elements of such a basis, together with their respective eigenvalues 
are given below:
/ i- fr \ » 1 k<> €
/ r-i r-i r r
\ ejd + e-jd + ejd + e-jd
./ r-i r-i . (■ t
£-1 £ £ X+ e-jd~^jd -^j6)
r-i £ £ \
e-^ + e-jd)
> eigenvalue 1,
(7.6.113)
(7.6.114)
/ r-i
(‘
jd-a
'-jd ~ ^jd
'-jd -a) 
'-jd -a)
eigenvalue - 1,
> eigenvalue 1,
(7.6.115)
(7.6.116)
(in (7.6.116) above a-er±Es with either 1 <; r < 5 =s€-1-Z? or 
€-Z?-l<r<s«s€-l),
(ey6+a
^jd-a
+ e_j6_a^ 
~ e-jd-a)
eigenvalue -1, (7.6.117)
(in (7.6.117) above a = er± es with l^rs€-l-/?<.v^€-l),
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^y'<5+a
+ e_J8 _a + ej6 +f} + e_jS _p) eigenvalue 1,
ej8+a
+ e-j8-a ~ej8+p ~e-j8-p} eigenvalue -1,
ej6 +a
- e_jd _a + eJ8+p - e_jS _p) eigenvalue 1,
ej8 +a
- e_j& _a - ej8 +p + e_j6 _p) eigenvalue -1,
(7.6.118)
(in (7.6.118) above a = sr - e(i fi = er + ee, where I <, £ -l-b\
(ejs+a + e-j8 -a + ej6 +p + e-jd -p ) eigenvalue -1,
(ej6+a + e_J6 _a- eJ6 +p - e_jd j eigenvalue 1,
l[ej8 +a - e-j8 -a + ej8+p ~ e-j8 -p) eigenvalue -1,
i(ej& +a - e~jd -a- ej8 +p + e-j8 -p) eigenvalue 1,
(7.6.119)
ic
f eigenvalue 1.
5*
f k
+ e-J8) 
k \
}• (1 <>k<. £
eJ8 j
e- 1 /-I e 1 \
eJ8 + e-j8 + Cj8 + e-;4
' i- 1 £-1 e
?J8 + ej8 "M’
' t- 1 . ^-1 e t \
eJ8 + e-js ~ej» “ e-i8)’
' e-1 f-1 f
eJ8 ~ej8 +e-;4
eJ8-NX + e-j>5-a )’
eJ8 -a e~jd~aj>
(in (7.6.119) above a = sr - , fi = er + ee, where £-1 - b <zr £-1\
(7.6.120)
Therefore, the basis of a real form of is provided by the following elements:
), (7.6.121)
(7.6.122)
(7.6.123)
(7.6.124)
(in (7.6.124) above a=£r±ss with either 1 <; r < s <s - 1 - Z? or 
£-b~l<r<s<,£-l),
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^9/5 + "** 9-/5-a )’ 
(9/5 -a ~ —-jS -a )»
(in (7.6.125) above a -£r ± £s with l^r<z £ -l-b < £ -1\
{ea+a + 9-/5-a + 9/5+3 + e-jd~g )’
\ej8 +a + 9-y5 -a ~ 9/5+3 ~ -g )’
+a ~ e-j8 -a + 9/5+3 ~~ e-fi-P ) ’
( 9/5+/ ~ ^-jS -a ~ j +ft + <--/- g )
(in (7.6.126) above a = 8r- se, fi - £r + 8€, where lsr^f--l- b\
i[^ja +a +" e~j8 -a + 9ja+p + e-ja 
(9/a+a + e-j8-a ~ejd+p “9-/5-3), 
( 9/a+a ~ 9-^ya -a + 9/5 +3 ~ e-jft -ft )’ 
^/a+a ~ e-jS-a ~ eja+ft +■ 9-J5-3 )»
is-p)
(in (7.6.127) above a = er - 8Z, fi = 8r + 8£, where £ -l-b *z£ -1\
ic,
id.
(7.6.125)
(7.6.126)
(7.6.127)
(7.6.128)
by
The case (c,() = (0,l) presents no difficulties. Let U)) and V(?) be defined
U(i) = dsumjl^.^,—lb ,K2,—1/, ,3.£_i_5 j, (7.6T29)
V(r) = dsumjl^i.^-l j,offdiag{{,r}, (7.6.130)
The matrix S()), which is given by S()) = dsum{?l;,lj, is such that
S())gS(()=)g,
s(f)t^M)sJ(?)-‘ = v(?).
(7.6.131)
(7.6.132)
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Thus, the case (c,J) = (0,l) does not present us with any conjugacy classes which are 
different from those which we have already encountered.
Now consider the case (c,d) = (U)- We are concerned therefore with the 
matrix U(z), where
U(r) = dsum|la,-lfe,offsum{l,r,Z“1,l},-l&,lfl|, (7.6.133)
for suitable a,b. As in the previous case, it is clear from the determinant of U(z) that 
the type la involutive automorphism {u(z),l,§} does not belong to the conjugacy 
class (D)(Ar) (for any value of k). Consider the possibility that {u(z),l,is a 
member of the conjugacy class (A)(;) for some appropriate value of y. Therefore, we 
suppose that
S(r)U(f)S(/)"1 = 2.fMdsum{ly.y,-l2y,lf_y}, (7.6.134)
S(f)gS(l) = alf g. (7.6.135)
Re-arrangement of this equation implies (as we have seen in the previous case) that 
A = ±1 and fi = 0. If we evaluate the traces of both sides of the above, then it is seen 
that
(€-2-h) = (^-2j), (7.6.136)
which means that j - b +1. Now, there are countless matrices S(r) which are such 
that
S(t)U(t)S(t)"' = ±dsum{lf_y,-l2y,l,_y}. (7.6.137)
However, upon finding matrices which satisfy (7.6.137), it is invariably found to be 
the case that such matrices do not satisfy S(z)gS(z) = a^g. With the chosen 
representation of D£, it is difficult to prove that there do not exist any matrices S(/) 
which satisfy (7.6.137) and S(z)gS(z) = aZ^g. This problem is not insoluble, however. 
As in similar problems earlier in this chapter, we consider the highest-weight
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representation T{O,O,...,l} of D£. Consider the type la involutive automorphism 
4>,(= {u(/),l,g}), where
U(z) = dsum{la,-l!),offdiag{l,z,<1,l},-l6,l<,}- (7.6.138)
Clearly this is of type la when the original representation r{l,O,...,O} is in use. 
When the alternative representation T{0,0,...,l} is used, it is easily verified that is 
now of type lb. It is also very easy to verify that (j)2 (where (j)2 is a suitable 
representative of the conjugacy class is of type la under the alternative
representation. We infer (from consideration of the alternative representation) that 
there does not exist any (2t? x 2^) Laurent polynomial matrix S(/) which satisfies
S(«)U(z)S(t)'1 = (A)dsum{lz_y,-l2y,l^y}, (7.6.139)
S(z)gS(<) = a/, (7.6.140)
remembering of course that 
7=^ + 1,
(7.6.141)
A = ± 1.
We must also enquire about whether or not the type la (in terms of the original 
representation) involutive automorphism {u(/),l,£} belongs to the conjugacy class
(for 0^7 ^[|.£]). If this were the case, then there would exist some Laurent 
polynomial matrix S(z) which satisfies
S(l)U(l)S(l)-‘ = (7.6.142)
S(l)gS(z)=afpg. (7.6.143)
These hold for all non-zero values of t. In particular, they hold for Z = 1. Putting 
Z = 1 implies that
S(l)U(l)S(l)_1 -Adsum{lw,-ly4y,-l,_y}. (7.6.144)
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It can be inferred from analysis earlier in this section that there does not exist any t- 
independent matrix m which satisfies both of the following:
= Adsum{l,_y ,-ly ,ly } (7.6.145)
mgm = a^g. (7.6.146)
One further possibility remains. That is, that the type la involutive automorphism 
{u(r),l,£} belongs to the class (c/7,1^ for some suitable value of y. Let us assume 
for the moment that this is the case, so that the following hold:
S(/)U(f)S(r)-1 = ArMV(z), (7.6.147)
S(z)gS(r)= a^g, (7.6.148)
where V(z) = ;,K2,—ly,. Comparison of the determinants of
U(f) and V(?) implies that A2^ = -1 and ft = 0. However, upon re-arranging the 
above to give
S(?)U(r)= AV(/)S(f), (7.6.149)
and attempting to solve this and find a general form for S(f), it becomes clear that 
A2 = 1. There is a contradiction, since A cannot be both real and purely imaginary. It 
appears therefore, that there is some conjugacy class for which the representative 
automorphism may be taken to be the type la involution {u(f), 1,q}, where
U(z) = dsum|l^_2_fc,-1&,offdiag |l,/,Z_1,l|,-l&,l£_2_fc|. (7.6.150)
We call this class (c/6,2\ The real form which is generated by this representative 
automorphism has the following basis elements:
(4+e-;<5)]
k * H'ez,i^</-2, (7.6.151)
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1 £-2 , f-2 1 ( £-1 £-1 , t € \V
(ey'd + e-j6 - 7(9yd + 9d d4y))
.( i-2 i-2 1 ( t-l €-1 , t £ \\
\ejS - 4yd " 7^yd “ e~js + 9a - e~J^ )),
yGN0,
ljeN,k=e-u,
i(4+<6»)l.
(4k k V
7-.., -H 
++4
(■9yd+« "-C—?-—„)’ 
-(9- +« — e-jd-a )>
(in equation (7.6.155) above, a=£r±£s, and either l­
i- 2-b<r<s<£-2-b\
^(^yd+of C-—'d-a)’
(^yd + a ” C-jS -a )’
(in (7.6.156) above, a = £r ± ss and 1 <; r <s £ - 2-b < £-2)
(ey<5+« + e-jd-a + ej6+p d 4 yd-/- )’ 
i[ejd +a + C-yd -a ~ 9y<5+^ “ e-j6 -0 )»
^(^yd +« _ C-y^-a + eyd+/J “ e-j& -fi )’
(^y'd +« ~ j5-a ~ Zjd+p + g-jd-3 )»
(in (7.6.157) above, a = 8- - 8-—, ft = 8- + 8-— and l:r-£-2
^yd da C-yd - a + 9/++- + ^—-yd-/))’
(^yd+a + C-yd-a _^„^d+3 ~~e-jd-p)’
(^y'a+a ~^-yd-^^ 9/d+f - e_jg_pj,
^9yd +a “ C_yd_a _ 9yd+£ + e_yd-/))’
(in (7.6.158) above, a = 8- - 8-_-, j8 = 8- + 8-—- and £ -2 -b <r
(7.6.152)
(7.6.153)
(7.6.154)
(7.6.155)
r< s-£-2-& or
(7.6.156)
(7.6.157)
-H
(7.6.158)
,£-2)
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[ej8+a + e-j8-a + e(j+l)8+P + e-(y+l)5 ~p)’ 
i[ejd+a + e-jd-a ~ e(j+1)8+0 “ e-(/+l)5-0)’ 
i[^J8+a — e-jd-a + e(y+1)5+0 — e-(j +1)5-0 )’
^y'5+ce —^-jd-a — ^(y+l)5+0 ^-(/+1)5-0)’
(in (7.6.159) above, a = er - e£, /3 = £r + ee and 1 ±s r<. £-2-b),
i\ejd+a + e-j6-a + e(j +1)5+0 + <(7+1)5-0 )’
(^;5+a +e-j8-a ~ e(j +1)5+0 “ e-(j+l)8~p}’
(eJ5+a ~e-j8-a +^(y+l)5+0 — (7+1)5—^ )’
Z(gy'5+a “e-j5-a ~ e(j +1)5+0 + (y+l)5—0 )’
(in (7.6.160) above, a =* er - ft = £r + £e and l<;r=£^-2-Z>),
^(^y'5+a + ^-y'5-a ^-(/+l)5+a ^(/+l)5+a J’
(^/5+a "^^-/5-a —^-(j+l)5+a ~ ^(/+l)5+a)’ •
^^/5+a —e~jS-a "^^-(y+l)5+a ~ ^(/+l)5+a)> 
^7'5+a -e~jd-a ~ ^-(/+l)5+a ^(7+1)5 +a )’
(in (7.6.161) above, a =£e_x- £(),
i[ej8+a + e-j8-a + £_( y_i)5+0[ + _i)<5 +a )>
(^/5 + a + ^-y'5-a — ^-(/-l)5+a “ ^(/'-1)5+ce )’
^^y'5+a ~e~j8-a ^-(7-1)5+a — ^(/-1)5+a )’
(^7’5+a — e-j8-a — ^-(y-l)5+a + ^(y-l)5+a )’
(in (7.6.162) above, a = £e_{ + £^),
ic,
(7.6.159)
(7.6.160)
(7.6.161)
(7.6.162)
(7.6.163)
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It remains for us to examine the type la involutive automorphisms {u(Z),l,^}, 
where U(z) is given by (7.6.6). In fact, all such automorphisms belong to the same 
conjugacy class, as will now be shown. Let the matrix S(r) be given by
a 0
0
0 b
0 0
S(r) =
0 0 0
(7.6.164)
0
where the submatrices are given (for odd values of q ) by
a = dsum
b = offsum
c = offsum{CP"-C4
a, —• • •— a» —
i -1 0T\
72 -1 4
b, = 42
Cl *” 42
1{d*’-’dJ
This satisfies S(z)gS(z)= zg, and also
S(?)U(?)S(z)_l = (z)offsum{K^,rK^}.
d =dsum- d =...= d, = —j=
1 72
(7.6.165)
-r1 o 
r1 o
ro -r11 
o r1
(7.6.166)
(7.6.167)
(7.6.168)
(7.6.169)
0 l
o l
This concludes the analysis of the type la involutive automorphisms with u-1.
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7.7 Type la involutive automorphisms of with u = -1
We will now examine the type la involutions with u = -1, finding out about the 
conjugacy classes to which they belong. The matrix transformations contained in 
section 5 of this chapter (modified, where necessary) demonstrate that only a subset of 
the involutive automorphisms given in section 4 need to be considered. In fact, we will 
be examining only those type la involutive automorphisms (with m = -1) which are 
generated by the following matrices:
dsnu^!-.---!2* (7.7.1)
dstutml^—,~-l„;^^2’-i-<—7}, (7.7.2)
offsumjK--, -K2a ,K,_a }, (7.7.3)
offsum{K;—-K- ,K- ,-K^_a}, (7.7.4)
dswm{la,-ffe ’K2C,-1- ,1*}, (7.7.5)
-la 0 0 0 0 0
0 f 0 0
0 0 0 rKc
0 0 ~r!Kc 0
0 0
0 0
(7.7.6)
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 -1& 0
0 0 la
dsum|s1’...,s^-),-s----
1 / 0 1T\
s- =
J I
-1 o| (7.7.7)
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We begin with those type la automorphisms {u(?,-l,o}, where U()) is given by 
(7.7.1). Let the matrix S(?) be defined by
S(0 = dsum{m_j,f ,f' j. (7.7.8)
This satisfies S*fI)s(r)= 12,, S(t)gS(t) = g and S(z)l2fS(-t)“1 =U(t). Hence, all
of the type la involutive automorphisms (with m = -1 ) which are generated by matrices 
of the form (7.7.1) are conjugate. Let the class to which they belong be called (E).
Now we examine those type la involutive automorphisms {u((), — l,f}, where 
U(?) is given by (7.7.2). In this case, we let the matrix S()) be defined by
S())= dsum{l£_a,)l«,la))fl__a}. (7.7.9)
This is such that S())gS(/)= )g, S*)“)s() = 1), and S())^2£S(^^)_1 = U(). Thus,
all of these involutive automorphisms also belong to the conjugacy class (E). We take 
the type la involutive automorphism ipE (where fE = {l2j,-l,0}) as representative of
the conjugacy class (E). The process for generating bases of real forms from involutive 
automorphisms then generates the following basis from the automorphism ipE:
(e4 + 4j))
'(4
'(4 +7)
(4 -<7)
• y is even, l<k
> j is odd, l <,k , £,
{jd+a + <-jd-a) 
’^ {{'jd +a ~ C jd -a )
> a is a root of D), y is even ,
£jd +a 1" C- yd ~a
(cyd +« ” C-y'd-a )
a is a root of D), y is od<d ,
(7.7.10)
(7.7.11)
(7.7.12)
(7.7.13)
k?,
id.
(7.7.14)
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In a similar fashion, it can be shown that all of the type la involutive 
automorphisms {u(?),-l,^} (where U(r) is given by (7.7.3)) are mutually conjugate. 
We define S(z) by
S(f) = dsum{l,.„ ,Zlo 1„ ,lt_„ }. (7.7.15)
We have already seen that this matrix generates automorphisms of and of its 
compact real form. In addition, it satisfies
S(z)K2,S(0_1 = offsum{K,_fl,-K2a,K,_fl}. (7.7.16)
We have not shown whether or not these involutive automorphisms belong to the 
conjugacy class (E). There are two distinct cases to consider, corresponding to odd and 
even values of I. Let us take the case where I is even. There is nothing left to 
demonstrate in this case, since the matrix transformations in section 5 illustrate clearly 
that the type la involutive automorphisms {K2^,-l,0} and {l2^,-l,0} are conjugate to
each other. However, when I is odd, this is not the case. If the type la involutive 
automorphism ^(= {K2^,-1,o}) belongs to the conjugacy class (E), then there must 
exist some Laurent polynomial matrix S(?) which satisfies both of the following:
(7.7.17)
S(z)gS(z) = a/g. (7.7.18)
The type la involutive automorphism 02 is defined to be {l2,,-l,O}. It does not 
appear to be possible, in general, to find a matrix S(r) which satisfies (7.7.18) and 
(7.7.19). However, proving that this is impossible for all values of k using matrix 
methods is difficult. Consider the algebra D^, which is isomorphic to the algebra 
A^1), which has been investigated already. We wish to investigate whether or not the 
two type la involutive automorphisms (of Dg1)) {l6,-l,0} and {K6,-l,0} are 
conjugate. These correspond to the root transformations p^a^ = a^ (where 
£ = 1,2,3) and p2(a°) = -a£ (where k = 1,2,3) respectively. (The root
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transformations are given in terms of the roots of D3. The Dynkin diagrams of D3 and 
A3 are identical under the re-labelling
c^aj0) = a?, 
a(a2) = a3°,
(7.7.19)
(7.7.20)
cr] (7.7.21)
Under this re-labelling, the root transformations p} and p2 are preserved unaltered. 
Now, when considered in terms of the notation and conventions of A3!\ the 
automorphisms corresponding to the root transformation p{ and the automorphisms 
corresponding to the root transformation p2 are of different types (of types la and lb). 
Thus, for the specific case £ = 3, it is possible to show that no matrix S(r) can exist, 
which satisfies the conditions outlined previously. It is possible to prove this 
conclusively because of the readily-available comparison with the algebra A3!\ For 
larger values of /, there is no isomorphism with another complex affine Kac-Moody 
algebra which allows such a comparison. However, we can show that, for odd values 
of € larger than 3, the type la involutive automorphisms and </>2 are not conjugate. 
To do this, we consider the highest-weight representation T{0,0,...,l} of (with € 
odd). If we generate the representation in question (using the method given in chapter 
16 of [13]), we see that it is not equivalent to its contragredient representation. Thus, 
the type la and the type lb automorphisms of are distinct. Returning to the two 
involutive automorphisms </>j and 02, it is easily verified that, with the new 
representation of D^, one of them is of type la (with h = -1) and the other is of type 
lb (with u = -1). Hence they cannot be conjugate.
So, for odd values of t,, there is a new conjugacy class, which we will call (F). 
The representative automorphism of the class (F) is the type la involutive 
automorphism tpr, where {U,-l,0} with U = dsum{lM,K2,l^_1}. This choice of 
representative automorphism is justified by later results. A basis of a real form of
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(associated with tyF) which is generated by following Cartan's method is provided by
the following elements:
»j is even, \<,k <.(. -1, (7.7.22)
z(4 +<«)
(4 ~e-js)
► j is odd, 1 k t -1, (7.7.23)
Z r-i i-i t (. V [ejS + e~j6 + ej6 + e-jd )
J t-l , r-l I i \
+ e-j& ej&
.{ r-l £-1 £ I \
Z r-i r , r \e-jd ejd + e-jd )
> j is even , (7.7.24)
7 £-i r-i r r V
ZV7 <5 + e~j6 + ej5 + e-jd )
(e-i . r-i r r \(ey(5 + e-jd ejd e~jd)
(t-i e-i .J r \g-jd + ejd e-jd )
.( r-i r-i t t \V;«5 -^-^+<75 J
y is odd, (7.7.25)
a = er ± es, 1 =s r < s I -1, j is even ,
a = sr ± es, 1 «s r < 5 <; £ - 1, j is odd,
’-/w)
(e/<5 +a + jd-a )
Z (^/5 +a ~ g-jd-a]
i{gjd +a jd -a )
{^jd +a ~ g-jd-a )
(^/<5+oc g-jd-a gjd+fi +
i[gjd+a + g-jd-a ~ gjd+p ~ e-jd-fi ) 
^{gjd +a ~ g-jd —a + gjd+fi ~ e-jd -fi ) 
(^yS+a ~ g-jd-a ~ gjd+fi + g-jd-fi]
• j is even ,
(7.7.26)
(7.7.27)
(7.7.28)
(in (7.7.28) above, a = er - ef, fi = er + ez, and 1 =s r <; (. -1),
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(^7'S+ct g-jd-a £jd+fi 
i{^jd+a g-jd-a ~~ ^jP+P 
i{^j8+a ~ ^-jp-a + ^jP+P 
{^jP+a ~ g-jp-a ~ ZjP+P
+ e-jP-p) 
~e-jS-p) 
~e~jP-p) 
+ e-jP-p)
• j is odd, (7.7.29)
(in (7.7.29) above, a = er - e£, fi = er + £e, and 1 <; € -1),
Zc,
id.
(7.7.30)
The type la involutive automorphisms {u(?),-l,o}, where U(?) is given by 
(7.7.4) are conjugate to the type la involutive automorphism {K2f,-l,0}. Hence, they
all belong to either the class (E) or the class (F), depending upon whether t is even or 
odd. To see this, let S(f) be defined by
S(r)= dsum{l£_fl,rta,l«>'W <7-731>
This is such that S*(r_1)s(r) = 12,, S(?)gS(?)= fg, and S(r)U(?)S(-?)_1 =K2£.
We will now consider those type la involutive automorphisms {u(r),-l,o}, 
where U(?) is given by (7.7.5). Using the matrix transformations of section 5, 
together with some of the examples given in this section, we may confine our interest to 
those matrices which are of the form
U(r) = dsum{l/_1 ,K2,1^_j}. (7.7.32)
In the case where I is odd, it follows from previous analysis (in section 5 and 
elsewhere in this section) that {u(f),-l,o} is conjugate to the type la involutive 
automorphism {K2^,-l,0}. Thus, when I is odd, no new conjugacy classes are 
encountered. However, when £ is even we note that the matrix U(f) is of the same 
form as the matrix which generated the representative automorphism (for odd I). The 
class (F) was previously defined only for odd values of . In fact, it can be extended, 
so that (F) is the class which contains the representative type la automorphism
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{u(z),-l,o}, where U(z) = dsum{l^_1,K2 , This is the case for both odd and 
even values of t.
Let the matrix U(z) be given by (7.7.6). It may be assumed that U(z) is of the
form
-1 l-a
U(z) =
0
0
-'X
0
0
0
0
h-a .
(7.7.33)
0
0
0
If we let S(z) = dsumjz (which satisfies S(z)gS(z) = t !g and S*(z 1)s(z) = 12£)
then
SMuMS(-z)-1 = dsum{l£_fl,K2a,l,_a}. •• (7.7.34)
Thus, any such automorphisms belong to classes which have already been identified.
The final automorphism to be examined in this section is the type la 
automorphism {u(z),-l,o}, where U(z) is given by (7.7.7). Let S(z) be defined by
S(z)= dsum{x1,...,xf} 1
I -lp
(7.7.35)
This is such that S(z)gS(z) = zg, S*(z = 12€, and also
S(z)U(z)S(-z)“1 =(-z)dsum|y1,...,yi.£,-y1,...,-y^|, (7.7.36)
where y is the 2x2 matrix given by y = diag{l,-l}. Thus, the automorphism in 
question belongs to the conjugacy class (E).
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7.8 Involutive automorphisms of type 2a with i~l
In this section we examine the type 2a involutive automorphisms of using the
matrix formulation, and use the results obtained to find real forms of . As was the 
case with the type la involutive automorphisms, this approach is not entirely 
conclusive. This method of investigating the automorphisms, whilst giving conclusive 
results for other algebras, is not entirely satisfactory for the algebra with the 
representation of which is being employed. Clearly, we need only to consider a 
subset of those type 2a involutive automorphisms which were listed in section 4, since 
the matrix transformations of section 5 may be used to infer that certain automorphisms 
are conjugate to others. A suitable subset of involutive automorphisms is that set of 
type 2a involutive automorphisms {u(?,l,§}, where U(?) is given by one of the 
following:
dsurnjl a, -,tlc,-ad, -r11 d, t -1 (7.8.1)
dsiu'n|j-.lrt,1^ (7.8.2)
dsum{da ,-l& ,lc -tld ,-ld ,?1c }, (7.8.3)
dsumj-?la, -1&,lc ,tla }r (7.8.4)
(7.8.5)
dsiim{l„,-I„ ,rlc,-/lrf.K2,^? }■ (7.8.6)
We examine those type 2a involutive automorphisms {u(/),l,£}, where U(?) is of the
form given by (7.8.1). We may show that the difference between the quantities c and
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d is of more importance than the absolute values of those quantities. To see this, we 
define a matrix S( )) by the following:
„ ' 1
S(z) = dsum^l11_1,-
l 2
1+ ? 1-f
1 - f 1 + ? '-'2-22 a 2 Z-l ’la-1S (7.8.7)
1 + r r -1
r -1 1+r
where the quantity a is as given in (7.8.1). This matrix is such that S())gS()) = g,
S*(r‘)s(()=:l2€,and
s^uMS^r1)"1 = V(z), (7.8.8)
•V
where the matrix V()) is given by
dsum|la_1,Zl1,-Zli,-li,_1,Zlc,-Zl<,,-Z“1l<i,Z_1 lc,-li,_i,-Z'1l1,Z"1l1,la_1l.
(7.8.9)
It is clear that the type 2a involutive automorphism {v()),l, §} is conjugate to the type 
2ainvolutive automorphism {w()), 1,)}, where
W(z)=dsum{la_h-l6_1>zlc+1,-zlrf+1,-z'1ld+1,z'1l,.+1,-li,_,>l,,_1}. (7.8.10)
This implies that we need only consider those automorphisms for which the associated
matrix U()) is of one of the following forms
U,(t)= dsum{lfl ;r!Ic
U2 (t) = dsum{l „ ,-j ,-tlc ,-t_1 lc .-1 f , la }•
(7.8.11)
(7.8.12)
However, since U i(?) = ^(-t), it follows that each type 2a involutive automorphism 
{U2(),l,f} is conjugate to some automorphism {U)()),l,)}. Thus, it may be 
supposed that U()) is of the form Uj()) defined above. We define the conjugacy class 
to be that class which contains the type 2a involutive automorphism
{U()),l,)}, where U()) = dsi^i^j]l),-l(?)^r,)"1)l.^^l)l)l (with p + q + r = l). The 
quantity r is able to take any of the values 0,...,) -q -1, and the quantity q may take
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any of the values 0,..-1. However, the matrix transformations in section 5 can be 
used to help us infer that it is only necessary to assume that q and r are such that
q = r = 0,...,[|(^- 1)]. (7.8.13)
We take the type 2a involutive automorphism generated by U(?), where 
U(z) = dsum|lp,-l9,Mr,f_1lr,-l9,lp| to be the representative of the conjugacy class 
(G)^,r\ Using Cartan’s theorem, the following list contains a basis for a real form of
(i).D
ih«* (l <, k and if r # 0 then k - r),
'K^~7c) (r*°)>
’(A,, + c)
(7.8.14)
Ik k \
Ik k \
(r = 2),
t,j >0, (7.8.15)
(^/S+a ^"g-jd-a + g-jd+a 
i{^jd+a + g-jd-a ~ g-jd+a — gjd-a)’ 
i[gjd+a ~ g-jd-a "** g- jd+a ~ gjd-a)’ 
(^/S+a ~~ g-jd-a ~ g-jd+a ^/<5_a )»
(7.8.16)
(where in the above, a = £a ± £b with either 1 a < b p or p < a<b <, p + q, and 
also a = £a - £b with p + q < a < b <.£),
jd+a "r '-'-jd-a "r c’~ jd+a "r ^jd-a )’ 
(^7'd+a g-jd-a ~ g-jd+a ~ gjd-a )’ 
(^/5+a — g-jd-a g—jd+a ~ gjd-a )’ 
^gjd +a ~ g- jd -a ~ g- jd+a gjd -a )’
(7.8.17)
(where in the above, a = £a±£b and 1 a p <b p+ q),
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(7.8.18)
7+l)S-ct)’
\jd+a + e-jd-a + e_(y+l)6+a + e(j. 
i[ejd+a + e-jd-a - e_(y+i)S+a “ e(;+l)d-a )’ 
l[gjd+a g-jd-a + e-(y+l)(5+os ^(7+1)6-a)’
[gjd+a ~ g-jd-a g-(7+l)6 +a + ^(7+1) <5-a )’
(where in the above, a = ea - sb and l^a^p, p + q < b 
i(gjd+a + e-jd-a + e-(j+l)6+a +e(j+l)<5-«)’ 
[gjd+a +e-jd-a ~ e~(j+\)d+a ~ e(j+l)d-a\ 
(^7<5+a g-jd-a + g-(j+l)d+a e(7+l)<5-a )’ 
*[ejd+a ~ g-jd-a ~e~{j+\)d+a + ^(7+1)6-a \ 
(where in the above, a = ea - eb and p < a<, p + q <b <, £), 
[gjd+a + g-jd-a + ^-(7-1)5+« + e(7-l)S~ct)’ 
Z(e76+a +e-jd-a ~e-(j-i)8+a ~ e(j-l)d-a)’ 
i[gjd+a g-jd-a + g-(j-l)d+a ^(7-1)6 -a)’
("/<jd+a g-jd-a g-(j-T.)d+a+ g(j
(where in the above, a - sa + sb and l<>a<>p, p + q < b 
i[gjd+a + g-jd-a + e_(y_i)6+a + e(7_l)<5-a )’ 
(^76+a + g-jd-a ~ g-(j-\)&+a. ~ e(j-[)d-a)> 
(e7<5+a g-jd-a g-^j-l^d+a gty-tyd-a}’ 
i[gjd+a g-jd-a g-(7-l)<5+a + g(7-l)<5-a )’
(7.8.19)
(7.8.20)
(7.8.21)
(where in the above, a -ea + eb and p < a <,p + q < b <,
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(7.8.22)
[ej6+a+e-j&-a + g-(y-2)6+a + ^;-2)d-a)’ 
Z(e/«5+oc + e-j6-a ~ e~(j-2)8+a ~ e(j-2)6-a)> 
i^jd+a ~e-j8-a + e-(j-2)8+a “ e(/-2)«5-a )’ 
(^yd+a e~j6-a e-(;-2)6+a + ^(y-2)6-a )’
(where, in the above, a - ea + eb with p + q < a<b
c,
r-2
d — J, U 2 2 -K'- -2>q,., -I(r -4)A„(
(7.8.23)
7=1
ra2
We look next at those automorphisms which are generated by the matrices of 
the general form (7.8.2). The analysis dealing with the matrices of the general form 
(7.8.1) is also applicable here, to some extent. It implies that we need only examine 
those type 2a involutive automorphisms for which the matrix U(z) has the general form
dsum|-la ,lb ,tlc ,-t~\, -16 ,la j. (7.8.24)
We define the conjugacy class (H)(7,r) to be that class which contains (as 
representative) the type 2a involutive automorphism {u(f),l, , where
U(z) = dsum{-lf?,l(7,Mr,-Z“1lr,-l?,lp| (p + q + r. = t). (7.8.25)
The real form of which is generated by applying Cartan’s method to the 
representative of the class may be generated by the following elements:
ihak (l<,k <, &, and if r * 0 then k - r),
(r’s°)’
I \ (7.8.26)i'(/la,+4C) (r=1)’
tya, + c) (r = 2),
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(4 +<«p 
(4 ~e-;«)j
| Q..» + (Z + 6.I,\ jd+a -jd-a —jd+a jd-a /’ 
^gjd +a g-jd-a ~ g- jd+a ~ gjd-a )’ 
Z(e;6+a “ e-;6-a + e~jd+a ~ ejd-a\
. }1 k<. j >0, (7.8.27)
(7.8.28)
(*/jd+a jd-a g-jd+a gjdjd-a)’
(where, in (7.8.28) above a -sa - eb with either 1 <; a <b <, p, p < a < b <, p + q or 
p + q < a<b <J,, and also a = ea + eb with 1 a-z p <b <> p+ q),
*(gjd+a + e-j8-a + e~jd+a + ejd-a )’
+a jd-a ~ g-jd +a ~ gjd-a )’
(7.8.29)
{gjd+a ~e-jd-a + e~jd+a ~ejd-a\ 
i {gjd+a g-jd-a + g- jd+a gjd-a )’
(where, in (7.8.29) above a = sa - eb with l<,a^p<b<, p+ q and also a = ea + eb 
with either 1 a <b p or p < a <b <. p + q),
i[gjd+a + g-jd-a + <-(j+l)d+a + e(j+i)d-a)'
{gjd+a + g-jd-a ^-(/'+l)6+a ^(j+l)6-a)’
(7.8.30)
(^/<5+cc g-jd-a ^-(/+l)<5+a ^(/+l)<S-a
^^76+a g-jd-a g—(j+\}d+a ^(7+1)6-a j’
(where, in (7.8.30) above a = ea - eb with \< a<. p, p + q<b <, £),
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(7.8.31)
(*/$+« + e-j6-a +^(y+i)6+a +e(y+l)6-a)’ 
^ej8+a +e-j8-a ~e~(j+l)8+a “ e(jf+l)5-a )’ 
£-jd-a ^-(/ +l)d+a ^(y'+l)6-aj’ 
f+l)<5-a )’
ej8 +a~e-j8-a e-(;+l)<5 +a + e(j
(where, in (7.8.31) above a =ea- eb with p < a<.p + q <b <. C), 
[ej6+a + e-j8-a +e-(j-i)8+a+e(j-l)6-a\
i(ejd+a+e_j8_a -^_(7_l)6+a -^-_i)5_a),
Z(ey<5+a ”e-y5-a + e-(j-l)d+a ~e(j-l)8-a\
(^/<5 +a e-j8-a e-(/-l)<5+a + e(j-l)<5-a )’
(where, in (7.8.32) above a = sa + sb with izazp, p + q < b 
i(ej8+a +e-j8-a + e-(j-l)6+a + e(j-l)d-a)' 
(^j8+a+e-j8-a - e_(y_i)5+a “%-l)6-a)’
(^/<5+a e-j8-a+e-(j-l')8+a ^(/-l)<5-a)’
\ej8+a ~e-jd-a ~e-(j-l)8+a +e(j-l)6-a)’
(7.8.32)
(7.8.33)
(where, in (7.8.33) above a =ea + £b with p < a <.p + q <b <> 
^jd+a + e-j8-a + e-(j-2)8+a + e(;-2)S-a)’
(e;'<5+ct +e-j8-a ~ e~(j-2)d+a ~ e(j-2)8-a}’
r-2)<5-a)’
j8+a ^-j8-a &-(y -2)6+a t(y-2)6-a
ej8 + a e-j8-a + e-(y-2 )<5+a e(j
/(e.x. _ - e. .x _ - e ts _ + e,:
(7.8.34)
(where, in (7.8.34) above a = sa + sb with p + q < a <b =s -O,
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C,
r-2 (7.8.35)2 ~i(r~ “ 4^«,
7=1
nl
We follow on from this, and examine the type 2a involutive automorphisms 
{u(f),l,g}, where U(r) is of the form (7.8.3). It follows from the analysis of this
section, and also the analysis of section 5, that each of these automorphisms is 
conjugate to a type 2a involutive automorphism {u(?),l,§}, where
U(r) = dsum|rla ,-lfo,lc ,tlc ,-tlb ,la}. (7.8.36)
Define the conjugacy class (J to be that conjugacy class which contains the type 2a 
involutive automorphism {u(r),l,^}, where U(/) = dsum{flp,-lg,lr»flr,-flg»lp} 
and of course, p + q + r - f. We take the type 2a involutive automorphism {u(f),l,^} 
to be the representative automorphism of the conjugacy class (j/9,r\ Thus, the 
following elements generate a real form of and are obtained by using Cartan’s
method:
{\<.k<, £,k^ p\//i
(7.8.37)
^ + ek-is}
‘'(4
. 1 ^k j 2> 0, (7.8.38)
(^/6+a
4
-J
76 +a '--jd-a ~ jd+a ~ ^jd-a )’
+ e-j8-a + e-jd+a + ej6-
+ e_
c — & -X 4~ JJ jo+a -jo-a -jd+a
&jd+a g-jd-a ^-jd+a + &jd
ejd-a\ 
r<5-a)’
(7.8.39)
(
(where, in (7.8.39) above a=£a-eb with \<>a<b<.p, p < a <b <, p + q or 
p + q < a <b , and also a - ea + €b with l^a^p, p + q<b^£),
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51 [gjd+a + e-jd-a +^(;_l)5+a +e(;-l)6-«)’
[ejS+a + e-jd-a ~ e-(y_i)6+a “ g(j-i)d-a)’
(7.8.40)
(e/d+a ~e~jd~a +e-(j-l)d+a “ e(/-l)<5~a )’
^jd+a ~e-j6-a ~e-(j-l)d+a + e(j-l)d-a}’
(where, in (7.8.40) above a = ea - eb with a<. p <b <, p+q),
[ejd+a + e-jd-a + e_(y_i)6+a + e(j-i)<5-« )’
^[gjd+a g-jd-a ^-(j-l'jd+a ^(j-l)d-a)’
(7.8.41) ,
j^/d+a ^-jd-ce l)d+a ^(7—1)6-a
[gjd+a e_jg_a e-(j_l)6+0E + ^(y_l)5-a)’
(where in (7.8.41) above a -£a- eb with i<,a<.p, p + q < b <> £ and 1 < a < b =s p),
l I 6. + 6- .» + £ . C + £I\ ]d+a -jd-a - jd+a jd-a /’
(^76+a g-jd-a ~ g-jd+a ~ gjd-a )’
(7.8.42)
^jd +a e~jd-a -jd+a ejd ~a )’ 
i[gjd+a ~ g-jd-a ~ g- jd+a gjd-a )’
(where in (7.8.42) above a - ea - eb with p < a<.p + q <b <, £ and a = sa + Eb with 
\< p <b <> p + q),
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(ej6+a+e-jd~a + e~(j+l)d+a +^(/+l)d-«)’ 
+a + e~jS -a ~ e-(j +l)a+ce “ e(j+l)8-a )’
^^y'6+a C-jd-a + ^-(/+l)<5+a ^(y+l)<5 ~a )’
(7.8.43)
4ej8+a e-j8-a ^-(>+1)6 +a + e(;+l)<5
(where, in (7.8.43) above a = ea + eb with either p<a<b<,p + q or 
p + q < a < b s^),
+ e~j8-a + ^-(y+l)5+ct + e(7+l)6-«)’
(e/<5 +a + e- jd-a “ e-(y+l)5 +a ~ e(j+i)d-a )’
{fjd+a ~e-j8-a + e~(j+l)&+a ~ e(j+l)8-a)’ 
i^jd+a ~e-j8-a ~e~(j+l)d+a + e(j+l)8-a\
(7.8.44)
(where in (7.8.44) above a =ea + eb with p < a p + q < b
c,
X
<£-l)
2 a, +
j =1 y=i
+|(2/? + 2i +^«J
(7.8.45)
The last element in this list is only applicable when For the special cases
/? = £-!,€, this element should be replaced with
d-
/R-i) e-2'2jha+yha,i +i^~2}hai
j.l
(forp = /-l),
(7.8.46)
d- e(e - i) e-2 (for p = 4).
The type 2a involutive automorphisms which are generated by the matrices of 
the form given in (7.8.4) present no difficulties. Let U(r) be of the form (7.8.4).
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Consider U(-z), which is of the form (7.8.3). Since the type 2a involutive 
automorphism {u(f),l,§} is always conjugate to the type 2a involutive automorphism 
{u(-f),l,£}, it follows that the automorphisms under consideration belong to classes 
which have already been identified.
The type 2a involutive automorphisms which are generated by matrices of the 
form (7.8.5) are examined separately, depending upon whether or not € is even or 
odd. In the case where H is even, it follows that the automorphism in question belongs 
to one of the classes identified previously, namely (G)^£\ This is because K2(? is /-
independent, and the transformations given in section 5 thus apply without any 
modification, implying that the type 2a involutive automorphisms {K2^,1,o} and 
jdsumjli.^,-1^,1^ }, 1,01are conjugate. In the case where H is odd, this is not quite
the case. The main question to be considered is whether or not there exists a Laurent, 
polynomial matrix S(r) which is such that
S(z)K2,s(r')“‘ = (7.8.47)
where U(z) is given by one of (7.8.1)-(7.8.4). In fact, from previous analysis, we 
know that, when I is odd, the two type 2a involutive automorphisms {K2^,l,0} and 
|dsum|li^^_1j,-l^^1),K2,-l^€_1),l<i(€_1)|,l,o| are conjugate. The matrix
dsum jl £_0, -1 K2, i), _i) | (7.8.48)
is, in fact a special case of the matrix given in (7.8.6). We will thus proceed with the 
involutive automorphisms which are generated by matrices of the general form (7.8.6). 
It is clear from earlier analysis in this section that we may confine our attention to those 
automorphisms for which the associated matrices U(?) are given by
(7-8.49)
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We wish firstly to investigate whether or not these automorphisms belong to any of the 
conjugacy classes which have been identified already. Let us suppose then that there 
exists some Laurent polynomial matrix S(t) which satisfies
S(/ju(i7r)s(i")'* = Af"V(z), (7.8.50)
S(/)gS»“ a?g, (7.8.51)
where a and A are non-zero complex numbers, and V(/) is given by one of (7.8.1)- 
(7.8.4). Note that the quantity 5 may take only the values ±1. It is always possible to 
choose the value of t such that sr = 1, by putting t = s. Let us, therefore, put t = s 
into the above equations. We can now deduce from the analysis of the type la 
involutive automorphisms (with w = 1) that there does not exist a matrix S(s) which 
satisfies both of
S(5)U(1)S(v)1 = A'VW), (7.8.52)
S(5)gS(5) = a'g. (7.8.53)
We require that S(/) exists for all non-zero values of t, and so it has been demonstrated 
that S(f) does not exist with the necessary properties. Next we examine whether or not 
there exist any matrices S(/) which satisfy
SOU^sf-'f (7.8.54)
S(f)gS(/)= «/g, (7.8.55)
where the quantities a and A are both non-zero, and
UJjZ = dsum, -1^ ,tlz ,K2,r-1lz ,-ly ,1x j. (7.8.56)
Recall that the type 2a automorphism {u(/),w,§} and the type 2a automorphism 
{u5it),«, (where = 1 ) are conjugate. We may thus put t ~ s, and infer that
S(s)V1S(5)’1-A'V2, (7.8.57)
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where Vj and V2 are given by
Vi = dsumjl, _l^b_c ,-h ,lc ,K2, lc ,1 , (7.8.58)
V2 =dsum{l,_,_p_,.-lp ,1a ,K2,la ,“lp..b-i-p-, }• (7.8.59)
It may be seen, if we examine section 6 of this chapter, that there cannot exist a matrix
S( 5) which (for s2 = 1 ) satisfies
s^Vj s(s)-1 = a'v2, (7.8.60)
and is also such that S(c)gS(c) = ag. We conclude therefore, that there is no matrix 
S(r), and that the type 2a involutive automorphisms jufoc ,1,^ J and ju/? ? , 1,^2 } are 
non-conjugate. Let the class containing the type 2a involution be called
(K))bM . The integers b and c are such that 0 a^a[-|(^~l) ] and 
0 a c -1 - &)] . (For those classes where b and c iie outside these ranges , the
various matrix transformations outlined in this and previous sections imply that the 
classes in question are conjugate to the classes for which b and c do lie within these 
ranges). Cartan’s method may be applied, and a real form of generated. For the 
conjugacy class (k/9 , we take as the representative the type 2a involutive 
automorphism 1,^1, where Ugz ^summ^-l^dla^^la-la^a} and
p + q + r - £~\. The real form obtained using Cartan’s method may be generated by 
the following elements:
ihak [l<.k - 2,k
+*a, +c) (r-0),
+AJ (r=o). 
b“(-i
(4
r ~2),
(7.8.61)
(7.8.62)
(7.8.63)
(7.8.64)
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( £-1 £-1 e , t \]
+ g-jd + gjd + g-jd ) [
( £“1 e-i £ £ V
e-J8 + ej^ e~j^)J
.( e-i e-i e i Vi
Z(e;6 + e-jd ejd .
./ £-1 e-i t e ’
1 e-jd ejd + e-jd /J
(^y‘6+a + g-jd-a + g-jd+a 
^gjd +a "** g-jd -a ~ g- jd+a ~~ gjd-a )’
+a ~ g- jd -a g- jd+a ~ gjd-a'}’
(^yd+a ~ g-jd-a ~ g-jd+a ‘*'^y6-a)’
(7.8.65)
(7.8.66)
(7.8.67)
(where, in (7.8.67) above a-ea±eb (with one of \<.a<b<,p or 
p < a<b <> p + q), and also a = Ea -eb (with p + q < a <b && - 2)),
i[gjd+a g-jd-a g- jd+a gjd-a )’
(^y'd+a g-jd-a ~ g-jd+a ~ gjd-a )’
. (7.8.68)
^y'5+a — g-jd-a + g-jd+a ~ gjd-a />
^{gjd+a ~ g-jd-a ~ g- jd+a gjd-a )’
(where, in (7.8.68) above a = Ea ± (with \ <, a<,p <b <. p + q)),
^y'<5+a + g-jd-a + g-(j+l)d+a ^(y'+l)5 -a j’ 
i[gjd +a + g-jd -a - g-(j +l)6+a " g(j'+l)<5-a )’
/ \ (/.8.69)
— g-jd-a + g-(j+i')d+a ~ g(j+l)d-a}’
(^y'd+a — g-jd-a ~ g-(j +l)<5+ct ^(y+l)<5 -a )>
(where, in (7.8.69) above a = £a -eb (with p, p + q < b -2)),
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i{^jd+a + g-j5—a ^"^-(j+l)6+a ^(7'+1)6-a J’
^/6+a + ^-jd-a ~ &-(j+l)d+a — ^(7+1)6-a )’
(ey<5+a ~e-jd-a + ^-(7+1)6+a ~ e(/+l)6-a )’
Z"(^/6 +a ~<~~jb-a ~ ^-(7+1 )6+a "*" ^(7+1)6 -a )’
(where, in (7.8.70) above a = ea - eb (with p < a p + q <b £-2)),
^76+a ”**^-76-a ^-(7'-l)6+a ^(7-1)6-a)’ 
i{^j8+a +e~jd-a ~^-^j-l)8+a — ^(7-1)6-a )’
Z*(^/6+a ~e~j8~a + e-(j-l)6+ct ~ ^(7-1)6-a)’
(^76+a ~e-j8-a ~e-{J-\')8+a + ^(7-1)6-a)’
(where, in (7.8.71) above a = ea + eb (with l<za<zp, p + q < b *z£ - 2)),
[^jd+a + g-j6-a ^-(7-l)6+a + ^(7-1)6 -a )>
Z(^7'6+a — ^-(j-l)6+a “ ^(7-1)6-a )>
Z'(^ + ej8+a £~jd-a "r -(7'-l)6+a ^(7-1)5 -a )’
4+ et{jd+a e-jd-a e-(7'-l)6+a (7'-l)6
(where, in (7.8.72) above a - ea + eb (with p < a^p + q <b £-2)),
^76+ee ~^^~j6-a ^-(7-2)6+a ^-(y-2)6+a )’
i[^jd+a + ^-jS-a ~ -2)6+a e-(7'-2)6+a )’
Z^7'6+a ~ e~j8-a ^'-(7-2)6+a ~~ ^-(7'-2)6+a )’
(^76 +a ~ ^-jd-a ~ ^-(7'-2)6+a + ^-(y-2)6+a )’
(7.8.70)
(7.8.71)
(7.8.72)
(7.8.73)
(where, in (7.8.73) above a - ea + eb (with p + q < a <b <.£ - 2)),
c,
'r-l
d - 7 2 + + + h- J (r>0), (7.8.74)
7=1
d (r = 0).
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This concludes the analysis of the involutive automorphisms and real forms of 
the affine complex Kac-Moody algebra (where it is assumed that £ s> 5). For the 
first time, the method we have been employing has encountered difficulties which make 
the results inconclusive. It is not necessarily the case that the different classes which 
have been identified are all non-conjugate. That is, an approach using solely the given 
matrix formulation has limitations that were not evident for earlier algebras which were 
studied in the same manner. If we were to go on purely empirical evidence, then there 
are certain pairs of automorphisms which are non-conjugate, although it is difficult to 
show conclusively that this is the case. It appears to be the case that, for certain affine 
complex Kac-Moody algebras (and for certain representations of their corresponding 
simple Lie algebras), the best result that can be obtained is an upper limit on the number 
of conjugacy classes of the involutive Cartan-preserving automorphisms (within the 
group of all automorphisms of the complex affine Kac-Moody algebra concerned).
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8 Involutive automorphisms and real forms of
8.1 Differences between D4l) and the general case s 5 )
This chapter will examine the involutive automorphisms of the complex affine Kac-Moody 
algebra. The reason for the inclusion of D4 in its own chapter is the fact that the Dynkin 
diagram of D 4 is markedly different from the Dynkin diagrams of the other Lie algebras D^. 
This means that the group of rotations of the roots of D4 is rather different from the 
corresponding group when £ 94. Each Cartan-preserving automorphism corresponds, as is 
well-known, to a rotation of the roots of the corresponding simple Lie algebra, in this case D4. 
The group f of rotations of the roots of D4 has the semi-direct product structure
A = W a4, (8.1.1)
where %is the Weyl group of D4 and S is the group specified by
(8.1.2)
where the rotations (fy J 4 4 are defined by the following:
cy(a“)=“y
>(“2)= «2 
>(““)=
j G{l,3,42};p 4 r;l =s p,r 4. (8.1.3)
In fact, a generating set for R is the set S, where S = j4*Oo, S4O, These generators are such[ al «2 j
that each fixes pointwise a hyperplane in the four-dimensional space that is spanned by
and also sends a non-zero vector (orthogonal to this hyperplane) to its negative. Thus, the
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generating elements are all “reflections” in the sense used by Humphreys (see [20]), and {#,<£} is 
a Coxeter system with the Coxeter graph
4
O----o------ o----o . (8 14)
Sa2 $«, T1 T3
The algorithm developed by Richardson [29] shows that there are 8 ^/-equivalent subsets of S
that satisfy the “(-l) -condition”. Hence there are 8 conjugacy classes of involutions within R 
and representatives {py}^ of these are given below.
p,(a*°)-a° (is* *4), (8.1.5)
P2(a°) = -“t (ls*s4), (8.1.6)
( 0\ 0 0 
P3(«l J = + «2>
P3(«2 )=-«“.
(8.1.7)
/ 0\ 0 0 
P3\a3)=a2 + a3’
P3(«^) = «2+«4»
p4«? )=-«?»
P4(«2) = «i° + + a3° + a°,
, x (8.1.8)
/ o\ o P4{a3 J= “«3>
P4(«S)=-a^,
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p5(a3°) = a|,
P5(«2) » «2>
P5(«°) - ap,
P5(<^4°) = «4.
p6(«?) * a° + a°,
P6(«?) = -«?»
P6(<aP) = ap + a2.
Ps(«4) = «2 +
pAai) = -«i°>
P7(«2) = ap + a2 '+ <3>
P7(«3°)!=-«30>
p7(«4) = «4,
Psfaf) = -ap,
Ps(a2) - ,
Ps( a) = ~c^3,
Pg( 0*4) — «? + 2 a% + (%-! + a$.
(8.1.9)
(8.1.10)
(8.1.11)
(8.1.12)
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8.2 The involutive automorphisms of
It may be easily verified that there does not exist any non-singular matrix U(f) which satisfies
the following set of conditions:
u(0hAoU0)4l=hA3,
U(0h“„U(0-' = ,
(8.2.1)
u(<?u«-' = h“r
Thus, there are no automorphisms of that correspond to the rotation p5, or to any other
involution in R that is conjugate to it. Similarly, there are no automorphisms of that 
correspond to the rotations p6, p4 or p8. This leaves only the rotations py-, where 1 4 744. It is
possible, for each of these rotations, to find the most general type of Laurent polynomial matrix 
U(z) such that
U0h’.U(/)-‘ = (Is A s4). (8.2.2)
Then, we may find those matrices of each of these four forms that satisfy U(r)2 = fjrl8 (where 
17 is a non-zero complex number and k is an integer). The automorphisms corresponding to the 
triples {u(z),l,^} (where U(?)2 =?p*l8) form a set of type la involutive automorphisms .with 
m = 1 to which all other such involutive automorphisms are conjugate. However, the matrices 
U(r) yielded by this process are all of the form studied in the previous chapter. The same is true 
for the type la involutive automorphisms with m = -1 and the type 2a involutive automorphisms 
with m = 1. This implies that the involutive automorphisms of do not, in fact, need to be 
studied apart from the involutive automorphisms of D^\ The analysis of the preceding chapter 
is also applicable for the special case f = 4.
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9 Involutive automorphisms and real forms of Gy
9.1 Introduction
The Kac-Moody algebra in question is the one whose associated finite-dimensional 
simple Lie algebra is the exceptional algebra G2. The fundamental representation 
r{o,i} is of lowest dimension, namely seven, and a realisation of G2 may be 
obtained by following the procedure given in [13] (chapter 16). This realisation is 
given by the following, which are equations (9.1.1):
h% = §-diag{0,1, -1,0,1, -1,0}, 
mi
h°o =^diag{l,-1,2,0,-2,1,-1}, 
ea,° =^{e2,3 + e5,6}>
e«2 = + ^e3.4 + ^e4,5 + e6,?}’
ea,0+a£ “jfefcu “ ^e2,4 + ^e4,6
ea,°+2ce2° = '^'e1.4 + e2,5 + e3.6 ~
ea1° +3a° = ^{ei.5 — e3.?K
e2«?+3«ri{ei’6+e2’7}-
In the above, it is assumed that, for negative roots
e«=-C- (9-1.2)
The matrix ej k is that 7x7 matrix whose only non-zero entry is in the /th row and
the k th column, and which takes the value 1. It may be seen that, if a is a member of 
this matrix realisation of G2, then it satisfies
ag + ga = 0, (9.1.3)
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where g is the matrix defined by
g = offdiag{l, -1,1, - h 1, -1, l}. (9.1.4)
However, the converse is not always true. That is, there are matrices a which satisfy
the above condition, but which are not members of this matrix realisation. The Kac- 
Moody algebra is constructed from the Lie algebra in the usual way, so that each
element of Gg1 has a matrix part a(f) given by
G Gr(^2)), (9.1.5)
;6Z
where only a finite number of the matrices {ay};GZ are non-zero. (The matrices a.
are the representatives of the elements of Gg under the representation T, specified in
(9.1.1)). Thus, a member of the Kac-Moody algebra Ggia may be expressed in the
form
a(f) + Ac + jiW, (9.1.6)
where A,/r, are arbitrary complex numbers.
It is important to know which matrices S(z) generate automorphisms of Gg^. 
At present, there is only one condition which the matrix parts of members of the Kac- 
Moody algebra must satisfy. In fact, this condition is identical to the condition which 
matrix parts of elements of B^ must satisfy. It follows therefore, from the analysis of 
Bg1) (with particular reference to the special case f = 3), that a necessary condition for 
S(r) to generate an automorphism of Ggi. is that
S[t)gS(f)=Afag (ApaO). (9.1.7)
This is not a sufficient condition however, since the original condition on the matrix 
parts of members was not a sufficient condition. Note that the members a of the
matrix realisation of Gg all satisfy
-a=gag “l, (9.1.8)
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so that this representation (the explicit matrix realisation) is equivalent to its own 
contragredient representation. Thus, the type lb automorphisms coincide with the 
type la automorphisms, and the type 2b automorphisms all coincide with the type 2a 
automorphisms. Attention may thus be confined to the type la and type 2a 
automorphisms.
The group R of rotations of the roots of G2 coincides with W, the Weyl group 
of G2. The Coxeter graph of is given in the figure below.
6
c°v°
The generating set g is, in this case the set ^5%, j. This Coxeter graph is positive
definite of the type I2(6) (see Humphreys [20]). There are three non-trivial subsets of 
the set S which satisfy the (-l) -condition (as defined in [29]) and hence there are 
three conjugacy classes of order 2 rotations of the roots of G2. The three subsets of S 
in question are |^°j' and {*^a0»*^0 j* Including the identity rotation, the
conjugacy class representatives of the involutive rotations are given by 
ri(ce?)==a? (l?zk<z£),
r2{ak)^-ak (\^k<,£), 
r3(a1°)=-a?,
T3(a2)= a? +a2,
T4(aj°) = + 3a£,
T4(«2) = -«2-
(9.1.9)
(9.1.10)
(9.1.11)
(9.1.12)
It is known that there are only two non-isomorphic real forms of the simple Lie 
algebra G2. Naturally, one of these is the compact real form, which is denoted CG2, 
and a non-compact real form, which is denoted NG2. It follows therefore, that there 
are only two conjugacy classes of the involutive automorphisms of the compact real
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form of Gg (including the identity automorphism). Hence, all of the order-two 
automorphisms of the compact real form of Gg are mutually conjugate, with only the 
identity being non-conjugate. It follows that, for the simple Lie algebra Gg, every 
order two automorphism is conjugate to some automorphism which corresponds to the 
identity root transformation, but which is not the identity automorphism.
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9.2 Type la involutive automorphisms of with u = 1
It has been remarked upon already that each automorphism of order two is conjugate
to some involutive automorphism for which the corresponding rotation of the roots of 
G2 is the identity rotation. The most general 7 x 7 Laurent polynomial matrix U(f) 
such that
u(«)h“„uW’1 = h“„ '
U«h“?U(()-i = h“„, (9.2.1)
U(f)gU(f) = Ar"g,
is the matrix which is given by
U(t) = diagj./*1 ,Af >1>A21Z''‘\AJlZ_i‘2,A71Z''*‘j. (9.2.2)
Not every matrix of this form is such that it generates an automorphism of G j1 • If 
one considers the quantities
U(/)bU(/)-i, (9.2.3)
where b is the matrix representative of nne of the basi s c^lmnents of G2,> then it 
becomes clear that the matrix U(/) generates an automorphism of G21 2 if, and only if
Aj = A.A. = p2 + p3. (9.2.4)
The involutiveness condition for type la automorphisms (with w = 1) is that the matrix 
U(r) must satisfy U(z)2 = ce^l7, where a is some non-zero complex number. Thus, 
the matrices U(f) of the given general form which satisfy this condition are
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U1(r) = l„
U2(z) = diag{-1,1,-1,1,-1,1,-1},
(9.2.5)
U3(f) = diag{-l,-1,1,1,1,-1,-1},
U4(z) = diag {1,-1,-1,1,-1,-1,1}.
It should be noticed that each of these matrices satisfies 
U*(z-‘)uy(z) = l7 (lsyS4).
The type la automorphism is the identity automorphism, which belongs
in its own conjugacy class, which is called (A). It will now be seen that the 
automorphisms generated by the other three of these matrices are mutually conjugate. 
Firstly, let the matrix S be defined by
S = dsum{l1,/K2,l1,/K2,l1}. (9.2.6)
This matrix is such that it satisfies
SgS = g,
S*S = 17, (9.2.7)
SU2S_1 = U2.
Moreover, it is easily verified that the matrix S does generate an automorphism of 
G2^ (and, consequently, of its compact real form). Let a second matrix V be defined 
by V = dsum{/K2,ZK3,ZK2}. This then satisfies
VU4V_1 = U2,
VgV=-g, (9.2.8)
V*V = 17.
Furthermore, the matrix V does generate an automorphism of G2^ and of its compact 
real form. The conjugacy class which contains all of the involutive automorphism 
considered so far (apart from the identity automorphism) will be called (B). There are
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therefore, only two conjugacy classes of the type la involutions (with u = 1) that 
correspond to the identity rotation. Thus, there are only two conjugacy classes of type 
la involutive automorphisms with w = 1.
The conjugacy class (A) contains only the identity automorphism, as has been 
seen already. The real form of G2^ which corresponds to it is therefore the compact 
real form itself. The class (B) contains, amongst others, the representative 
automorphism ipB, where = {U, 1,0} and U = diag{-l, 1, -1,1, -1,1, -l}. A basis of 
the compact real form of exists in which each basis element is an eigenvector of
ipB (with eigenvalues 1 or -1). Such a basis, together with the associated 
eigenvalues, is given by the elements
(£+<#) JeN0'
. x 11 <; k <. 2, eigenvalue 1,
7 GN
(9.2.9)
(^/<5+a + ^-jd-a) 
^jS+a ~ e-jd-a}
- j EZj, « = Qj + cx2,a1 + 3a2; eigenvalue 1, (9.2.10)
( ^/S+a + -a ) j
i^jd+a ~ e-j&-a )j}> j a - ai,a2,al +2a2,2a1 + 3a2;eigenvalue -1,
ic'
eigenvalue 1.
(9.2.11)
(9.2.12)
Thus, applying Cartan's method to this basis, the basis of a real form of gV> is 
obtained, consisting of the elements
(£y«+e-y«) yGN°]!■1 <,k s2,
f(£ys-e-y«) 7-eN J (9.2.13)
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► j GZ; a = aY + a2,al + 3a2, (9.2.14)
j £•% a = a1,a2,al + 2a2,2al +3a2, (9.2.15)
id.
(9.2.16)
The real form corresponding to the conjugacy class (A) is, as has been mentioned, the
compact real form of G2\ This is generated from the real form CG2 by the first
method of generating real affine Kac-Moody algebras from the real forms of semi­
simple Lie algebras. This real form may be denoted by CG2(i). The real form
corresponding to the conjugacy class (B) is isomorphic to the real form generated 
from the non-compact real form of G2 by the first method. This real form will be 
called NG2(1)
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93 Type la involutive automorphisms of G^ with 1
The involutive automorphisms corresponding to the identity root transformation are 
the only ones that will be examined here. The most general form of a 7 x 7 Laurent 
polynomial matrix U(l) which is such that matrices of this form generate 
automorphisms of G^ 1 and which also satisfy
U(/)h° oU(f)"1 = h“„ (* = 12), (9.3.1)
U(/)U(-J0- o^l7 (a #0). (9.3.2)
is the matrix U(f) where
u(i) = diag |a2x3,a2,23 a^Iaa/a"1} (a| = a| = 1). (9.3.3)
It may also be noted that all of the matrices of this general form satisfy 
U (r_1)u(z)= I7. In fact, all of the type la involutive automorphisms {u(/),-l,o} 
are conjugate (both within the group of all automorphisms of and within the 
group of automorphisms of its compact real form). We show this by firstly defining 
S(0 by
S(r) = diag {zS2W’,Z52,Az (9.3.4)
where Sj is defined (for j =2,3) by
f0 (A = l)' 
{. (9.3.5)
This satisfies S*(/ 1)s(?)= 1 j and also S(r)ljS(—)) 1 = U(r). This proves that all of
the involutive automorphisms under consideration are mutually conjugate, belonging 
to a class which we shall call (C). It is easy to show that a basis of a real form of G^l
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corresponding to the type la involutive automorphism {l7,-l,0} is given by the 
following elements:
(4+4») 
f (4-«-/»)
‘'(4+e4)
(4-44
^jd+a + e-jd-a
> 1 <; k I, j is even , (9.3.6)
■ 1 <,k I, j is odd, (9.3.7)
»a is a root of G2, j is even , (9.3.8)
^y'S+a “ e-jd-a j
i{ejS+a+e-jd-a)}
, . L a is a root of G2, j is odd, (9.3.9)
(^/<5+ct - e-jd-a )j
ZC, (9.3.10)
id.
This real form of the complex affine Kac-Moody algebra G2^ is obtained from the
compact real form of the simple Lie algebra G2 by the third method, and is thus the 
real form called CG2(3).
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9.4 Type 2a involutive automorphisms of G^ with u = 1
We examine those type 2a involutive automorphisms which correspond to the identity 
root transformation. The most general type 2a involutive automorphism with m = 1 that 
corresponds to the identity root transformation corresponds to the triple {u(r),l,j}, 
where U(t) is a 7 x 7 Laurent polynomial matrix of the form given by the following 
equation (numbered (9.4.1)):
u(f) = <liagCx3Z'“2Ap^A^r'^AjA.;1^2'1'3},
where AJ ~ ^3 = 1- We will now define a matrix S(?) such that 
s(r) = diagjr02-^"02,^,Va3,rCT2,ZCT2+CT3}, where o) =-|(deg(gi()-y) (for
j = 2,3 ). We also define the matrix V(t) to be the matrix obtained from U(t) by letting 
fij = degyty) for 7 =2,3. These matrices satisfy
s(r,V(z)^((-1)"1 = U(f), (9.4.2)
s*(z"1)s(z)= (9.4.3)
and S(/) does generate automorphisms of gV'. We need only consider 16 
automorphisms (since 'the quantities A2, A3, degj^) and degj-g) each take one of
two possible values). This number may be further reduced by noting a few relations 
which help to demonstrate that certain pairs of automorphisms are conjugate.
Recall firstly that the type 2a involutive automorphism {u(f),l,§} and the type 
2a involutive automorphism {u(—'} are conjugate. Certain pairs of matrices are 
connected in this way, and thus only one from each pair need be considered.
Secondly, let the matrix S be given by S = dsumjl^j,zK2,1 j,zK2, ij. Then, if 
U(?) is a diagonal matrix, then
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(9.4.4)
where U'(z) is obtained from U(z) by exchanging the second and third rows and 
columns, and also the fifth and sixth rows and columns. In addition, S S = 17.
Thirdly, let the matrix S be given by S - dsum{K2,K3,-K2}-. We again take 
U(z) and U'(z) to be diagonal matrices, but this time with U'(z) being obtained from 
U(z) by exchanging the first and second rows and columns, the sixth and seventh rows 
and columns, and the third and fifth rows and columns. Once again
SIXES’1-U'W. (9.4.5)
with S S = 17 also being satisfied.
These matrix transformations imply that we need only consider the type 2a 
involutive automorphisms which are generated by the following matrices:
U1(z)=l?, (9.4.6)
U2(z) =dsum{-l2,l3,-l2}, (9.4.7)
U3(z) = dsum|zl2,l3,z“1 12 j, (9.4.8)
U4(z) = diagj-z,z,-l,l,-l,z“1,-z~1|, (9.4.9)
U5(/)= diag{r2,/,U,r1,r~1,r2j-, (9.4.10)
U6 (z) = diag {-Z2 ,~Z,Z,1,Z_1, -Z"1 ,-Z_2|. (9.4.11)
It is clear that the type 2a involutive automorphism {l7,l,0} is not conjugate to the type 
2a involutive automorphism {u;(z),l,§j-, where 2=s y <s6. (A necessary condition 
would be that both U;(l) and Uy (-l) were multiples of the 7 x 7 unit matrix, and this
is obviously not the case). We define conjugacy classes (D), (E), (F), (G), (H) and (J) 
to be the conjugacy classes which contain the type 2a involutions generated by Uy(z), 
where y takes values 1, 2,3,4, 5 and 6 respectively. For each of these classes, we use
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Cartan’s theorem to obtain basis elements for the corresponding real forms. It does not 
appear to be possible to arrive at completely conclusive results using only the matrix 
formulation. In this case, the exceptional nature of the simple Lie algebra G2 means 
that it is not possible to arrive at a convenient criterion for testing whether or not the
matrix U(/) generates an automorphism of G2\ It is possible to show that certain 
pairs of the type 2a involutive automorphisms with « = 1 generated by U j(t), where
Is/ s 6 are not conjugate, although it will be presumed, in the absence of proof that 
any pairs of automorphisms are conjugate, that all of these automorphisms belong to 
different classes, namely (D), (E), (F), (G), (H), (J).
For the class (D), the corresponding real form is generated by the following 
elements:
ih, (lsA:s2),
) (lsfcs2,y = l,2„..), 
) (ls*s2,7 = l,2,...),
(9.4.13)
► ct. E= A°, j GN°, (9.4.14)
(9.4.15)
The real form of G^ which corresponds to the conjugacy class (E) has the
following basis elements:
(9.4.16)
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+ e
. a « a2’2cfi+3a2, (9.4.17)
[e.x +e .. +e \ jd+a -jd-a -jd+a 
i {gjd+a + g-jd-a ~ g- jd+a
£ I £ . c -- £ . <5 + C . O\ /<5+a -76— a - jd+a 
{gjd+a ~ g-jd-a ~ g-jd+a
i (&. o + a .. + &
\ )d+a -]d-a - jd+a
{gjd+a g-jd-a ~ g-jd+a
( gjd+a jd -a jd+a
i{gjd+a ~ g-jd-a ~ g-jd+a
j&-
gjd.
-«)]
-J
'd ) 
y5-ot/ 
jd-a )
;d-a ) 
“ C jd-a )
+ e
+ e
ejd
+ e
-J
id-a )
»a GA°+ a # a2,2a1 + 3a2,
c,
d.
(9.4.18)
(9.4.19)
The real form of G2^ corresponding to the class (F) is generated by the following 
elements:
i{h^ +i4
ih^
{gkjd + gk-jd} (l /, / = 1,2,...),
j(e*6-e*y5) =1,2,...),
(^y<5+ct + g-jd-a + g-jd+a "^^y'd-a)’ 
^(^y'S+cc g-jd-a ~ g- jd+a ~ gjd-a )’ 
i{gjd+a ~ g-jd-a g-jd+a ~ gjd-a^j’ 
(^y'6+ct ~ g-jd -a ~ g-jd+a ^yd-a)’
(9.4.20)
(9.4.21)
(9.4.22)
where a = a2 and JEN0,
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+ e~j5-a + ^-(/-l)5+a ^(y'-l)d-a )’
i^jd+a + €-jd-a ~^-(j-l)6+a — ^(j'-l)d-a)’ 
J^/<5+a —£-j8-a ^-(y-l)5+a ~ ^(j-l)d-ct)’
(^y'd+a ~^-jd-a ~ ^-(j-l)5+a ^(y-l)<5-a )’
where a ~ al,a1 + a2,a1 + 2a2,a1 + 3a2 and y £N°,
(^7'd+a +£-jd-a + ^-(j-2)5 +a ^(y-2)5-a )» 
i{^j8+a ^^-jS-a — ^-(j-2)6+a “’ ^(/-2)<5-a 
i[ej8+a ~ e~j&-a + e-(y-2)5+a “ e(J-2)S-a)’ 
(^/7S+a ~ e~jd-a ~^-(y-2)d+a ^(y-2)5-a)’
where a = 2at + 3a2 and y £N°,
d-12^+/«„,)•
The real form corresponding to the conjugacy class (G) is 
elements:
z(Aai + ±c),
^«2>
+ ?y6) (l <; k <, £, j = 1,2,...), 
i(4 ~t-js) (l*k*t,j = 1,2,...),
i[^jd+a + g-jd-a ^-(y-l)<5+a ^(y-l)5-a j’
(^/5+a + e-j8-a ~e-(j-\}8+a ~~ e(j-4)&-a\ 
(^/'3+a — g-jd-a + ^-(/-l)<5+a ~ j’
ly'jd+a +g-jd-a + £-(j-\}8+a ^(y—1)5 —a j’
where a = a1,a1 +2a2 and y£N°,
(9.4.23)
(9.4.24)
(9.4.25)
generated by the following
(9.4.26)
(9.4.27)
(9.4.28)
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(9.4.29)
^gjd+a **" g-jd-a jd+a + gjd-a )’
(^7'6+ci + g-jd-a — g-jd+a ~ gjd-a\
{^gjd+a — g-jd-a + g-jd+a ~ gjd-a)’ 
i{gjd+a ~ g-jd-a ~ g-jd+a + gjd-a )’
where a =a2 and y’GN°,
(^j'S+a + g-jd-a + g-(j-l)5+a ^(/-1)<5-a )’
i{^gjd+a g-jd-a —g-(j-V)d+a ~ 
i{^jd+a — g-jd-a + g-(j-l)<5+a — e(/-l)<5-a )’
(^7'S+a — g-jd-a ~ g-(j -l)d+a + g(j-Y)d-a )’
where a = + a2,a1 +3a2 and j£=N°,
^gjd+a + g-jd-a + g-^d+a + e(j-2)d-a )’
(^/S+a + g-jd-a ~ e-(j_2)d +a ~ e(j-2)d-a)'
(^/S+oc g-jd-a + e-^j-2~)d+a g{j-2')d-o^'>
i\jd+a ~ g-jd-a -g-(j-2)d+a +e(;-2)5-a)’
where a - 2a{ + 3a2 and j EEN°, 
c,
6/-12(|Aai+Aa2).
The real form of G2^ which corresponds to the conjugacy class (H) i 
following elements:
iha, ’
+ |c),
(ej8 + ek_j8) (l «; k A j = 1,2,...), 
i(ekd - ek_j6) (l A: y = 1,2,...),
(9.4.30)
(9.4.31)
(9.4.32)
generated by the
(9.4.33)
(9.4.34)
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(9.4.35)
(gjd + a +e-j6-a + g-jd + a ‘
ggjj +a g- jd -a ~~ g- jd+a ~ &jd-a )’
(j +a ~ e-jj-a + e-jd++ ~ ejj-a )"
(^jj+a — g-jd-a ~ g-jdax "ggjd-a )’
where a = otj and y EN0,
gd+a + e-jd-a +g_{j-^+a + e(j-i^-a)’ 
ggjd+a + g-jd-a ~ g-{j-.\)8+a ~e(j-l)d-a\ 
i(ejd+a ~ggjj^a + e-(j-ap+a ~gj-l)d-a)’
(9.4.36)
ggjjd+a e-jj-a gajj—'j+a +e(j~V)d 4
where a = a2 ,«j + a2 and y tN°,
(ejj+a + g-jj-a + g-fj-^j+a + e{j-2)j-a/’
+a J*g-jj -a ~e-(j -2)j a^~ g(j-^2)j~a )’ 
i[ejj+a ~ g-jj-a + e-(j-2)j+a ~ gj^j-a)'
(9.4.37)
gjd+a g-jj-a ^-[j-2^j+a + gj22jd~a
g
where a =og+ 2a2 and y EN°,
jggjj+a +g-jj-a + g-(j-3)d+a + ^;-3)d-a)’ 
jg^yS+cc "0 0_y<5_a 0_(y_3)6+a 0j-3)<5-a)’
-3))d-ft)’
-4
0' gjj +a g-jj-a + *-(/ -3)<5+a e(y-3))<5
ejj+a g-jj-a <2-(y-3)6 + a 4'e(y-3)5
(9.4.38)
where a =ag + 3a2,2aj + 3%.. and j EN°,
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d- 12(fcai+2ftaJ (9.4.39)
The real form of which corresponds to the conjugacy class (J) is generated by the 
following elements:
iha, >
+14
(4+*-4 (i**^,y = i,2,...), 
*(4 “*-/«) £,j = 1,2,...),
jd+a + e-j6~a + e~jd+a + ejd-a )’
(9.4.40)
(9.4.41)
(gy‘5+a
(e;6+a
+ g-jd-a &-jd+a
£ -is + e . c — £ -jd—a -jd+a jd
ejd-a )’
4
(9.4.42)
4jd+a ^-jd-a g-jd+a + &jd
where a =ar and j EN°,
[ejd+a +e-j8-a+e-{j-^+a + e(y-l)<5-a )’ 
i(fjd +a + e-jd-a ~ e-(j -l)&+a ~ e(j-l)d-a )’ 
i{ej8+a ~e-j8-a + e-(j-l)d+a ~e(j-l)d-a\ 
(^/<5+a ^-jd-a e-(j-\}8+a 1)5-a j’
(9.4.42)
where a - a2 and JEN,
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(9.4.43)
^{^jd+a + e-jd-a + e_(y_i)d+a + ^(y-l)S-a)’
(^yd+a + ^-jd-a — ^-(;-l)d+a ^j-l)S-a)’
^j'S+ct g-jd-a ^-(/ -l)5+a ^(y-l)d-o )’
i[ejd+a ~e-jd-a ~e-(j-l)d+a + g(j-l)8-a\
where a = + a2 and j GN ,
gjd+a + e-jd-a ~ e-(j-2)d+a ~^(y'-2)5
jd+a ‘r c-jd-a e-(y-2)S+a c(y-2)6-a/’
f-2)d-a )’
^y'5+a g—jd-a + g—(j-2)8+a ^(/'—2)5—a)’ 
i[ej8+a ~ e-j8-a ~e~(j-2)8+a + e(j-2)d-a )’ 
where a = a} + 2a2 and j EEN°,
^(^/5+a + g-jd-a + ^-(y-3)6+a + ^(y'-3)6-a )’
^yd+a ^^-yd-a ~~ ^-(y-3)5+a ^(y-3)5-a)’
(ey<5+a ~e-j8-a + e-(j-3)d+a “ g(y-3)5-a )’ 
i[gjd+a ~e-jd-a ~ e-{j-3)8+a + ^y-3)6-a)’ 
where a -ax +3a2 and y£N°,
[gjd+a +e-j8-a+e-{j-3)8+a + ^;-3)5-a)’ 
l[^jd+a + g-jd-a ~~ g-(j-3)d+a g(j-3)d-a}‘>
l^gjd+a g—jd-a + g-(j—3)d+a 3)5-a)’
i-3)d-a)’
gjd+a g-jd-a g-(<j-3)d+a g(j
where a = 2al +3a2 and y'GN ,
(9.4.44)
(9.4.45)
(9.4.46)
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c,
(9.4.47)d-l2(hai+2hai).
The real form corresponding to the class (D) is generated from the compact real form of
G2 by using the second method of generating real forms of Kac-Moody algebras from
the real forms of semi-simple Lie algebras. That is, the real form corresponding to the 
conjugacy class (D) is CG2(2) • Similarly, the real form corresponding to the conjugacy
class (E) is generated from a non-compact real form of G2 using the second method.
Thus, the real form corresponding to the class (E) is NG2(2) •
Conclusions
This analysis of the exceptional complex untwisted affine Kac-Moody algebra G21 0 is 
such that it gives only an insight into the full results regarding the involutive 
automorphisms, their conjugacy classes within the group of all automorphisms, and the 
real forms of Go1) that may be generated from them. The chief problem which is 
encountered is the fact that there is no convenient matrix condition which the elements 
of the matrix realisation of G2 satisfy, and which is both necessary and sufficient. This 
problem will be discussed in a subsequent chapter.
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10 Twisted affine Kac-Moody algebras
10.1 Introduction and construction of the twisted algebras
It is useful to recall the construction of the affine twisted Kac-Moody algebras from 
the untwisted affine Kac-Moody algebras. Let be a simple complex Lie algebra, 
and let be the untwisted Kac-Moody algebra which is constructed from it (in the 
manner described in the first chapter). It will be assumed that possesses an outer 
automorphism (which will be referred to as and which corresponds to the rotation 
t of the roots of J?^). It is well-known that the Lie algebras Aj, B^, C) E7, Eg, 
F4 and G2 possess no outer automorphisms, so that attention may be restricted to the 
remaining simple complex Lie algebras. In general the rotation t is such that
T’ = idmap, (10.1.1)
where idm;ip denotes the identity mapping, and q takes one of the values 2 or 3. (The 
value 3 is attainable only when = D4). Hence
(Vj)0=idaap- (10.1.2)
The simple Lie algebra JO® has the decomposition
°(0i _ (10.1.3)
P^q *
where JOO is the eigenspace of ip T corresponding to the eigenvalue e^2jalq\ That is, 
a belongs to if, and only if
= e(2'’/,')a, (10.1.4)
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and all of the eigenvalues of ipT are of the form e^q\ where p is one of the integers 
modulo q. The linear space may then be defined by
2(?) =
p=0y mod q=p
(10.1.5)
This linear space is an affine Kac-Moody algebra, which is referred to as a twisted 
algebra because of the rotation t (which may be thought of as twisting the roots of
A more thorough account of the construction of affine twisted Kac-Moody 
algebras is contained in [14], using the same notation and conventions (in general) as 
here. As was the case with the untwisted algebras, it is possible to define various 
quantities for the twisted algebras which are defined also for the semi-simple Lie 
algebras, and the untwisted algebras. It is not necessary to have any knowledge of 
them here, and the reader may consult [14]. It should be noticed that 2^ is a proper 
subalgebra of the untwisted algebra For this present analysis, let the compact 
real form of 2^ be defined to be the intersection of 2^ with In this and 
the following chapter, certain topics relating to the twisted affine Kac-Moody algebras 
will be investigated, in particular the relationship between involutive automorphisms 
of the compact real forms and the real forms of the various twisted algebras. The basis 
for all of this will be the matrix formulation that was developed for the untwisted Kac- 
Moody algebras.
It is natural to enquire about the nature of the automorphisms of the twisted 
algebras. Consider in particular those automorphisms of a given twisted Kac-Moody 
algebra which are the restrictions to the twisted algebra of automorphisms of the 
corresponding untwisted algebra. Since is a proper subalgebra of it follows 
that some, though not all of the automorphisms of are such that their restrictions . 
to 2^ are also automorphisms of this subalgebra. Suppose then that the untwisted 
algebra 21) possesses an automorphism ip such that an element a of 2^ belongs to 
the twisted subalgebra 2^ if, and only if
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= d. (10.1.6)
In this case, the identification of the automorphisms of 2^ that are extensions of 
automorphisms of 20 becomes easier, as will be seen in each individual case. Thus, 
we will be examining the automorphisms of the twisted algebras from the starting 
point of the automorphisms of the corresponding untwisted Kac-Moody algebra. The 
results obtained by this will be used to identify any possible problems, and ultimately 
to develop a full method of examining all of the automorphisms of the untwisted 
algebras, analogous to the matrix formulation, which has been used for untwisted 
algebras.
The special role played by the Cartan-preserving automorphisms of twisted 
Kac-Moody algebras has previously been studied by Gorman et al. [19]
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11 Involutive automorphisms and real forms of A1;
11.1 Introduction
The twisted algebra A^ is the first (and hence the least complicated) of the A^f 
series of twisted affine Kac-Moody algebras. It may be constructed from the 
untwisted algebra A^in the manner described previously. The outer automorphism 
1/7 T is the one for which
(*=1,2),
(*=1,2), (11.1.1)
Thus, a set of basis elements for the twisted algebra consists of the following:
^®(a,
®(ha<
t1
(11.1.2)
J GZ;y odd, (11.1.3)
'±(«j+a2'
c,
d.
(11.1.4)
The elements of the twisted Kac-Moody algebra A^ can be seen to be those 
elements of the untwisted algebra A^ that are mapped to themselves by i/>, the type
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lb automorphism of A2^ given by ip = {offdiag{l,-l,l},-l,o}. Let the matrix d be 
defined by
d = offdiag {l,-l,l}. (11.1.5)
Now, suppose that </> is some automorphism of A2\ The action of (j) upon the 
matrix parts of elements is summarised below:
0(a(O) = U(z)0(a(r))u(z)-1 + ~Res|tr^U(r)_1-^^0(a c, (11.1.6)
where the quantity 0(a(z)) varies according to the type of automorphism thus:
a(wt) (0 is of type la),
-a(wf) (0 is of type lb), 
a(wf-1) (0 is of type 2a),
(0 is of type 2 b).
0(a(r))=« (11.1.7)
(2)Now, the elements of A2 are those whose matrix parts satisfy
a(r) = -da(-f)d *, (11.1.8)
where the matrix d is as defined in (11.1.5). If the restriction of to A22^ (which is a 
subalgebra of A 2^) is to be an automorphism of A22\ then certain conditions must be 
satisfied. Most notably, we must have
b(0 = -db(-0d_1, • (11.1.9)
where b(z) = U(z)0(a(?))u(f)-1. Since the quantity a(f) takes all possible values in
the algebra A22\ it follows that, in (11.1.9), b(z) can take the value of any matrix part 
f 2)of A2 '. Expansion and re-arrangement of t( 11.1.9) yield the following:
|u(z_1)dU(-z)d|a(«z) = a(zzz)|u(z"I)dU(-z)dk (11.1.10)
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Schur's lemma (see appendix B) can be applied to this, and it implies that the matrices 
U(z) and d are such that
U(-f)dU(r) = a/d (aGC \ {o};p EZ). (11.1.11)
The compact real form of A^ is defined to be the intersection of with 
the compact real form of A^. A basis for the compact real form of A^ is thus 
given by the following:
ey«+4« + eL+e-y«) yGN°
eya + ej6 - e-]t> “ e-j6)
7 GN
C.. ~i~C.it + C .0;<5+ai ;<5+a2 -yd-cti + e~j8-t
ej8+al + ejd+a2 e~jd~al
12 1 2 \ ejS ~ ej8 + e-jd ~ e-j6 j G'gn)
' 1 2 1 2 \ ej8 ej& e-jd+e-jd) (7 GN)
ej8+ax ~ej8+a2 +e-j8-al -e-ja-,
ej8+cil ~ejd+a2 ~e-j6-al + e-jd~,
^j8+ai+az + ^-jd-ai-a2 )
£jd +(*! +a2 ~ e-j8 -a,-a2 )
«2 )
■/even,
7 odd,
ic,
id.
(11.1.12)
(11.1.13)
(11.1.14)
Now, the Cartan subalgebra Jr"’ of A2 is 3-dimensional, with a set of basis 
elements being i[ha^ +ha^, ic and id. The Cartan-preserving automorphisms of
(2)A o correspond, therefore, to the root transformations
r(a1° + a2) = + «2). (11.1.15)
Thus, the most general 3x3 Laurent matrix U(f) which satisfies
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(11.1.16)
U(z)dU(-z) = AzM ( A £C, A * O71 GZ),
uW!K’+h“Juw'1=,'{h«,’+<4’
is given (subject to factorisation by a constant non-zero coefficient of the form at?, 
where a EC, fi EZ) by U(/) = diag|?]/,l,(-l)fc r|. Similarly, the most general
3x3 Laurent matrix U(f) which satisfies
U(r)dU(-z) = (AECJ^O^EZ),
(11.1.17)
is of the form U(?) = offdiag{?7Z*,l,(-l)fc
1-0+ h o
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11.2 Type la involutive automorphisms of A32) with u = 1
(11.2.2)
Clearly, these automorphism are those generated by the matrices of the forms 
U(z) = diag{±l,l, ±1},
U(z) = offdiag{r/Z*,l, 77-1Z“*J (fceven).
Each of these matrices U(z) generates an automorphism of the compact real form of 
A2 provided that 7777 = 1. The identity automorphism is clearly in a class of its 
own, and this class will be called (A). The automorphism generated by the matrix 
U(z)(= diag{-l,l,-l}) belongs to some other class, which will be called (B). Now, 
let the matrix U(z) be given by
U(z) = offdiag|77Zfc,l,77_1Z“*},
and for each matrix U(z) of this form, let the matrix S(z) be defined by 
s(z) = diag{(zd*V*'"^^^ .
Then, provided that 7777* = 1, the matrix S(z) satisfies
s’(r‘)s(0=i3.
S(z)dS(-z) = d,
S( z)offdiag|77Zfc, 1,77“ V ~k |s( z)-1 = K3.
(11.2.3)
(11.2.4)
Furthermore, there exists a matrix T which is given by
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T =
• £ 
2
1
72
£
2
72
0
1
1 ‘
2
72
£
2
(11.2.5)
J2
and this matrix satisfies all of the following:
TdT =d,
T*T = l3, (112.6)
•Tdiagg-lili-l}T_1 =-K3.
Hence, all of the autmorphisms under consideration (apart from the identity
automorphism) are mutually conjugate, and thus belong to the conjugacy class (B). 
This is the case both for A2 and its compact real form. In the case of the conjugacy 
class (A), the corresponding real form is, clearly, the compact real form itself. For the 
conjugacy class (B), the representative automorphism is taken to be the type la 
automorphism generated by the matrix U(f((= off(^i^g{-l-^l:,l}:^,(^)). Each of the basis
elements of the compact real form (which were given previously) is already an 
eigenvector of this representative automorphism. Thus, a basis of a real form of A^ 
is provided by the following elements:
(y'GN°)
+4 "<,) (JEN)
M even, (11.2.7)
+c, + ,a2 +<'- „ J {j GN° )
(*/»*«. + e-j6-o, - +„2 - ) (j GN° )
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(ey6 e^Q+e\jd <£jS)
{ej8+a{ ~e-j8-ai ~ ej8+a2 
i^jd+cti + e~j8-ai ~~ejd+a2 
(^+«i +«2 + e-j8-a1-ai ) 
i{ejd+a1+a2 ~ e-j8-al^-a2^
~ e-jd-a2
)
)
7 odd,
(11.2.8)
Zc,
id.
(11.2.9)
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11.3 Type la involutive automorphisms of A? with u = -1
The type la involutive automorphisms with u - -1 are those that are generated by the 
following matrices:
u(z) = - (11.3.1)
diag{-1,1,-1} 
offdiag{77/*,l,(-l)*
A matrix U(/) of the form offdiag{T/?:,l,(-l)fc?7’'1f_*}- generates an automorphism of 
the compact real form of A^ only if 7777* = 1. Now, let the matrix S(z) be given by
S(t)= diagj—r,l,r 1|. (11.3.2)
This matrix satisfies S(z)dS(-z) = d, and also the condition
S(t)l3S(-0_1 = diag{-l,l,-l}, (11.3.3)
which demonstrates that the type la automorphisms {dia g{-l,l,-l},-l,o} and 
{l3,-l,0} are conjugate via the type la automorphism {s(z),s,£j}, which is an 
automorphism of the compact real form of A^. Consider the remaining 
automorphisms. Then, for every matrix U(z) of the form
U(?) = offdiag{77?,l,(-l)fe77_IZ"*}, (11.3.4)
let a matrix S(f) be defined accordingly by 
S(r)= diag^(zde8^(A:"de8fe)77^^(A:"de8A:)),l,f(-0deS‘(A:"de8Jfc)^"4^1(/t"degA:) (11.3.5)
The matrix S(z) as thus defined satisfies S(f)dS(-z) = d, (provided that 7777" = 1), and 
also
S(z)offdiag|zdegfe,l,(-l)A;77"1Z“A:|s(-z)”1 = offdiag{77?\l,(-l)* 77_1z~*J. (11.3.6)
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Thus, the only other automorphisms that need be examined are type la involutions 
{offdiag {/, 1,-f1 j, -1, £ j and {K3,-1,0}. It then follows that *
T(r)
-1
0
0
0
0
-1
T(-z)"1 where T = i
ri
11
72
' 1 
[ 2
1
72
0
1
1 1
21 '
75 
1 1
2 J
—7=4 (11-3.7)
and it has already been noted (in the previous subsection) that {T(f),s,^} is an 
automorphism of the compact real form of A^. Finally, let V(z) be the matrix given 
by
vW = 0
0
(/T^r1
0
l
(11.3.8)
which satisfies both V(z)dV(z)=2z 2d, and V*(z 1)v(z) = 213 (which means that 
V(z) generates an automorphism of the compact real form). In fact, note that
V(r)
-1 0 O’ ■ 0 0 t‘
0 1 0 v(-0-‘=- 0 1 0
0 0 -1 -f1 0 0
(11.3.9)
Thus, all of the type la (with u = -1) involutive Cartan-preserving automorphisms of 
Aj (and of its compact real form) are mutually conjugate within the group of all 
automorphisms of the Kac-Moody algebra. For both A^ and its compact real form,
this conjugacy class will be called (C), and its representative will be the type la 
automorphism {l3,-l,O}. Each of the following basis elements of the compact real
(2)form of A2 is an eigenvector of this representative automorphism, with the given 
associated eigenvalue:
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(^+^+<•6+^) yeN°
-js~e-js)
[ejd+ai + ejb+a2 + e~jd~ai + e~jd~a2 ) 
^ejd+al + ejd+a2 e~jd~al e-jd-a2 )
(4 " e% + e-jd ~ e-j8 ) 0 eN) 
Z(4 “ el8 ~ ^~J8 + e-j8 ) 0 eN)
(^y'd+aj ~ejd+a2 +e-j8-ai “ e-;d-a2 ) 
Z(ej’5+al ~ej8+a2 ~e-j8-al + e-j8-a2>]
[<ej8+a1+a2 + e-j8-al-a2 )
“ e-ya-ctj-a2)
»y even; eigenvalue 1,
j odd; eigenvalue -1,
ic
id
eigenvalue 1
(11.3.10)
(11.3.11)
(11.3.12)
This means that one basis of a real form of corresponding to the conjugacy class 
(C) is the one given by the following basis elements:
(4+^+<a+e-ya) 7eN°
/(4+4"^’e-yJ ^'GN
•j even.
jd+ax + ejd+a2 + e~jd-al + e~jd-a2 ) 
i^jd+a! + ejd+a2 e-j8-al e~j8~a2 )
*(4 - ^a + e-j8 - ^-Jd) (.7 eN) 
(eya - e2j8 - e-jd + <ya) (7 ^N)
^ya+aj ~ejS+a2 +e-jd-al ~ e-jd-a2 ) 
(eya+at ~ej6+a2 ~e-jd-ax + e-jd-a2]
Z(eya+al+a2 + e-ya-«, -«2)
(eya+ai+a2 - ^-ya-a, —a2 )
(11.3.13)
7 odd,
(11.3.14)
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IC,
id.
(11.3.15)
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11.4 Type lb involutive automorphisms of with u = 1
(2)The type lb involutive Cartan-preserving automorphisms of A2 are generated by the 
matrices U(z), where
offdiag{±l,l, ±1}.
(11.4.1)
These matrices all generate automorphisms of the compact real form, except those for 
which T777* 1. Consider firstly those automorphisms for which U(z) is of the form
diag (—. Then, for each matrix U(/) of this form, a matrix S(z) may be 
defined by
. S(f)-diagp3(t-de8t),l,(-l)'t(‘-<le8*)I/-4r-’(t-<le8‘)k (11.4.2)
When jjj,* =1, this matrix satisfies S*(z-1 )s(z) = 13. In addition, it is also such that 
S(z)dS(-z) = d, and
S(z)diag{zde8t>l,(-l/z-de8':}s(t)=diag{t?Zt;l,(-l)S‘Vt}. (11.4.3)
Furthermore, with the matrix V(z) defined by
v(z) =
-k1
72
0
1
72
1
72
0
1
’72
(11.4.4)
the following conditions are satisfied:
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v*(r1)v(z)=i3>
V(f)dV(-f) = -d, 
V(Odiag{l,l,-r1}v(l)=-K3.
(11.4.5)
Recall that the matrix T(r) satisfies T(t)dT(f) =d, and T(t)diag{-l,l,-l}T(t) = -K3, 
where
T(0
r i_
2
1
72
1^
2
_1_
72
0
_1_
"72
_1
2
1
J.
2
(11.4.6)
Finally, where R(z) = diagjl, 1,-Z 1 j, it is the case that
R*(z-1)r(^) = 13,
R(r)dR(-/)»-d, (11.4.7)
R(Z)13R(?)= offdiag{-U,-l}.
Thus, for both A^ and its compact real form, all of the involutive Cartan-preserving 
automorphisms of type lb (with u = 1) are mutually conjugate, and belong to a conjugacy 
class which is called (D) (in the case of both the compact real form and the complex 
algebra). The representative automorphism of the conjugacy class (D) is the type lb 
automorphism {K3,l,o}. A basis of a real form of A32\ generated from this 
automorphism by Cartan's method; is given by the following elements:
fe+4+e-y«+^yJ >eN°
4ey«+4 _e-y« _^y«) ^GN
ile., + e.. + e ., + e j j EZ\ y6+«i y^+a2 -j6-ai -jd-a2 ) J
(11.4.8)> yeven,
[ejd +a, + e.° - e ~ejd+a2
-jd-a2 ) •/ ez1
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z(ei^ - ejd+e~jd - e~j&) j gn 
(e?5 “ ej& ~ e-jS + e-j8 ) J eN 
{ej6+al ~~ ej8+a2 + e-
^{^j8+al ~ej8+a2 ~ e-
^(ejd+ai+a2 +e- 
(^y'S+aj+a, — e~j
ic,
Jd-a^e~j8~a2) j^Z
js~ai+^jd_a2) j^Z
y" GZ 
~ai~a2^ j GZ
j odd,
(11.4.9)
id.
(11.4.10)
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11.5 Type lb involutive automorphisms of with u = -1
The automorphisms in question are generated by the following matrices:
diag | rjtk } (£even),
offdiag{±l,l,±l}.
(11.5.1)
Consider the first form of U(r), where it is a diagonal matrix. The matrix U(z) generates 
an automorphism of the compact real form only if 7777* = 1. Let a matrix S(?) be defined 
so that
S(f)= diag{/de&1*77rZr\l,/de8T%7 (11.5.2)
which means that
S(r)dS(-r) = d,
S’(r‘)s(z) = 13 (if 7717* = l), (11.5.3)
S(f)l3S(—r) = diag(?7ft>l,j)'1r,t j.
Thus, all of the type lb involutions (with u = -1) generated by matrices of the form 
diag{iX*,l, | (with k even) belong to the same conjugacy class, which will be
called (E). This class also contains the type lb involution {l3,-l,O{. This is the case 
both for Ay and its compact real form. Consider next the automorphism 
{offdiag {-1,1,-1},l,o}. It will now be shown that this automorphism belongs in a
conjugacy class other than (E). Suppose then that the automorphism 
{offdiag{-l,l,-l}, 1,0}) does belong to the conjugacy class (E), so that, for all non­
zero values of t, the following hold:
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S(r)dS(--f)
}• non - zero aEC;/5, j EZ. (11.5.4)
S(/)dS(-r) = AfM j
(Note that offdiag {-1,1,-1} = -d). If the substitution t = 1 is made in the first of these 
conditions, and the substitution / = -1 is made in the second, then
S( l)<IS( -l) = (non - zero a),
~ ' (11.5.5)
S(-l)dS(l< = j3d (non-zero jg),
and together these two imply that
aK dSi - = Sil HlSe i j<lS( H.
aK3dSl)=S(l)d{3d}, (11.5.6)
S(l) = (ajT^diaggb-U^l).
The assumption is being made that S(f) is invertible, and a Laurent polynomial matrix.
A necessary condition for this is that S(l) is non-singular, although a brief check will 
verify that there does not exist any non-singular matrix S(l) that satisfies
S(l) = (gj5-‘)dii^g{l,^:i,l}S(l), (11.5.7)
and thus the automorphism ip does not belong to the conjugacy class (E). The
representative automorphism for the conjugacy class (E) is the type lb automorphism 
{k3,1,0}. Each of the basis elements of the compact real form of A^ (given at the
beginning of this section) is an eigenvector of this representative automorphism, with the 
associated eigenvalue in each case being 1 or -1. Thus, the basis of a real form of A^ 
is provided by the following elements (obtained using Cartan's theorem):
>GN°
‘(T+4 -^g) jgn
e.o
/6 + ct,
4- ';'<5+a2
■+■ d • cjd+«2
+ e
~j&~a2
e~jd-a2
) 7'ez
) 7'ez1
-even, (11.5.8)
z(
(
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(^"4 + <ya 7^N 
fat - ^6 - e-j8 + e-j8) j EN
Z(e76+a1 ~ej8+a2 + e-jd-ai ~e-jS-a2} 7^^
(eya+a, “ ejS+a2 ~ e-j8-al + e-j8~az ) J
(e./<5+oet +a2 + e-j8-ax-a2 ) 7
+ax +0(2 ~ -a2 ) 7
7 °dd,
(11.5.9)
ZC,
id.
(11.5.10)
In a similar fashion, it may be seen that each of the given basis elements of the compact
real form is an eigenvector of the automorphism {-d,-l,0}, which is the representative 
f 2)of the conjugacy class (F). The corresponding basis of a real form of A2 ’ is thus given 
by the following:
+e-yj+e^yd) ■/(ejl5+4
-<») 7eN
-;5 
2
-ya
+ C . c + C v + C •<;jd+a2 -jd-a! -j5-
-ya
/GN'
za-«2) 7‘eZ 
«2) ^Z±
(ej8+at
ifejd+aj + ejd+a2 e~j8~al e~jd
(^a-4+e-7«5-e-ya) 7^N 
z(eya"eya-<ya+<ya) J GN
(^ya+a, ~ejd+a2 + e-ya-«, ~e-ya-a2) 7 ^^ 
z (eya+a, ~ ejS+a2 ~ e-j8-al + e-j8-a2 ) 7
(eya +CCJ +a2 + e-jd-al-a2 ) 7
zc,
id.
7even, (11.5.11)
•7 odd>
(11.5.12)
z'GZ
J^ya+aj+aj — ^-ya-«i-«2j 7^^
(11.5.13)
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11.6 Type 2a involutive automorphisms of A?} with w = 1
Note firstly that the automorphisms in question are those type 2a automorphisms that are
generated by matrices U(z) of the form
diag|±±r,l,(±(-l)*7j
offdiag
(11.6.1)
Take the first of these forms, that is, let U(f) be given by
U(0 - diag|±?,l,(±(-l)fc/"*)}, (11.6.2)
and let the matrix S(?) be defined ' by
(11.6.3)
This matrix is such that all of the following are satisfied:
S{/)dS(-f)-d,
s*(r‘)s(r) = 13, (11.6.4)
SWdiag^'.l^-l)*/-^ diaggi^.q-l" ±r*}.
Thus, only the automorphisms that are generated by the following four matrices need be 
considered:
UlW = l3,
u2(r=digg{i,i,-i},
U3(z) -diag^X-r1}-, 
U4(z)=dia^{-/il,r_1|.
(11.6.5)
It is an easy matter to see that the first of these is non-conjugate to any of the others. 
Similarly, the last two matrices produce mutually conjugate automorphisms since
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u3(-z)=u4(4 (11.6.6)
The conjugacy class that contains the type 2a automorphism {I3,1,0} will be referred to 
as (G), and that which contains {diag {-1,l,-l}, 1,o} will be called (H). The conjugacy 
class that contains the automorphism {U3(t),l,0} needs to be identified. The “usual” 
methods that may be used with matrix formulation to show that given automorphisms are 
disjoint are not applicable in this case. There is no immediately obvious reason why 
there should not exist any matrix S(?) which satisfies
S(f)diag{-1, l,-l}s((r') = A/Mdiag{/,l, -f1},
(11.6.7)
S(?)diS--() = atpdL
In particular, by substituting the values r = ±1 into the above equations, the general forms 
of S(l) and S(-l) may be found. However, there is nothing inherent in the forms of 
these matrices that suggests that the two equations given above are not impossible to 
satisfy simultaneously. For this problematic example, it will be assumed that the type 2a 
involutive automorphisms {U2(r),l,o} and {U3(f),l,£} are non-conjugate. Let the 
conjugacy “class” which contains {U3(f),l,^{ be called (I). A suitable representative of 
the conjugacy class (G) is the type 2a automorphism {13,1,0}. The given basis of the 
compact real form of A3 7 is not a basis of eigenvectors of this automorphism. However, 
it is not difficult to obtain such a basis, and it follows that a basis of a real form 
associated with the conjugacy class (G) is provided by the elements given below
(4+4^) 7<;z
yeZ yeven(
'■^
jd+ai jd+a2 jd-ai jd-
76 + a.. — a....76+ctj 7<5+a2 75 -«2 ) 2 GZ
(11.6.8)
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(4-4) ./GZ
(/<?+«! ~eJj+a2 +ej6-al ~ej&-a2 ) 7 CZ
^(/'d+ai ~ejj+a2 ~CjS~al "6j'y-«2) 7 ^Z
(ys+ca+a +ej&-ai~a2 ) 7^2
y odd.
(11.6.9)
c,
7.
4ej/+al+a2 e76_ai_02) 7 GZ
(11.6.10)
Similarly, for the ' conjugacy class (H), the representative automorphism is the type 2a 
automorphism {<dag{l,-l,l},l,o}. Following the method of Cartan, one obtains the 
following basis of a real form of the twisted algebra A
(4+49
V/i+o^ + ej6+^ + ejj-at +ey<5-a2) 
\ej&+at + ejd+a2 ~ ej5-a, ~ e>5-a2)
(4-e4)
i[ed.a-e,d.a + e„ « -e„
'jd+a jd.. jd-c^ Jd —«2
• s ---- X ---- d . <j + g.ojj+a jd+oe jd-cti J0-a2
(‘
z(
y6+aj +a2 e ^jj-^ai -a2 ) 
jd -+« +02 eyy^-aj -ct2 )
y G Z; y even .
7 GZ.7 odd,
(11.6. 11)
(11.6.12)
C
d.
(11.6.13)
The representative automorphism of the conjugacy class (1) is taken to be the type 2a
automorphism jdiag jr, 1, _t -1j, 1,6 j. The corresponding basis of a real form is given by
the following elements;
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(4 + 4)
(e±(7<5 +at) + +<%2) ^+(kS +a,) +a2)) ■j EZ^k = -j + l;yeven, (11.6.14)
ZK±(7<5+«i) + e±(y'6+a2) ^(M+aJ + e+(^+a2)j
'(
(4-4)
^±(/5+a1+a2 ) + ^+{kd+al+a1) 
^±(75 +OEj+a2) ^+(A:6+a1+o:2)
>j EZs,k = -j + 2; j odd, (11.6.15)
c,
d + 3(^a1 +^a2)‘ (11.6.16)
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11.7 Type 2b involutive automorphisms of AS>2) with m = 1
The type 2b involutive automorphisms (with u = 1) are generated by the following 
matrices:
offdiag|i?y,l,r^~1(-z)_fc} (^2 = (-!)*). (11.7.1)
Each of these matrices generates an automorphism of the compact real form if rjr) * = 1. 
Let the matrix U(t) be of the first given type, that is
U(z) = diagjl, rj (11.7.2)
Then, for each matrix \j(t) of this form, let another matrix S(t) be defined by
S( t) = diag {jjf 1, f j, (11.7.3)
which means that the following equations all hold:
S(f)dS-i) = d,
S*(r‘^S(t)= I3 (if rp) = l), (11.7.4)
• SWl3S(r‘) = U(r).
Thus, all of the type 2b automorphisms {u(t),l,o}, where U(t) is a diagonal matrix of 
the form (11.7.1), are mutually conjugate. The conjugacy class which contains them is 
called (J). Now, let U(f) be given by
U(t) = offdii^a^{^^7i,l77-1(-^r (11.7.5)
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(Where the case k is even is being investigated, so that rf = 1). For each such U(f), let 
a matrix V(r) be defined by
V(/) = dbg{A\l,(-l)**/-**}, (11.7.6)
which is such that all of the following are satisfied simultaneously:
V(l)dV(-z) = d,
V*(z"‘)v(z)= 13, (11.7.7)
V(r)offdiag{(-l)’*fj,l,(-l^»j"1}v(r1) = U(z).
Therefore, attention may be restricted to those type 2b involutions generated by the 
matrices U(z) = offdiag{±l,l,±l}. In fact, with
it is clear that T(/)dT(-?) =
_1_ '
■J2 2
» -A'
J_ I 
72 2
d,also T*(z_1)t(z) = 13, and importantly
-1 0 O’ 0 0 r
T(l) 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 -1 1 0 0
(11.7.8)
(11.7.9)
This means that only the automorphism generated by the matrix U(^) (given by 
offdiag{-l,l,-l} ) need be investigated, since all of the other type 2b involutive 
automorphisms under consideration belong to the class (J). It will now be shown that 
there does not exist any suitable Laurent matrix S(z) which satisfies (for non-zero 
complex numbers a and A , and integers {$ and /z )
S( z)offdiag{-l, 1, -l}s(/~1) = 2Z K3,
(11.7.10)
S(z)dS(-z) = cw^d.
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It is assumed that this is true, with proof following by contradiction. Re-arranging 
implies that
S(l)dS(-z)d = alpl3, (11.7.11)
and since S(z) is a Laurent matrix, it follows that
S(z)'1 = (a~'z“^dS(-z)d. (11.7.12)
Re-arranging the other condition implies that, for all non-zero values of t 
S(t)offdiag{-l,l, -1} = AZ'‘K3S(?-1)'1,
(11.7.13)
(Xa )f'‘+<,K3dS(-r1 )d = S( r){-d},
and so this implies that an expression for the matrix S(f) is
S(z)= -(Xcr1)z/,+*'<liag{l,-l,l}s(-z'1). (11.7.14)
This must hold for all non-zero complex values of t. In particular, the equation t = -r_1 
implies that t = ±i. Substituting the value t - i yields
S(z) = (A)diag{l,-l,l}S(z), (11.7.15)
for some non-zero complex number A. It is easily shown that there does not exist a 
singular 3x3 matrix S(z) which satisfies this condition. Hence there is a conjugacy class 
(K) which contains the type 2b involutive automorphism {-d,l,O}. Now consider those 
automorphisms for which the matrix U(z) is of the form
U(f) - offdiag{rX*,l,-Tj_1f*J (&is odd;?/2 = -l). (11.7.16)
Let S(z) = diag1\l,(-l)^*_1^Z It then follows that
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S())dS(-)< = d, 
s’( t )S( f )= 3.
0
s(0
r
§(»-') = u(z).
(11.7.17)
0 1 0
0 0
Let Uj(z)= offdiag|L,l,y_1-j, and U2(?) = offdiag j-#, 1, -it"1 j. Since Uj(-)= U2(-/), it 
follows that {iJ^r),!,-} and {u2(o), 1,^} are conjugate automorphisms. In fact, both of 
these automorphisms belong to the conjugacy class (J). For, with
s(0 = i72 0
it~
0
J2
0
it
0
1
(11.7.18)
r 1
the following equations are satisfied:
S(/)d^()=d,
S*(t‘K)=13. (11.7.19)
S(-)^3§(z-1 j = offdiag-Lf, l,Zz_1k
The representative automorphism of the conjugacy class (J) is taken to be the type 2b 
automorphism {l3,l,0}. Using this automorphism as representative, each of the basis
f 2)elements of the compact real form of A2 (given some sections previously) is an 
eigenvector of it. The corresponding basis of a real form of A-2- is thus given by the
following elements:
!fe+4)
+ ejd±a2
> GZ;y even, (11.7.20)
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44 ~4)
(<?y'd±«1 "~£7<5±«?) 
{iej6±ct1±a2 )
c,
d.
J GZ;j odd, (1 1.7.21)
(11.7.22)
Finally, the type 2b automorphism {offdiag {-l,l,-l},l,o} is taken as the representative 
automorphism of the conjugacy class (K). In this instance, the given basis elements of 
Ag 7 are not eigenvectors. However, after finding such a basis of eigenvectors, one 
obtains the following basis of a real form of Ag2\
(4 +4)
(®/i±a1 + ejd±a2 + ^/(5+os! + Sj8+a2 )
4/<5±ai +ejd±a2 “e.j5+a, “ eyS+a2)
7 GZ;y even, (11.7.23)
44-+4)
‘(®<5±a, S • s 4* & -o — 7<5±a2 j^+a{ J eaj)
^jb±ax ejd±a2 ej6^^<xr+e^,+a2
jd±a^l±a2 e^jS+aj+aj)
4y±±ai±a2 ejj+aa+aj)
7 GZ;y odd, (11.7.24)
c,
d.
(11.7.25)
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12 Conclusions
12.1 Initial objectives and results obtained
The initial objective of the work upon which this thesis was based was to extend 
previous work on untwisted affine Kac-Moody algebras. In particular, the involutive 
automorphisms of these algebras were to be investigated, and their conjugacy classes 
(within the group of all automorphisms of the algebra) determined. This work was 
undertaken using the matrix formulation which is explained in chapter 1, which allows 
automorphisms of untwisted Kac-Moody algebras to be expressed in terms of matrices 
whose entries are all Laurent polynomial matrices.
The original work of Cornwell [8] was extended in [9-11] to examine all of the 
series of affine Kac-Moody algebras. I extended this work to cover other affine
Kac-Moody algebras, and some of this work is contained herein, and also published 
[6,7]. The identification of conjugacy classes then allowed real forms to be 
constructed, by adapting Cartan’s work on the semi-simple Lie algebras.
The aim was ideally to obtain a complete picture of the conjugacy classes of the 
algebras being examined. However, some problems were encountered when the 
algebra The method employed initially was not sufficient for proving non-
conjugacy of certain pairs of involutive automorphisms. However, the problems were 
removed when a second representation was introduced, and the problem re-evaluated in 
terms of the alternative representation.
Work was also begun on the twisted affine Kac-Moody algebras. Although the 
matrix formulation is specifically for untwisted algebras, with slight adaptation it 
provided some information about the conjugacy classes of A2-. Problems similar to 
the ones encountered for were found for A-- also. In this case though, 
consideration of an alternative representation was not sufficient to solve the problem.
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The “problematic” cases were dealt with by making the working assumption 
that involutive automorphisms were not Conjugate, unless it could be proven otherwise.
In this manner, real forms were not needlessly ignored.
f 2)In addition to the work done on A\, a brief study was made of the exceptional 
affine Kac-Moody algebra G^. The problems in this case were entirely expected. By 
its very nature, the algebra defies a concise characterisation in terms of matrices. It is 
more difficult therefore, to characterise the automorphisms of this algebra. 
Nevertheless, a limited examination was made of the involutive automorphisms and the 
corresponding real forms.
The problems which were experienced in the course of this work have 
suggested several possibilities which may result in further solutions. Future work will 
hopefully present a complete breakdown of the conjugacy classes of the involutive 
automorphisms of all affine Kac-Moody algebras.
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Appendix A
This section of the appendix contains general information concerning the semi-simple 
Lie algebras, and also about the affine complex Kac-Moody algebras. In particular, it
gives the Cartan matrices for the former and the generalised Cartan matrices for the 
latter.
The simple complex Lie algebra A, (where i<l)
The simple complex Lie algebra is of dimension + 1" -1 and has +1)
positive roots. In the present notation each positive root a may be expressed in the
form
k
a = ^aP’ (A.l)
p=
where j,k are such that 1 as j *zk*z L The roots are the simple roots of the
algebra. The form (a,/3) (which is non-degenerate, symmetric and bilinear on the 
space of all linear functionals of Jf) is specified by
(f + i)-1 j = k;l^j<,£
4 l)_1 j = k ±1;1< j,k^#[. (A.2)
0 otherwise
The Cartan matrix of Az is an (£ x £) matrix A, where
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2-1 0 ••• 0 0 O'
-1 2 -1 0 0 0
0-12-000
0 0 0 — 2 -1 0
0 0 0 ••• -1 2 -1
0 0 0 — 0 -1 2
(A.3)
The Dynkin diagram of A, is given in the diagram below.
11 11
o-------o---------- -------- o------o
«i a2 a&1 ae
(A.4)
The simple complex Lie algebra (where I 1)
The simple complex Lie algebra has a dimension of ^(2^ +1) and has €2 positive 
roots. In terms of the simple roots, each positive root a is given by
a
e
p=j
fc-l e
2 °p+2^ap (l s j <k
p=j p=k
fc-1
* p=j
(A.5)
The values of the bilinear symmetric form («,/?) for the positive roots are given by
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(ay«jt) =
(2/-If1
{2{2(-1)}’1 (j-k-t)
-{2(2? -l)}’1 (y = fc±l;ls7,*s/)
(A.6)
0 otherwise
The Cartan matrix A of Bf is the matrix
' 2 -1 0 ••• 0 0 O'
-1 2 -1 ••• 0 0 0
0 -1 2 0 0 0
A = • • ♦
♦
0 0 0 ••• 2 -1 0
0 0 0 ••• --1 2 -1
0 0 0 ••• 0 -2 2
(A.7)
The Dynkin diagram of is the diagram given below.
2 2 2 1
o----- o-------- o-------o (A.8)
Otj ^*2 £~-1
The simple complex Lie algebra C£ (where £ 1)
The simple complex Lie algebra C( is of dimension €(2^ + l), and has f2 positive 
roots. Each positive root a may be expressed in terms of the simple roots by
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k-l
a
pj
k-l i-l
Saf.+22“/’+a'
p-j p-k
a = 4 e-iJ
p-J
£-1
2 V a + a
P + at
(is j <k S. £)
(l : j < k<, 1 - l)
(i=s y^/-i) 
(l^y’ssZ-l)
(A.9)
P-J
a.
The values of the symmetric bilinear form (<<-/>) are given (when 
simple roots) below
a,3 are both
' {2(;+i)h1 
(! + 1) '
~{4(f + 1)}
-{2(f + 1)}-1
(y = flsysf-l)
U = k=e)
{J = k±l;l^j,ks t-1)
(j = 2-\,k = 2 and y = e,k = f -1)
0 otherwise
The Cartan matrix ' of the simple Lie algebra Cf is given by
■ 2 -1 0 • • • 0 0 01
-1 2 _1 ... 0 0 0
0 -1 2 — 0 0 0
A = *; ♦
•
♦ ♦ •
0 0 0 • • • 2 -1 0
0 0 0 • • • -1 2 -2
0 0 0 ••• 0 -1 2
The Dynkin diagram of Cg is the diagram shown below.
11 12
O---- O------------o___ o
°h Cl2 a(
(A.1O)
(A. 11)
(A. 12)
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The simple complex Lie algebra D£ (where £ ^3)
The dimension of Dr is 2(22 -1), and it has 2(2 — l) positive roots.
simple roots, a positive root a may be given by
r*-i €-2
In terms of the
a
s°!p + 2sap + 01M + o:'
P=j p=k
k-[ ■
p=j
e-2
2 “p + ae-i + a(
{l s j < ks£-2)
p=j
e-o.
2X +
p=J
£-2
p=y 
£-2
+ a,
(l y <; 2 - 2) (A. 13)
p=j
The symmetric bilinear form {a,p) is specified by
( y = £ ± 1; 1=s J,k £-3\ 
j = £ — 2,k = £ — !,£ (A. 14)
0
\ k = £ ~2,y = £ —1,£ y 
otherwise
The Cartan matrix A is given by
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2 -1 0 • • ‘ 0 0 0 °1
-1 2 -1 ... 0 0 0 0'1
0 -1 2 ... 0 0 0 0|
0 0 0 ... 2 -1 0 0|
(A.15)0 0 0 ... _i 2 -1 -11
1
0 0 0 ... 0 -1 2 0|
o 0 0 ... 0 -1 0 2I
The Dynkin diagram for the simple Lie algebra Df is shown in the diagram below.
1 1
1
0
1
o o .. a£-l.. o 1 (A. 16)
0-j a2 «Z-2 o
ae
The simple complex Lie algebra G2
This simple Lie algebra is one of the exceptional ones. Its dimension is 14 and it has
only six positive roots, which are a,, a2, a, + a2, a1+2o^2, +3a2 and
2aj + 3a2. The symmetric bilinear form (a^,^) has (when a and /J are simple roots)
the values given by
_i_
12
(7=U = l)l
' j = l,k = 2\
<7 — 2,k — J
( = 2,k = 2)
(A.17)
The Cartan matrix for G2 is the 2x2 matrix A, where
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A = (A. 18)
r 2 -D
-3 2
The Dynkin diagram of G2 is given in the figure below.
3 1
(A. 19)
The complex untwisted affine Kac-Moody algebra Af }
The corresponding simple Lie algebra for the complex untwisted affine Kac-Moody 
algebra A^° is the Lie algebra A,. The root d of A^ is given in terms of the root cu0
and of the single simple root of A j by
6 = aQ + a1. (A.20)
The generalised Cartan matrix for A is the matrix A, which is given by
r 2
A =
~2
-2'
2
(A.21)
It is customary to number the rows and columns of this generalised Cartan matrix with
the members of the index set {0,l}. The quantities ak^\ where J =01,1 are
given by
(«;>«*) = KA-Im-. (A-22)
The generalised Dynkin diagram for this Kac-Moody algebra is displayed in the figure
below:
o—o (A.23)
«0 «1
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The complex untwisted affine Kac-Moody algebra A^l) (where £>2)
In this case, the corresponding simple Lie algebra is Ar The root d is given by
(
(A.24)
p=0 '
The generalised Cartan matrix A (which is indexed by the numbers 0,1,...,/) is the 
matrix
' 2 -1 0 ... 0 0 -r
-1 2 -1 • .. 0 0 0
0 -1 . 2 ... 0 0 0
A =
0 0 0 ... 2 -1 0
(A.25)
0 0 0 ... _i 2 -1
-1 0 0 ... Q -1 2
For the special case £ -2, the generalised Cartan matrix is given by
’ 2 -1 -r
A« -1 2 -1,
-1 -1 2
whilst for the special case / = 3, it is given by
c 2 -1 0 -n
A =
-12-10
0 -1 2 -1
(A.26)
(A.27)
-1 0 -1 2
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(A.28)
i \h)The quantities \apakj (for 0 s j,k <£) are given by 
(aj,at)(1)={2(+ + l)}(1(A)A.
The generalised Dynkin diagram for is given in the diagram below.
o—o-------- o-----o' (A.29)
«o «t’-l <*(
The complex untwisted affine Kac-Moody algebra B(/} (where £^3)
The corresponding simple Lie algebra is, in this case, the simple Lie algebra B£. The
root 6 is given by
t ■ ■
6 = a0 + Oj+2SO^p- (A.30)
The generalised Cartan matrix is the matrix A, which is given by
• 2 0 -1 0 •« • 0 0 0’
0 2 -1 0 • 0 0 0
-1 -1 2 -1 • • 0 0 0
A =
0 0 -1 2 • • 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 • • 2 -1 0
0 0 0 0 • • -1 2 -1
0 0 0 0 • • 0 -2 2
(A.31)
For the special case f = 3, the generalised Cartan matrix is given by
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A = (A32)
2 0-1 01
0 2 -1 0
-1 1 2 -1
0 0-22
The quantities (apakP(0 where 0 j,k £,£, are given by
(A.33)
where the matrix B is given by
’ 2 0 -1 0 •• . 0 0 O'
0 2 -1 0 •• • 0 0 0
-1 -1 2 -1 .. . 0 0 0
B z 1 X 0 0 -1 2 •• • 0 0 0
2(2€ -1) • • • • • ;
0 0 0 0 •• • 2 -1 0
0 0 0 0 •• • -1 2 -1
0 0 0 0 •• • 0 -1 1
(A.34)
For the special case £ - 3, the matrix B is given by
• 2 0 -1 O'
0 2 -1 0
B =
-1 -1 2 -1
0 0 -1 1
(A35)
The generalised Dynkin diagram for is given by the figure below.
«0
(A.36)
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A
The complex untwisted affine Kac-Moody algebra (where € > 2)
The simple Lie algebra which corresponds to this Lie algebra is the algebra Cr In 
this case, the root 5 is given by
?-i
<5 = ce0 +2^ap +ar (A.37)
p=i
The generalised Cartan matrix is provided by
•2 0 -1 0 — 0 0 0*
-2 2 -1 0 ••• 0 0 0
0-12-1-000
0 0 -1 2 ••• 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 — 2 -1 0
0 0 0 0 ••• -1 2 -2
0 0 0 0 — 0 -1 2
(A.38)
For € = 2, the generalised Cartan matrix is given by
(A.39)
whereas for f = 3, the generalised Cartan matrix is given by
(A.40)
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(A.41)
The quantities
/ \10
(ay, ak / (for 0 <; j,k <, £) are given by 
(aj.cit)*1’ -(B),t>
where the matrix B is
B =
4(€ +1)
4-200
-2 2-10
0 -1
0 0 0]
0 o ol
0 0 0|
0 0 ol
2 -1 ol
-1 2 -2|
0 -2 4J
(A.42)
0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
Once again, for the special cases I - 2,3 respectively, the matrix B is given by
(A.43)
(A.44)
The generalised Dynkin diagram for C(/} is shown in the diagram below.
o----- o------------ o----- o (A .45)
«0 «l
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The complex untwisted affine Kac-Moody algebra D^ (where £^4)
The corresponding Lie algebra in this case is the simple Lie algebra . The root 6 
is given by the expression
1-2
d = o0 + + a^_i + a^. -(A .46)
p=2
For the affine untwisted algebra , the generalised Cartan matrix A is given by
■ 2 0 -1 0 •• • 0 0 0 O'
0 2 -1 0 •• • 0 0 0 0
-1 -1 2 -1 .. • 0 0 0 0
0 0 -1 2 •• • 0 0 0 0
A =
0 0 0 0 •• • 2 -1 0 0
0 0 0 0 •• ♦ -1 2 -1 -1
0 0 0 0 •• • 0 -1 2 0
0 0 0 0 •• • 0 -1 0 2
(A.47)
The generalised Cartan matrices for the special cases f = 4,5 are given, respectively,
by
• 2 0 -1 0 O'
0 2 -1 0 0
A = -1 -1 2 -1 -1
0 0 -1 2 0
0 0 -1 0 2
(A.48)
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A =
r2 0 -1 0
' 0 2 -1 0
-1 -1 2 -1
0 0 -1 2
0 0 0 -1
L° 0 0 -1
1 0 0|
-1 -l
2 0
0
(A.49)
j
• / \(l1The quantities ak j (for 0 s j,k < £ ) are given by
(A.50)
The generalised Dynkin diagram for is given in the figure below.
The complex untwisted affine Kac-Moody algebra
The corresponding simple Lie algebra is the algebra G2. It follows therefore, that the
root d is given by ■
6 = C0 +2a] +3o2
The generalised Cartan matrix for is given by
2-1 0'
A= -1 2-1
0-3 2
(A.52)
(A.53)
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I \U)Then, for y, k such that y, k = 0,1,2, the quantities ak j are given by
(A.54)
where the matrix B is given by
The generalised Dynkin diagram for is given in the figure below
a0 aI a2
The complex twisted affine Kac-Moody algebra A(22)
(A.55)
(A.56)
The corresponding simple Lie algebra is A2, whilst the rotation r of the roots of A,
(which is two-fold) is given by 
r(aI)=a2, 
t(«2)=
The generalised Cartan matrix is given by
2 -V
(A.57)
-4 2
/ V2)The quantities tay., ak ) (for j, k = 0,1), are given by 
(«7.«d<2) “(B)Jk’
where B is the 2x2 matrix defined by
(A.58)
(A.59)
B = ^4 diag {3,3,l} A.
A =
369
-2'
1
(A.60)
The generalised Dynkin diagram for A^2) is shown in the underneath figure.
o-—o
a0
(A.61)
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Appendix ■ B
Schur's lemma
The first theorem listed is a version of Schur's lemma. There are a few different ways 
in which the lemma may be stated, but the following is used here:
Let r be an irreducible representation (of dimension n ) of a Lie algebra 1. If there 
exists a matrix B of dimension n, which is such that
I'(a)B = Br(a) (VaSLf), (B.l)
then the matrix B must be a multiple of the unit matrix.
This lemma may also be used under certain circumstances for infinite-dimensional Lie
algebras. Suppose that the matrix parts of members of an affine untwisted Kac- 
Moody algebra are denoted by {»(?)}. Then, suppose that there exists an «- 
dimensional polynomial matrix B(?) which is such that, for each matrix part af)
a(0B(O = B(r)a(r). (B.2)
It follows then that, the matrix B(i) is such that
B(f) = /?)»„• (B.3)
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This requires little proof. The untwisted affine Kac-Moody algebra contains its 
corresponding simple Lie algebra as ' a proper subset. That is, the algebra 
contains
r(a) (Va (B.4)
For a particular value of t, (say t = t, ), it follows that
= B(z,)r(a) (vr(a)eZ). (B.5)
Since B(z,) is a fixed matrix whose entries are merely complex numbers, the result of 
Schur's lemma (as given above) may be applied. This implies that, for each value tj
of L
b((,)=A,1„. (B.6)
Since B(?) is a Laurent polynomial matrix, it may be inferred that
B(f) = /«!„, (B.7)
and, moreover, it follows that /(z) = , since the inverse of B(f) is itself a Laurent
polynomial matrix.
Explicit realisations of irreducible representations
It is desirable in certain circumstances, to have explicit realisations of irreducible 
representations F. It may Be assumed that the representation F is provided By anti- 
Hermitian matrices, which implies in turn that F(/z„) is Hermitian and
r(ej = (B.8)
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for each a EA+. There is contained in chapter 16 of [13], a general procedure for 
obtaining such representations, in which each matrix r(ft) is diagonal. The process 
involved is only used a few times in the work, but need not be recalled here in full. 
The fact that r(Z) is diagonal is by far the most important fact that does need to be 
known, and reference should be made to [13] chapter 4 for further information.
Lemma
This proposition is used to help analyse certain pairs of automorphisms. We suppose 
that two matrices Uq(z) and U2 (f) are such that
a/*'u1(0 = r(0u2W)rW‘. (B.9)
where R(t) is a Laurent polynomial matrix which satisfies the inequality
R«gR(t)* at^g. (B.10)
Now, suppose that there does exist some Laurent polynomial matrix S(r) such that
A/2U1(f) = S(WU2(f)^(()'^1. (B.ll)
S(/)gS(f) = atPg. (B.12)
Where a is some non-zero complex number, and is an integer. The quantities
Ai,Zi are both non-zero complex numbers, but are not necessarily equal. It then
follows that
S(f) = R(f)Q(f),
where the matrix Q(z) is such that
(B.13)
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QWU2(z)Q(O"1 = A2A71/g2_glU2(z). (B.14)
Proof
From (B.ll), we have that S(/)= K2tMzU1^f)S(/)U2(?) \ and we may substitute (B.9)
into this, implying that
s(f) = AA.,'1/'" '‘2R(;)U,(/)R(()"-s(i)U20)'- (B.15)
Hence, S(r) = R(f)Q(r) where Q(^)=A2AI^^I*^_PlU2(^)R(^)”1S^()^2(t(-1• It remains 
only to show that (B.14) holds. Direct substitution implies that
qW^^QW’1 = U2(rO^(()'1s(r)U2(r)S(0-1R(t)U2(r)’1. (B.i6)
This equation is readily simplified using the information contained in (B.9) and 
(B.ll), and this does indeed show that (B.14) holds.
Coxeter systems and Richardson's algorithm
The algorithm of Richardson [29] is a convenient way of parametrising the conjugacy 
classes of involutions within arbitrary Coxeter groups. The problem of parametrising 
all of the conjugacy classes of arbitrary Coxeter groups is a much more complex 
problem, to which at present there does not appear to be a satisfactory method. 
Coxeter systems are of interest since they include as special cases the Weyl groups. 
For reference, some information about Coxeter systems is included here. The notation 
and conventions are mainly those used by Humphreys [20], and this should be 
consulted for a broader knowledge of Coxeter systems.
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We recall firstly the definition of a Coxeter . system. This is a pair (%,<£) that 
consists of a group W and a set £(C%/) of generators, in which the generators are
subject only to relations of the form
Us'')"'11'5"1 =1.
Note that m{s,s) = land that m(s,s')^2 when s ft s'. In all cases, 5,s' . It is
conventional to refer to the group % as a Coxeter group.
Given a Coxeter system, we may represent the group W as Being generated by 
reflections. In this case, a reflection is a linear transformation which fixes some plane
pointwise and sends some non-zero vector to its negative. We define the vector space 
V to have basis elements jajs which are in one-to-one correspondence with the
generators of the Coxeter system. A symmetric bilinear form B is defined on V by
B(as,as,) = -cos A-p (B.
Then, for each s ES we define a reflection o^V -s V (in the sense explained above)
By
ojA) = X-2B(a,,X)as.'
Clearly, each such reflection has order 2 in GL(V). The reflection oy sends the
vector a, to its negative, whilst fixing pointwise the hyperplane orthogonal to this
vector. We may define a mapping O'.IV F By letting a(s) = os. It can be shown
(see • for example [20]) that a is a homomorphism that preserves the form B on V. 
Moreover, for every pair s,s' ES, the order (in V) of oscfs. is m(s,s'). The 
homomorphism o is generally referred to as the geometrte ri^prepsntetic^^ of tof 
Coxeter system.
For a given syssem, the root syssem <O is deOined to be the set of
vectors Ice^ls . In the same way as the tCmpte, plsitive avid negettee svo ts were
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defined for the roots of Lie algebras, we may define simple, positive and negative 
roots for the Coxeter system.
The parabolic subgroup %/z (of %/) is the subgroup generated by a given 
subset /C<£. Similarly, the subspace Vj is defined to be the space spanned by
For any /C<£, it may or may not be true that the operator -1(gGL(Vz)) lies 
in 'UJj. (Noting that the geometric representation of %/z may be realised as the action 
of Wj on Vz). When this is the case, we say that I satisfies the (-1)-condition, and 
we denote by Wj the operator -l(c%/z). Two sets I, J which both satisfy the (-1)-
condition are said to be %/-equivalent if there exists some which maps the set
|czv|a'E/| onto the set jaJsEi/}-. The main result of Richardson is the following 
theorem:
Let (&/,<£) be a Coxeter system, and / be the set of all subsets of £ 
which satisfy the (-l) -condition. Then (a) Every involution cG%/ is 
conjugate to wr where JEj. (b) If then wz and Wj are
conjugate if and only if I and J are %/-equi valent.
Thus, the problem of parametrisation of conjugacy classes of involutions within a 
Coxeter group is equivalent to the problem of finding the ^/-equivalence classes of all 
subsets of £ which satisfy the (-1) -condition.
The Algorithm
The algorithm thus determines when two subsets J,K E/ are ^/-equivalent. 
If J £=.£ and s E<£, then we let L(s,J) denote the connected component of 7U {$}
which contains s . The set A(j) is the set of all 5 \ {j} such that the Coxeter
system is of finite type and does not satisfy the (-1)-condition. In
fact, for s E(<£ \ j), we have that s EA(j) if and only if the Coxeter graph of L(s, j) 
is of one of the types An(n > l), Z>2n+i’ ^6 or + !)• Now if a subset I of £ is
376
such that the Coxeter group Wj is finite, then a permutation q may be defined upon 
the elements of /. With s El, the longest word wz in Wj is such that
w7(aj = -as, V5G7,
with s' E/. The permutation l7 is then defined by js) ) s'.
Then, with J ES, s EA(J) and s' = tL((), we define the set K(s, J) by 
K(s,/)=(/U{s}\{s'}).
The sets J,K are then (/-equivalent. By working systematically through all of the 
subsets that satisfy the (-1)-condition, all of the (--equivalence classes may be 
determined. The representative involution associated with the set J E( is the element 
wj, whose restriction to W3 is the operator (-1).
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